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The computational landscape is littered with islands of disjoint resource providers including
commercial Clouds, private Clouds, national Grids, institutional Grids, clusters, and data centers.
These providers are independent and isolated due to a lack of communication and coordination,
they are also often proprietary without standardised interfaces, protocols, or execution environ-
ments. The lack of standardisation and global transparency has the effect of binding consumers
to individual providers. With the increasing ubiquity of computation providers there is an op-
portunity to create federated architectures that span both Grid and Cloud computing providers
effectively creating a global computing infrastructure. In order to realise this vision, secure and
scalable mechanisms to coordinate resource access are required. This thesis proposes a generic
meta-scheduling architecture to facilitate federated resource allocation in which users can provi-
sion resources from a range of heterogeneous (service) providers.
Efficient resource allocation is difficult in large scale distributed environments due to the in-
herent lack of centralised control. In a Grid model, local resource managers govern access to a
pool of resources within a single administrative domain but have only a local view of the Grid
and are unable to collaborate when allocating jobs. Meta-schedulers act at a higher level able to
submit jobs to multiple resource managers, however they are most often deployed on a per-client
basis and are therefore concerned with only their allocations, essentially competing against one
another. In a federated environment the widespread adoption of utility computing models seen in
commercial Cloud providers has re-motivated the need for economically aware meta-schedulers.
Economies provide a way to represent the different goals and strategies that exist in a compet-
itive distributed environment. The use of economic allocation principles effectively creates an
open service market that provides efficient allocation and incentives for participation.
The major contributions of this thesis are the architecture and prototype implementation of the
DRIVE meta-scheduler. DRIVE is a Virtual Organisation (VO) based distributed economic meta-
scheduler in which members of the VO collaboratively allocate services or resources. Providers
joining the VO contribute obligation services to the VO. These contributed services are in effect
membership “dues” and are used in the running of the VOs operations – for example allocation,
advertising, and general management. DRIVE is independent from a particular class of provider
(Service, Grid, or Cloud) or specific economic protocol. This independence enables allocation in
federated environments composed of heterogeneous providers in vastly different scenarios. Pro-
tocol independence facilitates the use of arbitrary protocols based on specific requirements and
infrastructural availability. For instance, within a single organisation where internal trust exists,
users can achieve maximum allocation performance by choosing a simple economic protocol.
In a global utility Grid no such trust exists. The same meta-scheduler architecture can be used
with a secure protocol which ensures the allocation is carried out fairly in the absence of trust.
DRIVE establishes contracts between participants as the result of allocation. A contract describes
individual requirements and obligations of each party. A unique two stage contract negotiation
protocol is used to minimise the effect of allocation latency. In addition due to the co-op nature of
the architecture and the use of secure privacy preserving protocols, DRIVE can be deployed in a
distributed environment without requiring large scale dedicated resources.
This thesis presents several other contributions related to meta-scheduling and open service
markets. To overcome the perceived performance limitations of economic systems four high util-
isation strategies have been developed and evaluated. Each strategy is shown to improve occu-
pancy, utilisation and profit using synthetic workloads based on a production Grid trace. The
gRAVI service wrapping toolkit is presented to address the difficulty web enabling existing ap-
plications. The gRAVI toolkit has been extended for this thesis such that it creates economically
aware (DRIVE-enabled) services that can be transparently traded in a DRIVE market without re-
quiring developer input. The final contribution of this thesis is the definition and architecture of
a Social Cloud – a dynamic Cloud computing infrastructure composed of virtualised resources
contributed by members of a Social network. The Social Cloud prototype is based on DRIVE
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Large scale computing has traditionally been available only to a limited number of users. How-
ever, the emergence of Grid and Cloud systems has made high performance computing systems
more readily accessible. The availability of Cloud providers and the associated utility models pre-
dominantly employed has reprised the vision of global computing utilities. Currently providers
form isolated islands of computation, with no interaction, coordination or cooperation between
one another [1]. Consumers are therefore bound to a single provider due to a lack of global trans-
parency. Federation of Clouds, and federation of Clouds with existing Grid infrastructures, could
be used to create a global computing utility capable of offering enormous computing leverage
on-demand.
In order to create a federated architecture, secure and scalable mechanisms to manage and
coordinate resource access are required. This is essential as the resource providers themselves
may be commercial entities, and must be protected from fraud, theft and resource subversion
before they can be expected to participate in any such federation. Global resource management
over multiple commercial providers re-motivates the use of economically aware allocation mech-
anisms driven by the underlying allocation principles used by Cloud providers. There are a num-
ber of other issues that must also be considered in the design of a federated allocation architecture,
for example trust and security, extensibility and flexibility, interoperability, global scalability, and
investment in dedicated infrastructure.
Cloud computing has gained much exposure due (in part) to the launch of various commercial
offerings, including Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)1 and Google AppEngine2, and the
development of Open Science Clouds such as Nimbus [2] and Eucalyptus [3]. In addition there
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Grid3, Australian Partnerships for Advanced Computing Grid [4], ChinaGrid4) and production
Grids (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) [5], TeraGrid [6, 7], Open Science Grid (OSG) [8, 9],
Grid5000 [10]) available to consumers.
Grid and Cloud federation is essentially an extension of the Grid computing model adding
further heterogeneity in terms of task domains (jobs, VMs, Services), security infrastructures, al-
location algorithms, execution models, and Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. In Grid environ-
ments, resource providers are typically individually managed by heterogeneous Local Resource
Managers (LRMs). LRMs have only a local or organisational view of the Grid and are unable to
collaborate when allocating resources. This approach therefore leads to optimal local allocations
but suboptimal global allocations and results in underutilisation of the Grid as a whole. Grid
meta-schedulers focus on global allocation by acting at a higher level able to submit workload to
multiple heterogeneous LRMs. However, most meta-schedulers are implemented on a per-client
basis and are therefore only concerned with their own clients’ allocations rather than achieving
globally optimal allocation across LRMs. Client oriented meta-schedulers compete by submit-
ting jobs to resources with no knowledge of other schedulers actions therefore reducing overall
efficiency.
DRIVE (Distributed Resource Infrastructure for a Virtual Economy) [11, 12] is a federating
economic meta-scheduler capable of creating open service markets. DRIVE is based on a flexible
dynamic Virtual Organisation (VO) [13], in which the VO is responsible for providing the coor-
dination between resources and users, and abstracting the underlying provider implementation.
The VO itself is executed on resources contributed by the member providers. In DRIVE resource
providers (Grid, Cloud or Service) compete in an open economy for the right to host user tasks.
Economies are used as they create incentives for participation, provide efficient allocation, and
are necessitated by the utility models predominantly used by commercial providers. There are a
number of reasons why DRIVE is a suitable base architecture for creating federated distributed
systems, in particular it is distributed, decentralised, scalable, and operates using secure alloca-
tion protocols that can be hosted on participating providers thus sharing the burden of allocation
and reducing the requirement for dedicated infrastructure. DRIVE has been designed to be au-
tonomous and self-managing, while also being extensible through plug-in allocation protocols,
valuation functions and bidding policies.
DRIVE is not envisaged to be the sole means of allocation in a large scale federation, rather
multiple (economic) meta-schedulers representing different user groups may operate concur-
rently in the market. Figure 1.1 depicts this vision of a federated architecture in which multiple
Grid and Cloud providers are available to users through a collection of high level meta-schedulers
including DRIVE, Community Scheduler Framework (CSF) [14, 15, 16], Grid Federation [17, 18]
and GridWay [19, 20, 21].
DRIVE is designed to facilitate dynamic service trading as service based models are commonly




Figure 1.1: A federated environment containing Grid and Cloud based resource providers. A
number of meta-schedulers (such as DRIVE, CSF, GridFederation, and GridWay) are used to allo-
cate workload to resource providers.
enabled and the task of creating services is difficult due to the range of complex technologies,
tools, standards and languages involved. Exposing services in a market is even more difficult
as users need to understand and adhere to different economic protocols, implement valuation
functions and bidding policies, and establish and honour contracts. To address the significant
difficulties creating and trading services in a DRIVE market this thesis presents the design and
implementation of the gRAVI (Grid Remote Application Virtualisation Interface) toolkit. The
gRAVI toolkit can be used to wrap arbitrary applications as Web Services Resource Framework
(WSRF) [22] Web services which can then be transparently traded in a DRIVE market. All service
code, scripts and definition files are created automatically without any developer input. We term
this process Software as a Tradable Service (SaaTS).
To evaluate the DRIVE architecture a fully functional federated Grid prototype has been de-
veloped. The prototype is job based and is used to evaluate the performance of DRIVE using
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synthetic Grid workloads allocated over a federated virtualised testbed. To demonstrate the flex-
ibility of the DRIVE architecture the prototype has been extended to allocate Cloud storage in
a proof of concept deployment of a Social Cloud. Not only does this Social Cloud deployment
highlight the versatility of DRIVE it is a novel contribution in its own right. A Social Cloud is a
unique scalable computing environment in which virtualised resources contributed by users of a
social network are dynamically provisioned amongst a group of friends.
The remainder of this chapter presents an overview of the DRIVE meta-scheduler, enumerates
the contributions made in this thesis, outlines the publications derived from this research and
describes the structure of this thesis.
1.2 DRIVE Overview
DRIVE is a distributed economic meta-scheduler in which core management and allocation ser-
vices are contributed by participating service providers, thus distributing the cost of resource
allocation across the members of the VO. These contributed services are in effect membership
“dues” and are used in the running of the VOs operations. The distributed nature of DRIVE fa-
cilitates implementation of unique distributed (trustworthy) allocation protocols and also limits
investment in dedicated infrastructure which reduces potential barriers for entry. The VO model
provides scalability from local single organisation Grids through to large scale global federations
that span organisational boundaries.
The widespread adoption of utility computing models seen in commercial Cloud providers
has re-motivated the need for economic allocation mechanisms. Economic protocols have long
been used to allocate computational resources in distributed environments [23] as they provide
effective decentralised decision making and offer incentives for participation [24, 25, 26, 27].
Economies are typically scalable and adaptable to rapidly changing market conditions [28]. They
also provide a well understood class of protocols with extensive literature outlining their use.
Auctions in particular have been shown to provide an efficient means of economic resource al-
location due to their ability to establish market prices and represent fine grained QoS require-
ments [29], in addition they exhibit low communication overhead for sealed bid protocols [25].
A major design goal of DRIVE is the ability to support a range of topologies from small scale
local grids through to global federations. To achieve this goal DRIVE provides a plug-in allocation
protocol mechanism, allowing protocols to be selected for, and tuned to, specific environments.
For example, within an organisation internal trust exists, in this case DRIVE users can achieve
maximum allocation performance by choosing an efficient protocol plug-in (for example a simple
auction) which does not utilise expensive trust or privacy preserving mechanisms. In a global
environment no such trust exists. The same DRIVE architecture can be used with a secure trust-
worthy protocol [30] plug-in ensuring the allocation is carried out fairly and valuation details are
kept private. For large jobs the overhead of using a trustworthy protocol may be insignificant,
for smaller jobs however sub-scheduling tools such as Falkon [31] can be used to provide rapid
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allocation to smaller tasks and therefore amortise the overhead.
DRIVE services are defined by a deployment trust model which outlines the requirements of
each service. In order for resources to be allocated jobs they must first join the VO, on joining, a
resource provider exposes a set of obligation services which it contributes to the VO for the running
of the meta-scheduler. Once a member of the VO, the resource provider also exposes participation
services which are needed to participate in the economy and execute jobs on the resource provider.
The remaining trusted core services are, in the current architecture, hosted by a set of trusted hosts
due to requirements for trust or availability.
DRIVE makes use of a novel two stage contract process to mitigate the effects of allocation
latency and encourage negotiation participation. As the result of an allocation DRIVE creates
a tentative soft agreement which represents soft-state resource rights, it does not guarantee re-
sources will be available. Upon redemption, the tentative agreement is renegotiated between
the parties to establish a hardened binding contract containing specific Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) that define agreed upon levels of service.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis makes multiple research contributions in the areas of federated architectures, meta-
scheduling, economic resource allocation, web service wrapping toolkits, and Cloud computing.
Specifically, this thesis:
1. Presents the design and prototype implementation of DRIVE – a distributed economic meta-
scheduler designed to facilitate large scale resource trading in federated distributed envi-
ronments. DRIVE is unique for a number of reasons:
• DRIVE is a co-op architecture in which core components of the meta-scheduler are
hosted on (potentially untrusted) participating providers. Trust is established through
secure economic protocols.
• DRIVE is allocation protocol independent to provide the option of simultaneously us-
ing both (efficient) insecure and secure protocols in different scenarios. Independence
is provided by a generic protocol plug-in interface exposed by DRIVE market services.
In addition a generic Allocation Component has been designed that can be instantiated
as any protocol dependent entity.
• DRIVE is domain and provider independent. This separation makes DRIVE a suitable
platform from which to create a federated Grid and Cloud environment while also
facilitating arbitrary service markets. Task independence is achieved by supporting
arbitrary term languages for task submission, allocation, reservations and contracts.
• DRIVE uses a unique two phase SLA negotiation mechanism to encourage negotiation
participation and reduce the impact of latency in distributed economies. Soft tenta-
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tive agreements are created as the result of a negotiation, upon redemption tentative
agreements are hardened into binding contracts containing SLAs.
• A hint based reverse discovery mechanism is used to reduce the burden on allocation
entities. Providers receive direct advertisements for suitable negotiations, they also
have the option of discovering published negotiations through Publishing Services.
• The DRIVE architecture includes a task-independent flexible advanced reservation
model therefore providing consumers with flexibility when describing task require-
ments and interdependencies. This model has been shown to be advantageous to
providers due to the ability to schedule tasks.
• DRIVE components are extensible through user defined policies and plug-in interfaces.
For example the DRIVE Agent dynamically loads risk policies and valuation functions
at runtime to value requests.
• DRIVE is based on a dynamic VO model to represent consumers, providers, and DRIVE
services distributed over multiple administrative domains with proprietary security
configurations.
2. Analyses the performance of the DRIVE prototype in the context of auction based allocation.
To conduct this analysis several synthetic workloads have been developed to model situa-
tions where economic allocation typically performs poorly. A variety of experiments are
presented focused on bidding policies, auction throughput, DRIVE service overhead, and
economic (profit/penalty) analysis. The results verify the implementation and also serve to
quantify the salient performance measurements of DRIVE.
3. Identifies and quantifies the performance benefits of four High Utilisation strategies which
can be used to overcome some of the perceived limitations of economic mechanisms. The
four strategies studied are overbidding and overbooking, second chance substitute providers,
flexible advanced reservations, and just-in-time bidding. These strategies can be employed
both through allocation protocols and by participants to increase resource occupancy and
therefore optimise overall utilisation. They are shown to improve the performance of eco-
nomic (auction) protocols in the allocation of resources in a high performance computing
environment using DRIVE.
4. Presents the design and implementation of gRAVI – an economically enabled Grid and Web
service wrapping toolkit. gRAVI is capable of rapidly web enabling legacy applications such
that they can be transparently integrated in a DRIVE-based service market. The generated
WSRF services are independent from a particular hosting platform and support GSI security,
Grid scheduling, state notifications, persistence and data staging. All service code, scripts
and definition files are created automatically without any developer input. gRAVI is able
to deploy services directly to the open science cloud Nimbus, while also being able to parse
workflow definition files to create strongly typed services. To our knowledge this is the only
example of a service wrapping toolkit capable of creating economically enabled services.
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5. Defines a Social Cloud – a Cloud computing infrastructure utilising virtualised resources
contributed by members of a Social network. Additionally the design and implementa-
tion of a proof of concept Social Storage Cloud based on DRIVE is presented which high-
lights the versatility of the DRIVE architecture. The prototype Social Cloud is implemented
as a Facebook application which allows “friends” to trade storage with one another in an
open DRIVE market. Performance measurements for the deployed posted-price and auc-
tion based marketplaces are shown to exceed the requirements of a small Social Cloud. This
is the first example of a Cloud computing environment that leverages the trust relationships
established in a Social network.
1.4 Scope
The DRIVE architecture is widely defined covering many aspects of meta-scheduling, economic
resource allocation, and SLA management. Due to the size of this undertaking it is important
to limit the scope of this thesis to the creation of the DRIVE meta-scheduler and the associated
components required to facilitate economic resource allocation over large scale distributed envi-
ronments. This includes the creation of a distributed service infrastructure to support arbitrary
auction protocols it does not include detailed implementation or analysis of these protocols. The
primary focus of this thesis is developing allocation mechanisms that can be applied in a feder-
ated environment, other aspects of federation such as inter-provider data transfer and heteroge-
neous task execution is outside the scope of this thesis. Where possible DRIVE leverages existing
mechanisms for resource discovery and job submission. DRIVE establishes SLAs as the result
of allocation however monitoring and enforcement of these agreements is outside the scope of
this thesis. The concept of reputation is referred to throughout this thesis as an example of a
non-functional implication of trading, however implementation of reputation mechanisms and
protocols is also outside the scope of this research.
1.5 Publications
During my PhD candidature I have collaborated with researchers both internally and externally.
This work resulted in several joint publications derived from Chapters in this thesis. Specifically:
The following publications are derived from Chapters 4 and 5 detailing the design and imple-
mentation of DRIVE:
• K. Chard and K. Bubendorfer, Using Secure Auctions to Build a Distributed Meta-scheduler
for the Grid, in Market Oriented Grid and Utility Computing, R. Buyya and K. Bubendorfer,
Eds. New York, USA: Wiley Press, 2009.
• K.Chard and K. Bubendorfer. A Distributed Economic Meta-scheduler for the Grid, in Pro-
ceedings of the 8th IEEE International Symposium on Cluster Computing and the Grid (CC-
GRID). Lyon, France. 2008.
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The following publication is derived from Chapters 5 and 6 describing the design and evalu-
ation of the proposed high utilisation strategies:
• K.Chard, K. Bubendorfer, and P. Komisarczuk. High Occupancy Resource Allocation for
Grid and Cloud systems, a Study with DRIVE, in Proceedings of the 19th ACM International
Symposium on High Performance Distributed Computing (HPDC), Chicago, IL, USA, 2010.
gRAVI was developed in conjunction with Professor Ian Foster, Ravi Madduri and the Globus
group (University of Chicago/Argonne National Laboratory), Chapter 7 is derived in part from
the following publications:
• K. Chard, W. Tan, J. Boverhof, R. Madduri, and I. Foster. Wrap Scientific Applications as
WSRF Grid Services using gRAVI, in Proceedings of the 7th IEEE International Conference
on Web Services (ICWS), Los Angeles, CA, USA, 2009.
• W. Tan, K. Chard, D. Sulakhe, R. Madduri, I. Foster, S. Soiland-Reyes, and C. Goble, Scien-
tific workflows as services in caGrid: a Taverna and gRAVI approach, in Proceedings of the
7th IEEE International Conference on Web Services (ICWS), Los Angeles, USA, CA, 2009.
• K. Chard, C. Onyuksel, W. Tan, D. Sulakhe, R. Madduri, and I. Foster, Build Grid Enabled
Scientific Workflows using gRAVI and Taverna, in Proceedings of the 4th IEEE International
Conference on eScience (eScience), Indianapolis, IN, USA, 2008.
The Social Cloud concept was developed in conjunction with Professor Omer Rana and Simon
Caton (Cardiff University), Chapter 8 is partially derived from the following publication:
• K. Chard, S. Caton, O. Rana, and K. Bubendorfer. Social Cloud: Cloud Computing in Social
Networks, in Proceedings of the 3rd IEEE International Conference on Cloud Computing
(CLOUD), Miami, FL, USA, 2010.
1.6 Thesis Organisation
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of related work in Grid
and Cloud computing, meta-scheduling, and economic resource allocation. This chapter begins
by developing a taxonomy designed to classify common meta-scheduling approaches before de-
scribing a variety of systems with similar goals to DRIVE. Chapter 3 presents five motivating
use cases that attempt to characterise common application requirements. Chapter 4 introduces
DRIVE and outlines the general architecture independent of a given domain, this chapter focuses
on allocation mechanisms, service provider interactions, contract management, VO management,
and service discovery. A prototype implementation of DRIVE developed for Grid federation is
presented in Chapter 5. The prototype includes functional implementations of all core DRIVE
services and includes three reverse auction protocols. The DRIVE architecture is validated exper-
imentally in Chapter 6, this chapter presents various performance measurements and examines
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the proposed high utilisation strategies designed to overcome economic limitations. Chapter 7
presents the gRAVI toolkit, focusing on the DRIVE extensions used to generate economically en-
abled services. Chapter 8 defines the concept of a Social Cloud before presenting a storage-based
prototype implementation utilising a DRIVE-based service market, quantitative evaluation of the
prototype is presented under different market conditions. Finally Chapter 9 concludes this thesis,
reviewing the DRIVE architecture, providing a summary of contributions and proposing future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
It has long been realised that enormous (super)computing power can be harnessed by combin-
ing the computational resources of individual computing systems [32, 33]. This concept was the
major motivation for the development of Cluster, Grid, and more recently Cloud computing.
Each of these models manages, and coordinates access to, a group of distributed computing re-
sources. These distributed models can be deployed within organisations, across organisational
boundaries, or even formed dynamically from donated resources (Volunteer Computing [34, 35]).
While these architectures each facilitate large scale resource sharing increased value can be ob-
tained through utility models, in which consumers have “plug-in” access to global computing
resources and providers implement dynamic (metered) billing policies to offset infrastructure
and operational costs. The concept of a computing utility was first proposed by John McCarthy
in 1961:
“if computers of the kind I have advocated become the computers of the future, then com-
puting may someday be organised as a public utility just as the telephone system is a public
utility... The computer utility could become the basis of a new and important industry” 1
McCarthy’s vision has remained unrealised for a number of reasons including lack of moti-
vation (use cases) for users and difficulty creating, coordinating, managing, and securing such
infrastructures. To create a true computing utility a federated global environment is required
such that users can submit tasks transparently to a pool of distributed heterogeneous resource
providers. In such a model consumers and providers may be in different administrative domains,
under separate management and control, with differing environments and local policies.
Computing clusters provided the first high-performance distributed architecture combining
pools of homogeneous resources for large scale parallel computation. Grid computing built upon
this concept by federating heterogeneous resources (Clusters, Supercomputers, Data centers, and
Instruments) distributed over a wide area network. In a Grid resources are managed indepen-
dently and may be contributed from different administrative domains. Grid middleware is used
1John McCarthy, MIT Centennial Speech, 1961
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to provide security, discovery, resource management, and file transfer. Cloud computing has
further developed this vision through the adoption of virtualisation and utility business mod-
els. While many clusters, large scale Grid environments, and commercial/non-commercial Cloud
providers are readily available worldwide they have effectively formed ’islands’ of disconnected
computation which lack the ability to interact with one another [1].
In order to exploit distributed architectures in an efficient manner high level schedulers are
used to allocate resources in multi-provider environments. Within a Grid system there are mul-
tiple levels of scheduling. At the resource level LRMs schedule jobs to individual computing
resources such as nodes in clusters or processors in supercomputers. At an enterprise or institu-
tion level work is scheduled across multiple LRMs within a single administrative domain using
schedulers such as Portable Batch System (PBS) Pro peer scheduling [36] and Load Sharing Facil-
ity (LSF) multi cluster [37, 38]. Grid level scheduling (or meta-scheduling) is more complex as the
system spans administrative domains and must interact with heterogeneous resources and low
level schedulers. General approaches to Grid level scheduling include meta-schedulers [19], com-
munity schedulers [15], superschedulers [39], and resource brokers [40, 41, 42]. Meta-schedulers
can therefore be used as the basis for federated resource allocation across administrative domains.
The task of a meta-scheduler is four-fold: resource discovery, resource allocation (or match-
making), job submission, and job monitoring. In Grid environments, resource discovery is re-
quired to locate a set of candidate resources through a Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS).
GRIS aggregates resource metadata and exposes an interface to discover resources which satisfy
consumer requirements. These results are filtered by removing inaccessible or inappropriate re-
sources (based on credentials or requirements of the task). Resource allocation (or matchmaking)
is tasked with determining a “suitable” resource to host a given job according to the policies and
mechanisms available to the meta-scheduler (for example queue-based, market-based or policy-
based scheduling). Finally meta-schedulers abstract heterogeneous job submission and monitor-
ing through a transparent interface. In addition to these four tasks meta-schedulers also integrate
with existing security infrastructures and provide functionality such as single sign on, delegation,
and secure messaging.
Figure 2.1 shows a Grid system in which 3 providers are registered with GRIS. The Grid level
schedulers sit “above” the Grid and are able to discover suitable resources by querying GRIS.
Having found suitable resources the job is scheduled on the appropriate resource using the local
or Grid execution interface. The meta-schedulers shown in this topology are deployed as an
organisation level service allowing multiple users access to the Grid resources through a single
scheduler, the broker is deployed for a single user which provides transparent access to the Grid.
Figure 2.2 presents a different Grid model based on VO level community meta-schedulers. Each
VO has a community scheduler that is responsible for submitting jobs to providers within the VO
on behalf of VO users. Both figures highlight the limitations of scheduling approaches as each of
the schedulers acts independently of the others, effectively competing for allocation by submitting
workload to resources with no mechanisms to communicate or coordinate access. This lack of
coordination can lead to overutilisation of some resources while others remain underutilised and
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Figure 2.1: Broker and meta-scheduler deployment. The schedulers retrieve resource information
from GRIS and schedule jobs independently according to the information discovered.
The concept of Grid and Cloud federation is an extension to the Grid model, as Cloud providers
can be viewed as a new type of heterogeneous resource provider. However, due to the utility
models predominantly used by Cloud providers meta-scheduling mechanisms must be econom-
ically aware. Due to the relatively recent emergence of Cloud computing there has been little
research into federations with other types of providers. However many of the approaches pro-
posed for Grid level scheduling provide mechanisms that meet some of the challenges created in
large scale federated environments. For example there are a number of meta-schedulers, super-
schedulers, and brokers available with different focuses that may be used to provide federated
Grid and Cloud management.
This Chapter presents an overview of related work in the area of distributed resource man-
agement focusing on (economic) meta-schedulers. The Chapter begins with an overview and
definition of Grid and Cloud computing before presenting the taxonomies used to classify the
different approaches for distributed resource management and scheduling. Finally systems with
similar goals to DRIVE are compared and summarised according to the proposed taxonomies.
2.1 Grid Computing
A Grid is a collection of distributed heterogeneous computing resources that appear to users
(or applications) as a single virtual computing system able to deliver defined QoS levels to con-
sumers [43]. Resources in a Grid can be any entity which is shared, including computation re-














Figure 2.2: Community meta-schedulers deployed within VOs.
sources (desktop computers, clusters, or supercomputers), storage devices, tools, or peripher-
als such as sensors. Grid environments span organisational boundaries and are inherently dis-
tributed with no centralised location or control. The most widely accepted classification of a Grid
is Ian Foster’s three point checklist [44]. A Grid:
• Coordinates resources that are not subject to centralised control: A Grid integrates and
coordinates resources and users within different control domains. A Grid addresses the
issues of security, policy, payment, membership, and so forth that arise in these domains.
• Uses standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces: A Grid is built from multi-
purpose protocols and interfaces that address issues such as authentication, authorisation,
resource discovery, and resource access.
• Delivers nontrivial qualities of service: A Grid allows its constituent resources to be used
in a coordinated fashion to deliver various qualities of service, relating for example to re-
sponse time, throughput, availability, security, and/or co-allocation of multiple resource
types to meet complex user demands, so that the utility of the combined system is signifi-
cantly greater than that of the sum of its parts.
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Typically each resource provider in a Grid is independently managed by its own heteroge-
neous LRM. Commonly used LRMs include Condor [32], PBS, Sun Grid Engine (SGE) [45], and
LSF. Application schedulers are used to assign jobs to resources and perform tasks such as re-
source discovery, scheduling, job submission, and job monitoring.
The concept of a VO is inherent in Grid systems. A VO defines a collection of individuals
or institutions grouped together with defined rights on what is shared, who is allowed to share,
and under what conditions the sharing can take place. VOs facilitate controlled sharing of re-
sources amongst arbitrary user groups. A VO can encompass a single group within an organi-
sation through to a large group of distributed researchers (and their resources) from a number
of different organisations and administrative domains spread all over the world. A Grid can be
organised into a number of VOs, each with different policies. As such, the VO provides a way
to manage complex Grid systems by establishing and enforcing agreements between resource
providers and the VO, and the VO and its members.
The Globus Toolkit (GT) [33] is the predominant Grid middleware system used to create large
scale Grid environments. GT provides a set of standard tools, services, and protocols used to
build a Grid. GT4 includes components for resource management (Grid Resource Allocation
and Management (GRAM) [46, 47]) and resource discovery (Monitoring and Discovery System
(MDS) [48, 49]) while also defining the de facto standard Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) and
offering a suite of distributed file transfer mechanisms such as GridFTP and RFT (Reliable File
Transfer). There are many national Grids (APAC, ChinaGRID, BeSTGrid), scientific Grids (Tera-
Grid, OSG), and enterprise/institutional Grids available to users all over the world.
2.2 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a scalable elastic computing model in which virtualised resources are provi-
sioned on demand to consumers. Clouds are characterised by their large (massive) scale, resource
virtualisation, location transparency, service based interfaces, and utility models.
• In order to make commercial providers economically viable massive scale infrastructures
must be developed to handle consumption peaks and also provide fault tolerance to avoid
SLA violation.
• Virtualisation hides heterogeneity while also providing the ability to dynamically provision
resources.
• By definition Clouds are location transparent, users are unaware of the physical resources
or location of resources used, they can also access their resources from anywhere over an
open network.
• Standardised self describing service based interfaces facilitate widespread adoption and
ease of use.
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• Finally utility models are inherent in most Cloud models, resource usage is transparent
(through location transparency, standardised interfaces, and virtualisation) and consumers
are charged using a metered model in which they pay for the resources used.
Cloud computing is still in its infancy and as such there is no authoritative definition. How-
ever, Vaquero et al. [50] have published a meta-definition based on several previously published
Cloud definitions. They define a Cloud as:
“... a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualised resources (such as hardware, devel-
opment platforms and/or services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust
to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum resource utilisation. This pool of re-
sources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by the
Infrastructure Provider by means of customised SLAs.”
The broad definition of Cloud computing encompasses a range of service based providers
ranging from raw resource providers through to application providers. Due to this large range
providers are typically grouped into one of three categories: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Each of these categories essentially
builds upon the previous one.
• IaaS forms the basis of Cloud computing, providing virtualised raw resources to consumers.
Providers manage a large set of computational and storage resources and offer them to
consumers through VMs or virtualised storage. Typically users choose VM templates or
create their own VM for the duration of the provision. Billing is by consumption or based
on the “size” of the VM. Examples of IaaS Clouds include Storage Clouds (Amazon Simple
Storage Service) and Computation Clouds (Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud).
• PaaS sits above IaaS, offering an additional level of abstraction. Rather than raw resources
entire application stacks are provisioned, providing consumers with a complete application
environment. The advantage for consumers is they no longer need to consider scalability
or availability as this is provided by the Cloud. Google AppEngine is the most well known
PaaS provider. Like IaaS, consumers are billed for the size or duration of their provision.
• SaaS is the top layer of the Cloud stack offering well defined application services to con-
sumers. Generally SaaS approaches act as if an application is run locally. Billing is typically
based on duration, for example monthly fees. There are many examples of SaaS providers
such as Google docs 2 and Flikr 3 photo storage.
2.3 A Comparison of Meta-Scheduling Approaches
The range of meta-schedulers currently available differ greatly in terms of focus domain, task
domain, and architecture. This section outlines a meta-scheduler taxonomy used to classify
2http://www.docs.google.com
3http://www.flickr.com
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various approaches to meta-scheduling and distributed resource management. The taxonomy
presented extends previous work in broker, scheduling, and economic resource allocation tax-
onomies [51, 52, 18]. In this brokers, superschedulers, and community schedulers are all consid-
ered meta-schedulers therefore the terms are used interchangeably. In the taxonomies a dotted
line indicates multiple options can be employed by the same meta-scheduler whereas bold lines
indicate generally only one of the options is supported. Fourteen meta-schedulers have been sur-
veyed to create this taxonomy: SORMA [53], GridWay [19, 20, 21], Grid-Federation [17, 18], Com-
munity Scheduler Framework (CSF) [14, 15, 16], Nimrod/G [40, 41, 54], Tycoon [55], Bellagio [56],
SHARP [57], EMPEROR [58], GMarteGS (GMarte Grid Service) [59], Trader-Federation [60, 61],
Multi Agent Federation [62], OurGrid [63, 64], and DRIVE.
Figure 2.3 presents the root taxonomy used to classify the different systems considered in this
survey. The architecture of each meta-scheduler differs based on the infrastructure on which it is
built, the middleware supported and the granularity of deployment. Resource discovery is one
of the core responsibilities of a meta-scheduler however a number of different approaches are
used based on both centralised and decentralised architectures. The task model employed influ-
ences the type of task allocated and the description representation used by the meta-scheduler.
Different allocation architectures and scheduling algorithms are used by various meta-schedulers
ranging from static scheduling through to dynamic queue and market based models. Increasingly
meta-schedulers consider user defined Quality of Service (QoS) constraints and provide advanced
reservation of resources to meet the requirements of complex and interdependent tasks. Partici-
pant registration differs between meta-scheduling implementations depending on the underlying
distributed model. Finally the trust and security model used by meta-schedulers depends on how
trust is established, how communication and components are secured, and how parties are au-
thenticated and authorised. In addition to these categories the means by which meta-schedulers
have been evaluated is also considered in section 2.3.9, this is included to develop performance
comparisons with DRIVE. The full meta-scheduler taxonomy is presented in Figure 2.4, due to the
size and complexity of this taxonomy the leaves of the root taxonomy (Figure 2.3) are discussed
individually in the following sections 2.3.1– 2.3.8.










Figure 2.3: Meta-scheduler Taxonomy.





































































































































































Figure 2.4: Meta-scheduler Taxonomy.
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2.3.1 Architecture Taxonomy
The architecture, middleware support and deployment options of a meta-scheduler are generally
dependent on the environment and focus of the system. The architecture leaf of the taxonomy is
presented in Figure 2.5, this leaf is used to classify the different architectural characteristics seen





































Figure 2.5: Architecture taxonomy.
Meta-schedulers are typically hosted on dedicated resources to provide trust, availability and
performance. It is also possible to use shared (or co-operative) infrastructures assuming trust can
be established through other means, for example DRIVE establishes trust through secure auction
protocols. Increasingly meta-schedulers are service based due to the service based architectures
used by many Grid and Cloud providers. Original meta-schedulers were often implemented as
standalone applications (or daemon processes) using proprietary communication protocols over
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socket interfaces. For example Nimrod/G, Tycoon, and Sharp are all application based with pro-
prietary interfaces. Most recent meta-schedulers utilise service based infrastructures to create
scalable standardised distributed architectures such as CORBA services used in Trader Federa-
tion and WSRF services used in DRIVE, CSF, and GMarteGS. Other options for hosting meta-
schedulers include web applications, RPC applications (Bellagio), and P2P based applications
(Grid Federation).
Typically meta-schedulers are designed to be used in a particular domain or with a specific
type of Grid middleware, those that are not designed for a specific type of middleware (generic)
are normally aimed at a particular type of distributed environment (Grid, Cluster, Cloud). Spe-
cific middleware support is further classified as service based middleware such as Globus Toolkit
4 or non-service based middleware like pre web service Globus Toolkit or Unicore. The infrastruc-
ture support is crucial when considering a federated architecture as the meta-scheduler cannot be
bound to a single provider infrastructure. Most of the meta-schedulers considered support ser-
vice based middleware, however Bellagio and Sharp support non-service based PlanetLab [65]
middleware
The final architectural consideration is the deployment granularity of the meta-scheduler. Of-
ten meta-schedulers are deployed per-user such that the meta-scheduler provides transparency
over the entire heterogeneous resource pool for a single user. For example Nimrod/G, Tycoon,
and GridWay can all be deployed per user. Server based meta-schedulers are deployed at the
organisation or VO level allowing access for multiple users through the same service or portal,
for example Bellagio, Trader-Federation, Emperor and CSF. Multi-VO deployment is required by
federated environments, in this configuration a single meta-scheduler is deployed outside the
scope of a single VO. DRIVE is not bound to a single deployment model and can be deployed at
any of the granularities mentioned.
2.3.2 Resource Discovery Taxonomy
Resource discovery is one of the fundamental functions of a meta-scheduler. The resource discov-
ery taxonomy leaf is presented in Figure 2.6. In most Grid environments resources are discovered
through GRIS. The discovery mechanism used is often provided by, or bound to, the middleware
platform used. For example in Globus Grids the Globus Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS)
provides a group of services used for resource discovery and information propagation. As Grid
environments become more complex and the performance requirements increase, centralised ap-
proaches are no longer suitable due to a lack of fault tolerance and scalability. Nowadays dis-
tributed discovery architectures are often used in large scale Grids.
Original meta-schedulers relied on centralised information services such as MDS1 [48], Rela-
tional Grid Monitoring Architecture (R-GMA) [66], and Grid Market Directory (GMD) [67]. Cen-
tralised approaches have the advantage of simple management and an efficient single point of
contact to update and query registered information ensuring global knowledge. However this
centralised service is also a limitation as it presents a single point of failure and does not scale.
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As the number of Grid members increases the service suffers from increased network traffic and
computational overhead to retrieve and update information. Tycoon, Nimrod/G and OurGrid
use centralised discovery architectures.
Distributed information systems can be used to minimise some of the limitations seen in a
centralised model. Distributed resource discovery is generally based on hierarchical or Peer to
Peer (P2P) architectures. In a hierarchical model individual information services are configured
to share information in a tree-like structure. Explicit data links are predefined to specify how
information is propagated and discovered. The two most prominent hierarchical resource dis-
covery architectures are MDS3 [49] and Ganglia [68]. Like the Domain Name Service (DNS),
hierarchies provide high throughput scalable architectures, in which authoritative results can be
found by querying higher services in the tree. This design has the advantage of reducing the
need for trusted infrastructure as only authoritative services need to be trusted. Both MDS3 and
Ganglia model information services on the structure of VOs, where each VO nominates an infor-
mation service to store and share information. Like centralised approaches hierarchies often have
a single point of failure (the top of the tree). Most current meta-schedulers utilise hierarchical dis-
covery services as they are the predominant model deployed in Grid environments. For example
MDS3 is supported by Sharp, Emperor, CSF, GridWay and DRIVE.
In a P2P model a network of peers distributes resource information. P2P architectures are truly
distributed in that no single node is more important than any other node, that is there is complete
autonomy. By definition this architecture is fault tolerant, self organising and highly scalable. For
these reasons there have been various P2P architectures proposed in the literature [69]. Examples
of P2P discovery systems used in distributed architectures include SWORD [70] used in Bellagio
and PlanetLab, P2P based discovery of tickets used in Sharp, and the Distributed Hash Table













Figure 2.6: Resource discovery taxonomy.
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2.3.3 Task Model Taxonomy
In a heterogeneous distributed environment representation of task requirements may differ be-
tween consumers, providers, and the allocation framework. To facilitate distributed allocation
tasks must be represented such that all parties understand requirements. The task model used
is typically dependent on the chosen middleware, however some meta-schedulers are capable
of representing generic tasks. Figure 2.7 outlines the task model leaf of the meta-scheduler tax-
onomy. Most meta-schedulers are designed for job based tasks, due to the focus on Grid envi-
ronments. As more Service Oriented Grids and Cloud based architectures are developed it is
expected that meta-schedulers will increasingly aim to support service requests and VMs as the
predominant task models.
Task requirements are typically expressed in a task description language. As jobs are the most
common task type used in meta-scheduling architectures, the description types expressed in this
taxonomy are heavily job-based, however a similar classification can be applied to other domains.
In addition some of the languages considered could be applied in other domains, for example in
Chapter 8 EJSDL is used to represent storage requirements in a Cloud environment. Most job
based task descriptions are file based using either XML or non-XML based files. Common XML
description files include Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) [71] used by Gridway and
EJSDL (JSDL with economic extensions) [72] used by SORMA, while GMarte and Grid Federation
also use independent XML descriptions. Of the non-XML descriptions Globus, EMPEROR, and
CSF use Globus Resource Specification Language (RSL) [73], Nimrod/G uses a proprietary plan-
file, and OurGrid uses a Job Description File. In some architectures tasks are not described with
definition files at all, rather they use direct API calls to specify the requirements of a task. For
example GridWay supports DRMAA (Distributed Resource Management Application API) [74]
to specify and submit task requests. Other well known APIs include Globus Commodity Grid
(CoG) Kit [75] and Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA) [76, 77], neither of these APIs are
used by any of the meta-schedulers considered in this survey.
2.3.4 Resource Allocation Taxonomy
Arguably the most important task of meta-scheduling is resource allocation. Allocation involves
matching consumer task requirements with provider resource capacity. Resource allocation re-
lies on different architectures and matchmaking algorithms to determine how tasks should be
assigned to resources. Figure 2.8 shows the resource allocation taxonomy leaf. Within a meta-
scheduler allocation architectures are either centralised or decentralised. In a centralised ap-
proach a single entity schedules all jobs and resources in the system. In a decentralised archi-
tecture a group of allocation entities individually manage subsets of resources in the system.
Centralised approaches are simple to create and manage, and, due to the global view of the sys-
tem, they make fast efficient scheduling decisions. However centralised approaches are prone to
failure and are less scalable than distributed models. Bellagio, EMPEROR, and GMarteGS use
centralised allocation services.


























Figure 2.7: Task model taxonomy.
While decentralised approaches may scale and provide fault tolerance, it is more difficult to
coordinate allocation decisions as multiple entities are required to schedule tasks. This lack of co-
ordination may result in less optimal allocation. In addition it is difficult to provide trustworthy
distributed allocation environments. Decentralised approaches can be further classified as coordi-
nated or non-coordinated depending on how allocation decisions are made. In coordinated archi-
tectures each meta-scheduler consults with other meta-schedulers before allocating resources, for
example Sharp brokers coordinate decisions through a second tier market and Grid Federation
Agents coordinate through a communication protocol over a P2P information network. In a non-
cooperative model (for instance GridWay, Tycoon, Nimrod/G, and CSF) scheduling decisions are
made independently with no regard for the actions of other schedulers.
Various approaches are used to match jobs to resources. Generally decisions are either made
statically (based on simple policies) or dynamically based on aspects such as current resource
load and job requirements. Most meta-schedulers use dynamic queue algorithms or market based
protocols to determine a suitable resource to execute a given job. Queue based techniques work
by applying policies and heuristics to determine which queue to place a job in and the order in
which jobs are removed from queues. Queue based meta-schedulers include CSF, EMPEROR, and
GridWay. Market based mechanisms have been shown to provide efficient resource allocation by
dynamically balancing supply and demand. Markets are likely to be increasingly used by meta-
schedulers due to the utility models employed by commercial resource providers. Multiple meta-
schedulers use market metaphors to allocate resources including Nimrod/G, Bellagio, Tycoon,





























Figure 2.8: Resource allocation and scheduling taxonomy.
Sharp, SORMA, and Grid Federation.
Market-based Allocation
The market taxonomy presented in Figure 2.8 is based on [52], the economic model taxonomy in
turn was first presented in [25]. Various market abstractions have been applied to resource alloca-
tion in distributed systems, the most common approaches are commodity markets, auctions, and
posted price mechanisms.
In a commodity market producers specify prices and consumers are charged for the amount
of resource consumed. Commodity markets are used in Nimrod/G, Multi Agent Federation,
and Grid Federation. Pricing functions in a commodity market may be flat (similar to posted
price) or variable. In a posted price market providers advertise resources at a set price. Posted
price models are the predominant model used in Cloud computing, for example Amazon EC2
charges users a fixed price per VM. Auctions facilitate multi-partite negotiation to establish an
agreeable price between multiple consumers and a single provider. Auctions are used in Tycoon
and SORMA. Reverse auction protocols (or tenders) are well suited to computational resource
allocation as they allow a single consumer (user) to solicit bids from multiple providers. The
DRIVE prototype is based on reverse auction protocols. Bid based proportional sharing is used
in systems like OurGrid and PlanetLab, where resources are allocated in proportion to the bids
placed by consumers. Essentially each participating entity wins some part of the allocation based
on the relative value of their bid.
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Markets aim to provide utility for a particular participant. For example auctions maximise
utility for the seller. The participant focus of a market classifies the intended beneficiary of the
economic allocation protocol. Consumer focus aims to maximise utility for resource users, for ex-
ample minimising the money spent or maximising the resources obtained. Producer focus aims
to maximise the resource provider utility. Finally facilitator focus represents potential for a fa-
cilitator (for example an auctioneer) to gain profit through the negotiation process – this is most
applicable in a two tiered market structure.
The final consideration for market based allocation is the trading environment (or motivation
for trading). In a cooperative environment participants aim to achieve collective benefits for all
participants. For example load balancing aims to share load over all participants and agreement
sharing aims to produce optimal execution time. Competitive environments are more common
and model the way in which most economies operate, in these environments participants are self
interested and aim to maximise their own utility regardless of the effect on other participants.
Competition may exist between consumers, providers, or meta-schedulers. Most of the systems
analysed in this chapter focus on maximising utility for the consumer and utilise competitive
economies.
2.3.5 Quality of Service Taxonomy
QoS support is desirable in many application domains, particularly when economic models are
used. Consumers pay for the resources used and they therefore expect to be delivered certain
minimum levels of service. The QoS taxonomy leaf presented in Figure 2.9 is in part extended
from [51].
At the simplest level QoS can be included in a system through accounting and billing proce-
dures. In this model service provisions are verified and consumers are billed for service usage.
Fault tolerance is also an example of QoS commonly supported by meta-schedulers, as many
high level schedulers include capabilities to checkpoint, replicate, and reschedule or migrate jobs
if services fail or service levels are not delivered. These are however specific forms of QoS. To
model a range of application requirements some meta-schedulers provide the ability to deliver
generic extensible QoS. A common way to represent QoS levels is by establishing SLAs between
consumers and producers to outline specific requirements and obligations of a provision. Most
SLA representations are XML based such as WS-Agreement [78] used in SORMA and DRIVE, or
XML tickets used in Bellagio and Sharp.
While many meta-schedulers enable SLA creation, very few actually provide any form of guar-
antee. In the QoS taxonomy leaf soft agreements define a best effort approach to SLA guaran-
tees, whereas hard agreements provide some form of guarantee. Nimrod/G, Tycooon, and Grid-
Federation support a soft contract model, whereas Bellagio and SORMA utilise a hard model in
which some aspects of the agreement are guaranteed. Systems such as Multi-Agent Federation
and DRIVE make use of a progressive two phase architecture in which initial soft SLAs are re-
negotiated into hard binding agreements. After SLA establishment it is implicitly assumed the
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SLA will be monitored and enforced. Due to the complexities involved very few systems explic-
itly monitor and/or enforce agreements. Monitoring can be performed by any party involved in
the agreement (provider or consumer) however there is obvious incentive to cheat, third party
monitoring functions can be used to ensure the validity of the monitoring results. SORMA is the



























Figure 2.9: Quality of Service taxonomy.
2.3.6 Advanced Reservation Taxonomy
Figure 2.10 presents the expansion of the advanced reservation taxonomy leaf. Advanced reser-
vations are used for planning and coordination of interdependent tasks. Various low level sched-
ulers and LRMs support advanced reservation, however, it is not commonly supported at the
meta-scheduler level. There are two general advanced reservation approaches available to meta-
schedulers the first is to pass the reservation support on to a LRM, the second is to implement
a new reservation architecture. In the case of a new reservation architecture reservations are de-
fined as being flexible or non-flexible. Flexible reservations define a window in which the task
must execute, whereas non-flexible reservations specify a time in the future for the job to start. Of
the meta-schedulers considered only Tycoon, Sharp and SORMA define reservation capabilities.
Due to the lack of meta-scheduling reservation support various LRMs and schedulers have
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been surveyed to assess common approaches to reservation. GARA (Globus Architecture for
Reservation and Allocation) [79] was one of the first projects to define a basic advanced reserva-
tion architecture supporting QoS reservations over heterogeneous Grid resources. Since this time
other schedulers and LRMs have evolved to support advanced reservations, such as Catalina4,
Moab/Maui5, SGE, LSF and PBS Pro. Advanced reservations in Catalina follow the GridForum
Advanced Reservation API [80], supporting creation, modification and deletion of reservations
through simple standardised mechanisms. Maui implements a queue based approach to ad-
vanced reservations, allowing a timeframe to be specified in which a job must be run. However
once submitted to a queue users are unable to change any aspects of the reservation.
There have been some efforts in the meta-scheduler community to leverage advanced reser-
vation capable scheduling. GridWay currently does not support advanced reservations, however
there are plans in place to develop support through execution services. There are also third party
designs which leverage GridWay to facilitate advanced reservation in economic frameworks [81].
CSF provides an advanced reservation service which interacts directly with reservation compli-
ant LRMs. GridBus [82] has been used to create reservations on Aneka using the Alternate Offers
Protocol to provide bilateral negotiation to establish guaranteed reservations [83]. In this archi-
tecture a Reservation Manager is co-located with a resource scheduler to manage reservations
across a pool of executor nodes, the GridBus broker is then enhanced to negotiate with reserva-
tion aware negotiation clients. Finally, GridSim [84] has also been extended to support advanced








Figure 2.10: Advanced reservation taxonomy.
2.3.7 Registration Taxonomy
Managing membership when spanning administrative domains is necessary to authenticate and
authorise actions within the Grid. Figure 2.11 outlines the registration leaf of the root taxonomy.
There are two approaches to VO membership management in federated architectures; firstly a
4http://www.sdsc.edu/catalina/
5http://www.clusterresources.com/pages/products/maui-cluster-scheduler.php
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new proprietary registration/membership architecture can be created, or secondly existing reg-
istration architectures can be federated. Traditional centralised system registration relies on local
file or database based mechanisms to store and check user credentials. In distributed domains
these approaches can still be applied however there are some limitations, including: scalability,
lack of mechanisms to imply global (or VO) credentials, and difficulties making access decisions.
Both Bellagio and Multi Agent Federation rely on database-based registration mechanisms. Of-
fline registration can be employed to support registration of distributed users, in this approach
Grid administrators issue credentials for users manually.
Certificate authorities provide an automated way of issuing credentials that can be used to
verify a users identity. Normally a registration authority is included in the certificate authority
to allow users to register with a given CA and then obtain credentials which have been granted
implied privileges within the Grid through the CA. Hierarchical CA models can be used to create
a distributed or federated registration infrastructure in which entities can establish trust through
the issuing CA. GSI supports chaining of CAs to provide certificates with global credentials from
any CA.
In modern Grid systems VO membership services are used to register and authenticate users
allowing VO based credentials to be used by a group of users. This has the effect of reducing
resource mappings and improving scalability. Several VO management systems have been de-
veloped including the Community Authorisation Service (CAS) [86], PRivilege Management and
Authorisation (PRIMA) [87] and the Virtual Organisation Membership Service (VOMS)[88, 89].
These systems add VO registration information to existing user credentials, therefore registering
users with a particular VO. Resources can then define access control policies regarding both in-
dividuals and VO members. Both GridWay and the DRIVE prototype rely on VOMS to manage
dynamic VO membership. SORMA uses a combination of Dorian and SAML to provide VO like
registration, Dorian [90] provides VO functionality by leveraging existing organisation identity
management and creating a federation of users over the Grid system. SAML is then used to
exchange authentication and authorisation statements between domains.
2.3.8 Trust and Security Taxonomy
Distributed architectures that span administrative (security) domains create additional security
complications not seen in centralised systems. There are a number of levels of security in a dis-
tributed environment including authenticating participants, authorising user actions, establishing
trust between participants and meta-scheduling components, ensuring secure communications
over insecure networks and securing platforms and tasks from one another. The heterogeneity of
resources, users and security infrastructure along with the decentralised nature of management
architectures requires the use of specialised security infrastructure and protocols. Figure 2.12
presents the trust and security taxonomy leaf, this leaf is based on the taxonomy presented in
[18].
Establishing trust in particular components or mechanisms is a difficult task, most often a














Figure 2.11: User registration taxonomy.
trustworthy infrastructure is required. In many situations however, it is unreasonable to build
large scale secure infrastructures for all components. Trust must therefore be established in dif-
ferent ways such as using a trust anchor, gaining implied trust through a users previous actions,
or enforcing trust through the mechanisms and protocols used. Some services (such as DNS and
MDS) rely on a trust anchor to ensure trustworthy information, in this model the top level of the
hierarchy is hosted on dedicated infrastructure which therefore provides a trust base for services
hosted elsewhere. Reputation of entities can be used to infer trust, establishing ones reputation
can be based on previous interactions between individuals or can be aggregated through a third
party reputation services [91]. Trustworthy mechanisms and protocols can be used to ensure
trust in the actions performed, for example the DRIVE prototype includes secure auction pro-
tocols which provide guarantees over the allocation process. Generally these protocols rely on
encryption or distributed threshold based mechanisms [92, 93].
Distributed environments are inherently insecure as resources host potentially unsafe applica-
tions, users run applications on potentially untrusted resources, and communication is often over
public networks. Several architectural mechanisms can be employed to minimise security risks.
For example resource providers typically “sandbox” user tasks or host applications within lim-
ited scope VMs. Sandboxing is used in OurGrid and most Cloud providers define restricted VMs.
From a users perspective tasks can be replicated to ensure validity of results and encryption can
be used to safeguard data. Communication between tasks and/or entities commonly make use of
secure messaging techniques such as SSL(Secure Sockets Layer)/TLS (Transport Layer Security).
Tycoon, DRIVE, GMarte, and SORMA all use secure messaging techniques.
Like centralised systems accountability relies on authorising actions based on the identity of
users (or VOs) established through authentication. The simplest mechanism used for authenti-
cation is username and password pairs, however this approach is susceptible to compromise. In
Grid environments providers cannot maintain mappings for every user in the system, therefore
users/passwords must be group based which in turn removes accountability as providers can no





















Figure 2.12: Trust and security taxonomy.
longer identify individual users. Authenticating users in Grid environments is most often based
on X.509 certificates which in turn use Public Key Cryptography (PKI). In the standard model
users obtain certificate based credentials which have been signed by a trusted CA, providers then
infer trust in the user as they trust the CA. Of the meta-schedulers surveyed Nimrod/G, OurGrid,
Emperor, CSF, GridWay, GmarteGS and SORMA all use certificates for authentication. Third party
authentication mechanisms such as Kerberos can also be used to authenticate users. Kerberos is a
network authentication protocol which allows users to prove their identities securely using sym-
metric key cryptography or PKI. The limitation with Kerberos is the single point of failure and
requirement for continuous availability of the server to function. Secure Shell (SSH) based au-
thentication is used in various Cloud offerings and PlanetLab as it does not require trusted third
parties. SSH is based on PKI to authenticate users based on their public/private key.
Authorisation in distributed environments uses similar mechanisms to centralised systems.
Two options are used to authorise actions, either providers maintain access control lists (ACL)
specifying permitted user actions or users maintain capabilities which provide access when pre-
sented. In general most systems make use of ACL due to simplicity and the fact it allows providers
to implement their own access policies and revoke rights instantly. Grid-map files used in Globus
Grids are ACLs. Some VO based credentials include capabilities, for example VOMS allows ca-
pability specification at the VO level.
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2.3.9 Evaluation Taxonomy
While the means of evaluation is not relevant to the architecture or properties of the meta-scheduler
it provides an insight into the focus of the development and also presents criteria which can be
used to compare and evaluate DRIVE. Figure 2.13 presents the evaluation taxonomy. In general
meta-schedulers are evaluated in one of four ways: simulation, testbed deployment, production
deployment, and application based experimentation. The most common means of evaluation is
through simulated deployments using platforms like GridSim [85], this approach is the easiest
way to generalise results and create large scale test platforms. However it does not examine the
entire architecture and can only be used to analyse the performance of mechanisms and algo-
rithms. Application focused evaluation is used to evaluate meta-schedulers through deployment
and experimentation of a specific application example. Testbed deployment allows experimen-
tal results to be gathered within a closed environment, this provides the easiest way to evaluate
the performance of the meta-scheduler as a whole. In a testbed environment it is difficult to
analyse scalability and high performance situations due to the limited size. Finally production
deployment provides the most complete analysis as results can be obtained from a real world






Figure 2.13: Evaluation taxonomy.
2.4 System Classification
Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 summarise the classification of each of the meta-scheduling
approaches surveyed in this chapter according to the taxonomies presented. Each system consid-
ered is also summarised in Section 2.5.
2.5 Specific Systems
The remainder of this chapter presents a detailed survey of a range of meta-scheduling architec-
tures. The systems described in sections 2.5.1– 2.5.13 may be designed for, or operate in, differ-
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Table 2.1: System architecture and discovery classification. Each system also specifies its clas-
sification: Architecture (Arch), Broker, Community Scheduler (CS), Framework, Meta-scheduler
(MS), System.
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System Task Model Allocation MatchmakingType Description Architecture



























































































Table 2.2: Task and allocation classification.
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System Economic Model Participant Focus Trading Environment
SORMA Generic (Auction Focus) Consumer Competitive
Grid/Alchemi
Federation
Commodity Market Consumer Competitive
Nimrod/G Commodity Market Consumer Competitive
Tycoon Auction Consumer Competitive
Bellagio Combinatorial Auction Consumer Competitive
(Semi Cooperative)
SHARP Bartering Consumer Competitive
Multi-Agent
Federation
Commodity Market Consumer Competitive




Table 2.3: Market based allocation classification.
System QoS SLA Model Representation Advanced
Reservation










Accounting/Billing Soft N.A N.A




Tycoon Accounting/Billing Soft N.A Non-Flexible
Bellagio Accounting/Billing Hard, En-
forcement
XML Ticket N.A
SHARP Accounting/Billing Two Phase XML Ticket Non-Flexible
EMPEROR N.A N.A N.A LRM
GMarteGS Fault Tolerance N.A N.A N.A
Trader-
Federation
N.A N.A N.A N.A
Multi-Agent
Federation
Rescheduling Two Phase N.A N.A
OurGrid N.A N.A N.A N.A
DRIVE Accounting/Billing Two Phase WS-Agreement Flexible
Table 2.4: Quality of Service and advanced reservation classification.
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System Registration Trust Architecture Authentication Authorisation
SORMA CA,
Dorian/SAML






















CSF Offline Infrastructure N.A GSI PKI (X509) ACL
Nimrod/G N.A Infrastructure N.A GSI PKI (X509) N.A
Tycoon Tycoon
Management
Infrastructure SSL SSH Authorisation
File
Bellagio VO Database Infrastructure N.A VO Database N.A
SHARP N.A Protocols
(PKI)
N.A PKI (Tickets) Capability
(Ticket)





GSI PKI (X509) ACL
Trader-
Federation
N.A Infrastructure N.A N.A N.A
Multi-Agent
Federation







Sandboxing GSI PKI (X509) N.A
DRIVE VOMS/CA Protocols &
Infrastruc-
ture
SSL GSI PKI (X509) ACL
Table 2.5: Registration, trust and security classification.
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System Evaluation
SORMA Simulation, Deployment, Application
GridWay Large scale deployments (OSG, TeraGrid), Application, Testbed
(Benchmarking, scalability, resource consumption, adaptive
scheduling)
Grid/Alchemi Federation Simulation (GridSim), Testbed (Overhead, response time)
CSF Application
Nimrod/G Simulation, Testbed, Application (deadline constraint)
Tycoon Simulation, Testbed, Deployed Tycoon Grid (Analysed propor-
tional sharing, scheduling error, fairness, latency)
Bellagio Testbed, synthetic workloads (Efficiency and fairness)
SHARP Testbed (Allocation time, resource efficiency, oversubscription)
EMPEROR Virtualised Testbed (Scheduling, load prediction)
GMarteGS Application
Trader-Federation Simulations, Testbed (Load balancing)
Multi-Agent Federation N.A
OurGrid Deployment, Applications
DRIVE Testbed, two prototypes, synthetic workloads (policies, effi-
ciency, economic aspects, throughput, computational burden)
Table 2.6: Evaluation classification.
ent domains, however each includes specific shared goals or focuses with DRIVE. The systems
considered include brokers, meta-schedulers, superschedulers, and general economic allocation
architectures.
This section is organised according to the perceived relevance of each system to DRIVE. SORMA
is perhaps the most similar to DRIVE as it facilitates resource trading in an open market and has
a strong contract management architecture. GridWay is the most commonly used and mature
meta-scheduling architecture available, it focuses on high performance static allocation using a
modular architecture, implements a number of standards, and supports a wide range of Grid
providers. Grid Federation uses a P2P based architecture to create dynamic federations. CSF
shares a similar co-op deployment model to DRIVE using services hosted by the community to
allocate resources. Nimrod/G, Tycoon, Bellagio and SHARP provide a range of economic focused
schedulers implementing different market abstractions, the latter two share a unique contract
structure using tickets which is similar to the contract architecture used in DRIVE. EMPEROR has
an extensible plug-in architecture designed to analyse resource prediction models. GMarteGS is
an example of extension of an existing meta-scheduler to a distributed Grid service infrastructure.
Finally Trader-Federation, Multi-Agent Federation and OurGrid differ significantly from DRIVE
in terms of domain, architecture, and goals. However each has interesting architectural properties
which may be valuable in a DRIVE context and exercise the taxonomy presented in the previous
section.
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2.5.1 SORMA
SORMA [53] (Self-Organising ICT Resource Management) implements a complete open Grid
market consisting of self-interested resource brokers and user agents. Like DRIVE, the SORMA
market facilitates dynamic trading of compute resources and services on demand through eco-
nomic protocols. Users are presented with complete transparency as they submit tasks without
knowledge of the internal allocation or execution mechanisms. SORMA includes complex valua-
tion functions and bidding policies to achieve high quality allocation. A thorough SLA architec-
ture is provided including WS-agreement establishment, monitoring, and enforcement compo-
nents. Unlike other economic resource allocation projects, focus in SORMA has also been given
to the business aspects of the system with development of sustainable and customisable business
models.
In the market consumers are represented by Buyer Agents and providers by Seller Agents. Bids
and offers are configured dynamically using economic aspects, policies, and technical input. Re-
source allocation uses an auction mechanism with winning negotiations turned into binding con-
tracts. In the market competing consumers discover services and place bids. Discovery of services
makes use of a decentralised information bus implemented as a P2P overlay network. The market
components determine if bids match existing offers to ensure required levels of service can be de-
livered. The auction result is passed to the contract management components to create contracts
from matching pairs of bids and offers.
The SORMA implementation is based on raw resource trading and makes use of EJSDL (JSDL
with economic extensions) to describe jobs. Contracts are expressed in WS-Agreement using
EJSDL as the term language. A proprietary SORMA reservation specification is used to capture
the period of provision. Due to the size and scope of SORMA different approaches have been
taken in each of the components, for example components differ in terms of architecture and in-
terface. Some components are implemented as web services (Axis, WSRF, JAX-WS) while others
are implemented as proprietary applications.
The security infrastructure uses SAML and Dorian to manage VO membership. Dorian pro-
vides a mapping between external security domains and SORMA which allows accounts man-
aged in external domains to be federated and managed in SORMA. Users can therefore use
their existing credentials to authenticate with SORMA. SAML provides distributed identity man-
agement and single sign on by allowing the exchange of security messages and interoperating
with other authentication authorities. Using SAML and Dorian, SORMA consumers can authen-
ticate in their own organisation, obtain a SAML assertion, and use this assertion in exchange
for SORMA credentials (proxy certificate). This architecture essentially creates a dynamic VO in
which users can use domain specific credentials in the wider Grid community.
The core SORMA architecture can be conceptually thought of in three areas: consumer com-
ponents, provider components, and the open market. Consumers have access to a range of tools
aimed at simplifying interaction with the market, including performance modelling, demand
modelling and bid generation capabilities. A SORMA API provides access to these mechanisms
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to login, bid, submit payments, execute jobs and monitor execution. Resources are represented by
an EERM (Economically Enhanced Resource Manager) which calculates prices for jobs based on
various metrics (client, resource status/predictions, and policies). A System Performance Guard
acts to monitor SLA violations and may take actions to suspend or terminate jobs depending on
real time performance. Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is used to represent adaptive poli-
cies. Within the EERM an Economic Resource Manager (ERM) interacts with LRMs using plug-in
Tycho connectors, these connectors perform various tasks, for example mapping the JSDL de-
scription to the native representation before submitting to the LRM scheduler. The open market
is composed of multiple interacting services including the Market Exchange, Market Information,
Payment, Trading Management, Contract Management, and Billing.
SORMA has been designed with similar goals to DRIVE and as such their are a number of
similarities between the architectures. However they differ in respect of the market, federation
capabilities, implementation architecture, and protocol focus. SORMA aims to create a complete
market infrastructure imposing architecture, tooling and protocols on providers and consumers,
whereas DRIVE aims to facilitate federation over different existing providers therefore relaxing
the requirements on joining the market. SORMA is built from different service and non-service
based components hosted on dedicated infrastructure while DRIVE is designed with scalable
standardised services for every component and has minimal infrastructure requirements due to
the novel co-op architecture and support for trustworthy protocols. While both SORMA and
DRIVE support different economic protocols the participant focus differs, SORMA focuses on
resource auctions where consumers compete for resources, whereas the DRIVE prototype utilises
reverse auctions facilitating provider competition for a consumers task. Much of the research in
SORMA on business strategies, policies and valuation functions is equally valuable in a DRIVE
context, however this is outside the scope of this thesis.
2.5.2 GridWay
GridWay [19, 20, 21] is a lightweight client side meta-scheduler which facilitates large scale re-
source sharing across administrative domains. GridWay relies on a modular architecture com-
posed of Middleware Access Drivers (MAD) which facilitate interaction with arbitrary information
services and execution components. Initial versions of GridWay have used Globus middleware
for discovery (MDS) and execution (GRAM), however it has since been extended to interact with
a wide variety of Grid middleware (for example Globus WS and pre-WS, LCG, ARC, CREAM).
The central component of GridWay is a client side (or VO) daemon process that abstracts job sub-
mission through a command line interface or programming API using DRMAA (Distributed Re-
source Management Application API) [74]. In addition most functionality is also exposed through
a WSRF interface called GridGateway. GSI security is used for authentication and resource access.
User registration and management depends on the interface used: the daemon process relies on
UNIX user authentication and groups to authorise actions, while the service implementation is
capable of using Grid/VO credentials embedded in standard Grid proxies.
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Gridway provides decentralised resource management in which users (or VOs) interact with a
GridWay service to schedule tasks over distributed resources. The major GridWay component in-
volved in this process is the Submission Agent (SA) that performs job submission and monitoring.
The SA contains several modular components including a Request Manager, Dispatch Manager,
Submission Manager and Performance Manager. Client applications (or CLI commands) commu-
nicate with the Request Manager to submit a job, the job is defined using the API, configuration
file or job template (specified in GridWay format or JSDL). The Dispatch Manager then retrieves
a list of prioritised resources (from information services via a resource selector) and submits the
job to the specified resource by invoking the Submission Manager. The Submission Manager pre-
pares the executable and host environment and then executes the job (in a GridWay wrapper) on
the designated resource. The modular architecture facilitates runtime module selection on a per
job basis for, amongst other things, resource selection, middleware access, and performance eval-
uation. This architecture allows users to choose appropriate information services and middleware
execution environments.
Arbitrary scheduling policies can be implemented by consumers and providers. For example,
supported job prioritisation policies include fixed, fair share, urgent, waiting time, and deadline
policies whereas resource prioritisation policies consider fixed, ranked, usage, and failure rate
policies. GridWay provides fault tolerance and adaptive scheduling by periodically monitoring
jobs to ensure performance. In the event of poor performance adaptive scheduling techniques
reschedule the job to better suited resources. There is no explicit SLA definition or advanced
reservation support, however these features could be built on top of the GridWay architecture.
Gridway has been deployed, used, and evaluated in various large scale distributed environments
including EGEE, OSG and TeraGrid.
GridWay is arguably the most commonly used and mature meta-scheduler available for per-
forming resource allocation in Grid systems. However the design of GridWay differs significantly
when compared to DRIVE. In particular GridWay does not support economic allocation which
would make it infeasible to use GridWay to create a federated system incorporating commer-
cial providers. GridWay is deployed following a centralised dedicated deployment model rather
than the co-op model used in DRIVE. In addition it is a best-effort scheduler with no SLA support
or reservation architecture. The modular architecture used in GridWay is similar to DRIVE and
supports protocol extensibility and arbitrary resource provider implementation.
2.5.3 Grid-Federation/Alchemi-Federation
Grid-Federation [17, 18] facilitates policy based resource sharing between clusters, therefore cre-
ating a cooperative federation of clusters. The computational economy from Nimrod/G is em-
ployed to provide deadline and budget based allocation. Grid-Federation models a highly dy-
namic environment in which resource state may change frequently, if local resource providers
cannot meet the requirements of a task at execution time, the task is transparently migrated to
another resource in the federation. A Grid Federation Agent (GFA) is used to manage resources at
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the provider level allowing transparent resource owner defined policy based sharing. Each GFA
advertises current usage costs in the Federation Directory which is then exposed through a com-
putational economy. Providers join the federation by instantiating a GFA, the GFA coordinates
resource access within the entire federation. GFAs interoperate using a communication protocol
over the shared federation directory. A Distributed Information Manager (DIM) is used to retrieve
information for resource discovery and advertising, in the architecture this is P2P based [69]. The
directory contains quotes from GFAs in the federation outlining resource descriptions and usage
costs. Using this information a price can be calculated and it can be determined if it is best to host
the job locally or host it in the federation. The GFA includes a GRM (Grid Resource Manager) which
hosts queues for both local jobs and jobs submitted from the federation, if necessary the GRM can
export jobs from the local queue to the federation queue (migration). In the case of federation a
one-to-one proprietary SLA negotiation takes place between the local and remote GRM.
A proof of concept Alchemi-Federation has been implemented to federate clusters of Al-
chemi [94] desktop Grids. Functional C# implementations of the GFA and GRM components
are included along with connectors to access the Alchemi Manager and Grid Peers (information
manager). The P2P based resource discovery service is implemented as a Pastry [95] overlay
network over the GFAs, maintaining a publish/subscribe index for decentralised resource dis-
covery. The discovery mechanisms are exposed through Java based Web services allowing the
GFAs standardised access to query and update the discovery index.
Grid-Federation uses a completely different architecture from DRIVE to support distributed
resource provider federation. Although economic principles are used to match tasks with re-
sources the major focus of this work is the P2P protocols used for discovery of resources and
offers. While the P2P architecture distributes the burden of discovery and provides autonomy,
there is no means of trust. The economic protocols used are inflexible and reliant on Nimrod/G.
Additionally Grid-Federation does not create standardised SLAs, rather it uses a proprietary lan-
guage and protocol.
2.5.4 Community Scheduler Framework
The Community Scheduler Framework (CSF) [14, 15, 16] is an open source framework for im-
plementing community meta-schedulers using a collection of WSRF Grid services. CSF relies
on standard GT4 services for resource discovery (MDS) and execution (GRAM). CSF provides a
queuing service where submitted jobs are assigned to resources by applying queuing policies, the
scheduling mechanisms are user defined and implemented using a plug-in architecture similar
to DRIVE. Advanced reservation is supported through a proprietary reservation service which
interacts directly with reservation compliant LRMs (it bypasses generic execution services). Like
DRIVE, the architecture is composed of several web services: the Job Service provides an inter-
face for users to create, submit and monitor jobs. The Queuing Service allows users to submit jobs
to a queue which schedules jobs according to available (plug-in) scheduling policies (FCFS and
throttle based). Resource Manager Services (RMS) abstract provider differences and are designed
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to support alternate execution protocols, for example CSF includes implementations for LSF and
also Pre-WS GRAM. Job definitions are specified in RSL and MDS is used to discover resources.
Although the architecture is distributed there is no trust established therefore the system re-
quires dedicated or trusted infrastructure to avoid compromise. The flexibility of CSF is shown
in [16] where plug-in components are added to schedule domain specific applications efficiently.
CSF supports WS-Agreement as a means of negotiating the use of resources through the RPS,
while the Reservation Service implements the required port types there does not appear to be a
complete implementation of WS-Agreement [96]. The co-op architecture used in DRIVE is similar
to the community metaphor used in CSF, however CSF does not establish trust in the protocols
or components used which therefore limits potential deployment environments. CSF does not
support economic allocation techniques instead it relies solely on queue based allocation.
2.5.5 Nimrod/G
Nimrod/G [40, 41, 54] is a Grid resource broker designed to support deadline and budget con-
strained market based scheduling. Nimrod/G is a Grid-enabled version of Nimrod [97] as such
it allows users to execute parameter sweep applications on a Grid. A competitive commodity
market is used to allocate resources, the Nimrod/G broker (representing a user) retrieves market
prices from individual resource providers represented by an agent (Grid trader). QoS constraints
(deadline and budget) can be specified by users in a Nimrod/G planfile, provider prices then
reflect the cost of resources required to supply the specified QoS. Nimrod/G brokers are inde-
pendent entities with no communication or coordination between them, the topology forms a
competitive trading environment between brokers. Pre web service Globus components are used
for discovery (MDS1/2), execution (GRAM) and security (GSI). The broker is implemented as
a standalone application utilising TCP/IP communication sockets. As the broker is designed to
represent a single user it is assumed to be deployed in a trusted environment. Evaluation has been
focused on application performance (parameter sweep), testbed deployment, and simulation re-
sults analysing deadline and budget scheduling. The GridBus Broker [42] extends Nimrod/G to
take a data centric approach to scheduling, in particular it is able to access remote data reposito-
ries and optimise allocation based on data transfer.
2.5.6 Tycoon
Tycoon [55] is a market based distributed resource allocation system in which providers auction
resources to consumers. Each provider hosts an independent auctioneer to conduct a real-time
(first-price) auction for their own (virtualised) resources. Resources are then allocated to users
in proportion to their bids. Auctioneers (and therefore providers) are completely independent
with no coordination between one another. Consumers bid for resources in a competitive market,
specifying deadline and budget requirements. The design implicitly assumes a generic service
model abstraction (with focus given to a VM approach) where service requests model simple QoS
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requirements such as deadline and budget. Proprietary centralised discovery services called Ser-
vice Location Services (SLS) are used to store and retrieve auctioneer information. Application level
agents/schedulers (representing consumers) retrieve updated information from the SLS, agents
then bid to individual auctioneers for resources. Consumers can specify the focus of their job (la-
tency, throughput) before they compete against one another for the resources on offer through the
auction process. Tycoon creates soft SLAs defining the allocated resources and their proportion.
Non flexible reservations are also supported. Tycoon has been deployed as linux VServer and
Xen [98] based prototypes with a local proportional share scheduler and auctioneer operating on
each (virtualised) host. At present allocation only considers CPU cycles due to virtualisation lim-
itations. Evaluation of Tycoon focuses on proportional sharing and allocation using user defined
deadline requirements, in particular analysis of scheduling error, fairness and latency have been
presented.
2.5.7 Bellagio
Bellagio [56] is a resource discovery and allocation system designed to allocate resources in a fed-
erated environment. Bellagio has been designed for use with non-service based PlanetLab [65],
and where possible leverages existing PlanetLab services and functionality. Like DRIVE, Bel-
lagio supports combinatorial auctions for resource allocation. In Bellagio, consumers discover
resources from a decentralised discovery system and express preferences over time and space
through combinatorial bids. Resource allocation relies on a centralised dedicated auctioneer. A
strategy proof design is used to provide incentives for consumers to bid their true values. Interest-
ingly the approach aims to allow cooperation between consumers to arrive at optimal allocation
by spreading excess demand over time and providers. This approach has been taken to over-
come the limitations of proportional share scheduling in competitive environments [56]. Bellagio
uses Scalable Wide-Area Overlay-based Resource Discovery service (SWORD) [70] to perform
distributed P2P resource discovery based on attributes. The XOR bidding language [99] is used
to describe resource preferences in the form of a combinatorial bid. A greedy approximation algo-
rithm determines a set of winners efficiently (not necessarily optimally). SHARE [100] is used for
resource allocation and employs the threshold rule [101] to determine a second price (or discount)
in combinatorial auctions, this approach gives the same incentive for truthful bidding as the non-
approximate method used in DRIVE second-price combinatorial auctions. In Bellagio, a ticket is
created as the result of an allocation, the ticket contains a list of resource capabilities (rights to
use a resource) and must be presented to the resource in order to use it. Essentially this ticket is a
binding SLA which is similar in nature to the WS-Agreement SLAs employed by DRIVE.
2.5.8 SHARP
SHARP [57] (Secure Highly Available Resource Peering) is a framework for providing secure re-
source management in large scale distributed infrastructures. It provides policy-based resource
management allowing resource sharing and reservations using a decentralised broker. Individual
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providers trade resources with peering partners or contribute resources to a federation. Brokers
control potentially overlapping groups of resource providers. Allocation in SHARP uses a simple
negotiation/bartering process where consumers request access to resources. Service providers
are represented by site agents, who issue resource tickets to consumers according to policies. User
agents create a second tier market able to collect tickets for an organisation and distribute them
amongst members. Additionally brokers trade tickets and index resources by attributes to match
resources to requirements. Brokers propagate tickets following distributed resource discovery
frameworks. A link state (P2P) routing protocol is used to share ticket information amongst
agents. This network of brokers supplements hints provided from traditional discovery sys-
tems like MDS3. SHARP includes a two phase ticket structure (similar to DRIVEs two phase
contracts). Soft state timed claims are generated when consumers request resources, these claims
expire over time to free up unclaimed resources (no-shows). Leases are issued by site agents when
claims are presented by consumers and represent a hard claim over concrete resources. Tickets
are self describing and self-certifying removing the need for certificate chains. The SHARP broker
is implemented as a standalone trusted Python application and is designed to provision VMs in
PlanetLab. Node managers create a VM (using VServers) when a ticket is redeemed. To join the
SHARP system sites negotiate contracts outlining the expectations of one another including the
promise of providing resources.
2.5.9 EMPEROR
EMPEROR [58] is a Grid meta-scheduler framework designed to analyse the performance of dy-
namic scheduling algorithms and accuracy of resource prediction models. The architecture sup-
ports arbitrary scheduling algorithms and includes multiple models for predicting host load and
memory resources used to estimate the run time of a job. The centralised service based implemen-
tation uses Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) services and makes use of common Globus
services for tasks such as security (GSI), resource discovery (MDS) and job execution (GRAM).
Jobs are described in non-XML Globus RSL therefore removing the need to map description lan-
guages. Advanced reservation is also supported if the underlying LRM is reservation capable.
Resource information is constantly disseminated from Resource Prediction Systems (RPS) running
on each host. This information is periodically sent to MDS which is then in turn used for load
forecasting. EMPEROR measures utilisation and memory usage and creates predictor models
based on statistical characteristics of usage, this information is combined with job profiling tech-
niques [102] to create an estimated run time of a job on a potentially heavily loaded host.
2.5.10 GMarte Grid Service
GMarteGS (GMarte Grid Service) [59] is an example of an existing application-based meta-scheduler
(GMarte) that has been Grid enabled by adding a WSRF interface and integrating common Grid
services and tools. GMarteGS is a complete functional meta-scheduler that includes job submis-
sion, scheduling, data transfer, job execution and monitoring. The underlying GMarte [103] meta-
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scheduling framework is aimed at simplifying Grid usage for scientific applications. Originally
GMarte was developed as a standalone Java library which exposed a user API for application
deployment. GMarteGS includes a layered architecture with access to disparate Grid informa-
tion services and LRMs through GRAM. The WSRF extensions act as a wrapper to create a cen-
tralised WSRF meta-scheduler. An abstraction layer (Grid Resource) is used to combine different
information sources (LDAP, MDS2, MDS4), this consolidated information is then used to make
scheduling decisions. A plug in scheduling (resource selection) policy interface is provided to
facilitate arbitrary user defined policies, the implementation includes policies to minimise exe-
cution time and data transfer but does not consider any further QoS metrics. WS-Resources are
used to represent user sessions for individual users allowing stateful management of job execu-
tion. Like DRIVE, state is stored in WS-ResourceProperties and WS-notifications can be used to
retrieve state changes.
2.5.11 Trader-Federation
Trader-Federation [60, 61] aims to improve resource allocation and load balancing in an object-
oriented distributed environment. The distributed federation model uses CORBA (Common Ob-
ject Request Broker Architecture) and RM-ODP (Reference Model for Open Distributed Process-
ing). In this model a trader is used to mediate between consumers and providers, each trader
represents a group of local users, clients and servers. This grouping is similar to a VO. The trader
is implicitly trusted and therefore requires dedicated or trustworthy infrastructure. In a large
scale environment it is noted that a single trader is not sufficient, federation is proposed to al-
low traders to work together to increase the opportunities presented to providers and consumers.
Traders cooperate to maximise a trading function, focusing on load balancing across the federa-
tion. Within the federation a simple negotiation marketplace is created for traders to negotiate
user requested QoS levels. Traders maintain offers from providers that are used to determine if
a request can be satisfied. Requests are propagated using a trading graph which specifies trading
paths between traders. Like P2P mechanisms, if a trader cannot satisfy a request locally they for-
ward it to other traders within the federation following the trading graph. CORBA facilitates run
time discovery of services and objects using a centralised trader service. Unlike DRIVE, trader-
federation does not create an open market, rather it creates a decentralised mechanism for trading
agents to exchange requests in CORBA systems.
2.5.12 Multi-Agent Federation
The Multi-Agent superscheduler [62] uses a group of cooperating agents to efficiently schedule
jobs on distributed resources. A unique multi-stage hierarchical SLA negotiation protocol based
on Contract Net [104] is used to allocate resources. There are three types of agents in this sys-
tem: User agents, Local Scheduler (LS) agents and SuperScheduler (SS) agents. User agents represent
consumers and negotiate SLAs with SS agents. LS agents represent resources essentially acting
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as a resource provider. LS agents schedule jobs assigned by SS agents. SS agents provide dis-
tributed allocation functionality, acting as mediators between user agents (consumers) and LS
agents (providers). Databases are used to store (and discover) resource state information, SLA
information, and executing job information.
Two SLA levels are defined: Meta-SLA negotiation occurs between SS agents and user agents
to define high-level descriptions of the job (resource information, deadlines, budget), Sub-SLA ne-
gotiation occurs between SS agents and LS agents by decomposing the meta-SLA into low level
raw resource requirements (processors, memory, disk). User agents construct and send meta-
SLAs to SS agents (as a job description), the SS agent forwards the meta-SLA to neighbouring
SS agents. Each SS agent queries known LS agents for availability, SS agents then select the best
resources to satisfy the job requirements and submit a bid. The user agent in turn selects the best
SS agent bid. Having been awarded the agreement the SS agent creates sub-SLAs and negotiates
with local LS agents to host the job. This creates a two tiered market structure with both whole-
sale (LSA-SSA) and retail (UA-SSA) markets. The mediator (SSA) agents map high level user
requirements to low level provider capabilities in these two markets. Competitive commodity
markets are used to match requirements with capabilities. This two phase SLA model is very
different to DRIVE, here two types of SLAs are created between consumer/mediator, and media-
tor/producer, assuming an agreement is reached between SS and LS agents then the second phase
of negotiation occurs between LS and user agents. DRIVE uses a two phase model to represent
the allocation process by hardening an initial agreement through an additional SLA negotiation
phase.
2.5.13 OurGrid
OurGrid [63, 64] is a federated cooperative P2P architecture, in which users share resources
amongst an open distributed community. OurGrid is free to join assuming users contribute re-
sources to the system. A unique network of favours (reputation) model is used to allocate re-
sources. Essentially peers prioritise usage based on previous interactions, that is, entities that
share the most are prioritised when requesting resources. This is a similar architecture to the
credit based system used in the Social Cloud DRIVE prototype (Chapter 8). Resource providers
are represented by an OurGrid peer, which participates in P2P based scheduling. Consumers in-
teract with OurGrid using a broker (MyGrid) or public web portal. Jobs are described using
a proprietary (non-XML) language called Job Description Files (JDF). Every resource hosts an
OurGrid worker or SWAN (Sand-boxing Without A Name) service, to provide a VM (VMWare,
VServer) based application hosting environment, this has the advantage of providing a trustwor-
thy sandboxed environment to execute user jobs. A centralised discovery mechanism is used for
peers to register and discover one another, due to the scalability issues they intend to replace it
with a decentralised P2P request propagation system in the future (NodeWiz [105]). The most re-
cent version of OurGrid relies on an XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) server
for communication and hosting of peers. Unlike most distributed platforms, OurGrid does not
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provide QoS guarantees, in this respect the platform provides best effort sharing (similar to Vol-
unteer computing). The lack of QoS specification means there is no need to value resources or
create SLAs. In the absence of performance prediction, OurGrid uses replication to optimise per-
formance. Users submit applications (typically bag of tasks) to an OurGrid broker, the broker
forwards the request to the pool of registered OurGrid peers. The peers respond to the query
depending on availability and reputation of the consumer’s site. Assuming there is availability,
peers dynamically provision workers from the pool of available resources to host the user appli-
cation.
2.6 Summary
A wide range of meta-schedulers have been developed with differing focuses and goals. In a Grid,
LRMs are responsible for managing workload for individual clusters situated within a single ad-
ministrative domain. Meta-schedulers aim to provide transparency for users when discovering
and submitting tasks to distributed resources, matching job requirements with resource capabili-
ties and allocating tasks using a variety of techniques including queuing, Quality of Service (QoS),
and economic based methods. While these schedulers maximise individual utilisation they are
typically deployed per client or at an organisational level and therefore lack coordination and
communication.
The taxonomy presented in this chapter has been used to classify different approaches to meta-
schedulers, brokers, superschedulers and economic allocation architectures. Each of the systems
surveyed highlights the range of approaches taken. Some concepts and trends can be observed in
each of these platforms. It is clear service based architectures are increasingly used as the platform
for meta-schedulers due to their inherent standardisation and scalability. Economic allocation
protocols have also been re-motivated by the emergence of utility Cloud providers and the quest
for global computing environments. Due to this utility focus, in which consumers pay for the
resources used, SLAs are vital for establishing guarantees of particular service levels. Of the
systems surveyed very few offer standardised SLA mechanisms and only SORMA includes a
monitoring and enforcement architecture. Most systems considered in this survey utilised GSI-
based security mechanisms for authentication and authorisation as it is the de facto Grid standard.
The concept of a VO is also represented in the newer meta-schedulers (SORMA, GridWay) and
can be used to represent dynamic groupings in federated environments.
2.6.1 DRIVE
This remainder of this thesis presents the DRIVE meta-scheduler which facilitates federated re-
source trading in an open market. DRIVE is built from a novel decentralised co-op architecture
utilising resources contributed by participating resource providers. DRIVE is implemented as a
collection of WSRF web services and is not centred about a single client or client domain, but
rather abstracts over collections of resource providers that are members of a VO. Similar to Grid-
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Way, the DRIVE prototype uses VOMS to managed the VO, due to its standardisation, scalability,
and federation functionality. Uniquely, DRIVE is designed not to be bound to a particular type
of middleware so that it may represent different tasks in different domains, however the proto-
type implementations are aimed at job based Grids and service requests in a Cloud environment.
DRIVE also provides a rich economic model for allocations, including support for secure combi-
natorial allocations, privacy and verifiability. These protocols can be used to establish trust when
components are hosted on potentially untrusted providers. To our knowledge these protocols
have not been previously explored in any of the meta-scheduling architecture.
DRIVE reverses the general way in which resource allocation is performed. Traditionally
meta-schedulers decide where a task should run given requirements by users. DRIVE allows
resources to decide if they can meet the requirements of a task and they themselves compete
by providing a valuation for executing the task. This models the real world where users have
tasks and a market based mechanism is used to determine who performs the task. Like many
of the meta-schedulers surveyed, resource discovery in DRIVE is based on open Grid standards,
however DRIVE includes a unique hint based model to complement traditional discovery mech-
anisms. Like SORMA and CSF, DRIVE creates standardised WS-agreement based SLAs as the
result of an economic allocation. A novel two phase progressive protocol is used to create bind-
ing agreements between participants whilst mitigating the effects of allocation latency. Security
mechanisms are based on GSI, making use of VO credentials embedded in certificates and access




In the process of designing DRIVE a number of use cases have been considered that characterise
application range in distributed Grid, Cloud, and federated systems. A major goal of the DRIVE
architecture is to facilitate use in a wide variety of scenarios ranging from single user, single
organisation Grids through to large scale federated collaborations using resources provisioned in
a global environment. The scenarios presented in this chapter act to motivate the development
of DRIVE and are referred back to throughout this thesis. The following section outlines five use
cases: a small scale single institution computation of the Tutte polynomial; CyberShake, a large
scale multi-provider geophysics computation; outsourcing science in a federated Grid and Cloud
scenario; software as a tradable service; and a potential layered market based utility Computing
scenario.
3.1 Tutte Polynomial
The first use case considers the needs of a single scientist (or small group of scientists) operating
within their own organisation. For this use case we consider the requirements of an individual
scientist computing Tutte polynomials [106]. Tutte polynomials are commonly used in a number
of different scientific disciplines and represent a computationally expensive process. For a single
researcher it would take weeks to execute each of the algorithms against a test suite of graphs on
their personal computer. However, when these experiments are broken into jobs they can be run
on a small organisational Grid over a weekend.
In graph theory Tutte polynomials can be used to find the number of spanning trees, forests,
or connected spanning subgraphs within a graph. Tutte polynomials can also be used in areas
such as micro-biology to classify knots – a knot is a form somewhat like a tangled cord with its
ends joined. The most well known application of knots is in the study of DNA as the double
helix can be viewed as two tangled strands forming a knot. Computation of Tutte polynomials is
intensive and is well suited to running on a Grid. The computation can be trivially parallelised
into individual jobs that do not transfer large data sets between one another.
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The algorithms presented by Haggard et al. [106] provide a way to compute the Tutte polyno-
mial of large graphs. In order to develop and evaluate the proposed algorithms a variety of graph
sizes and complexities were considered. The Grid used to test the three proposed algorithms
contained approximately 150 desktop computers running Sun Grid Engine [45]. Each experiment
tested a single algorithm and was made up of a few hundred jobs (207, 144 and 428 respectively),
with each job performing analysis on 100 different sized graphs. Each graph took between a few
seconds and a few hours to compute due to the wide range of size and complexity. The total
runtime of the three experiments on the Grid was less than 60 hours, with less than 1 MB of data
moved between nodes for each job and a resulting data set of approximately 50 MB for all three
experiments.
In this use case the requirements for security, trust and privacy are minimal due to the fact the
jobs are running within the user’s organisation. There are no hard deadlines or QoS constraints
and the jobs have a relatively short running time with no dependencies between them. For this
scenario a simple (efficient) allocation protocol such as a first price auction protocol can be used
as there are no requirements for advanced reservation, deadline considerations, QoS constraints,
trust or allocation privacy.
3.2 CyberShake
The second use case considered is the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC), a large scale
VO encompassing 50 earth science research institutions across the world. SCEC has a production
Grid infrastructure used to share participating institution resources amongst collaborating par-
ties. This infrastructure provides the ability for researchers to utilise a large pool of resources,
however for many projects the SCEC capabilities are not sufficient. One example is the Cyber-
Shake project [107]. CyberShake involves calculation of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis
(PSHA) maps which, amongst other things, are used when designing buildings. Recent advance-
ments in geophysics models allow these PSHA maps to be calculated based on earthquake wave
propagation simulations, however these calculations require a large amount of computation and
storage. In order to facilitate such large scale calculations large portions of the computation must
be outsourced to high end facilities such as TeraGrid.
In CyberShake, PSHA calculations are conducted for each site of interest in stages, with some
stages containing thousands of individual jobs. To produce a hazard map of a region at least
1,000 sites need to be calculated. The first stage of Strain Green Tensor (SGT) generation runs
over a period of days using 144 or 288 processors and producing up to 10 TB of data. The second
stage runs several thousand (on average 5000) individual rupture forecasts each consuming a
single processor for between a few minutes and 3 days. The third stage calculates the spectral
acceleration and involves the same number of jobs each running for a matter of minutes. Finally
the spectral acceleration values are combined and hazard maps are constructed.
The experiments presented in [107] are based on calculation of PSHA maps for two sites of
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interest using resources provisioned from SCEC and TeraGrid. The resulting experiments involve
over 250,000 individual jobs with a total running time equivalent to 1.8 CPU years. The reserva-
tion of nodes at two major computing centers for 9.5 days and 7 days respectively is sufficient to
perform the calculations.
Scenarios like CyberShake show common infrastructural requirements for large scale science
applications. Providing QoS guarantees and enforcing deadlines is more important than in small
scale internal experiments due to the need for coordinated computation and storage over a large
pool of resources. In order to support scenarios like CyberShake DRIVE must be able to provision
resources from dynamic VOs spanning multiple organisations and multiple providers (SCEC and
TeraGrid). As there is no expectation of inter organisational trust a secure allocation protocol is
required to act in place of a trusted third party to establish trustworthy resource allocation. In this
case a verifiable, privacy preserving auction protocol could be used. Additionally advanced reser-
vations and contracts are vital in assuring deadlines are met and levels of QoS can be specified
and provided.
3.3 Outsourcing Science
Computational requirements of scientific applications often exceed the combined resource ca-
pacity available to users. Researchers now have access to a range of computational resources
such as internal organisational resources (Clusters, Grids, supercomputers) and large scale Grid
providers such as OSG, TeraGrid and EGEE. These resources are typically shared amongst large
user communities and although users may be able to reserve resources there are few QoS guar-
antees and applications may not be able obtain resources when required. However with the
availability of commercial Cloud providers researchers can potentially augment available capac-
ity by purchasing additional compute time. Several studies have considered the possibilities of
running scientific applications on commercial providers [108, 109] and augmenting available re-
sources with commercial resources [110, 111]. However dynamic approaches to scheduling usage
over all available resources have not yet been explored.
The montage application1 is a large scale scientific application designed to compute mosaics of
images of the sky. Researchers choose particular regions of the sky to create mosaics, depending
of the size of the mosaic and the number of input images this task can be incredibly data intensive
while also requiring large scale computation. Most often the montage application is organised as
a multi-stage workflow. The process of creating mosaics involves re-projecting input images to
the coordinate space of the required output, background rectifying the resulting images, and then
combining the intermediary images to create the final output mosaic.
The results presented in [111] outline the cost of running both sporadic and large scale mon-
tage applications on commercial Cloud providers. The cost using current Cloud technology to
create a mosaic of the whole sky was found to be $34,145 assuming all data is already stored in
1http://www.montage.ipac.caltech.edu/
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the Cloud. This cost is a substantial investment that could be used to purchase and maintain sig-
nificant dedicated resources. It was also found that if a mosaic was likely to be requested within
a year it is economically sensible to store the generated mosaic rather than recompute it. Sim-
ilar results were found by Kondo et al. [109] who concluded current Cloud costs would need
to decrease by an order of magnitude to compete with desktop Grids and Volunteer Computing
systems.
This type of outsourcing scenario is likely to be explored further in the near future as users
realise the potential of augmenting available resources to achieve particular levels of service or
to meet deadlines. Transparency in such a scenario is difficult as the allocation fabric requires
mechanisms to translate task requirements and representations to the different formats required
by the underlying providers. Scheduling algorithms that consider deadline and QoS constraints
are commonly represented in computational economies, as such they provide a good basis for
federated allocation. To realise such scenarios DRIVE must be able to provision resources from
dynamic VOs spanning multiple provider types over disjoint and potentially competitive organ-
isations. Trustworthy protocols are required to establish trusted allocations while keeping com-
mercially sensitive information private. Generic execution mechanisms and data transfer proto-
cols would also need to be developed to facilitate arbitrary resource provider implementations.
3.4 Software as a Service
Software as a Service (Saas) is a scalable application deployment model in which applications
are provided to consumers on demand through a service oriented interface. The SaaS model
forms the top layer in Cloud computing models [50] operating above infrastructure and platform
services. There are many reasons why users may wish to expose an application as a service, for
example sharing data or tools, multi-user efficiency, flexibility, extensibility and scalability.
Service oriented approaches have been proposed as a means of advancing science in dis-
tributed environments allowing experimentation to be modularised into small tasks and shared
with collaborators, hosted on distributed resources, and orchestrated into workflows that model
the experimentation process. Service-Oriented Science (SOS) [112] refers to this application of
service oriented architectures for enabling scientific experiments, specifically the enablement of
scientific research using distributed networks of interoperating services. The use of services al-
lows researchers to share both results and the mechanisms used to obtain them, this facilitates
verification and extension by collaborators.
An example of an application that benefits from a SOS approach is the transposon workflow
presented in [113]. This workflow is based on a multi-step comparative analysis performed be-
tween a genome inserted with mutant libraries (transposons) and the original genome. Sequenc-
ing the sites of random transposon insertions is used to assess gene function. In this workflow se-
quences are iteratively compared against known databases in order to compare sample sequences
against known sequences. This process continues until all the sequences are matched or there are
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no databases remaining. By making components of the various tasks and then exposing them as
services (rather than script based applications) the individual services can be hosted anywhere
(including scalable infrastructures such as Grids or Clouds), can be replaced or extended, and the
workflow can be dynamically modified through a GUI based engine.
If the applications created by scientists are perceived to have value to the wider scientific com-
munity providers may want to sell access to consumers. In this thesis we term this approach
Software as a Tradable Service (SaaTS). For example if other biologists may benefit from using
the transposon workflow (exposed as a service), the research institution may wish to charge con-
sumers to offset operational costs and recoup some of the investment made researching and con-
structing the service. It is possible providers may also be motivated by profit. By offering the
service in a DRIVE market consumers can dynamically provision the service for a price based on
current supply and demand. The provider institution could also deploy the service on a scalable
distributed infrastructure to account for increased usage.
The difficulty with SaaTS is that many (legacy) applications are not web enabled and con-
verting applications to services is a difficult task due to the range of technologies, tools, and
platforms involved. Service wrapping toolkits can be used to reduce the burden on developers
therefore simplifying the creation of service based architectures. However developers must still
implement economic functionality in the service to participate in a market. To simplify this task
these same toolkits could potentially be extended to create economically enabled services which
automate the development of tradable services. The gRAVI toolkit presented in Chapter 7 is the
first example of a service wrapping toolkit that has been designed to create economically enabled
services.
3.5 Utility Computing Wholesale Markets
The final use case considers a potential utility computing scenario. In a utility computing model
computation and storage is viewed as a commodity in which users pay for the resources they use
much the same as we currently pay for electricity. Although a global utility computing infrastruc-
ture remains unrealised, Cloud providers can be viewed as disconnected utility providers. One
might imagine that a global computing utility could be implemented using a tiered market based
approach similar to the tiered electricity market used in New Zealand [114]. In this model four
classes of entities would be involved in the sale of global computing resources: generators, whole-
salers, retailers, and consumers. At the highest level is the source of the computation, individual
resource providers (generators) such as Grid or Cloud providers host computational resources.
Generators sell computation to a select group of wholesalers in large quantities (in many situations
generators may also be wholesalers). Wholesalers then divide their available allocation and on
sell it in smaller blocks to retailers (or distributors). Retailers in turn directly sell small units of
computation to consumers (individuals or organisations). Like the power Grid, consumers could
also “feedback” computation into the Grid following a micro producer model. This is similar to
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volunteer computing and could potentially be realised using volunteer middleware deployed to
consumer resources.
In a global utility model a separate market may exist at every tier: a generator computation
market, a wholesale computation market, a retail computation market and an optional organisa-
tional market. The requirements at each of these market tiers are different and can be separately
met by different scheduling and trust arrangements:
• Generator to Wholesale and Wholesale to retail: the requirements of the generator and
wholesale markets are similar due to the allocation size and commercial implications. These
markets represent a very competitive environment in which large quantities of resources
are allocated for large sums of money. Therefore, ensuring the correct allocations are made
without any commercially sensitive information being released is imperative. Due to the
large quantities of resources being reserved and exposure to risk, it is essential to use a se-
cure allocation process. The cost of which may be more than a simple allocation mechanism
but in a large scale case this represents a small fraction of the total resources provisioned. For
example a sealed bid second price auction protocol (or tender) can be used to dynamically
establish the market price for a set of resources without revealing any entities true valua-
tion. The allocation process should therefore be secure and verifiable whilst also keeping
commercially sensitive information private.
• Retail to Consumer: the requirements at the retail to consumer tier are more relaxed than the
wholesale market as allocations are of a fine to medium grained nature with a large number
of consumers. The requirements are subtly different depending on the consumer; in the case
of an organisation, individual arrangements may be made between retailer and organisation
for example discounts may be applied to advertised rates. While the economic protocol
used may be based on an efficient linear model privacy must still be maintained. In the
case of individual end users pricing information is commonly advertised. Resources may
therefore be allocated using more efficient mechanisms than those used at the wholesale
level, for example a provider could use a simple posted price model as price is no longer
commercially sensitive. There is little requirement for privacy or verifiability as all users in
the system are aware of the posted price.
• Organisation to user: the requirements at the organisation to user level are very fine grained
with little to no risk. The organisation level tier would be commonly seen within an organi-
sation but is not an essential part of the overall utility computing model. The main concern
of the allocation mechanism within the organisation is efficient allocation with minimal
overhead. As the allocation takes place within a trusted domain a simple protocol could
be used with no regard for trust or privacy. Specialised sub schedulers such as Falkon [31]
may also be used to allocate resources within the organisation.
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3.6 Summary
The five use cases presented in this chapter demonstrate a range of requirements placed on the
meta-scheduling architecture. The allocation infrastructure required to meet the needs of these
scenarios must scale to support dynamic multi-organisation collaborations whilst also providing
efficiency in small scale institutional Grid scenarios. In order to do this, mechanisms are required
to provide trust, security, and privacy whilst also offering the ability to reserve resources and en-
force contracts between participants. The range of use cases shows that no one mechanism will
satisfy every scenario, in order to provide the required flexibility DRIVE must have a modular
architecture that is capable of supporting different allocation protocols. Generally when provi-
sioning large quantities of resources the overhead associated with secure allocation protocols is
tolerable considering the benefits gained. However for smaller allocations this overhead could be
a significant percentage of the total job and therefore a more efficient, less secure protocol is more
suitable. In general, DRIVE is not designed for very fine grained allocations. In order to create
dynamic service trading environments, tools such as gRAVI are required to automate the design,
implementation, and deployment of economically enabled services.
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Chapter 4
DRIVE Architecture
DRIVE is based on a decentralised distributed architecture composed of a group of market and
participant services. Figure 4.1 presents an overview of the major components within DRIVE. The
DRIVE marketplace which facilitates open trading is at the core of the architecture. The market is
made up of several independent services and mechanisms which collectively perform standard
meta-scheduling tasks such as discovery, allocation, and management. Service providers are rep-
resented by DRIVE Agents when trading resources or services in the DRIVE market. Consumers




























Figure 4.1: Overview of the high level DRIVE Architecture.
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DRIVE is built upon a scalable distributed service-based architecture in which services can
potentially be hosted on participating providers. Due to this lack of infrastructural trust, DRIVE
services are defined according to a trust model composed of three categories: Participation, Obli-
gation and Trusted Core. Participation services are required by service providers in order to inter-
act with DRIVE components, for example DRIVE Agents are used to represent service providers.
Obligation services are contributed by providers and collectively provide the core functionality
of the meta-scheduler including (economic) resource allocation, contract negotiation, advertising,
and management. Trusted core services are services which must be always available or which can-
not be hosted by participating resource providers, for example security, VO management, and
authoritative discovery services. The particular trust model used is implementation and deploy-
ment specific.
The DRIVE marketplace provides various functionality such as the ability to map task de-
scriptions, implement fine grained and VO policies, co-allocate tasks, and reserve resources using
a flexible reservation window. DRIVE Agents use policies to determine negotiation strategies and
valuation functions to price resources. Individual providers may choose to use a generic DRIVE
Reservation Service in order to facilitate domain-independent advanced reservation. The DRIVE
market is designed to be open, therefore negotiations can take place using any pre-defined proto-
col. As the result of a negotiation a SLA based contract is created to represent the obligations of
participants.
The lifecycle of interaction with DRIVE is shown in Figure 4.2. Users submit tasks for alloca-
tion using a specified economic protocol. An initial agreement is created as the result of a negoti-
ation between consumer and providers (phase 1), this agreement is then hardened into a binding
contract (phase 2) before the resources are allocated to the consumer. This two phase contract
model is used to mitigate the effects of allocation latency and therefore encourage participation
in the market.
While the DRIVE architecture is not bound to a particular hosting environment, the design
utilises several concepts provided by stateful Grid and Web services. The reference Web service
implementation used is Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) [115] compliant WSRF [22] Web services. The
design also attempts to leverage existing services, mechanisms, and standards where possible so
as to maximise interoperability and encourage standardisation.
4.1 Design Goals
DRIVE has been designed with several clear goals in mind which influence a number of the de-
sign decisions presented in this chapter. The core design goals and their implications on the
architecture are:
1. Provider and task independent: DRIVE is designed to be independent from a single provider
or class of providers such that different types of provider can participate in a federated mar-
ket. For example, DRIVE can be used to submit jobs in a Grid environment and VMs (or








Figure 4.2: DRIVE Allocation Lifecycle.
service requests) in a Cloud environment. The important aspects of the architecture that
provide this flexibility are the task representation, contract representation, and task execu-
tion mechanisms. The task definition is not bound to a specific domain, therefore users can
describe a task in any domain specific representation. The allocation procedure is indepen-
dent of this description assuming providers and users understand the task description and
are able to compute valuations. The resulting contract is formed using the task descrip-
tion as the term language. Task execution is outside the scope of DRIVE, however due to
the flexibility in design any suitable execution mechanism could be used, for example Grid
schedulers, Web/Grid services, or VMs.
2. Support efficient flexible allocation mechanisms:
(a) Efficient allocation mechanisms: The core responsibility of a meta-scheduler is pro-
viding efficient allocation. DRIVE focuses on efficient allocation using computational
(or service) economies for two reasons: first, economic allocation principles are ne-
cessitated as commercial providers may be included in the VO. Secondly, economies
have been shown to provide effective decentralised resource allocation in distributed
systems [24].
(b) Protocol independent: DRIVE is designed to be deployed in a wide range of scenarios
(such as those presented in Chapter 3) which have vastly different allocation require-
ments. For instance, within an organisation there is a level of internal trust, there-
fore users can achieve maximum allocation performance by using an efficient protocol
which does not utilise expensive trust or privacy preserving mechanisms. In a global
federated environment no such trust exists. Users therefore require a secure protocol
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to ensure resource allocation is carried out fairly and financial details are kept pri-
vate. DRIVE provides protocol independence through a plug-in protocol architecture
exposed by all market services.
3. Secure:
(a) General VO security: Standardised security mechanisms are required to authenticate
and authorise consumers and providers for accountability. DRIVE is intended to in-
teract with both commercial and non-commercial providers. In a commercial envi-
ronment security implications are magnified due to the motivation for malicious or
subversive behaviour.
(b) Fine grained security: Due to the distributed nature of DRIVE participants, protocols
and services must be secured such that only permitted actions can be performed and
communications are kept private. This is achieved through fine grained security poli-
cies and secure communication channels.
(c) Secure privacy preserving allocation: The design of DRIVE has considered the re-
quirements of various secure, privacy preserving protocols. These protocols allow
trustworthy resource allocation in commercial environments by providing guarantees
over allocation results and financial privacy in untrusted environments. Many of the
protocols considered have strict threshold requirements which necessitate the devel-
opment of generic distributed Allocation Components.
4. Scalable:
(a) Scalable architecture: DRIVE has been designed to represent a range of scenarios from
small scale single organisation distributed systems through to global federated envi-
ronments. In order to support large federated environments, DRIVE must scale in
terms of the number of consumers and providers represented, concurrent allocations
supported, and contracts created. In order to do this DRIVE itself is designed as a de-
centralised distributed architecture where no single service is required to coordinate
access.
(b) Autonomous and self managing: To reduce the management requirements DRIVE
(and market participants) must be autonomous and self managing. This is accom-
plished through the definition and use of a strong policy framework throughout the
architecture.
(c) Minimal infrastructure : One of the major motivating factors for implementing se-
cure protocols is the goal of reducing infrastructural requirements for hosting DRIVE.
Current meta-scheduling architectures require dedicated resources on which to host
the meta-scheduler. Scaling these architectures to large scale federated environments
or global Grids would require large scale investment in dedicated resources, the prob-
lem with this approach is determining who should provide such resources. Due to the
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complexity (and distribution) of secure economic protocols a dedicated meta-scheduler
will not scale without large scale investment in dedicated resources. DRIVE overcomes
these limitations by using a novel co-op architecture in which meta-scheduler services
are hosted on participating providers.
5. Provide a strong contract management framework: With the development of utility com-
puting models there is a requirement to define, monitor and enforce agreed upon levels
of service. Consumers will not be prepared to pay if negotiated service levels are not de-
livered. DRIVE creates standardised binding contracts as a result of allocation such that
consumers and providers clearly define their respective requirements and obligations. Con-
tract monitoring and enforcement is outside the scope of this thesis, however both have
been considered to future-proof the architecture.
6. Open, interoperable, and standardised: Where possible DRIVE has been designed to lever-
age existing standardised services, mechanisms and protocols for aspects such as contract
creation, resource discovery, and service design. This is intended to maximise the interop-
erability of the DRIVE architecture and therefore create an open market infrastructure.
4.2 High Level Architecture
Figure 4.3 shows a typical DRIVE deployment, highlighting the co-op service-based infrastructure
used. In this figure four service providers (SPs) are existing members of the VO, each exposes a set
of services that facilitate resource discovery, allocation, contract negotiation, and task execution
within the VO. SP3 is shown offering only participation services, SP1 and SP4 offer common
obligation services, SP2 reflects a typical provider hosting a combination of participation and
obligation services. The registration and discovery services in the trusted core are shown in the
centre of the diagram to indicate they are hosted in a trusted environment. Each service provider
in a DRIVE VO may represent an independent distributed environment (Grid, Cloud, Cluster). In
this diagram SP 5 is attempting to join the VO by registering itself with the VO registration service,
and its participation and obligation services in a VO discovery service. The other providers show
a simple negotiation. DRIVE Agents acting on behalf of SP2 and SP3 are negotiating for the
rights to host a task submitted by a user through a DRIVE broker, negotiation takes place using a
contributed Allocation Manager hosted on SP1.
The remainder of this chapter presents the DRIVE architecture including descriptions of the
components and protocols used. Specifically the chapter focuses on the following areas:
• Resource Allocation (Section 4.3): DRIVE is designed to create a market in which a range
of economic protocols can be used concurrently to trade resources. Auction protocols in
particular are well suited to distributed resource allocation as they can dynamically and ef-
ficiently establish market prices. However, these protocols are susceptible to cheating and




























Figure 4.3: DRIVE Service based topology. Several Service Providers (SP) are members of a DRIVE
VO. A simple negotiation is taking place between a user and two DRIVE Agents (SP2 and SP3)
using an Allocation Manager hosted on SP1. SP5 is attempting to join the VO by registering with
the registration and discovery components of DRIVE.
release of commercially sensitive information in untrusted distributed environments. Se-
cure auction protocols can be used to overcome some of these limitations through encryp-
tion and threshold trust. In DRIVE an Allocation Manager is responsible for managing the
allocation process, storing state and determining matches between consumer and provider
for a given task following an arbitrary economic protocol. In this process a number of Al-
location Components may be instantiated and used to meet the requirements of a given
distributed economic protocol (as is commonly seen in secure auction protocols).
• Service Provider Interaction (Section 4.4): DRIVE Agents represent service providers in the
DRIVE market, abstracting the complexities of valuation and economic negotiation. Ad-
ministrators are able to define high level policies regarding negotiation participation and
resource valuation. A proprietary DRIVE Reservation Service is used to support provider-
independent advanced reservation. Use of the Reservation Service is optional, however it
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provides standardised support for advanced reservations and can be used to implement
scheduling algorithms to optimise allocation.
• Contract Management (Section 4.5): Like real-world economies, DRIVE uses contracts to
represent negotiated terms between consumers and providers. A contract defines a SLA
specifying the agreed upon levels of service for a particular provision. As parties in DRIVE
are assumed to be self interested, there may be motivation to violate contracts. For this rea-
son DRIVE relies on incentives to encourage honouring contractual obligations. The con-
tract creation process in DRIVE is abstracted through a Contract Manager which is respon-
sible for creating and distributing agreements to providers and consumers. If any providers
reject a possible agreement the Contract Manager (depending on the protocol) is able to
transparently create agreements with substitute providers to meet the requirements of the
task.
• VO Management (Section 4.6): DRIVE relies on a VO model to represent the highly dy-
namic nature of distributed Grid and Cloud environments. To support this model VO man-
agement systems are used to register and authenticate users, and define fine grained and
VO authorisation policies.
• Registration and Discovery (Section 4.7): DRIVE supports two levels of provider regis-
tration: Firstly, providers periodically register metadata describing their capabilities which
is used by Allocation Managers to target advertisements. Secondly, providers also regis-
ter the address of any obligation and participation services so that they can be used by
other DRIVE services. Unlike traditional Grid systems, provider discovery is not the basis
for matchmaking in the DRIVE architecture, rather resource requirements are evaluated by
providers during valuation of a resource request. Essentially registered metadata acts as a
“hint” providing a partial picture of the system, reverse discovery is used to complete the
discovery process allowing providers to discover potential allocations.
4.3 Resource Allocation
In traditional computing models, resource management is undertaken by a single entity (the op-
erating system) which provides absolute control of resource allocation. The operating system is
responsible for providing optimal resource allocation both for the system as a whole (globally)
and for individual applications (locally) [28]. In many situations however, these goals conflict, for
this reason operating systems separate global and local optimality, instead relying on resource ne-
gotiation between applications and the operating system to determine allocation. In distributed
environments, it is not feasible (or appropriate) for a single entity to manage resources across the
entire virtualised system. Like individual computers, goals and strategies may differ between
consumers (applications), VOs, and resource providers. A more thorough negotiation mecha-
nism is required such that each party can adequately express their respective goals and reach a
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mutually agreeable outcome.
Negotiation mechanisms are composed of three components: a protocol that facilitates the
process, a communication language to express negotiation parameters, and policies describing
relationships between parties (what is negotiated and why). Negotiation is generally categorised
according to the number of parties involved: bipartite negotiation involves two parties whereas
multipartite negotiation involves more than two (this may be either multiple buyers or multiple
sellers). The difference is important as it defines where competition exists, bipartite negotiation
involves competition between the buyer and seller, whereas multipartite negotiation involves
competition between buyers (or sellers).
Distributed resource allocation is tasked with allocating a finite pool of resources across a
population of potential consumers. This task is inherent in human negotiation and forms the basis
of modern economics. As such the use of economies in computational resource management has
long been touted as a solution for efficient resource allocation. In fact computational economies
were first used in 1968 to allocate compute time on a departmental PDP-1 [23]. In Grid and Cloud
systems providers have differing policies, cost models, and resource availability, consumers on
the other hand have different resource requirements and budgets. In addition, both consumers
and providers have different goals, strategies, and valuation functions. Economies provides a
way to represent these diverse perspectives by defining a range of protocols that support both
bipartite and multipartite negotiation between participants [25].
Economies have a number of advantages that make them well suited to distributed resource
allocation. They are typically scalable and adaptable to rapidly changing market conditions.
In general they provide effective decentralised decision making with minimal communication
overhead [27]. They provide a well understood class of mechanisms with an extensive body
of research outlining aspects such as dominant strategies, revenue management, and entity be-
haviour. Economic models allow providers to specify what is shared, with whom, while also
providing incentives for providers and consumers to participate in a market. In addition to these
advantages, federated environments containing commercial Cloud providers necessitate the use
of economically aware allocation mechanisms driven by the underlying allocation principles used
by commercial providers. In DRIVE there may be multiple self interested commercial and non-
commercial entities acting as competitive or cooperative consumers and/or providers, each serv-
ing different clients and following independent goals [116].
The remainder of this section provides an overview of economic negotiation protocols ap-
plied in distributed domains, in particular it focuses on secure combinatorial auction protocols
for which DRIVE is in part designed. The DRIVE allocation architecture is then described based
upon the requirements generated by the protocols presented.
4.3.1 Economic Models
Market abstractions can be used to efficiently determine the true price for a good (or service)
within an economy, balancing supply and demand to reach equilibrium. When determining ap-
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propriate economic models it is important to consider the interactions between entities within the
system, entities are generally classified as cooperative, hostile, or competitive (self-interested). Coop-
erative entities aim to increase global efficiency thus maximising global gain at the expensive of
possible local loss. Hostile entities aim to reduce global efficiency in an effort to ensure global loss
with no concern for local gain (or loss). Competitive entities are self-interested, that is they are
only concerned with local gain and are indifferent in terms of global gain or loss. In a federated
environment composed of autonomous commercial and non-commercial providers, it is assumed
providers are most often self interested and therefore competitive.
There are a number of competitive economic models that can be applied to distributed re-
source management including auctions, bargaining, commodity markets, posted price, and ten-
dering [25]:
• Auctions: An auction facilitates multipartite negotiation to establish a market price for a
good or service. Auctioneers control the auction, setting rules, and following the auction
protocol. Auctions are used extensively for online sales of goods through sites such as eBay1
as they are an efficient way to determine the price for good. Auctions are discussed in detail
in Section 4.3.3
• Bargaining: Bargaining is a multi step bipartite negotiation process to establish a mutually
agreeable price for a good. Consumers bargain with providers for lower prices or increased
usage, negotiation finishes when one party is no longer willing to negotiate.
• Commodity Markets: Commodity markets facilitate raw resource exchange, providers set
prices and charge users for the amount of resource consumed. Pricing is generally based on
a flat fee or variable function altered to reach supply and demand equilibrium.
• Posted Price: Resource offers are posted in the market by providers, consumers then dis-
cover offers and select the offers that best meet their needs. Posted price models are the
predominant model used in Cloud computing.
• Tendering: A tender aims to find a suitable provider to host a given task. In a tender a task
is advertised to a number of providers. Each provider computes a one time offer to provide
the requested service. The lowest price is generally selected as the winner of the tender. This
is a common model used in distributed environments and is essentially a reverse auction.
There are also a number of co-operative economic models in which consumers and providers
work together to obtain an agreement [25]. Models such as credit sharing, bid-based proportional
resource sharing, and cooperative bartering/shareholder models are often used to share resources
in co-operative environments. DRIVE is focused on competitive federated environments, as such
the focus of this survey is competitive economic protocols.
1http://www.ebay.com/
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4.3.2 Economic measures
The goal of any economic negotiation is mutual satisfaction between consumer and provider. As a
basis for analysis of economic protocols there are a number of measures of satisfaction developed
in Economics, Game theory and Computational economies [28, 117, 118]. The following criteria
are often used to analyse economic protocols:
• Social Welfare: The social welfare of a system is a global measure of the summation of
individual welfare, where individual welfare is the payoff for an individual. When the
social welfare of a system is maximised the resource distribution is pareto optimal.
• Pareto Optimality/Efficiency: A resource distribution is Pareto optimal if any redistribution
that will make an entity better off is impossible without also making one or more entities
worse off.
• Individual Rationality: Individual rationality describes the situation where entities are bet-
ter off participating in the negotiation than not participating, that is, the payoff for partici-
pating is not less than the payoff for not participating.
• Stability: A system is stable if it is in every entities best interests to retain their current
strategy.
• Symmetry: A system is symmetric if individuals with the same behaviour have the same
expected payoff.
• Computational Efficiency: The computational efficiency of a system describes the overhead
required to reach a solution.
• Communication Efficiency: The communication efficiency of a system reflects the overhead
of communication between entities required to reach a solution.
Ideally protocols used in competitive distributed resource allocation should be all of the above.
Ensuring that the payoffs for the system are maximised (social welfare), allocations are optimal
(pareto optimal), entities are encouraged to participate by receiving profit and workload (indi-
vidual rational), it is best for entities to maintain their strategies (stability), entities with the same
strategies expect the same result (symmetric), and the protocol has minimal computation and
communication overhead.
4.3.3 Auctions
Auction protocols facilitate multipartite negotiation between consumers and providers. Figure 4.4
depicts two multipartite resource auction scenarios reflecting competition between consumers
and competition between providers respectively. Auctions are commonly considered from a con-
sumers (buyers) perspective, in this scenario consumers bid for particular resources from a single
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provider. The left side of Figure 4.4 shows a standard auction. Two consumers bid 1$ and 2$ for 1
unit of computation auctioned by a single provider, the auctioneer then determines the winner as
the highest bid (User 2) and allocates resources. On the right side of Figure 4.4 a reverse auction
(or tender) is shown. Reverse auctions allow consideration from the providers (seller) perspec-
tive. In this example three providers bid (or tender) 1$, 2$ and 3$ for the requested user task (1
unit of computation), the winner is declared as the lowest offer (provider 1).
Figure 4.4: Auction for computational resources. A standard auction is shown on the left, here
consumers compete for the computation auctioned by the provider. A reverse auction is shown
on the right, here providers compete for the task submitted by a consumer.
Auction protocols have a number of desirable properties which make them attractive for use
in a distributed environment in particular they are generally an efficient means of establishing a
market price in an open market [119] and have been shown to provide Quality of Service (QoS)
advantages over other methods [29]. Analysis of auction protocols relies on knowledge of how
bidders value resources. There are three categories which describe bidders’ values: private value,
common value, and correlated value.
• Private value auctions: a bidders valuation is determined by the bidders preferences alone.
Potential resale value is not considered.
• Common value auctions: a bidders valuation is based completely on their perception of
other bidders values for the goods.
• Correlated value auctions: a combination of private and common value, a bidders valua-
tion depends in part on its own preferences and in part on others’ values.
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4.3.4 Auctions Protocols
There are a five main types of auction protocols: English, Dutch, Sealed-bid, Vickrey and Double.
Analysis of the different protocols often focuses on dominant bidding strategies under particular
conditions. A dominant strategy is defined as a strategy that gives the bidder the highest payoff
independent of the strategies employed by any other bidder.
• English Auction (first price, open bid, ascending): An English auction is the most common
auction protocol. Bidders openly increase their bids until only a single bidder remains. The
price paid is the highest price bid by the winning bidder. Bidding starts low and increases
until demand falls. In private value English auctions the dominant strategy is to increase
ones bid by small increments stopping when the private value is reached (incremental bid-
ding).
• Dutch Auction (first price, open bid, descending): A Dutch auction is a descending version
of the English auction. The auctioneer declares a starting bid and decreases the price until
a bidder bids. Here bidding starts high and decreases until demand matches supply. There
is no general dominant strategy for Dutch auctions, however counterspeculation and lying
may be used to increase payoff at a cost.
• Sealed bid Auction (first price, sealed bid): In a Sealed bid auction each bidder submits a
single sealed bid without knowledge of any other bids. The highest bidder wins the auction
and pays their bid. There is no general dominant strategy for sealed bid auctions, how-
ever strategic underbidding and counterspeculation may increase payoff assuming there
are many bidders.
• Vickrey Auction (second price, sealed bid): In a Vickrey auction each bidder submits a
single sealed bid without knowing any other bids. The highest bidder wins the auction and
pays the second highest bid. A private value Vickrey auction is strategically equivalent to
an English auction, as such the dominant strategy is to bid ones true value. The advantage
of the Vickrey protocol over the English protocol is reduced communication as bidders must
bid their true valuation in a single bid, rather than iteratively increasing ones bid.
• Double Auction: A Double auction differs from the other four protocols in that multiple
buyers submit their bids while sellers simultaneously submit offers to an auctioneer. The
auctioneer follows a matching process between offers and bids, this process starts with the
lowest price offers moving up and matches each with the highest price bids moving down.
Double auctions are commonly used for trading in stock markets.
The revenue equivalence theorem states that the four standard auction protocols (English,
Dutch, Sealed bid, and Vickrey) yield the same expected return in private value auctions. Assum-
ing valuations are developed independently and bidders are risk-neutral. In Dutch and Sealed
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bid auctions equilibrium depends on bidders guessing other entity’s strategies, whereas in En-
glish and Vickrey auctions a bidder’s strategy does not depend on predicting other bidders’ val-
ues which ensures no computation is spent speculating on other bidders’ actions. In private value
auctions the dominant strategy in both English and Vickrey auctions is truthful bidding, however
in non-private value auctions the dominant strategy changes as the open nature of the English
auction reveals information about other bidders’ valuations and can therefore be used to deter-
mine potential resale value.
Truthful bidding has obvious advantages in computational economies as bidders do not con-
sume resources speculating on other bidder’s behaviour. Sealed bid auctions have the additional
advantage of communication efficiency as bidders bid only once. For these reasons Vickrey auc-
tions are particularly attractive for use in computational economies. In a Vickrey auction alloca-
tions are Pareto optimal and therefore provide social welfare. The protocol is stable as it is best
to follow the dominant strategy of truthful bidding and symmetrical as bidders with the same
behaviour can expect the same result. The lack of counterspeculation seen in other protocols pro-
vides computational efficiency. Communication efficiency is maximised as bidders bid their true
value immediately in a single (sealed) bid.
Vickrey Protocol Limitations
While the Vickrey protocol has a number of desirable properties, there are also a number of limita-
tions [120], for example lower revenue for non-private value auctions, lying in non-private value
auctions, bidder collusion, lying auctioneers, and the release of potentially sensitive information.
• Lower revenue: In non-private value auctions with at least three bidders the English auction
leads to higher revenue because the observation of other bidders prices raises a bidders
valuation. However this raises a new issue, in non-private value auctions the winners curse
states that the winning bidder has paid too much because a bidders valuation is dependent
on (at least in part) other bidders values. Knowledge of the winners curse means bidders
should bid less than their true valuations [121].
• Lying: Like many other auction protocols, it may be advantageous to lie about ones true
value for a good in a non-private value auction as other bidders’ values are in part based on
bid values.
• Bidder Collusion: Bidder collusion effects all auction protocols as bidders can coordinate
bids to ensure the winning price is low [122]. However, to collude bidders must coordinate
before the auction.
• Lying auctioneer: All auction protocols place inherent trust in the auctioneer and are there-
fore susceptible to a lying auctioneer. In addition to these standard problems the Vickrey
auction protocol also relies on the auctioneer to accurately compute the second price. Theo-
retically the auctioneer could issue false bids to artificially inflate the second bid, essentially
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using a first price protocol in place of the second price Vickrey protocol [123] as winning
bidders are unaware of the second bid. In all auction protocols the auctioneer may place
false bids, attempt to omit bids, or reveal potentially sensitive information.
• Release of information: While truthful bidding may be beneficial in computational economies
it has the disadvantage of bidders revealing their true valuation, which may be sensitive in
a commercial environment. Even if bid information can be kept private for the duration of
the auction, it may still be valuable as an indication of past behaviour and can be used to
estimate willingness to pay [124].
The problems related to lying auctioneers and release of sensitive information have been
suggested as the main reasons as to why the Vickrey auction protocol is rarely used in human
economies [125]. In computational economies however, these problems can both be mitigated
using cryptography and secure auction protocols as discussed in Section 4.3.6.
4.3.5 Combinatorial Auctions
In many domains auctions involve the sale of a variety of distinct goods. Due to the increased
utility of dependant items, bidders often have preferences for sets (or bundles) of items. A common
example used to highlight increased utility is the sale of shoes, one shoe by itself may have limited
value to bidders, however if sold in a bundle as a pair of shoes, their value is increased. The same
applies if items are viewed as substitutes for one another as bidders may have preference for one
or the other but not both (for example identical right shoes may be substituted). Allowing bidders
to bid on combinations of items increases economic efficiency in these scenarios [126].
To meet QoS criteria in Grid and Cloud systems, an auction for a single representative resource
is not normally sufficient, for example, CPU time is only one of the many resources required for
execution. In addition particular resources may be preferred given deadline constraints while
others may be viewed as equivalent (substitutes). These preferences can be accurately represented
using combinatorial auctions therefore allowing bidders to bid on collections of goods.
Figure 4.5 shows an example of a reverse combinatorial auction, as would be commonly used
in DRIVE. In this example a consumer submits a request (Auction Description) for 1 unit of com-
putation, memory, and storage. Individual providers then deconstruct the request and bid on
particular bundles. Provider 1 is shown offering computation and memory for 2$, and compu-
tation alone for 1$. Provider 2 is offering memory for 2$ and computation for 1$. Provider 3 is
offering computation, memory, and storage for 4$, and storage alone for 1$. When determining
the winner(s) the auctioneer must process each combination of bids, in this case the best way to
satisfy the requirements would be to use computation and memory from provider 1 and storage
from provider 3, therefore costing 3$. This example shows a simplistic request, a more realistic
combinatorial request would involve complex nesting of “and” and “or” semantics to express
preferences and substitutes. For example a consumer may be willing to give up storage for twice
the memory offered.
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Auction Description
Figure 4.5: Combinatorial reverse auction for system resources. Providers bid on combinations of
resources expressed in the auction description, the winning provider(s) are found by combining
bundles to discover the best price.
In combinatorial auctions bidders submit a bid for every subset of objects they are interested
in. This results in increased complexity both in terms of representing the bids and determining the
winning set of bids. This problem is termed the Combinatorial Auction Problem (CAP). In com-
binatorial auctions winner determination is NP-Complete and can be formulated as an instance
of the Set Packing Problem, a well studied integer program. There are a number of methods used
to minimise the CAP, including approximation methods and decentralised approaches, however
implementation is complicated and may not be guaranteed to produce optimal allocation. Min-
imisation of the CAP is outside the scope of DRIVE and is a task left to combinatorial protocol
developers.
Combinatorial Representation
Representation of the different combinations, preferences and substitutes is difficult due to the
complexity of combinatorial auctions. Various techniques have been explored to represent com-
binations such as graphs, matrices, and circuits. Graphs are the most common approach where
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nodes represent unallocated goods, edges represent an allocated subset of goods to bidders, and
each path through the graph represents an allocation of goods to bidders.
Figure 4.6 shows a combinatorial auction graph for a reverse (descending) auction, in this ex-
ample 3 goods {G1, G2, G3} are offered and 2 bidders {B1, B2} have submitted bids on various
combinations of these goods. The winning path is denoted with a solid red line which repre-
sents the lowest value path through the graph. The winning path allocates {G2} to B1 for $2 and
{G1,G3} to B2 for $5, resulting in a total value of $7. Clearly this graph can be used to represent
first price auction protocols as the price paid is simply the sum of the paths. However, computing
the second price in a Vickrey auction is difficult due to the complexity establishing a bidders im-










{G2} - B1 $2, B2 $9 
{G2, G3} B1 $5, B2 $7 
{G1, G3} B1 $12, B2 $5
{G1, G2,G3} B1 $14, B2 $8
{G2} - B1 $2, B2 $9 
Figure 4.6: Combinatorial graph representation. This graphs shows bids from 2 bidders {B1,B2}
on combinations of 3 goods {G1,G2,G3}.
Generalised Vickrey Auction
The Generalised Vickrey Auction (GVA) [127] protocol is an extension of the Vickrey auction pro-
tocol for combinatorial auctions. In a GVA bidders submit sealed bids for each combination of
goods in the auction, the winning bidder then pays the second highest (or lowest) bid. The sec-
ond price is established by applying a discount based on the winners contribution to the alloca-
tion [28]. In the GVA protocol the CAP is first solved by finding S∗ (the maximising allocation of
S) and V ∗ (the maximising valuation) calculated based on individual bidders valuations v. In the
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set S∗ there areW winners. The GVA protocol then solves the CAPW times, once for each winner
i ∈W resulting in maximising allocations S∗i and valuations V ∗i without winner i. The difference
between valuations V ∗ − V ∗i represents an individual winners contribution to the allocation and
is termed the Vickrey discount (∆i). The winning bidder pays their bid minus the calculated
discount. In a reverse auction the discount is negative, resulting in an increased winning price.
P (i) = vi(S
∗
i )−∆i
To demonstrate the GVA discount calculation the combinatorial auction represented in Fig-
ure 4.6 can again be used. Recall the total value of this auction was $7, B1 won {G2} for $2 and B2
won {G1,G3} for $5. The discount is calculated by determining the effect of each bidder on the
auction:
• If B1 were removed from the auction the lowest bid would now be $8 (B2 {G1,G2,G3}),
therefore the discount is -$1 ($7-$8) and B1 would receive $3 ($2+$1) for {G2}.
• If B2 were removed from the auction the lowest price would now be $10 (B1 {G2,G3} $5
+ B1 {G1} $5). The discount is therefore -$5 ($5-$10) and B2 would receive $10 ($5+$5) for
{G1,G3}.
The total value paid to bidders in the auction has increased to $13 as this is essentially the
“second price” if both bidders were removed. Obviously this is a trivial example with only two
bidders and three goods, however these calculations highlight the complexity involved in combi-
natorial auctions both when representing bids and determining winners (and the second price).
In the GVA protocol a great deal of trust must also be placed in the auctioneer to calculate the
prices correctly. These issues motivate the need for distributed secure auction protocols.
4.3.6 Secure Auction Protocols
Trust is often implicitly assumed in computing environments due to trusted infrastructure or
external policies and procedures regarding administration of users. However in a large scale
distributed environment this assumption is no longer valid as trust between entities is difficult
to establish. Traditional auction protocols require a level of trust in the auctioneer to prevent a
malicious auctioneer revealing bid information or manipulating the outcome of an auction. De-
veloping trusted auctioneers leads to centralised system design and therefore reduced protocol
scalability and performance. A centralised trusted auctioneer is infeasible in a large scale feder-
ated model due to a lack of scalability, single point of failure, and a requirement for dedicated
infrastructure. To overcome these limitations trust can be established through protocols such that
any entity (within reason) can be trusted to perform a well defined action (such as resource allo-
cation).
There are three key requirements for holding trustworthy resource auctions in a federated
environment [128]:
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1. Avoid trusting a single auctioneer;
2. Provide strong bid privacy; and,
3. Provide verification that the auction was conducted correctly.
The first two requirements can be established through secure distributed auction protocols.
Verification may occur at the conclusion of an auction, the goal being a level of assurance that
the protocol was followed correctly while still maintaining privacy. In general verification tech-
niques can detect cheating agents, ensure all bids have been considered, and validate the outcome
of the auction. Verification techniques are not a focus of this thesis. Various techniques have been
explored in the literature to facilitate public verification without revealing additional informa-
tion [128, 129, 130, 131]. The remainder of this thesis focuses on secure protocols used to provide
bid privacy and distribute trust over a group of auctioneers.
Established Trust
There are a number of ways to establish trust in an auction [132]:
• System components (Pre-existing trust)
• Reputation services (earned trust)
• Bid-encryption schemes (procedural trust)
• Threshold schemes (distributed trust)
• Threshold/bid-encryption schemes (enforced trust)
The simplest approach is to leverage pre-existing trust between the auctioneer and the auction
participants, this may be established through dedicated infrastructure or external relationships
between entities. For example an auctioneer running within an institution has a high level of pre-
established trust amongst members of the same institution. Reputation services provide a way
to earn trust through actions [91], these actions may take place within the auction environment
or possibly from actions in other systems or even domains. Reputation can be aggregated from
any number of sources and may facilitate reputation delegation. For example if an auctioneer
has previously conducted auctions for a particular user, the user is more likely to trust the same
auctioneer in future auctions. While pre-existing and earned trust can be used to gain a level of
trust in the auction entities, they do not ensure the auction is conducted correctly or provide any
guarantees that information is not released.
Bid-encryption can be used to restrict the release of sensitive information providing a level of
procedural trust. Cryptographic techniques make it difficult for auction entities to discover bid in-
formation or subvert the outcome of an auction by altering bid data. Threshold schemes distribute
trust over a group of auctioneers, thus removing the need for trust in a single auctioneer. Thresh-
old schemes require a number of distributed non-malicious auctioneers to execute the protocol
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correctly, ensuring any malicious auctioneers cannot subvert the auction. Public key cryptog-
raphy is often used for coordinated multi-party decryption of bids. Threshold bid-encryption
schemes combine the privacy preservation properties of bid-encryption with distributed thresh-
old mechanisms thus enforcing trust which ensures the auction protocol against a malicious auc-
tioneer.
Secure Auction Protocol Examples
One example of a secure auction protocol is the Secure Generalised Vickrey Auction (SGVA) [92,
93]. The SGVA protocol preserves bid privacy through a threshold bid-encryption technique.
Valuations are hidden in the bid representation while still allowing winners and the associated
prices to be found without revealing bid information. Various techniques can be used to encrypt
the bid including homomorphic [93, 132] or polynomial encryption [92, 133]. In the homomor-
phic scheme bid values are represented as bit vectors, each bit is encrypted using a homomorphic
cryptographic algorithm such as Elgamel public key encryption [134]. Addition and comparison
operators are defined that allow auctioneers to determine winners without revealing bid values.
The comparison operation is a two step process which involves vector multiplication and then
left to right decryption in order to discover the highest bid without revealing individual val-
ues. The polynomial decryption scheme encodes bid values in the degree of a polynomial. A
distributed pool of evaluators each calculates and publishes their “share” of the auction using
dynamic programming techniques. Evaluators collaboratively discover the optimal value using
a binary search, values are then reconstructed by interpolating the shares published by each eval-
uator.
The Garbled Circuits [130] protocol is another example of a secure auction protocol in which
bid values are encoded using a pre-generated boolean circuit. The circuit acts as a black box –
evaluating a given input and revealing nothing except a single output, thus obscuring the original
value and any intermediary values. The circuit is constructed from a series of boolean gates by an
Auction Issuer, the circuit is then “garbled” by applying a random permutation to the wires (this
permutation is kept secret). The garbled circuit is distributed to bidders so that they can each
encode their bid values using the circuit. The permutation of wires is used to establish a mapping
table, which maps the garbled output value to the real output. Upon completion of the auction
the auctioneer executes the garbled circuit using the garbled input and decodes the output using
the mapping table sent by the Auction Issuer. One advantage of the Garbled Circuits protocol is
the circuit can be constructed offline [135], therefore improving performance.
While DRIVE is designed to host secure auction protocols and includes several implementa-
tions of secure protocols, the protocols themselves are outside the scope of this thesis. A thorough
taxonomy of secure auction protocols, worked examples of several secure protocols, and perfor-
mance comparisons are provided in [128]
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4.3.7 Currency
The DRIVE architecture is not designed to be bound to a particular type of currency [136] (virtual
or real) to provide flexibility in scenarios represented. For example, virtual currencies can be used
in internal deployments, in which allocation efficiency can be gained by using economic princi-
ples. Real currency is required in commercial environments, such as a federated environment
with commercial Cloud providers. Due to the simplicity of creating closed virtual currencies most
market based Grid systems use virtual currency. There are however, several major limitations of
virtual currencies as identified by Shneidman et al. [137]:
• Lack of liquidity: which makes it difficult to exchange between real and virtual currency
• Starvation: when heavy consumers run out of currency
• Depletion: when users leave the system or hoard currency which has the effect of reducing
the amount of currency available
• Inflation: as users are added to the system and given credits or credits are assigned to
existing members artificially
In the DRIVE model it is difficult to create a true virtualised economy as there are (typically)
few services offered in a computational market. Users are generally either a consumer or a pro-
ducer, therefore currency does not flow circularly, rather the flow is in one direction leading to
consumer starvation. Policies and administrative actions have been used to address the limita-
tions of virtual currency. Karma [138] uses mathematical functions to compute currency value in
an effort to offset inflation and deflation. Self recharging currencies [139] can be used to combat
starvation at the expense of inflation, essentially creating a proportional sharing model combined
with a virtual economy. Generally to create a successful virtual economy, the currency must be
expressive and appreciated by users [137]. Using real currencies, or binding a virtual currency
to a real currency can be used to encourage participation, provide lower barriers to entry for
new users, and create a self sustaining environment [137]. The choice of currency is not within
the scope of DRIVE, however the DRIVE design is equally applicable to both virtual and real
economies.
4.3.8 DRIVE Allocation Architecture
DRIVE is designed to facilitate service trading using any economic protocol. The protocols dis-
cussed in this chapter differ greatly in terms of required architecture, auction and bid represen-
tation, winner determination algorithms, and communication between components. These dif-
ferences motivate some of the design decisions and goals of this architecture. Briefly, the major
requirements of the DRIVE allocation architecture are:
• Provider and Task Independent: Any type of task can be allocated and any type of provider
can participate in the market.
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• Protocol Independent: Any economic protocol can be used simultaneously in the market.
• Distributed: Distribution is required for performance, fault tolerance and scalability. In
addition Allocation Component distribution is required by some protocols in order to guar-
antee security and privacy.
• Decentralised: Any Allocation Manager or Allocation Components can be used to ensure
there is no single point of failure.
• Scalable: To represent large scale federated environments the allocation architecture must
scale to allocate a huge number of tasks.
DRIVE Allocation Services
In DRIVE three services are used to create a scalable, distributed, decentralised and flexible allo-
cation architecture. The Allocation Manager manages economic negotiation, the Allocation Con-
text stores negotiation state, and Allocation Components are used to provide distributed protocol
specific functionality. Due to the distributed and decentralised nature of the DRIVE architecture
any Allocation Manager or Component can be used to provide the same functionality. Figure 4.7
shows the DRIVE allocation architecture.
The Allocation Manager is the central DRIVE component, designed to solicit task requests
from consumers, oversee the allocation process, and provide a level of abstraction above the
virtualised economy. The Allocation Manager acts as an intermediary between consumers and
providers to facilitate market interactions, it is therefore independent from a particular task or
provider model. To provide protocol independence a plug-in architecture is used, thereby al-
lowing a range of protocols to be seamlessly selected and simultaneously used in different sce-
narios. Due to the wide ranging requirements of privacy preserving, trustworthy and verifiable
economic allocation protocols the plug-in interface is generic such that it can be used to initiate
the protocol, create protocol specific advertisements, instantiate distributed architecture (Auction
Components), perform negotiation in protocol dependent languages, and determine allocation
results following the protocol. To assist with these tasks the Allocation Manager offers a num-
ber of protocol-independent functions relating to the specific environment that can be applied
to any protocol through the plug-in interface, for example: persistent state storage and retrieval,
provider and DRIVE service discovery, allocation advertising, allocation monitoring, and the abil-
ity to publish or notify participants of results.
Allocation Managers are invoked by participants (consumers/providers) with a task or re-
source description, a selected protocol, and allocation options relating to the negotiation or the
protocol. The chosen protocol is executed using the plug-in library, passing the description and
any user defined options. The plug-in is then responsible for following the protocol and may
use exposed Allocation Manager functionality to perform necessary tasks, for example to adver-
tise the negotiation. The plug-in can instantiate and use required Allocation Components. Any
messages received by the Allocation Manager relating to a particular instance are forwarded to







































Figure 4.7: DRIVE Allocation architecture. Allocation Managers supervise the auction process.
Allocation Context services store auction state and interact directly with a single Allocation Man-
ager. Allocation Components are general purpose services that wrap protocol-specific function-
ality and are used to provide required protocol distribution.
the plug-in through the message passing interface, for example bids in an auction scenario. The
Allocation Manager periodically monitors the allocation through the plug-in interface to ensure
any user specified conditions are maintained, for example negotiation duration.
An Allocation Context service is associated with each Allocation Manager to manage both
allocation state and protocol specific state. This separation of state management from allocation
mechanisms follows standard design principles and provides separation from a particular hosting
infrastructure. The Allocation Context abstracts the underlying stateful mechanisms, making the
representation of state transparent to the Allocation Manager and exposing interfaces to store and
retrieve state. While the DRIVE architecture assumes stateful web services, the Context service
could store state in any way, for example on the file system or in a database. In the reference WSRF
model, a factory pattern is used to create a resource for the duration of an individual invocation,
the context service provides transparent access to this resource by embedding a resource key
in the WS-addressing invocation. The Context service is also designed to provide standardised
persistence and notifications.
As outlined in the previous section economic protocols have different requirements in terms of
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representation, winner computation, and topology. In some cases the topology forms the basis for
providing trust guarantees, for example protocols relying on threshold trust require a number of
components to collectively determine the winner. In DRIVE, Allocation Components are used to
“wrap” protocol specific functionality with a service interface. For a single protocol multiple Auc-
tion components can be instantiated as any particular entity in the allocation process (for example,
Auction Evaluators in the SGVA protocol or Auction Issuers in the Garbled Circuits protocol). To
support this extensibility the Auction Component exposes a protocol plug-in interface allowing
any protocol library to be dynamically loaded and used. A generic message passing interface is
exposed through a simple service interface, the appropriate plug-in can then be executed to per-
form the required action based on the protocol specific message. The message passing interface
removes the need to pre-define a typed interface for all possible Allocation Components. Auction
Components also maintain state about each economic negotiation they are involved in, the plug-
in interface includes functionality to store and retrieve state from stateful resources stored in the
Auction Component.
In addition to these allocation services DRIVE Agents represent service providers in economic
negotiation using a similar plug-in interface. Service providers and the associated DRIVE Agents
are discussed in Section 4.4.
4.4 Service Providers
Service providers offer functionality to consumers in exchange for payment in the DRIVE market-
place. DRIVE places no requirement on the type of service offered. Theoretically a service could
represent anything, ranging from low level resource abstraction through to specific application
functionality. There is also no requirement for a particular type of interface, for example a ser-
vice could be offered through a Web service, API, or specialised client. In a computational Grid,
Globus GRAM is considered a service provider, offering a transparent interface (WS or pre-ws)
for users to access distributed computational resources. In a SOA environment, a service may
offer a particular function, for example producing a seismic map (in CyberShake) or executing a
bioinformatics application like BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) to compare biological
sequences in the transposon workflow.
To participate in a DRIVE market service providers must be represented in negotiation and
contract validation before service invocation. It is unrealistic to assume every service provider
will alter their implementation to interact with DRIVE, rather it is our view that this functionality
can be somewhat detached from the service provider. In DRIVE, a specialised DRIVE Agent is
used to act on behalf of the service provider, this Agent acts as a “gate-keeper” for the service
provider by participating in negotiation and authorising service invocation. Unlike the service
provider the DRIVE Agent must be implemented following the defined DRIVE interfaces.
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4.4.1 DRIVE Agent
The DRIVE agent is designed to represent providers in the DRIVE market by following protocols
and exposing an interface for invocation from the market. The agent handles provider registra-
tion, DRIVE service discovery, economic negotiation, and contract management in the market-
place. The major goals of the DRIVE Agent are task, protocol, and provider independence so that
a DRIVE Agent can represent any type of provider using any task model and interact with the
market using arbitrary economic protocols. It is also important for the DRIVE Agent to be highly
configurable and autonomous with respect to negotiation and valuation policies so that admin-
istrators can define requirements and behaviour in different scenarios. Service providers need
to be able to update capacity, determine with whom to negotiate (trust, reputation, VO member-
ship), and calculate appropriate service or resource valuations based on requests and available
capacity. The DRIVE Agent therefore exposes interfaces allowing administrators to express such
requirements.
Figure 4.8 shows the architecture of the DRIVE Agent. Communication between the DRIVE
Agent and market occurs through a plug-in economic protocol. Like the Allocation Manager
plug-in protocols are loaded dynamically and can be used simultaneously to participate in nego-
tiations. The DRIVE Agent includes functionality to receive and respond to allocation advertise-
ments or negotiation requests and also advertise resource profiles describing real-time capacity.
The DRIVE Agent supports user defined plug-in policies (Section 4.4.3) and pricing functions
(Section 4.4.4) to determine risk and value requests. A generic service monitoring interface is
also defined so that the DRIVE Agent can obtain real time service capacity, the implementation of
which is domain specific. For example in a Grid the system monitor may report resource usage
(CPU, Memory, I/O) in a Storage Cloud the system monitor is more likely to focus on available
storage. During the negotiation process the DRIVE Agent considers all of these aspects when
determining valuing resources, this process is detailed in Section 4.4.4.
The DRIVE Agent has been designed as a separate entity to reduce the burden of entering a
DRIVE market. However, DRIVE Agent functionality could also be integrated into the service
provider, this has the advantage of providing a single contact point for consumers and DRIVE en-
tities alike, while also allowing tightly coupled valuation and participation policies. An approach
for creating DRIVE-enabled services is outlined in following section.
4.4.2 DRIVE-enabled Services
One difficulty faced when creating service based architectures is Web enabling existing applica-
tions. Often the task of “wrapping” an existing application with a Web or Grid service interface
is more difficult than re-writing the entire application due to the complexities involving under-
lying technologies. Several toolkits have been created with the aim of simplifying this wrapping
process, for example gRAVI (Chapter 7), Opal [140], and the Generic Service Toolkit (GST) [141].
These toolkits are based on a requirement to expose distributed applications through Web ser-
vices for use in workflows or to facilitate scientific collaboration. As such the services produced






































Figure 4.8: DRIVE Agent architecture. The DRIVE agent communicates through plug-in economic
protocols. Valuation of requests considers a range of data including policies, service capacity,
and pricing functions. The Agent is also responsible for advertising capabilities and discovering
existing negotiations.
are “bare-boned” without much of the functionality expressed in custom built services.
In an economic oriented environment web enablement is the first step in exposing an appli-
cation in the marketplace. The previously mentioned toolkits could all be used to deploy an
application service which can be invoked in an economic environment, however the service also
requires mechanisms to interact with the market in order to negotiate usage in exchange for pay-
ment. In DRIVE this can be accomplished by deploying a parallel DRIVE Agent alongside the
generated service, however this separation requires additional complexity to enable interaction
between the two services (security, APIs). A better solution is integrating DRIVE Agent func-
tionality during service generation to create an economically enabled service. gRAVI provides
the first example of a wrapping toolkit able to generate an economic (DRIVE) compliant Web/-
Grid service. gRAVI services contain all the interfaces and artefacts required to participate in a
DRIVE marketplace abstracting technical implementation details from providers and administra-
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tors. The generated service exposes a plug-in interface allowing provider specific implementation
of valuation functionality and a plug-in protocol interface to support arbitrary economic proto-
cols. In addition customisable DRIVE Agent policies are provided which can be used to control
service interactions in the marketplace. The design and implementation of gRAVI is presented in
Chapter 7.
4.4.3 Service Provider Policies
The process of deciding to participate in negotiation and valuing resources are major complex-
ities in economic resource allocation. In a reverse auction protocol the decision making process
includes a number of considerations from the perspective of the provider. Initially the provider
must decide whether or not to participate, this involves deciding if the client and DRIVE com-
ponents are trustworthy, determining if there is sufficient capacity, and ensuring the protocol is
supported. The provider must then determine a value for the goods in order to negotiate. Similar
processes are undertaken on the part of the consumer. In computational domains policies provide
an extensible, adaptable and standardised way of representing such decisions.
In DRIVE a range of user defined policies can be expressed. For example, policies regarding
reputation of entities can be used to determine the trust in DRIVE components or other users.
Policies regarding current load, projected load, overbooking and reservations can be used col-
lectively to determine capacity and contribute to the assessment of risk. This information can
then be combined with pricing functions to determine the value (and risk) to a provider (or con-
sumer) of a given provision. The range of policies that could potentially be applied in DRIVE
is endless as DRIVE is designed to model real world economies composed of competitive self-
interested agents. For example agents could decide to intentionally violate existing agreements
in an attempt to increase revenue from hosting another task. This scenario could be represented
by policies regarding selective violations.
Policy Language
Policies are commonly used in a number of areas, most notably security - administrators define a
set of rules and practices for how an organisation manages and protects information or resources.
Many of these policy languages are not limited to use in the particular domain for which they
are designed and can be extended or used directly to make decisions in other areas. Due to the
amount of research into policy languages there are various different implementations available
ranging from formal policy languages to rule-based languages using if semantics.
In Web services standards there has been an effort to create XML-based languages governing
access control, alternatively ontological languages such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [142]
have gathered support as they are more powerful in terms of semantic expressiveness and pro-
vide simple reasoning capabilities. Rule based engines such as Jess [143] are also commonly used
to express policies in Java applications. The policy description languages considered for DRIVE
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were eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [144], Enterprise Privacy Authori-
sation Language (EPAL) [145], and Ponder [146]. Semantic languages KAoS [147], RuleML [148],
and Rei [149] were also briefly examined to complete the comparison of policy languages.
XACML is an OASIS standard that defines an XML based architecture providing functionality
to create, evaluate and enforce policies. In addition to the access control policy language it also
defines a request/response language. XACML enables the use of a decision point to store and
evaluate user defined policies. XACML policies are customisable and therefore facilitate user
defined functions, making it well suited for DRIVE as policies must be highly customisable and
able to be applied in different domains (provider types). In XACML, policy rules describe desired
behaviour in abstract terms. The Policy Decision Point (PDP) makes the decision whether or not
to authorise a request and the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) enforces the policy decisions. The
major issue with XACML like many other XML based languages is the verbose nature of the
policies, however in many situations this is also beneficial as policies are human understandable.
EPAL is an XML based functional language developed by IBM to represent enterprise security
policies. EPAL is very similar to XACML in most respects including representation, functionality
and policy enforcement model. A comparison of features of the two found that EPAL supports
a subset of almost all features included in XACML [150]. Ponder is a widely used policy lan-
guage designed specifically for management and security of distributed systems. Ponder policies
are described using an extensible object oriented model which allows definition and multiple in-
stantiations of policies. The language however is designed to specify general policies with little
interdependence and the language itself is somewhat complex.
The DRIVE extensible policy architecture is based on XACML policies for a number of reasons.
Most importantly XACML is standardised by OASIS and under continual development. It is also
one of the most widely used and mature policy languages available with multiple implementa-
tions. XACML is generic (not bound to a particular domain), platform independent, flexible in
how it is used, and extensible in terms of its XML representation and the ability to define new data
types, functions and rules. The XML representation is easily understood allowing non-technical
users a simple way to define complex policies. Policies in XACML can also be distributed and
may refer to other policies therefore creating complex policy structures involving extension of
distributed sub policies.
4.4.4 Valuation
DRIVE attempts to model the real world when valuing a resource (or service). To do this
entities assess the risk of a negotiation (using policies) and apply a pricing function to calculate
their true value. In any economic environment there is an inherent level of risk in the actions of
participants. Techniques such as risk assessment and risk management [151, 152] are commonly
used to consider the possibility and consequences of unforeseen events. In DRIVE providers may
enter into a contract without full knowledge of the likelihood of being able to meet contractual
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requirements. For example, it is hard to predict resource or network failure, overbooking issues,
or possibly even natural disaster. Risk management considers the possibility that future events
might negatively affect an entity in the system and attempts to quantify the impact of such an
event. In DRIVE, pricing functions are used to determine a specific price for a set of goods, main-
taining relativity between similar goods given the current conditions (supply/demand). Both
consumers and providers use pricing functions to determine market prices, for example in an
auction each party’s valuation is reflected in its reserve price or bid.
Risk Assessment
In a market based environment like DRIVE, resource providers incorporate risk in their cost
model. Like the real world, providers individually evaluate risk and amortise this cost over all
clients by adding an overhead to calculated prices. The more consumers a provider has and the
more negotiations entered, the lower the overhead becomes.
Risk assessment is based on the probability of an event occurring and its impact calculated
for all possible circumstances [151]. DRIVE uses the notion of a risk factor allowing participants
to assign a risk value to each piece of information considered. This risk value is calculated by
using local policies to determine a level of risk for a specific information source. For example,
the reputation of a client may be considered high risk if previous interactions have resulted in
contract breaches, or low risk if previous interactions have been favourable. The computed risk
factor is then applied to the participants valuation to incorporate the potential for unforeseen
events.
In DRIVE there is potential to extended the ability of a provider to amortise risk by adding
third-party insurance [153]. This approach would allow external insurance providers to cover
individual resource provider risk. An insurance model is well suited to an environment like
DRIVE as resource providers could pay a single fee that insures the provider against the cost of
broken obligations, thus reducing the impact of a single disastrous event. Insurance providers
also benefit as profit can be made because claim distribution is more reliable with a large number
of customers.
Pricing Functions
Pricing (or Bidding) functions are used to determine a price for a set of goods (resources) based
on market conditions. Pricing functions define how different metrics are combined to determine
the private value of a good. Pricing is one of the biggest difficulties in market oriented distributed
computing as there is a lack of standardisation, for example providers have different resource rep-
resentations and there are no well defined “units”. Cloud computing has attempted to standard-
ise computational units with the introduction of VMs representing defined capacity, although
the posted price mechanisms are static. Dynamic pricing schemes (as supported by DRIVE) can
provide financial gains for participants based on supply and demand analysis, however these
approaches are more complex and may include both functional (VMs, CPU, Memory) and non-
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functional (software availability) resources. In the past there have been a number of different
approaches to Grid resource pricing such as linear functions, shared market services, and adap-
tive pricing techniques.
Most economic systems make use of generic linear pricing schemes. For example Cloud
providers typically employ a linear utility model in which prices are based on the amount of
resource usage. Priority and weighting time based mechanisms have been used to increase prices
based on faster service, for example the pricing schemes used by Distributed Grid Accounting
System (DGAS) [154] in EGEE. Collective bartering approaches have also been used allowing
consumers and producers to collectively determine an appropriate price [155], however both par-
ties must still specify a valuation range. In [156] prices are determined using a projected load
curve to establish a utilisation value, current market information and policies are then applied to
determine the final price. In this model an eagerness factor is included to specify how urgent the
request is, this adds priority based pricing to the model. In [157] real options are applied to price
grid commodities (for example CPU and Memory). In this model commodity availability fluc-
tuates over time between the present time and an arbitrary point in the future which reflects the
option to wait. Real option theory is applied by formulating the problem as a real option pricing
problem. Real option pricing models originate in investment domains and are used to determine
stock option prices. A fuzzy algorithm is used to define a price variant factor, which determines
a price aimed at maximising Grid usage.
Global market services have also been used to determine global prices for goods, however
these approaches violate the competitive supply and demand properties of open economies. For
example DGAS includes Price Authority services that use different pricing functions to assign
prices to global resources. DGAS pricing algorithms include static pricing functions and dynamic
pricing functions that can be used to increase prices for jobs requiring lower wait times. Caracas
et al. [158] present the design and implementation of a generic pricing service capable of rep-
resenting different pricing schemes. The pricing mechanisms used are capable of determining
dynamic prices for information and computational elements by applying functions related to re-
source utilisation. This approach lacks autonomy and would require a level of trust in the pricing
service.
Techniques such as k-pricing have been proposed in situations where both consumer and
provider have individual value ranges (or reserve prices) [159, 160, 161]. Essentially k-pricing
acts to distribute social welfare across participants according to a predefined factor, this factor
is used to balance the prices of each party in an auction. K-pricing techniques have also been
applied to SLA penalties [162], in this work prices are determined using functions of the quality
of service, k-pricing is used to assign penalties based on potential service levels. When the pro-
vision is completed the delivered service level is compared against the predefined levels and an
appropriate penalty is invoked.
At present, most pricing research relates to Grid environments, however research regarding
pricing in Cloud providers is beginning to be published. For example, Anandasivam et al. [163]
apply Revenue Management concepts to service requests in a Cloud environment. In this work
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providers are presented with consumer offers, prices are then developed based on an approxima-
tion of the opportunity cost of reducing available capacity.
Pricing functions are an open research area in economic distributed computing. In DRIVE,
pricing is viewed as a responsibility of the entities within the system as such it is not a focus of
this thesis. DRIVE has been designed such that DRIVE Agents and consumers can implement
arbitrary pricing functions to establish values for resources. To demonstrate this design several
pricing functions have been implemented and evaluated in Chapter 6.
4.4.5 Auction Bidding Strategies
As discussed in Section 4.3.4 many auction protocols have dominant strategies under particu-
lar market conditions. For example in a private value Vickrey auction truthful bidding is the
dominant strategy. However, for non-private value auctions other strategies may provide bet-
ter payoffs under particular market conditions or when using different protocols. For example
in non-private value auctions the value of a good is dependent on others valuations, therefore
determining another providers value for a good can be beneficial when bidding. In open outcry
auctions there is motivation to withhold a bid until the last possible moment to avoid price in-
creases due to incremental bidding. Bidding strategies describe payoff maximising approaches
which can be used during or after determining a local value for a set of resources. The design of
the DRIVE Agent is such that any strategy could be implemented through the plug-in valuation
interface. The following section summarises potential valuation strategies and protocol bidding
strategies that can be employed in an auction scenario.
Valuation Bidding Strategies
Valuation bidding strategies describe techniques for determining a bid value, based on other en-
tities actions or market conditions. The base bidding strategy against which all other strategies
are compared is truth telling. In a truthful strategy bidders bid their own valuation based on the
current situation without consideration of other agents actions.
Zero Intelligence Plus (ZIP) strategies can be used to create bids based on projected profit mar-
gins. ZIP strategies are widely used in real world Continuous Double Auctions (CDA) and have
been shown to out perform human traders in these markets [164]. They have also been success-
fully applied to sealed-bid auctions [165] even though the information released is substantially
less than a CDA (only winning bidder and price). In [166] ZIP agents use public market infor-
mation to alter bid values. ZIP agents calculate profit margins based on the difference between a
valuation and a bid, they then increase or decrease the projected profit margin based on if the last
action was a bid or an offer (in a CDA protocol).
Q-Strategy [167, 168] makes use of reinforcement learning to create bidding rules based on
previous market interactions. Q-Strategy takes a Q-Learning approach [169] with an e-greedy
selection policy. In this strategy market information is collected in an exploration phase, collected
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information is then used to generate more intelligent bids in the exploitation phase. The explo-
ration phase involves generating random bids for different job types to establish market con-
ditions. When the job is executed on the host the outcome is calculated (reward/penalty) and
stored. A table of bids, executed jobs, and payoffs are maintained in the Q-Table. The Q-Table
contains Q-Learning dimensions (state, action, payoff) where the state represents the job type,
action represents bids, and payoff is an aggregate function calculated from similar jobs and their
bids. The Q-Rule then defines an aggregate payoff function based on this data. In the exploitation
phase, bidders select a similar job type from the Q-table and choose the bid price which resulted
in the highest aggregated past payoff, therefore maximising their expected payoff. One issue with
Q-Strategy is the expensive startup exploration phase in which information is obtained through
random bidding. In DRIVE this could be optimised as information could in part be obtained
through Publishing Services thus allowing more efficient exploration.
Protocol Bidding Strategies
Auction protocols have additional bidding dimensions that can be exploited by profit maximising
strategies. One of the most common strategies employed is to determine the best time to place
a bid. Both early bidding and late bidding have been shown to provide advantages in different
domains. If bidders have a fixed willingness to pay there should be no effect of when a bid is
placed (except based on time based tie-breaking rules).
Various research has looked at Last minute bidding (or “sniping”) in the context of open out-
cry online auctions [170, 171, 172, 173] and proxy bidding scenarios. Typical motivation for last
minute bidding is to combat “shill bidders” (fake bidders raising the price) and incremental bid-
ding (bidding in increments rather than bidding ones true value or proxy bidding). In addition
sniping provides a way for a bidder to win an auction with a bid less than another bidder’s true
value, if other bidders do not have time to react to the snipe. Two environmental properties en-
courage late bidding in online auctions: First there are typically a large number of similar goods
which gives bidders an opportunity to bid late and risk losing, secondly there is an opportunity
to determine an items common value from observing other bids. Therefore a bidder has more
knowledge about an items value after all bidders have bid [173]. Some online auction sites (for
example TradeMe2) minimise the effect of shill bidding by automatically extending auctions, this
has the effect of increasing the revenue generated and could potentially be applied in a DRIVE
auction.
Conversely, in some environments bidding early can have the effect of scaring off other bid-
ders, therefore resulting in a lower price. Late bidding in this scenario results in higher prices
due to increased competition. Bramsen [174] presents a study of 17,000 online furniture auctions,
showing that early bidding results in significantly lower prices. This fact is established through
comparison between the ratio of final price to third party valuation. In this experiment, the goods
on sale are more unique than those seen in other online domains which may account for some of
2http://www.trademe.co.nz
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the advantages seen when bidding early.
It has been thought time based bidding strategies are only valuable in open-outcry auctions,
due to the information learned over time. However, as outlined in Section 5.7.4 Just-In-Time (JIT)
bidding in sealed bid auctions can be used as a means of reducing the effect of auction latency in
distributed auctions. Chapter 6 provides the first quantifiable analysis of JIT bidding in a sealed
bid context, showing the potential utilisation advantages gained by reducing effective latency and
therefore establishing more accurate capacity predictions.
4.4.6 Advanced Reservation
Advanced reservation support in distributed systems is desirable for performance predictability,
meeting resource requirements, and providing QoS guarantees [175, 79, 176, 177, 81]. As Grid
and Cloud systems evolve the task scheduling requirements become more complex, requiring
fine grained coordination of interdependent jobs in order to achieve larger goals. Often tasks
require particular resources (or services) to be used at certain times in order to run efficiently. For
example, a task may require temporary data storage while executing and more permanent storage
after completion. Service orchestration in a workflow may express dependencies between service
invocation. In an economic framework, users can take advantage of scheduling opportunities to
provision services during “cheaper” usage times when resources are potentially underutilised.
While these advantages relate specifically to consumers, the use of flexible reservation win-
dows has also been shown to provide scheduling benefits to service providers [178]. Flexible
advanced reservations in particular allow providers the opportunity to dynamically schedule in-
dependent tasks therefore increasing occupancy and utilisation. Flexible reservation is analogous
to deadline constrained allocation [41] as deadlines have an associated cost function allowing
providers the flexibility of scheduling based on cost.
DRIVE is designed with a flexible reservation model, allowing consumer definition of a “reser-
vation window” associated with a task. This window defines the duration of the task within a
given time period (start and end time) leaving specific execution time to the provider. To support
advanced reservation by providers, DRIVE includes a Reservation Service to store and schedule
commitments in a secure manner. The Reservation Service allows future commitments to be con-
sidered by providers prior to negotiating for subsequent allocation, it also supports arbitrary ad-
vanced scheduling techniques to optimise task execution. While there are countless examples of
reservation enabled schedulers, brokers, and resource managers they are all bound to the domain
for which they are designed. The DRIVE Reservation Service has been designed to be domain
independent, allowing reservations to be stored for any class of task supported.
4.4.7 DRIVE Reservation Service
The DRIVE Reservation Service has been designed to meet a number of goals, each of which has
influenced architectural decisions. The goals of the DRIVE Reservation Service are:
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• Provider and Task Independent: As per the goals of DRIVE, the Reservation Service must
support arbitrary task models and provider types; therefore reservations must be flexible
and extensible to include an arbitrary term language.
• Synchronised Reservation Management: If providers have existing reservation systems it
is important to provide a synchronised view of the resources, this requires mechanisms to
propagate reservations to LRMs or schedulers and also update DRIVE reservations based
on local reservations.
• Secure: Reservations may contain commercially sensitive information (pricing, clients, QoS)
which must be kept private.
• Standardised: All parties in a DRIVE market must be able to understand the structure of a
reservation.
• Fast and Efficient: A major goal of the reservation service is fast efficient reservation re-
trieval so that DRIVE Agents can obtain current and projected utilisation immediately.
• Persistence: Reservation information is crucial to provider operation, therefore reservations
must be maintained and reloaded if the Reservation Service fails.
• Flexible Scheduling Support: The Reservation Service must support user defined schedul-
ing algorithms such that administrators can easily optimise operation of the provider in
different scenarios.
The Reservation Service is a provider level service that manages reservations for a single
provider or group of providers. The Reservation Service is designed to store information re-
garding all aspects of negotiation in DRIVE, as such, there are different types of reservations
stored representing the multi phase negotiation mechanisms used (negotiations, agreements, and
contracts). Ongoing negotiations and tentative agreements can be just as important as contracts
when determining risk. Local policies determine what reservation types are stored and how they
are interpreted during valuation. Use of the Reservation Service in DRIVE is not mandatory,
in fact providers may choose to implement their own reservation functionality or exploit exist-
ing reservation capabilities. The Reservation Service however provides an efficient mechanism
to store and manage negotiation state and contractual obligations in DRIVE. There are several
reasons why there has not been widespread adoption of advanced reservations in the Grid com-
munity [175]. In particular, advanced reservations have been shown to cause performance degra-
dation [179], many mechanisms lack flexibility and scalability [180], and often they do not ad-
dress user needs and system requirements. There are also a number of reasons as to why existing
reservation architectures are not suitable for use in DRIVE. Most importantly existing reservation
support is limited and is not standardised amongst schedulers and resource managers. DRIVE is
designed to not be bound to a single domain and therefore it must support reservations as a first
class entity for all domains, such as Cloud and SOAs.
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In DRIVE, it is important to interact with existing infrastructure, for this reason the Reserva-
tion Service is designed to synchronise with existing reservation compliant LRMs. The Globus
Advanced Reservation Service3 (GARS) can be used to provide this functionality, as it provides
a transparent interface to existing reservation-enabled schedulers to create, manage, and syn-
chronise reservations with underlying resource providers. GARs can be configured to obtain
reservation information from a range of commonly used LRMs and schedulers.
Reservations in DRIVE are kept securely so as not to release potentially sensitive reservation
information to external parties. A reservation may store detailed information relating to clients
and their jobs, as well as pricing information and QoS agreements established between parties.
Fine grained security policies may be implemented to allow clients (or brokers) the ability to
monitor the status of their reservations through a publicly exposed interface. Importance in the
design has been placed on providing efficient reservation creation and retrieval, this is achieved
by using an indexed schedule structure. The schedule is indexed by time so that providers can
efficiently determine real time and predicted capacity. In addition scheduling algorithms can act
on this schedule to optimise execution times. Arbitrary user defined scheduling algorithms are
supported through a plug-in interface.
4.4.8 Reservation Scheduling
Advanced reservations open up many possibilities in terms of using advanced scheduling tech-
niques to optimise resource utilisation. Fragmentation can occur when tasks are added to the
schedule without optimising utilisation by planning execution times. In DRIVE advanced reser-
vation requests are flexible in that they specify a window of time in which they require execution.
Without planning, large gaps can appear in the schedule resulting in underutilisation of resources
and tasks being turned away as there is no suitable slot within the defined window. Figure 4.9
illustrates this problem, in this example the first diagram shows an unoptimised schedule with
six tasks scheduled to be executed over a period of time. The second diagram shows a task being
submitted with a small execution window, without rearranging the schedule the agent would not
be able to consider hosting the task as it conflicts with an existing reservation. The third diagram
shows an optimised schedule with the same tasks arranged differently (within their individual
reservation windows), the new task can now be hosted at the designated time and there is greater
utilisation of resources over a shorter period of time which may result in higher revenue for the
provider.
This type of schedule optimisation has resulted in an extensive body of research ranging from
scheduling tasks on supercomputers [181] to complex allocation in clusters [182] and co-allocation
reservations in Grid systems [183, 184]. Scheduling approaches include algorithms such as first
come first served (FCFS), shortest job first, best fit, priority based, backfilling, greedy filling, and
heuristic based approaches. Many of these algorithms originate in batch or queue based systems
and are focused on parallel job execution. In traditional Grid environments scheduling algo-
3http://confluence.globus.org/display/gars






















Figure 4.9: Optimising a resource schedule using scheduling techniques. Without intelligent
scheduling the submitted task cannot be run even though there is available capacity, however
using advanced scheduling techniques the other tasks can be scheduled in such a way as to opti-
mise the overall schedule.
rithms have been extended to consider deadlines and QoS constraints placed on tasks. However
in a DRIVE scenario deadline and QoS analysis is conducted during valuation and therefore al-
gorithms can be used to organise the schedule at any time. The simplistic approach of allocating
tasks by the order of arrival (FCFS) leads to issues of underutilisation and fragmentation as is seen
in Figure 4.9 . Conservative and aggressive Backfilling [185, 186, 187, 188] approaches improve
this situation by moving small jobs forward to fill holes in the schedule. Heuristic approaches
[189, 190, 191] can be used to select the best task to move into the fragmented hole in the sched-
ule.
In DRIVE Agents act on behalf of resource providers which in turn act on behalf of groups of
resources, in this environment the scheduling problem is made even more complex when consid-
ering multiple co-allocation requests that require synchronised execution over a pool of resources.
Scheduling techniques, such as those outlined in [184], are optimised to take into consideration
distributed co-allocation and could be applied in DRIVE.
Scheduling algorithms are not within the scope of this thesis. However the Reservation Service
has been designed to be extensible so that arbitrary scheduling algorithms can be implemented.
This scheduling can take place when tasks are added to the schedule or when tasks are considered
for hosting. Polices regarding negotiations, tentative agreements, and hardened agreements can
be used to determine the relevance of each to the scheduling process.
4.5 Contract Management
Having negotiated terms of service provision through an economic protocol the participating
entities (providers and consumers) are inherently expected to honour their obligations. How-
ever due to the self interested and competitive nature of participants there may be motivation
to violate agreements for economic gain or malicious reasons. As in real world economies con-
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tractual arrangements can be established to ensure each party honours their obligations, allowing
consumers and providers to define and enforce specific terms of service usage and associated
incentives (rewards/penalties) for honouring or violating agreements.
In DRIVE contracts describe SLAs between consumers and providers. A SLA contains a col-
lection of specific requirements and QoS metrics to be delivered. Standardised representation is
required as SLA descriptions may differ depending on the perspective of the entity, for example
they may be task or service requirements in the case of a consumer or individual service levels
for providers.
4.5.1 Service Level Agreements
A SLA represents an agreement between a service consumer and service provider for a particular
provision, as such it is a favoured model of providing assurances in distributed systems. The
agreement may be a 1-1 mapping between consumer and provider or possibly n-m between mul-
tiple consumers and/or multiple providers. A SLA is made up of a number of Service level Ob-
jectives (SLO) that define particular QoS requirements that must be maintained by the provider.
These individual SLOs form the measurable parameters of the SLA and can be monitored during
the provision to ensure service levels are met. SLAs contain information regarding the parties
involved, time periods resources are used, and incentives for honouring obligations. There are a
number of results at the conclusion of a SLA - there could be financial penalties/rewards enforced,
reputation information formed for use in future transactions, or mutual resolution between par-
ticipants such as re-execution of the agreement.
There is much literature regarding creation of SLAs in terms of advertising and posted price
markets. However, there is much less research into dynamic market based mechanisms such as
auctions. Typically in existing systems resource allocation and SLA negotiation are simultaneous
- the negotiation is effectively the allocation. In DRIVE, SLA negotiation takes place after initial
allocation. This initial allocation process considers loosely defined QoS parameters and results in
a tentative agreement between parties. The parties then participate in a more concrete negotiation
process to define the specific QoS constraints in the form of an SLA.
There have been many systems designed to define SLAs. The Contract Net Protocol [104, 192]
was one of the first protocols for negotiating electronic service contracts. Alternative languages
for specifying SLAs include: WSLA [193], SLAng [194], WS-Agreement [78] and RBSLA [195].
However, none of these approaches explicitly consider an economic term language [72]. WS-
Agreement provides a flexible framework in which a domain-specific term language can be de-
fined and used. WS-Agreement has become the de facto standard due to its flexible nature
and OGF support. This is demonstrated by many examples of its use in differing architectures,
such as Cremona [196], SWAPS [197], and several projects; including SORMA, AssessGrid4, and
SLA@SOI5. The main issue with WS-Agreement is that its protocol stack is not designed to sup-
4http://www.assessgrid.eu/
5http://www.sla-at-soi.eu/
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port auction-orientated SLAs, as it is designed for bipartite negotiation [198]. Despite this, it has
been successfully used with auction mechanisms in projects such as SORMA using a proprietary
economic term language.
WS-agreement has been chosen as the contract representation language for DRIVE due to
its flexibility, extensibility and widespread adoption. WS-agreement has essentially become a de-
facto standard for SLA representation in the wider Grid community. WS-Agreement also fits with
the design of DRIVE in that it is standardised and task independent as any task description lan-
guage can be used to form the description terms of the agreement. The economic representation
limitations can be overcome by defining additional specialised term languages as is the case with
SORMA. However, a slightly different approach has been taken in DRIVE, rather than extending
an existing language a separate economic language has been defined to represent the economic
aspects of negotiation. There are three major reasons for this approach, first an important goal in
the design of DRIVE is independence from a specific class of task, a separate economic language
separates the economic properties from the task description rather than binding the description
to a specific term language (such as JSDL). Secondly there may be a requirement for an extended
(or different) economic language depending on the protocol used, this is easier using a separate
language which may be extended or replaced. Finally in a federated environment, providers may
have existing economic representations (and possibly contract/agreement architectures), it there-
fore makes sense to use a standardised representation like WS-agreement with the ability to map
term representations rather than requiring providers implement proprietary non-standardised
representations.
4.5.2 Contract Incentives
Enforcement of contracts is difficult in any environment, not least of which distributed archi-
tectures as providers are under independent administration. Rather than enforcing appropriate
behaviour DRIVE relies on incentives to encourage participants to act in a desired manner. In-
centives are generally thought of in two categories: positive and negative, positive incentives
motivate entities to act a particular way by rewarding them for their actions, negative incentives
take the opposite approach by punishing entities that do not act appropriately. Incentives can be
further categorised as remunerative, moral or coercive depending on the way in which agents are
motivated. Remunerative incentives are based on an expected reward (or penalty) in exchange
for their actions, typically remunerative incentives are financial. Moral incentives exist when it
is generally accepted that one course of action is the correct behaviour, entities acting against
a moral incentive expect condemnation from the community while those that follow the moral
incentive are looked at favourably. Moral incentives are similar to proportional share models.
Coercive incentives are based on a physical force being applied to entities that fail to act in an ap-
propriate manner, for example actions such as imprisonment or confiscation. In DRIVE, financial
rewards and penalties are considered remunerative incentives, reputation can be thought of as a
moral incentive, and VO suspension or expulsion is a coercive penalty.
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In economic systems financial penalties are the most commonly used means of providing both
positive and negative incentives. Financial incentives are central to economics both in individual
decision making and in co-operative or competitive reasoning and can therefore be considered in
economic analysis of the system. Positive financial incentives are inherent in economic systems
such as DRIVE, due to the fact providers are rewarded for services provided through payments
by consumers. In this situation if a consumer is unhappy with the service received they may
choose not to pay. However, if a service is half fulfilled it is difficult to establish the value of the
violation. Penalties provide a way of categorising breaches and punishing poorly behaving users,
in DRIVE a set of penalties can be outlined for differing levels of contract breaches.
The DRIVE architecture focuses on financial incentives to encourage agreement compliance,
other approaches to enforcement are outside the scope of this thesis and are considered future
work. DRIVE contracts define a set of rewards and penalties for each contract term. A binary
measure of fulfilment is used - if a service level is delivered then a reward is paid, if the term is
not fulfilled then a penalty is invoked. This approach provides a degree of flexibility allowing
fine grained terms (and matching rewards or penalties) to be specified.
4.5.3 DRIVE Contracts
DRIVE contracts are expressed using WS-agreement with individual terms described in a domain-
specific task description language. A unique two phase progressive contract creation process
is used to mitigate the effects of allocation latency by hardening tentative agreements into con-
tracts [199].
Progressive Contract Creation
There is potential for considerable latency in the DRIVE allocation process (auctions, tendering)
between providers participating in economic negotiation and winner determination/confirma-
tion. This latency may restrict providers participating in future negotiations due to lack of knowl-
edge of the outcome of ongoing or previous negotiations. Providers have two approaches to this
issue, they can reserve resources for the duration of the negotiation or they can wait until the
result of the allocation before resource reservation. Neither situation is ideal; initial reservation
leads to underutilisation as a negotiation typically has one winner and multiple losers, late reser-
vation results in contract violations as resource state may have changed between negotiation and
reservation. To mitigate the effect of latency DRIVE implements a progressive two phase contract
mechanism to reflect the various stages of negotiation. Providers can therefore take into account
the possibility of allocation when considering future negotiations.
The two phase contract structure is shown in Figure 4.10. As the result of an allocation a tenta-
tive agreement is created between the user and winning provider(s) (phase 1), before redemption
this agreement must be hardened into a binding agreement (or contract) that defines particular lev-
els of service to be delivered along with a set of rewards and penalties for honouring or breaking
the agreement (phase 2). Typically the tentative agreement is not strictly binding and penalties for
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violations are not as harsh as for breaking a binding contract. The motivation for this separation
is twofold, first it encourages providers to participate in allocation in the knowledge they will
not be penalised as harshly for pulling out at an earlier stage. Secondly it facilitates overbooking
(Section 5.7.1) which has been shown to increase revenue as some percentage of offers made will








Figure 4.10: Two phase contract creation. The Allocation Manager creates a tentative (soft) agree-
ment as the result of an allocation, the Contract Manager hardens the agreement into a binding
contract.
Contract Representation
DRIVE Contracts contain contextual information relating to the participating parties, description
terms defining what has been agreed upon, and guarantee terms outlining financial incentives
(penalties/rewards). An example agreement is shown in Figure 4.11, for brevity some details have
been left out. This agreement represents a Grid job expressed using JSDL as the term language.
The service description term contains the (JSDL) task description which outlines the application
and trivial resource requirements (CPU architecture, CPU Count, and Minimum Memory). The
guarantee terms include a penalty ($100 US) if the agreement is violated and a reward ($1000 US)
if the agreement is honoured - this reward is the negotiated price between consumer and provider.
In this example there is a single guarantee term encapsulating all of the individual service levels,
if a single resource requirement is not met then the contract is violated and the penalty term is
invoked. Often users place more importance on particular aspects of the agreement (for example
not receiving all the required CPUs may impact the provision more than the speed of CPU deliv-
ered), as such agreements may have multiple guarantee terms each relating to an individual SLO.
Figure 4.11 presents a trivial DRIVE agreement, a full agreement produced by DRIVE is outlined
in Appendix A.






































































Figure 4.11: DRIVE Contract using WS-Agreement.
4.5.4 DRIVE Contract Manager
The DRIVE Contract Manager is designed to abstract the complexities of the contract hardening
process from users and providers. At the conclusion of an allocation the Contract Manager is
responsible for negotiating contracts with the winning provider(s). The resulting contract is also
stored following the WS-Agreement specification, terms of the contract are stored individually
so that they can be monitored in the future. All participants are presented with copies of the
resulting contract, they can also access the stored contract or subscribe for notifications of term
state through the Contract Manager.
Figure 4.12 depicts the contract creation process. The Contract Manager iteratively negotiates
a contract with each winning provider based on the tentative agreement created by the Alloca-
tion Manager. A provider may reject an agreement for any number of reasons (for example lack
of capacity or consumer reputation). In this case the Contract Manager can (depending on the
protocol) request second chance substitute providers from the Allocation Manager. These second
chance providers are found by re-computing the negotiation without the defaulting provider.


















Figure 4.12: DRIVE Contract creation. The Contract Manager creates and confirms contracts with
providers. In the case the provider rejects the agreement (right side) second chance substitute
providers are used to confirm the contract.
The Contract Manager does not need to be deployed as a trusted entity in the VO as it has
been designed to be verifiable rather than secure. This means that while a Contract Manager
could potentially subvert the contract creation process, entities in the system would be able to de-
tect malicious behaviour. All information specified in a contract is publicly available. Providers
send signed messages when confirming or rejecting agreements, in addition the rejection reason
is included in the signed message so that substitutes are not computed in the event a contract has
been altered. Penalties and VO properties are declared in the task description (or defined stati-
cally) and all parties are aware of these properties when negotiating or joining the VO. The task
description is available to all parties in the allocation and the winning results are also published
and available to each entity in the VO.
DRIVE does not explicitly consider monitoring and enforcement of agreements as it is outside
the scope of this project. However, the Contract Manager has been designed to be extensible
such that in the future agreements can be monitored in a fine grained manner. Contracts are
stored by the Contract Manager in such a way that individual guarantee terms can be monitored,
to do this guarantee terms are represented separately from the description terms. Rather than
enforcing contracts DRIVE relies on penalties and rewards invoked when a monitor determines
if terms have been satisfied. General approaches to penalties include depositing default fees
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with a trusted third party in advance, exchanging fees directly as the result of an agreement,
exclusion from future allocation, feedback (reputation based), or re-execution of the agreement.
These mechanisms are also outside the scope of this thesis.
The Contract Manager is designed as a separate entity in the DRIVE architecture for a number
of reasons. Most importantly the process of contract establishment (and monitoring/enforce-
ment) is expensive, adding this functionality to the Allocation Manager would add additional
computation and communication overhead. While Contract negotiation could be performed by
clients and providers, the negotiation protocol is complicated and the Contract Manager abstracts
these complexities. The Contract Manager also maintains contract state for the duration of the
provision and in the future it is designed to be used for fine grained monitoring and enforcement
of agreements.
4.5.5 Co-allocation
Co-allocation [201] is the process of simultaneously allocating resources in predetermined capac-
ities over a group of resource providers. Co-allocation is often used in distributed computing to
satisfy requirements for QoS, replication, and parallelism. Take for example, a large scale scientific
application that has data sites worldwide, overall efficiency can be greatly improved by running
an application in parallel using multiple processing resources close to the individual data sites.
Co-allocation in DRIVE is defined as replicated task execution over a group of service providers.
If task capabilities differ, for example having different resource requirements for different aspects
of the task, multiple related tasks are submitted for allocation relying on advanced reservation to
coordinate execution
Co-allocation is supported through the task description schema and by the allocation process.
Co-allocation allocations in DRIVE are performed in the same way as conventional single allo-
cations, but rather than a single contract, a number of contracts are created for each co-allocated
task. Co-allocated tasks are listed in the allocation description which is taken into account during
the negotiation phase and multiple winners are accepted for the allocation. Co-allocation may
refer to more than just simply requiring several resources to provide fault tolerance it is possible
a user may want x instances provided by the same provider, this type of parameter is included
as a “count” parameter in the allocation description and subsequent contract. The task descrip-
tion includes co-allocation information to determine if one negotiation should be run (x instances
on 1 provider) or multiple negotiations (x instances over y providers). Both of these cases are
represented in the subsequent contract(s).
4.6 Virtual Organisation
DRIVE uses a Virtual Organisation (VO) model to represent the highly dynamic nature of dis-
tributed environments (federated and non federated). A VO is a dynamic grouping model in
which a set of users, institutions and resources are defined based on a set of shared policies (se-
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curity, sharing, resource management). The concept of a VO forms the basis of Grid computing.
Foster [13] defines Grid computing as “coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic,
multi-institutional virtual organisations”. The sharing described is highly regulated, with rules gov-
erning what is shared, with whom, and under what conditions. The communities of individuals
and groups defined by these rules is termed a VO. Figure 4.13 shows the grouping of users, insti-






Figure 4.13: Two overlapping VOs (VO1, VO2) composed of institutions (I1, I2), individuals and
resources.
Federated environments facilitate interaction between heterogeneous distributed resource providers,
essentially adding another layer to the Grid VO model. However, the same VO requirements
apply in this model to establish communities involving resources, individuals, institutions, and
Grid/Cloud communities governed by rules defining sharing and access between members. Mem-
bership services are used to manage VOs by authenticating users and authorising actions accord-
ing to VO defined policies. In large scale environments it is infeasible to maintain permissions for
every individual to perform every possible action, rather VO groups and techniques for member-
ship aggregation are used.
4.6.1 Virtual Organisation Management
The nature of a VO requires a specialised management infrastructure to control membership and,
define and enforce sharing policies between members. There are two main tasks performed by
VO management components, firstly, registration and authentication of users and providers to en-
sure their identity and VO membership, and secondly authorisation of users’ actions based on
previously defined sharing rules (policies). There are a number of VO membership systems used
in Grid computing to model dynamic multi-organisation environments with heterogeneous re-
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sources and user groups. Many of these membership services are built upon existing Grid secu-
rity architectures.
The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)[202] is the de facto standard Grid security architecture
developed as part of the Globus Toolkit. Authorisation in GSI is based on user credentials (cer-
tificates) and provider access control lists (grid-map files). Authorisation decisions are made by
mapping grid entities to local user accounts on specific resources. This approach lacks scalability
and requires separate user accounts on hosting providers for each user or group represented. GSI
does not model dynamic user groups well and it is difficult to implement fine grained authorisa-
tion policies. Several projects have been designed specifically to provide VO management on top
of GSI, for example the Community Authorisation Service (CAS) [86], PRivilege Management and
Authorisation (PRIMA) [87] and the Virtual Organisation Membership Service (VOMS)[88, 89].
CAS supports aggregation of VO policies (what VO members are allowed to do) and local
policies (what a VO is allowed to do), by embedding signed SAML policy assertions in GSI proxy
credentials. A CAS server maintains VO policies and a list of VO members. Users request ca-
pabilities using standard community credentials with restrictions (limited proxy credentials), the
server then embeds signed policy assertions in the new credential relating to the VO. This allows
administrators the ability to easily grant rights to a VO, and also allows community administra-
tors to, in turn, grant subsets of these rights to individual members.
PRIMA provides fine grained privilege management at the user level, allowing users to hold
and delegate access privileges to resources. XACML [144] privilege statements are embedded
in GSI proxy credentials, these statements are then compared with XACML resource policies to
determine access control at the resource provider.
VOMS is similar to CAS in that it embeds attribute certificates in GSI proxy credentials. The
extended credentials specify user, group and VO membership which is used to determine access
rights. Resource providers maintain access control lists relating users, groups, or VOs to authorise
user actions. Unlike CAS, VOMS provides access rights directly and does not require mapping or
interpretation by resource providers. Also, users authenticate with their own credentials rather
than using limited group credentials making the architecture more flexible for individual users.
The design of DRIVE does not limit the implementation to a single VO management entity, this
is due in part to the flexibility required in DRIVE to represent different communities (which may
have existing VO management infrastructures). The core DRIVE architecture assumes the use of
VOMS as it is the most widely used VO management architecture and has desirable properties
such as extensibility, backward compatibility of certificates, and a comprehensive architecture
defining groups and roles. However, CAS and PRIMA are similar enough in nature that they
could be used without major modifications. The two DRIVE based implementations presented in
Chapters 5 and 8 highlight this architectural flexibility in DRIVE by using VOMS and Facebook
respectively to provide VO management.
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4.7 Registration and Discovery
There are two distinct discovery mechanisms used in DRIVE, the first is discovery of DRIVE
services to be used for a particular process (for example allocation), secondly Allocation Managers
(or Components) discover suitable providers to initiate economic negotiation. Figure 4.14 shows
































Figure 4.14: DRIVE Information Service. DRIVE Agents register resource profiles (metadata)
describing their capabilities which is used by Allocation Components to target advertisements.
Individual service addresses are also registered so that they can be discovered and used on de-
mand.
Due to the distributed collaborative nature of DRIVE, service discovery is required by many
of the meta-scheduling processes (invocation, allocation, contract creation). For example, clients
locate Allocation Managers to facilitate the allocation process, Allocation Managers locate Allo-
cation Components to conduct the allocation according to the chosen protocol and entities also
discover Contract Managers to establish contracts as the result of an allocation. This type of ser-
vice discovery is common in Grid environments and as such DRIVE utilises existing Grid service
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registration and discovery mechanisms.
In traditional Grid models resource (provider) discovery forms the basis for matchmaking.
Providers advertise capacity by publishing resource information, discovery mechanisms are then
used to match resource requirements with suitable provider capacity essentially acting as a global
allocation mechanism. However, in DRIVE matchmaking occurs through economic negotiation
where resource requirements are evaluated against provider capacity during independent valua-
tion of a user request, allocation decisions are then made through the economic protocol. For this
reason traditional discovery mechanisms are not crucial to the operation of DRIVE.
In DRIVE providers register metadata advertising their general capabilities in a resource pro-
file. During allocation it is not vitally important to discover every provider in the VO, in fact,
providers may discover current negotiations through reverse discovery mechanisms (Publishing
Services). Discovery in DRIVE is therefore loss tolerant (or hint based) in that any number of satis-
factory resources can be discovered to form a partial picture, reverse discovery complements this
technique to provide absolute knowledge of the system. This approach has analogies to human
economies, consumers may receive explicit sales offers through traditional targeted advertising,
or they may discover the same sale by checking the store website or even going directly to the
store.
In a Grid environment Grid Resource Information Services (GRIS) are used to register and dis-
cover information. The Globus Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) is one such implemen-
tation providing an extensible hierarchical architecture from which information can be registered
and retrieved. MDS exposes mechanisms by which XPath query statements are evaluated against
registered metadata and filtered results are returned. DRIVE is designed to use the MDS Index
Service to store and retrieve information in a structured manner. However this is not a neces-
sity. Any Index Service model could be trivially substituted assuming it provides mechanisms to
register and discover XML-based metadata.
The DRIVE metadata schema has been designed to provide information required by Alloca-
tion Managers. Included is a proof of concept resource profile describing the capabilities of a
provider and categorisation of task types for low level resource providers. The resource profile
has been designed for job based Grids however, it could be extended to other task domains. The
Social Cloud implementation presented in Chapter 8 includes a modified resource profile describ-
ing the storage capabilities of a provider, this implementation demonstrates the versatility of the
DRIVE registration architecture. In addition to the resource profile a modified form of the CaGrid
metadata schema is used to provide detail about service providers, including information such as
their location, contact details and administrators. This information is registered when a provider
joins a DRIVE VO, DRIVE Agents are configured to periodically refresh this information to reflect
current capacity.
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4.7.1 Discovery Service Configuration
Unlike traditional Grid schedulers DRIVE does not rely on GRIS as the sole means of resource
discovery. The burden of discovery and scheduling is in part shared amongst participants, using
reverse discovery techniques. Never the less the discovery system plays an important role in
targeting allocation advertisements at appropriate resources and discovering DRIVE services.
Early information service architectures, such as MDS-1 [48] used centralised services for re-
source discovery. In this model users and schedulers send information queries to a single cen-
tralised index service and resource providers constantly update the Index Service on resource
usage. This approach limits scalability and the centralised service may become a bottleneck, it is
also clearly a single point of failure. MDS-3 [49] allows information services to be organised in a
hierarchy which improves the scalability problems seen in the centralised model. In a hierarchi-
cal model information flows in a stream like manner where individual services pass information
upstream. Figure 4.15 shows a hierarchical discovery configuration in DRIVE. Service metadata
propagates around the system between MDS services. Multiple information sources may register
with individual Index Services. Users and other Index Services query directory services to dis-
cover resources and services. One can think of this system like DNS in which information can
be found by progressively going up the tree. However this approach may still lead to scalability
issues when attempting to discover large numbers of registered entities and it may be susceptible
to failure if authoritative nodes fail. As the size of the Grid increases centralised and hierarchical
models do not guarantee scalability and fault tolerance.
The most widely proposed scalable discovery model for Grid based systems uses distributed
hash table (DHT) P2P overlay networks [203, 69, 204, 205]. P2P models have an extensive body of
research and multiple implementations are available that can be used to create distributed, scal-
able, and fault tolerant discovery infrastructures. These models typically use decentralised P2P
overlay networks to share resource information between VOs. Talia et al. [204] use a combina-
tion of a VO level P2P network and a VO level hierarchy of Index Services, thus combining the
advantages of each method. Generally, in P2P discovery models, each node in the system stores
information relating to one or more resources. In order to discover suitable resources a user sends
a request to any node in the system, the node then returns matching resource descriptions if they
are stored locally, or forwards the request to another node which in turn does the same. While
these systems have a number of positive aspects including distribution, scalability, autonomy,
and fault tolerance there are however limitations with P2P based approaches including efficiency,
security, trust, and reputation [69].
The advantage of the MDS approach is each piece of information is stored in XML resources fa-
cilitating standardised access and filtering based on XPath. A new distributed MDS service could
be created by leverage existing work on P2P based WSRF containers [206], in which resources can
be discovered using the P2P network. This is in effect the same representation of information as
in MDS and provides similar resource queries following the proposed P2P protocol. The DRIVE
components have been designed with MDS as the discovery architecture due to its widespread






























Figure 4.15: DRIVE Discovery Topology. DRIVE Metadata and Service Metadata propagates
around the hierarchical MDS topology.
use in Grid environments and standardised nature. However the components that perform dis-
covery are easily adaptable to other discovery models assuming the nodes in the network expose
similar interfaces (registration and discovery) to that of MDS.
4.7.2 Reverse Discovery and Publishing
The use of a hint based discovery mechanism helps to improve auction efficiency at the expense
of absolute knowledge. Reverse discovery mechanisms are used in DRIVE to complement tradi-
tional provider discovery and ensure all entities have the opportunity to participate in resource
negotiation. Allocation advertising in DRIVE is only targeted at suitable providers based on reg-
istered profiles as it is not feasible for Allocation Managers to individually notify all members
of a VO, instead, allocations are also published in VO wide Publishing Services to allow other
providers the chance to discover ongoing negotiations. These discovery mechanisms are illus-
trated in Figure 4.16, two providers are notified by explicit advertising (left) and two providers
discover the allocation through a Publishing Service (right).
The DRIVE Publishing Service is essentially a bulletin board for the VO, allowing Allocation
Managers the ability to share market information with members without explicitly notifying all
entities. Publishing Services describe current negotiations and also allocation results to share mar-


















Figure 4.16: DRIVE Reverse Discovery. The Allocation Manager discovers suitable providers from
the information service and then advertises the allocation directly. The providers on the right
discover allocations through a Publishing Service and may choose to participate in the allocation.
in the MDS Index service alongside provider metadata, however the use of a separate service
allows fine grained control over publishing, extensibility in published data, and it can be imple-
mented as a simple obligation service without requiring communication, aggregation or complex
topologies. In addition if publishing to MDS was required, the resources stored in the publishing
services could be trivially configured to register with MDS.
4.8 Summary
This chapter has presented the DRIVE architecture, including detailed descriptions of the core
DRIVE components and the protocols used to facilitate discovery, allocation, and SLA creation in
a distributed market. The architecture is based on a co-op model in which a group of distributed
DRIVE services provide decentralised meta-scheduling functionality. These services can poten-
tially be hosted on participating providers through the use of secure allocation protocols. The
architecture is designed to create an open market through the use of arbitrary economic proto-
cols. Auction protocols in particular are well suited to distributed resource allocation as they can
dynamically and efficiently establish market prices. In an untrusted environment secure auction
protocols can be used to establish trust and privacy in the allocations. To facilitate the require-
ments of secure protocols DRIVE includes a plug-in protocol interface and a generic Auction
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Component. DRIVE uses a novel two phase contract creation architecture to formally describe
participant obligations. An incentive model is used to encourage participants to honour estab-
lished contracts. One of the major goals of the DRIVE architecture is providing independence
from a particular provider type, task model, and economic protocol. This independence has in-
fluenced many of the design decisions made, for example the plug-in protocol model, generic task
description and term language, and separation from a particular execution model. To verify the
architecture a prototype implementation of DRIVE used to create a federated Grid marketplace is
presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
DRIVE Implementation
This chapter describes the prototype implementation of the DRIVE architecture. The prototype
facilitates a federated Grid marketplace representing multiple resource providers. In the market
reverse auction protocols [30] are used for economic resource allocation. The prototype includes
functional implementations of the major components in the DRIVE architecture including the
Auction Manager (Allocation Manager), Auction Component (Allocation Component), Contract
Manager, Reservation Service, Publishing Service, and Bidding Agent (DRIVE Agent). Each com-
ponent is implemented in Java as a Globus Toolkit 4 WSRF Web service. The prototype itself does
not include banking functionality, however a prototype banking service is described within the
context of the DRIVE based Social Cloud presented in Chapter 8.
Figure 5.1 shows the prototype implementation of DRIVE. The important auction components
are the Auction Manger, Auction Context and Auction Component which collectively conduct
reverse resource auctions. The DRIVE Agents in the prototype are called Bidding Agents re-
sponsible for valuing resource requests according to local policy and producing bids adhering to
the appropriate protocol specification. Contract Managers abstract the DRIVE contract architec-
ture by hardening agreements on behalf of users. Standard Grid VO management (VOMS) and
discovery (MDS) mechanisms are also used in the prototype. The services depicted are defined
according to the trust model defined in Section 5.1.
In the prototype consumers submit jobs to an Auction Manager which hosts a competitive
reverse auction. Providers may choose to bid for the right to host a consumer job. The DRIVE
prototype supports three distributed auction protocols, a standard sealed-bid first-price auction,
a sealed-bid second-price (Vickery) auction and a privacy preserving, verifiable Garbled Circuit
[207, 130]. A comparison between these protocols in DRIVE is presented in Chapter 6. Jobs are
described using the Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) [71]. Globus GRAM [46, 47]
is used to execute jobs on heterogeneous resource providers. Contracts are described using WS-
Agreement with JSDL used as the term language. Following the DRIVE architecture a modi-
fied WS-agreement protocol is used due to the initial agreement created through auctioning. A
proof of concept bidding policy framework is implemented using the eXtensible Access Control
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Figure 5.1: The prototype DRIVE architecture. In this diagram there are five service providers
that are members of a DRIVE VO. Clients submit jobs through a client side broker to an Auction
Manager for resource allocation. An Auction Context is used to store auction state and an Auction
Component is used to conduct the auction following the specific protocol. Bidding Agents act on
behalf of service providers to compute valuations and submits bids.
Markup Language (XACML) [144].
The remainder of this chapter presents the DRIVE prototype implementation outlining the ma-
jor components used and describing interactions between components. The chapter begins with
an overview of the prototype trust model and the services in each layer of the model. The struc-
ture of this chapter reflects the architecture presented in Chapter 4. In particular focus is given
to allocation, bidding, valuation, advanced reservation, job execution, contract management, VO
management, security, registration, and discovery. The chapter concludes with a discussion of po-
tential high utilisation strategies that can be used to increase occupancy and utilisation in auction-
based systems. Due to the Grid focus of this prototype service providers are in this case resource
providers, the two terms are therefore used interchangeably.
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5.1 DRIVE Trust Model
The services in the DRIVE prototype have vastly different trust requirements. To represent these
requirements the core services are categorised according to the layered trust model shown in Fig-
ure 5.2. Participation services form the lowest layer of the model as the services are controlled by,
and represent, the hosting provider. Obligation services “belong” to the DRIVE meta-scheduler,
however as they are hosted on potentially untrusted providers they are prone to subversion and
therefore form the second layer in the trust model. Finally trusted core services require trusted en-
vironments in which to run to ensure integrity and availability. This section presents an overview




















Figure 5.2: DRIVE Trust Model.
5.1.1 Participation Services
Participation services are required in order to participate in the DRIVE VO. These services are
not contributed to the meta-scheduler rather they provide an interface with which core DRIVE
services interact with providers. There is no need for these services to be trusted externally as
they are hosted and controlled locally by resource providers. The most important participation
services are used for bidding, reservations, and execution of user tasks.
The Bidding Agent is the prototype instantiation of the DRIVE Agent designed to represent
a resource provider in economic negotiation. The Bidding Agent exposes interfaces for receiving
advertisements, discovering auctions, bidding and creating contracts. Bidding Agents respond
to auction events by computing bids for tasks they wish to host using valuation functions, local
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policies, and consideration of future commitments. They are also responsible for following the
chosen protocol and encoding bids in the required bidding language.
The Reservation Service contains an indexed schedule that provides a detailed picture of fu-
ture commitments made by the provider. It stores any potential tasks the provider has negotiated
for, including auctions that have been bid on, tentative agreements, and hardened contracts. This
service is the key component for supporting flexible advanced reservations in DRIVE.
Execution of tasks in a job based Grid is difficult as resource providers may utilise differ-
ing LRMs with individual description languages and protocols. Globus GRAM provides trans-
parency over heterogeneous resource managers allowing users to submit, monitor and control
jobs using a standard interface and language. The prototype implementation of DRIVE makes
use of GRAM as it is one of the most widely used execution components available and is part
of the de facto standard Globus toolkit. It also provides extensive functionality and has been
shown to provide high throughput execution, scalability, and availability [47]. To interact with
DRIVE, the prototype includes a DRIVE Execution service that wraps GRAM, this allows contract
enforcement and mapping between job descriptions.
5.1.2 Obligation Services
Obligation services collectively form the core of the DRIVE meta-scheduler providing resource
allocation, contract creation, and general management. Individual services communicate with
one another to provide these functions, following the selected protocols and adhering to local and
VO policy. In particular the Auction Manager, Auction Context, Auction Component, Contract
Manager and Publishing Service are implemented as obligation services in the DRIVE prototype.
The central component of the allocation mechanism is the Auction Manager, it is the first point
of contact by external clients and is responsible for managing the auction process. The Auction
Manager stores individual auction state in context resources and utilises an Auction Context ser-
vice to manage these resources. In order to create an auction instance a client starts an auction
by passing the task description to the Auction Manager which then creates the appropriate auc-
tion resources and selects the services required for the particular auction protocol. The Auction
Manager advertises auctions by querying appropriate bidders, creates protocol specific repre-
sentations of the auction, monitors the auction, terminates the auction (time, number of bids),
determines winners, and notifies parties of results.
The prototype auction protocol plug-in architecture is designed to support the implementation
and use of arbitrary protocols without prior knowledge of the specific services required to imple-
ment a particular protocol. However, secure auction protocols may require distributed instances
of protocol specific services in order to maintain the validity and security of the protocol. Auction
Components form the basis of the plug-in protocol architecture allowing run-time configuration
of services to behave as required by arbitrary protocols. Effectively an Auction Component is
a shell that wraps a protocol specific service, it uses a message based system to communicate
through a typed Web service interface. The Auction Component takes different forms depend-
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ing on the protocol, for example in a Secure Generalised Vickery Auction (SGVA) the Auction
Component is an Auction Evaluator used to compute shares of the winner of the auction. In the
Garbled Circuit protocol the Auction Component is an Auction Issuer used to garble the circuit
and is a requirement of the VPOT protocol[207].
The Contract Manager is designed to abstract contract creation, monitoring and enforcement.
At the completion of an auction participants contact a Contract Manager to confirm agreements
with winning providers and create binding contracts. The Contract Manager iteratively confirms
agreements and consults the Auction Manager for second chance substitute providers in the case
providers reject agreements.
Publishing Services are used to publish auction advertisements and auction results. Publish-
ing Services aid reverse auction discovery allowing bidders the opportunity to discover published
auctions that were not directly advertised to them. Auction results are also published to share
market information with bidders and provide a public record of results, which may be monitored
by any entity in the system and used for confirm results. The information stored is not authori-
tative and is only used to sample market conditions. Authoritative results may be obtained from
Auction Managers.
5.1.3 Trusted Core Services
In the DRIVE prototype some services cannot be hosted on participating resources due to the
nature of the service. There are a number of reasons why this may be the case, for example services
may require data privacy, data integrity, certificate chains for authorisation, a trust anchor, or they
may be directly responsible for security. Trusted core services also include services that require
dedicated hardware to ensure they are always available as they are essential components of the
system without which the meta-scheduler would not function. In the DRIVE prototype MDS and
VOMS are hosted in the trusted core. Both services must be operational at all times and rely on
a trust anchor to ensure correct functionality. VOMS also requires data privacy as it manages
authorisation information.
Globus MDS is a standard information system used in Globus Grid environments. In DRIVE,
resource providers register service addresses, metadata, and resource profiles when joining the
VO. The service addresses must be discoverable (or published) so the services can be used to pro-
vide the functionality of the meta-scheduler. While it is not a necessity to implement MDS as a
trusted core component, functionality would be severely limited if the discovery services were
unavailable or corrupted. Reverse discovery mechanisms could still be used for negotiations and
published service addresses could be used to discover DRIVE components. However this ap-
proach limits scalability and will reduce the dynamic nature of the system. In the prototype only
authoritative MDS services are required to be in the trusted core, much like DNS, nodes further
downstream could be less secure as discovery can be performed at the top of the tree. Using alter-
nate implementations of discovery systems could also reduce the requirement for these services
to be trusted, for example a P2P configuration [69] where peers are responsible for completing
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information following discovery protocols.
VOMS is a database-based virtual organisation membership service which has mechanisms
to manage authorisation information within multi-institutional collaborations. Users join a VO
by contacting the VOMS service to obtain VO credentials and resources check local access control
lists to determine if these credentials are valid. VOMS forms the basis for authentication and
authorisation in the DRIVE prototype and as such it must be a trusted component.
5.2 Resource Allocation
The DRIVE prototype includes three reverse auction protocol implementations that can be used
simultaneously in the market. In these protocols providers bid (or tender) for the rights to host
a user submitted job, the lowest price “wins” the job. Reverse auction protocols are commonly
used in Grid systems as they model the submission process. In a reverse auction model the task of
resource valuation is left to providers, which provides a degree of economic transparency to con-
sumers. Providers essentially compete to maximise local utilisation and profit. In DRIVE resource
providers are represented by a Bidding Agent that values requests and submits bids according to
the chosen protocol. Consumers interactions with the DRIVE market are also transparent through
the use of a specialised DRIVE client broker.
5.2.1 Auction Sequence Diagram
Figure 5.3 outlines the auction based allocation process in DRIVE. Auctions are conducted using
a subset of the contributed obligation services. The process of auctioning is transparent to the
user. Before starting an auction the client or broker must authenticate with VOMS, a working
proxy is created and subsequent access to DRIVE services is provided via this proxy. The broker
selects a viable Auction Manager by discovering available Auction Managers from the MDS Index
Service. The choice of Auction Manager is left up to the user and can be based on any user
defined requirements, for example protocol support, reputation (previous interactions), location,
or price (if users are charged for service use). Having selected a suitable Auction Manager all
auction correspondence is performed through this service. An auction request is submitted to
the chosen Auction Manager to start the auction process. The job is described in the appropriate
description language (JSDL) and any other auction properties are also specified at this point, such
as auction duration, number of bidders, and protocol specific properties (for example encryption
size). The Auction Manager creates an instance of the auction setting up stateful resources to
maintain auction state through the Auction Context. Depending on the auction protocol a range of
Auction Components will be instantiated and used to perform protocol specific computation, for
example for the Garbled Circuit protocol an Auction Issuer is instantiated, for the homomorphic
and polynomial auction protocols a group of Auction Evaluators will be used.
The Auction Manager advertises the auction and solicits bids from providers. In order to
target interested bidders the Auction Manager retrieves a list of suitable providers from MDS,
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Figure 5.3: Auction based resource allocation in DRIVE.
filtered based on specific job requirements. These selected resource providers are then notified of
the auction through “push” advertisements. The auction is also published to defined Publishing
Services for reverse discovery.
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Individual Bidding Agents are invoked by Auction Manager (or Auction Component depend-
ing on the protocol) advertisements, or through reverse discovery using a Publishing Service. The
Bidding Agent computes a bid and contacts the Auction Manager (or Auction Component) to
submit the bid.
Through the duration of the auction the Auction Monitor manages auction constraints and
closes the auction when end conditions are met. When the auction is complete a winner is de-
termined and a tentative agreement is created, in some protocols a list of alternative resource
providers is maintained in case the agreement cannot be honoured. The Auction Manager and
Auction Context notify participants (either explicitly or through subscribed WS-Notifications)
and publish results at specified Publishing Services. Participating resource providers record the
successful allocation and subsequent tentative agreement through their Reservation Service.
The remainder of this section provides detailed descriptions of the components and protocols
used in the auction-based allocation process.
5.2.2 Auction Request
Due to the complexity of DRIVE and the associated auction protocols there are a number of con-
figurable properties which may be specified when starting an auction, for example particular
auction services, auction protocols, protocol properties, auction options, auction components to
be used in the allocation process, and the job description to name just a few. DRIVE wraps each
of these configurable properties in an Auction Request XML document, the schema for which is
outlined in Appendix C (Listing C.1).
DRIVE allows consumers (or providers) to select DRIVE services for all aspects of the alloca-
tion including the Auction Manager, Contract Manager, Publishing Services and Auction Com-
ponents (for example Evaluators for the SGVA protocol). This choice is important for commercial
entities as they may select components based on prior experience, trust, cost, or location. In a way
selection is be based on brand recognition as users may select components which have favourable
reputation.
When starting an auction the consumer may specify the type of auction protocol to be used,
associated protocol specific properties, and generic properties of the auction. For example, in a
homomorphic SGVA auction protocol specific parameters include the encryption strength (bits)
and the number of goods represented. Auction options are independent of the chosen protocol
and relate to management aspects of the auction, for example in the prototype auction options
are used to determine the end of an auction by restricting the auction duration or limiting the
number of participants.
The design of DRIVE enforces task independence, therefore in the prototype the job descrip-
tion can be specified in any task dependent language. For this reason attributes such as the reser-
vation job window, coallocation parameters, and economic parameters (such as reserve price) are
included in the auction request to ensure they are independent from the task representation. Eco-
nomic (and auction) parameters are separated from the job description to ensure flexibility and
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provide extensibility. This differs from approaches taken in other systems (for example SORMA)
where job description languages are extended to encode economic parameters and reservation
windows. The DRIVE prototype does not follow this approach as it is inflexible and binds the
system to a single description language. In the job based DRIVE prototype the job description is
a serialised JSDL document describing the requirements of the job.
5.2.3 Job Description
Job description languages are designed to express the requirements of a job in a well defined man-
ner such that the clients submitting jobs and the providers hosting jobs are aware of specific re-
quirements. In the wider Grid community there are many different job representation languages
used, this is in part due to the lack of Grid standardisation and the fact most resource man-
agers use proprietary languages. Of the common Grid-like systems; Condor uses ClassAds [208],
Globus uses RSL [73] in Pre-WS GRAM and GRAM Job Description [209] in GT4, Job Description
Language (JDL) is used by Enabling Grids for e-Science (EGEE) Workload Management [210],
and Abstract Job Objects (AJO) are used in Uniform Interface to Computing Resources (UNI-
CORE5) [211]. The lack of a standardised job description language limits scalability as users must
understand the description language used by each resource provider, scheduler and broker they
use. Some effort has been made developing tools and translators to map differing representa-
tions, however these mechanisms are by no way complete and mapping between languages is
often lossy.
A standard description language facilitates interoperability amongst schedulers, resource man-
agers, and brokers alike. It also simplifies mappings as proprietary languages can be mapped to
a single common language rather than producing mappings for every permutation of existing
languages. The Job Description Markup Language (JDML) [212] was an initial attempt at stan-
dardisation. JDML was developed for the EU DataGrid project and based on Condor ClassAds.
In JDML job requirements are expressed using XML based attribute value pairs. WS-JDML [213]
provides a web service based implementation acting on JDML documents. The Job Submission
Definition Language (JSDL) [71] is an official Global Grid Forum recommendation for standard-
ising job description and utilises some of the concepts developed in JDML. As JSDL has become
a defined Open Grid Forum standard multiple Grid schedulers have added support including
GridSAM, Gridway, GRIA, GridBus, gLite, and UNICORE6 [214]. Globus has also developed a
prototype GRAM service supporting JSDL however as yet this has not been released.
JSDL is an XML based language designed primarily for Grid computing and as such it is able
to describe submission requirements for individual jobs. Three categories of requirements are ex-
pressed in JSDL: job identification requirements, resource requirements, and data requirements.
JSDL is designed to be extensible, allowing extension by third-party developers to add additional
elements. JSDL was chosen as the submission language for the DRIVE prototype due to its flex-
ibility, standardisation, extensibility and its focus on Grid job representation. To demonstrate
the flexibility and extensibility of JSDL it has been extended for use in the DRIVE based Cloud
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presented in Chapter 8.
5.2.4 Auction Services
The three main services used in DRIVE to facilitate the auction process are shown in Figure 5.4.
The Auction Manager is the central component which creates new auctions, oversees the bidding
process, monitors the status of auctions and determines the result. An Auction Context service
is associated with a single Auction Manager and is responsible for storing general allocation and
protocol state (auction description, options, protocol properties, bids). Auction Components are
protocol specific entities which implement the required protocol functionality using a plug-in
















































Figure 5.4: DRIVE Auction Services.
Auction Manager
The Auction Manager instantiates an auction from a client request. The auction request is parsed
and the job description is validated according to the given schema (in this case JSDL). Assuming
the chosen auction protocol is supported by the Auction Manager an auction resource is created in
the associated Auction Context. The appropriate plug-in protocol is then dynamically loaded and
executed to conduct the auction. The Auction Manager has an associated advertisement thread
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pool which can be used by the auction protocol to advertise the auction to bidders. Suitable
bidders are found by composing an MDS query for providers which meet certain requirements
related to the job description. The Auction Manager exposes bid submission methods to facilitate
bidding, result retrieval methods for discovering the outcome of auctions, and substitute com-
putation methods for re-executing auctions. Most of these methods are mapped to the context
service referencing the appropriate auction resource (state). The Auction Manager also maintains
various state to monitor auctions (both running and completed auctions) and uses a threaded
auction monitor to actively ensure auction conditions are met. The auction monitor ensures run-
ning auctions are following specified auction options and properties, in particular it monitors
conditions to ensure the auction finalises when its end conditions are met.
Auction Context
Following the factory pattern the Auction Context creates and stores auction resources to repre-
sent auction state. The context resource stores all information relating to the auction, exposing
much of the lifecycle of an auction. At all points in the auction lifecycle state is represented in
a ResourceProperty, accessible to entities within the system. Auction State follows the schema
shown in Appendix C (Listing C.2). The Auction Monitor updates state throughout the auction
process. Depending on the protocol the context resource may collect bids, and determine the
winning bidder and price to be paid according to the selected protocol. In distributed protocols,
Auction Components instantiated for the auction are able to access shared information in the con-
text resource to compute the winner. Finalising the auction is generally invoked by the auction
monitor, however it may also be triggered by an auction event such as a bid. Upon winner deter-
mination the results are published to any Publishing Services specified by any party, optionally a
contract negotiation mechanism can also be started at this point if requested by the client. In the
case a bidder cannot honour their agreement, the context service (in collaboration with Auction
Components) offers the ability to compute second chance substitute providers. Depending on
the protocol used this process will generally be conducted using the state stored in the context
resource to re-execute the protocol plug-in. For the remainder of this chapter the Auction Context
is considered to be part of the Auction Manager due to the 1-1 mapping between them.
Auction Component
The Auction Component provides a service based wrapper for protocol specific code. Auction
services instantiate one or more Auction Components as a given protocol specific entity before
an auction. The Auction Component dynamically loads a registered plug-in protocol library and
creates a stateful representation of the instance. The protocol instance is stored in a local Auc-
tion Component resource and communication occurs using protocol specific messages. The mes-
sage passing interface provides generic communication through the typed Auction Component
interface. A protocol or instance id is attached to each message, this facilitates routing to the ap-
propriate protocol plug-in. The plug-in protocol is expected to parse the message and perform
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the appropriate action. A response can be sent in the form of a synchronous message returned
through the Auction Component service. In most cases however, this process is asynchronous
and the plug-in protocol will make additional calls to other entities within the system. The proto-
col plug-in also stores a reference to a stateful resource controlled by the Auction Context service.
This resource allows the plug-in to store and retrieve protocol specific state using a stack based
approach. The advantage of this approach is state may be persisted such that the protocol will
not lose information between invocations or if the container is restarted. The interface imple-
mented by all protocol plug-ins defines the required instantiation, deletion, message passing,
state management, and resource access methods. The Auction Component serves to provide pro-
tocol independence and extensibility allowing protocol developers the opportunity to create new
distributed auction protocols without worrying about the communication interface or distributed
services required.
5.2.5 Broker
The DRIVE prototype includes a Java broker to provide transparent user interaction with the
DRIVE architecture. The broker is designed to abstract the complexities of the Web service based
architecture providing a Java API and command line interface for performing common actions
such as submitting a task, creating and monitoring an auction, creating and retrieving a contract,
and submitting a task for execution. The broker is also configured to handle WS-notifications
generated from the Auction Manager and Contract Manager.
Every DRIVE service has a client API capable of invoking each method while also encoding
resource identification in WS-addressing headers and using credential management to provide
transparent secure access to the (stateful) service. The broker uses these APIs to provide end
to end support allowing a client to invoke the broker using default, or individually customised,
properties. The broker can encode requirements in a JSDL job description, initiate an auction,
retrieve the result, create a contract, and submit the job at the specified time without requiring
any explicit user interaction. Currently the broker does not include credit management, due to
the fact banking and book balancing is not included in the prototype.
The broker supports batch submission and dependant task submission over a period of time
using a multi threaded architecture for submitting and monitoring multiple auctions simultane-
ously. Credential management is abstracted by loading standard Grid credentials (with possible
VOMS extensions) for service invocation. Experiments on the DRIVE architecture utilise the multi
threaded broker architecture to submit large scale Grid traces containing thousands of jobs.
5.2.6 Auction Protocols
The DRIVE prototype includes implementations of three auction protocols: a single good sealed-
bid first price auction protocol, a single good sealed-bid second price Vickery auction protocol,
and a distributed secure combinatorial Garbled Circuit auction protocol. Three protocols were
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implemented in order to satisfy the framework development “rule of three” [215]. The rule of
three states that three protocols should be implemented in a proposed framework to ensure that
all the common components required for the domain have been considered.
These different protocol implementations also serve to demonstrate the flexibility of the DRIVE
architecture, allowing protocols to be seamlessly selected based upon the scenario. The protocol
implementations differ greatly in terms of security, complexity, and overhead and are therefore
most suited to different scenarios. The sealed-bid first price and Vickery protocols are simple and
efficient protocols requiring only a single auctioneer and capable of representing only a single
good. The Garbled Circuits protocol is an example of a more complex secure distributed protocol
requiring two auction parties that together conduct the auction. This implementation is capable
of hosting combinatorial auctions representing multiple goods.
By default Auction Managers are configured to use the Vickery protocol as it is efficient and
has several advantages such as truthful bidding and bid privacy (discussed in Chapter 4). Users
may request the use of different protocols in the auction request. Auction Managers maintain a
list of protocols supported and mappings to the appropriate library for dynamic class loading.
The two sealed bid protocols do not require instantiation of any additional Auction Components
as all process can be performed by a single auctioneer. Auction descriptions are communicated
to bidders using the initial JSDL job description, bidders then bid using sealed (encoded) string
representations. In the prototype public keys can be retrieved through the service, in the future
this information could be added to registered metadata or distributed offline.
The Garbled Circuit protocol uses a single Auction Component instantiated as an Auction Is-
suer, this component is responsible for creating the circuit and producing the garbled mapping
table. Communication between entities uses serialised GateTables and MappingTables. Bidding
Agents also implement Garbled Circuit functionality, computing values for each of the bundles,
according to the properties of the protocol (goods, bits in price, and bundles). The bids are en-
coded in a three dimensional array representing bids on each of the combinations. This bid object
is serialised and submitted to the Auction Manager. The Auction Manager Garbled Circuit plug-
in iterates through the bids retrieving the garbled input for each bid from the Auction Issuer and
determines the winner(s) of the auction.
In the prototype the mapping process from JSDL to combinatorial representation in the Gar-
bled Circuits protocol is a simple proof of concept implementation. JSDL resource parameters are
mapped arbitrarily to form different combinations in the Garbled Circuits representation. This
approach is suitable for evaluating the performance of the protocol, however, further analysis
is required to determine the best way to represent combinatorial options in JSDL and develop
appropriate mapping techniques from JSDL to protocol specific combinatorial representations.
5.2.7 Job Profiling
While matchmaking is not the basis for allocation in DRIVE, providers and consumers must still
be able to quantify the requirements of a job to negotiate allocation. The inability of clients to
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accurately determine resource requirements is commonly cited as one of the biggest difficulties
facing Grid systems [216]. Poor resource estimation has been shown to be common in Grid en-
vironments, for example analysis of a production European Grid workload showed differences
of up to two orders of magnitude between requested memory capacity and actual memory us-
age [217]. Accurate resource estimation in an economic utility environment like DRIVE is even
more important as users pay for the resources provisioned based on the estimated requirements
of the job. Poor estimations lead to overutilisation or underutilisation of the provider, which in
turn will result in overpayment by consumers or penalties imposed on consumers respectively.
Poor resource estimation has been suggested as one of the major motivating factors for resource
overbooking [200].
Most Grid and Cloud architectures implicitly assume resource requirements and execution
times are known in advance or take the approach that resource prediction is a task for clients.
In a commercial environment this approach makes sense as clients pay for usage and generally
they are in the best position to estimate the requirements of jobs through sampling, application
models, or past history of similar jobs. In addition the alternative approach of provider estimation
is difficult and can only be applied in simple environments. Predicting job run time in distributed
environments is more difficult as providers are heterogeneous by nature. In Cloud computing
users provision VMs which essentially provide fixed pre-defined resource capabilities, it is then
up to the consumer to run jobs within the scope of the VM.
The DRIVE prototype takes a similar approach to job profiling as other Grid systems. Con-
sumers are expected to estimate and quantify job requirements in defined units and then encode
them in the job description (JSDL). Execution time per-se is not considered due to the heterogene-
ity of providers, however reservation windows combined with defined units are used to provision
resources with particular deadlines. To reduce the burden on consumers tools and algorithms are
required to estimate resource requirements.
Estimation Techniques
There is little research related to predicting resource requirements and execution times of jobs in
parallel and distributed environments. Most existing research in this area has focused on creat-
ing job run time prediction models [218], genetic algorithms [219], and machine learning algo-
rithms [220]. Sonmez et al. [221] present analysis of various parallel estimation techniques on
Grid workload traces, their results show that using available information (site, user, application,
job size) and classifications over time, accurate job duration predictions can be made by providers.
One of the most well known and earliest estimation projects is the Network Weather Service [222]
which uses sensors deployed to Grid resources and networks to create a model of current util-
isation. A “forecasting” process predicts future utilisation by applying a set of forecast models
to a time series of these measurements. The focus of this work is on load balancing rather than
estimation of individual jobs, however data obtained from the NWS could be used to develop job
profiles.
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EMPEROR [58] is a meta-scheduler designed to analyse scheduling algorithms and estimation
models. EMPEROR includes several predictor models to predict the requirements of a task. For
example individual resource load and memory utilisation are monitored and models are dynam-
ically created based on statistical characteristics of usage sequences. A prediction model is used
to calculate an estimated run time on loaded resources using reference times based on unloaded
hosts [102]. The results shown in [58] show highly accurate execution time and memory usage es-
timations using both stationary and non stationary traces on unloaded, lightly loaded and heavy
loaded resources.
Another way to determine job requirements is through job (or application) benchmarking.
This involves executing the job (or part of a job) in a sandboxed environment where resource re-
quirements can be determined. One example is Parallel Assessment Window System (PAWS) [223]
which is designed to benchmark applications for parallel supercomputers by generating a set of
metrics relating to the performance of an application. Interestingly these metrics are developed
relative to a particular host environment and may therefore be suitable in a federated Grid/Cloud
model.
Resource profiling and prediction is currently an open research problem. Further work is re-
quired to apply these profiling approaches to obtain accurate resource requirement estimations.
The most promising approaches are based on historical data which can be maintained by clients
and used to estimate requirements. Tooling could be used to obtain benchmark information about
jobs when there is no historical data. Job samples or samples could also be used to tune resource
requirements. Profiling is not within the scope of this thesis and is therefore not considered in
the DRIVE prototype, however the approaches presented in this section could be applied by con-
sumers and providers to estimate requirements in a DRIVE market.
5.3 Resource Provider Components
In the DRIVE prototype resource providers bid for the right to host a given job using a plug-in
reverse auction protocol. Each provider or group of providers is represented by a DRIVE Bidding
Agent which is responsible for valuation and bidding on behalf of the provider(s).
5.3.1 Bidding Agent
The DRIVE Bidding Agent is implemented as a single service which advertises capacity, values
resources, bids in auctions, and negotiates contracts. Figure 5.5 shows the major components in
the Bidding Agent. The blue components (Bidding Thread, Publish Metadata, Advertisement
Monitor) signify threaded entities which are always running. The dashed blue box indicates
a thread pool of bidding threads. The core Bidding Agent relies on a plug-in architecture to
load auction protocols, system utilisation libraries, policies and pricing functions. The plug-in
architecture provides extensibility and customisability along with simplifying administration.















































Figure 5.5: DRIVE Bidding Agent.
Any number of auction protocols may be supported simultaneously by a Bidding Agent, each
protocol supported is defined in the Bidding Agent properties file and is dynamically loaded
when required through the plug-in interface. Plug-in protocols must follow the Bidding Protocol
interface. Protocol developers distribute jar files to bidders, who in turn store the plug-in locally
and specify the path in properties files. In the future protocols could be retrieved from an online
repository. The plug-in architecture makes use of Java’s dynamic class loader.
The Utilisation Monitor is a plug-in component that allows host dependent resource monitor-
ing. The prototype loads a monitoring jar file at run time which discovers the host architecture
and dynamically loads the appropriate C library to monitor system resources. Interactions be-
tween the specific system monitor and the Java monitor use the Java Native Interface (JNI). In the
prototype two C utilisation monitor plug-ins are provided one for Windows and the other for Fe-
dora Core as these are the architectures used in the experimental testbed. Each plug-in monitors
real time system information (CPU, memory, I/O) periodically or when requested.
The Reservation Monitor, provides an interface to the local Reservation Service which is used
to query and update resource commitments. The valuation component computes bid values for
a given resource by consulting current utilisation, projected utilisation, local policies, bidding
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strategies, and using the appropriate pricing functions. Valuation processes and bidding policies
are covered in more detail in the following sections.
As described in Section 5.5.2 each resource provider periodically publishes a resource profile
(metadata) describing the current capacity of the provider and the type of jobs they are inter-
ested in hosting. The metadata component of the Bidding Agent probes the utilisation monitor
and reservation monitor to obtain current and projected utilisation, this data is used to alter the
registered resource profile and periodically update the information stored in the Index Service.
The Advertisement Monitor responds to registered Publishing Service events in an attempt to
discover auction advertisements that are not explicitly advertised to the given provider, upon
discovery the same bid valuation process occurs to determine if the bidder participates in the
auction.
A push/pull model is used to start the bidding process as the Bidding Agent may be invoked
by an auction advertisement or respond to an auction description discovered through the Ad-
vertisement Monitor. In both cases, the auction description is passed to a Bidding Agent request
queue, bidding threads in the thread pool monitor the queue and process individual tasks when
an event is triggered. The thread pool makes the bidding process asynchronous as there may be
various delays in the bidding process. Without a threaded implementation bid requests would
tie up the service until the bid has been finalised and submitted.
Having retrieved an auction advertisement from the queue the bidding thread ensures the
auction protocol is supported, it then begins the valuation process. Valuation determines a value
for the resource(s) (this may happen multiple times in a single combinatorial auction for each set
of goods) consulting current and projected capacity and using local policies to determine the as-
sociated risk to the provider. Pricing functions determine the final bid value to be submitted. The
Bidding Thread calls the appropriate protocol plug-in to submit the bid to the advertised Auction
Manager or Auction Component. The final bid is submitted using an appropriate representa-
tion called a bidding language, generally this is protocol specific. For example in the polynomial
SGVA protocol bids are encoded in the degree of the polynomial, in the Garbled Circuits protocol
bids are encoded in a Boolean circuit protocols.
5.3.2 Policies
The prototype Bidding Agent includes a proof of concept implementation of the DRIVE policy
architecture. To verify the design three policies representing risk, reputation, and utilisation have
been implemented. The reputation and utilisation policies are used to establish individual risk
for aspects of a negotiation from a bidders perspective. The risk policy aggregates individual risk
values to determine the overall risk factor. In a production environment many other policies need
to be considered, for example predicted load, job types, and overbooking ratio. The prototype
only includes provider policies, however client polices could also be defined to incorporate client
side risk when determining a reserve price, VO level policies may also be used to define member-
ship and security requirements. An example Bidding Agent reputation policy used in the DRIVE
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prototype is presented in Appendix B
In DRIVE policies are stored in a repository co-located with the Bidding Agent. Administra-
tors are responsible for defining the CML based policies and listing the paths in the Bidding Agent
properties file. To simplify policy creation a Java application has been developed to generate sam-
ple policies based on user defined values and associated actions. The program creates a series of
policies mapping values to one of three risk levels (low, medium, or high). The Bidding Agent
has a generic bid computation component that includes a PEP to enforce risk decisions, customis-
able PDPs are used to evaluate reputation and utilisation values against the relevant policies and
determine a risk value. The risk policy is then applied to the calculated risk value to determine
the overall risk. In the prototype reputation values are generated randomly to test the imple-
mentation, projected utilisation is calculated based on the current capacity (from the utilisation
monitor) and the requirements of the job. As projected utilisation increases (up to the capacity of
the provider) the risk increases, similarly the risk value increases as reputation values decrease –
entities with poor reputations are more risky to interact with.
The DRIVE policy architecture is extensible in that administrators can define additional XACML
policies without altering any code. Generic PDPs are used to determine the level of risk based on
the defined policies which are loaded at run time. Administrators can also customise the decision
making process by implementing their own PDPs.
5.3.3 Valuation
Bidding Agents value resource requests based on the calculated risk value and local pricing func-
tions. The Bidding Agent supports user defined plug-in pricing functions to determine a bid price
based on a job request. The plug-in interface simply passes through the auction advertisement (in-
cluding the job description) and generated risk assessment, the plug-in library then calculates and
returns a bid value. At present the plug-in pricing interface is implemented for non-combinatorial
auctions, however this could be extended to return a combinatorial bid for each bundle. Applica-
tion of risk in combinatorial values would need to be applied to each value in the combinatorial
bid which may be difficult depending on the representation.
The DRIVE prototype includes several standard pricing functions that use both linear and
proportional models to calculate a base price for a resource or set of resources. These models
include price decay functions based on time, available capacity, market conditions, and previous
auction results. The models are explained and evaluated in Chapter 6.
Bidding Example
The following equations demonstrate bid calculation in DRIVE. For the purpose of this example
reputation is used to determine the risk of participating in the auction. Reputation values are
assumed to be generated based on previous interactions with entities in the system. While rep-
utation is outside the scope of this thesis it presents a good demonstration of how risk can be
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incorporated in a bid. For the purpose of the prototype reputation values are randomly gener-
ated for each interaction. It is assumed in a production environment every entity involved in the
auction would have an associated reputation value (stored locally or obtained from a reputation
service).
An individual risk value is first calculated for each entity involved in the auction based on
their respective reputation value (5.1). A total risk value for reputation is computed as the average
risk associated with each entity, an exponential decay function is applied to model the relevance
of newer information (5.2). In this function the decay quantity (λ) is a user defined parameter
that models how quickly information becomes obsolete, and t is the time at which the value is
calculated. The overall risk factor is then calculated by determining a weighted average of all
risk values (for example utilisation, reputation) according to pre-defined user weightings (5.3).
Local risk polices are used to determine if the overall risk factor is suitable to participate in the
auction. The risk factor directly corresponds to the valuation multiplier which increases the valu-
ation based on the assessed risk value and the perceived importance of risk by the provider (5.4).
DRIVE allows any number of risk categories to be defined and participation can be cancelled if
any single piece of information exceeds defined levels. A linear valuation of the requested re-
sources is obtained by applying pricing functions to each resource or set of resources (5.5). The
pricing function may value resources individually or collectively. The final bid value is then ad-
justed to incorporate risk in the cost model by applying the valuation multiplier (5.6).
ReputationRiski =

1 : Reputationi > 80
2 : Reputationi ≤ 80




















BidV alue = TrueV aluation ∗ V aluationMultiplier (5.6)
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5.3.4 Advanced Reservation
The DRIVE Reservation Service records and manages provider commitments. Bidding Agents
interact with the Reservation Service to store and retrieve bids, tentative agreements, and con-
tracts. In addition the reservation service supports implementation of user defined scheduling
algorithms to optimise task execution. Reservation requests in the prototype are submitted in the
auction request using a predefined reservation schema as shown in Appendix C (Listing C.3). A
proprietary schema is used to provide independence from the task description used. This generic
reservation schema allows all reservation requests to be standardised across task domains. DRIVE
implements a flexible reservation window allowing reservations to be specified with a start time,
end time and duration which provides flexibility when the task is actually run.
Reservation Service
The Reservation Service is implemented as two WSRF Web services. Figure 5.6 shows the high
level architecture of the Reservation Service. The main service exposes a general interface to add
and manipulate reservations, the secondary Reservation Context Service implements the factory
pattern to create and manage reservation resources. The main service supports creation, removal,
modification, and scheduling of reservations. Additionally it is able to retrieve a list of reserva-










Figure 5.6: Reservation Architecture.
A major goal of the Reservation Service is to provide efficient retrieval of reservations, to ac-
complish this the Reservation Service maintains a schedule mapping index. The schedule indexes
reservations according to reservation time using a calendar format to quickly retrieve reservations
for a given time period. To reduce storage cost and retrieval time, tasks are stored according to
their granularity in the largest available time slot. Reservations are identified by a unique ID with
respect to the service. Upon creation of a reservation all further correspondence is conducted
using the reservation ID to uniquely identify the particular reservation.
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The use of WSRF resources allows clients to query the state of a reservation via a number of
mechanisms including polling and WS notifications. All reservations are persistent so that if the
container fails reservations are recovered when the container is restarted. There is a one time
cost of iterating through all reservation objects and recreating the reservation schedule, but this is
acceptable considering the performance gained by indexing according to time.
Reservations are stored as XML resources following the DRIVE reservation schema shown in
Appendix C (Listing C.4). Each reservation is uniquely identified in the service by its Reserva-
tionID. The reservation type defines the current stage of negotiation and the job window defines
the reservation period. As the service could potentially represent multiple resource providers re-
source identification and resource addresses are stored with the reservation. The task description
and any tentative agreements or hardened contracts are also stored depending on the stage of ne-
gotiation. Finally contact points for the Auction Manager and Contract Manager used are stored
as the provider may require this information, for example to withdraw from an auction.
5.3.5 Job Execution
The DRIVE prototype focuses on resource allocation rather than job execution. However to com-
plete the job lifecycle Globus GRAM is used to execute jobs on heterogeneous hosts. A DRIVE
specific Execution Service has been implemented to wrap GRAM due to the different job repre-
sentations used and the requirement for interactions between the Execution Service and DRIVE
components (bidding, reservations, contracts). The design of DRIVE implicitly assumes service
providers (execution components) interact with DRIVE services to ensure clients have permission
to invoke the service or execute tasks. This is done by verifying contracts and/or reservations.
While this approach is appropriate when developing DRIVE-enabled services (or using gRAVI to
create services), altering existing services like GRAM is not feasible.
DRIVE Execution Service
The DRIVE/GRAM Execution Service is designed to check the DRIVE reservation or contract,
convert the JSDL job description to a GT4 job description, and submit the job to GRAM using
the GramJob client API. At the conclusion of an auction a contract is established to specify the
job requirements and reservation details. The client is expected to submit the task to the DRIVE
Execution Service at the specified time. The user is pre-authenticated to ensure their identity
and the Execution Service is responsible for checking reservations to ensure the contract exists.
Assuming the contract is valid, resources are provisioned using GRAM to submit the job to a
physical resource. At this point if there is not sufficient capacity available the Execution Service
may choose to selectively violate another contract depending on local policies.
The Execution Service implements a mapping process to parse the DRIVE prototype JSDL de-
scription and create a GT4 GRAM job description. For example the JSDL element IndividualPhys-
icalMemory is mapped to GT4 GRAM job MaxMemory and MinMemory for the upper and lower
range respectively. In the prototype only the job executable and system resources are mapped
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to the GT4 job description. Data staging is not supported as this is not a focus of the DRIVE
prototype. Due to the limited number of JSDL resources expressed in the DRIVE prototype the
mapping process from JSDL to GRAM is somewhat trivial. Extending the mapping functionality
is outside the scope of this research, however a complete mapping could be created by porting
any one of the available scripts and applications that map JSDL to RSL/GT4 XML, for example
jsdlproc included with AstroGrid-D1.
The GramJob API is a Java API for submitting jobs to a GT4 GRAM service allowing sup-
port for sequential and batch job submission, credential delegation, job monitoring, and result
retrieval. Having created a GRAM job description and set the appropriate job attributes (id, dura-
tion, termination time) the Execution Service submits the job to the local GRAM service using the
GramJob API. Due to the flexibility of the GramJob API a single Execution Service can represent
and submit tasks to a number of GRAM services, however in the DRIVE prototype there is a one
to one mapping between Execution Service and GRAM service.
5.3.6 Service Generation with gRAVI
The DRIVE architecture assumes a degree of separation between the traded service and DRIVE
middleware layer. This separation presents a substantial barrier preventing exploitation of DRIVE
markets by application providers as custom Bidding Agents and Execution Services must be de-
ployed. To overcome this limitation gRAVI has been developed to automatically generate services
with integrated DRIVE capabilities, therefore supporting transparent participation in DRIVE mar-
kets. This integration removes the need to create an additional middleware layer such as the Exe-
cution Service used in the DRIVE prototype and provides tight coupling between the service and
the DRIVE components.
gRAVI (Grid Remote Application Virtualisation Interface) is a Web and Grid service wrapping
toolkit which can be used to generate DRIVE-enabled services for any application. gRAVI makes
the DRIVE infrastructure more readily available as users unfamiliar with DRIVE or computa-
tional economies can rapidly create and “sell” a service in a DRIVE market. The generated gRAVI
service includes all DRIVE Bidding Agent functionality and interfaces, exposes plug-in protocol
and valuation interfaces, and provides the ability to define bidding policies.
Using gRAVI developers are guided through a series of dialog windows to customise their
service, including options for DRIVE-enablement, Grid scheduling support, HTML/Ajax Web
interface, and file staging. gRAVI creates a fully independent WSRF service containing the appli-
cation (or application path), all required libraries, configurable properties files, and deployment
scripts for several different containers. In order to participate in a DRIVE market the service must
be deployed and configured. Deployment is automated through gRAVI. DRIVE customisation
requires implementing one or more DRIVE valuation plug-ins (the same as the Bidding Agent)
which are responsible for parsing requests and determining a price. When an advertisement is re-
ceived the plug-in valuation code is called to determine a bid. Metadata can be specified statically
1http://www.gac-grid.org/project-products/Software/wg5-software-jsdlproc.html
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in the properties file or the user can alter the service to dynamically update metadata according
to current conditions in the service code.
Chapter 7 describes the gRAVI toolkit in detail.
5.4 Contract Management
The DRIVE prototype includes a prototy[e implementation of the DRIVE contract architecture,
including the Contract Manager and functional WS-Agreement based contracts. The Contract
Manager establishes contracts representing the requirements and obligations of consumer and
provider, and stores the contract for the duration of the provision.
5.4.1 WS-Agreement Contracts
The Contract Manager creates agreements conforming to the WS-Agreement schema. Listing 5.1
highlights some of the important elements included in a DRIVE contract. The context outlines the
agreement participants, in DRIVE participants are identified through their address and unique ID
assigned when joining the VO. The service provider describes which of the entities is providing
the service (the default is AgreementResponder). Service Description Terms (SDTs) describe the
functionality to be delivered by the agreement, in the prototype implementation the SDT is the
JSDL job description. Service properties specify the domain specific measurable aspects associ-
ated with the agreement, in the case of DRIVE these are relative metrics from the job description.
The location element references a specific field in the SDT irrespective of the domain. In this
agreement an XPath expression maps individual disk space from the JSDL job description in the
SDT to a service property variable.
The guarantee terms match up with each of the defined service property variables. Guarantee
terms outline agreed upon levels of service between the consumer and the provider in the form
of Service Level Objectives (SLOs). In this example agreement the obligated party is the service
provider (Agreement Responder). Key Performance Indicator (KPI) targets express a SLO by
defining a target level for a given key, in this case specific bounds are placed on the amount of
storage provisioned (ranging between 10-100 bytes). The Business Value List outlines the business
importance associated with the SLO - it is this mechanism that defines the rewards and penalties
based on the outcome of the agreement. In this case the importance is arbitrarily defined as
1, the importance can act as a quantifier to interpret the proportion of the payment or penalty
related to a particular guarantee term (for instance 0.5 would mean half the reward is paid if
this term is satisfied). The default behaviour of the DRIVE prototype is to divide the defined
reward and penalty of the job equally across the guarantee terms. However this mechanism
could be extended to partition the reward or penalty unevenly across a group of guarantee terms
depending on the relative importance.
A full WS-Agreement contract generated by DRIVE for the service based Social Cloud is
shown in Appendix A, this agreement differs in that it uses EJSDL to describe the task, economic
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properties, and requirements of a storage Web service, however the structure and much of the
content is similar to the job based prototype presented in this chapter.
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5.4.2 Incentives (Rewards/Penalties)
Due to the economic focus of the DRIVE prototype several remunerative financial incentives have
been implemented. Positive incentives are inherent in a DRIVE economy as providers are re-
warded by consumers for providing the agreed upon levels of service. Negative incentives (or
penalties) have been implemented in the prototype to evaluate their effect on allocation. In par-
ticular constant and dynamic penalties are defined. In the constant model penalties are statically
defined irrespective of the “size” or value of the failed task or the impact of the violation. Dy-
namic penalties attempt to reflect the value of the breach by determining the value of the job.
For example penalties are defined as a percentage of the job value, metrics can also be used to
determine a penalty based on job requirements. In the case of overbidding, penalties are calcu-
lated based on the difference between the original defaulting price and the substitute provider
price to cover any losses experienced by the consumer. These penalty functions are explained
and evaluated in Chapter 6.
5.4.3 Contract Manager
The Contract Manager is composed of two services, one acts as a general interface to create and
manage contracts, while the other (context service) manages contract resources. When a contract
request is made the Contract Manager discovers the auction result, creates a contract resource,
and places the result on a confirmation queue. The Contract Manager contains a thread pool of
confirmation threads, which respond to contract events on the confirmation queue to create and
confirm contracts with one or more providers. If a contract is rejected some protocols allow re-
computation of the auction (second chance substitute), in this case the Contract Manager obtains
a substitute from the Auction Manager and attempts to re-confirm the agreement with the new
winner. If there are multiple rejections, substitute requests are batched so as to limit the number
of requests to the Auction Manager.
Contract resources store the contract for the duration of the provision. Specific security poli-
cies can be implemented allowing only certain entities access to the contract details. Guarantee
terms are stored in resource properties to provide fine grained management and in the future
monitoring of individual terms. The WS-Agreement specification also outlines a state model to
represent the state of an agreement (or individual guarantee terms), this is not included in the
current prototype as monitoring has not been implemented.
Establishing a Contract
Figure 5.7 shows the interactions between services in DRIVE when creating a contract. At the
completion of an auction participating entities (clients and providers) are notified of the result,
the same results are also published to Publishing Services. Any of the participating entities can
initiate the contract creation process at any point after the auction concludes. The Contract Man-
ager begins by obtaining the authoritative auction result from the Auction Manager, this result is
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used to create one or more contracts containing the job description, participating parties, rewards
and penalties specified. A contract resource is created to represent the contract for the duration
of the provision. The Contract Manager then iteratively attempts to confirm contracts with each
of the winning bidders. Bidding Agents are expected to ensure they can meet contractual obli-
gations and confirm the agreement, if they cannot they will reject the contract and a penalty is
likely to be enforced. Assuming all Bidding Agents confirm the contract(s) all parties are notified
of the completed contract(s) and the client is able to submit the job to the Execution Service at the
specified time.








Create Agreement Resource (s)
Notify Contract Notify Contract
Figure 5.7: Contract creation.
Computing Second Chance Substitute Providers
Some protocols permit computation of second chance substitute providers in the event a provider
withdraws from an auction after the auction has completed. This approach has the advantage of
determining a new winner without recomputing the whole auction. Figure 5.8 shows the pro-
cess of confirming a contract using substitute providers when the winning Bidding Agent cannot
honour the tentative agreement. The winning Bidding Agent returns a signed rejection message
to the Contract Manager indicating it cannot confirm the requested agreement, this message is
self signed to verify that the message originates from the specified Bidding Agent. The Contract
Manager passes the signed message to the hosting Auction Manager to determine if substitute
providers can be computed. If so, the Auction Manager recomputes the winner by excluding the
previous winner from the auction and returns the new auction result to the Contract Manager.
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The contract hardening process is restarted for the new winner, replacing the original contract
resource and contacting the new winner for confirmation.
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Figure 5.8: Contract creation using second chance substitute providers.
5.5 Registration and Discovery
There are two types of registration in DRIVE; first users and providers must register to join a VO
(user registration), secondly providers also register services and capabilities to participate in the
VO (service registration).
5.5.1 User Registration
User registration is vital for identification, authentication, and authorisation of entities within the
system. The DRIVE prototype uses VOMS to manage VO membership and authenticate actions
within the VO. The design of DRIVE is not bound to VOMS as other membership services may by
more suitable in different domains. To demonstrate this flexibility the DRIVE based Social Cloud
presented in Chapter 8 leverages Facebook as a means of user registration and authentication (VO
management).
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VOMS is a database-based mechanism used to manage authorisation information within multi-
institutional collaborations. User roles and capabilities are stored in a database and a set of tools
are provided for accessing and manipulating data. Credentials for users and resource providers
are generated when required based on stored authorisation information. VOMS credentials ex-
tend authorisation information stored in standard X.509 based Grid proxies by including role and
capability information as well as VOMS server credentials. Resource providers maintain access
control lists to make authorisation decisions based on groups, VOs, roles, or capabilities. VOMS
has the advantage that resource sites do not need to retrieve all VO lists multiple times a day,
rather VO information is pushed through the certificate.
In the DRIVE prototype users and providers join the VO by registering with VOMS, this is
done by passing an existing Grid certificate to the VOMS server. As is the case with normal Grid
environments participants obtain certificates from Certificate Authorities. VOMS records user
information and issues proxy certificates (extended Grid certificates with VO information) to be
used for authentication. In the DRIVE model VO members may be part of several VOs and have
any number of assigned roles and groups.
Having been granted VO membership by VOMS, users can generate a proxy to access Grid
services using voms-proxy-init. Like the standard GT4 grid-proxy-init, a proxy certificate is cre-
ated that is then used to transparently access services. An example of a VOMS proxy in DRIVE
is shown in Appendix C (Listing C.5), the embedded VO information is included at the bottom
of the proxy. DRIVE Services include specific security descriptors which direct access decisions
to the specified Policy Decision Point (PDP) which in turn extends the abstract VomsPDP meth-
ods. Services call context methods to obtain user credentials, including VomsCredentialInformation
which provides methods to get VO information and user roles relating to the caller. The DRIVE
prototype only uses a subset of VOMS capabilities. Currently it checks VO membership of users
to ensure they are in the DRIVE VO. However, the infrastructure is easily extensible to make fine
grained access decisions based on user or VO roles and capabilities.
There are several limitations using VO management infrastructure in a global federated envi-
ronment. As the main authorisation mechanism used in DRIVE it must be trusted and as such
requires dedicated infrastructure to ensure the service is not compromised. Additionally con-
sideration must be placed on scalability and fault tolerance ensuring the system is suitable for
large scale environments. To limit these problems VOMS resides in the trusted core of the DRIVE
implementation.
5.5.2 Service Registration
Providers register obligation and participation services upon joining the VO, the addresses of
which along with resource profiles describing capabilities are registered with the Globus MDS
Index Service. This DRIVE specific metadata allows auction advertisements to be targeted to-
wards suitable entities that support the chosen protocol and have sufficient capacity. In addition
a general purpose description of the service and the hosting environment is specified according
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to CaGrid Metadata schemas2. This semantic metadata describes the service and also specifies
non-functional information such as the hosting provider description, physical address, and ad-
ministrator contact details.
The proof of concept resource profile schema is shown in Appendix C (Listing C.6). This pro-
file quantifies available capacity in terms of a three tuple containing Computation, Memory and
IO. The profile also attempts to classify the provider according to one or more of these categories
to indicate the type of jobs the provider is most interested in hosting. Auction protocols sup-
ported by the Bidding Agent are listed so auctions are not targeted at providers who are unable
to participate in the chosen protocol. The initial value for each element is set in a bidding proper-
ties file deployed with the Bidding Agent, run time updates are based on user specified policies.
Registration properties such as MDS addresses and refreshment periods are also configurable and
are described in a separate registration properties file.
Each DRIVE Agent periodically submits resource profiles to be stored in the Index service, the
values of which can be set dynamically or loaded from configuration files located on the host ma-
chine. Through Index service aggregation this information propagates around the VO ensuring
global knowledge of the provider. The resource provider may choose to also register a standard
Globus service data entry which summarises capabilities and current load of the provider in terms
of processors, jobs, and waiting times. This information however is not currently considered in
the DRIVE prototype.
The DRIVE approach to resource profiling is simplistic, however it can be used to great effect
to reduce auction size by targeting auction advertisements at suitable providers. A more thorough
representation of provider capacity could be used to increase the accuracy and expressiveness of
resource profiles. For example mathematical functions can be used to describe projected or mea-
sured capacity over time. However in commercial environments providers may be unwilling to
divulge projected capacity as it may be commercially sensitive. There may also be motivation
to lie about capacity to ensure providers are notified of all auctions. Expressing capacity with
functions has been proposed in SLA negotiation [224], in this work SLA terms are represented
as multidimensional functions (or systems of functions) rather than constant values or variable
ranges. The major limitation with this approach is difficulty generating the functions and in-
creased matchmaking complexity.
5.5.3 Resource Discovery
Discovery mechanisms in any distributed infrastructure provide the backbone for cooperation.
DRIVE relies on discovery of previously unknown entities to implement meta-scheduling mech-
anisms, locate providers, and determine market conditions. Users discover DRIVE services to
manage auctions and create contracts while DRIVE services discover other services to implement
auction protocols. In DRIVE filtered discovery mechanisms are used to identify suitable resource
providers based on resource profiles in an effort to optimise allocation through targeted adver-
2http://www.cagrid.org/display/metadata13/Metadata+Models
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tising. In addition both users and providers may want to discover auction results to determine
market conditions.
Service and provider discovery relies on the Globus MDS Index service. Due to the standard-
ised nature of the Index service there are a number of ways to access metadata. MDS exposes
mechanisms by which XPath statements are evaluated against registered metadata and filtered
results are returned. For most use cases in DRIVE the data is extracted using the generic Resource
Property API, in which any resource property from any WSRF resource can be retrieved (assum-
ing the entity is authorised to access the information). By specifying an XPath statement the
resource providers returned are filtered against specific criteria. XPath queries are very expres-
sive and are not limited to straight equality comparisons, there are capabilities to use inequalities,
functions such as search or count, or parts of other elements. For example, when advertising
a resource allocation in DRIVE, the Auction Manger can query the index service to return all
providers classified as heavy computation providers or specify a ranking “of more than x” for
each of the identified resource profile categories. An example query used to discover appropriate
providers is shown in Appendix C (Listing C.7).
The DRIVE Publishing Service acts as a general purpose whiteboard where Auction Managers
can publish auction advertisements and auction results for entities within the system to act upon.
Auction advertisements allow any provider not explicitly notified of an auction the chance to
participate. Published auction results allow non-winning entities and non-participating entities
the chance to determine market conditions. While similar functionality could be implemented
using MDS a separate Publishing Service has been implemented as it provides complete control of
information and the ability to implement fine grained security and sharing policies. Additionally,
providers can contribute Publishing Services to the VO as they do not need to be trusted entities
and there is no requirement for information propagation.
5.6 Security
Grid and federated systems present complex security considerations as VOs span multiple ad-
ministrative domains and contain heterogeneous resources each with independent security mech-
anisms, implementations, and policies. The DRIVE prototype considers a number of levels of se-
curity ranging from VO level security down to securing individual resources and communication
channels.
The DRIVE prototype is based on the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [202] as it is the de
facto Grid security standard. GSI provides single sign on, credential delegation, secure commu-
nication using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), and supports implementation of security mechanisms
across organisational boundaries. Like Globus, the DRIVE prototype relies on X.509 certificates
for authentication, every entity and service in the system is identified by a certificate. VO level
security is required for general VO operations to make all parties accountable for the actions they
take within the VO. DRIVE requires mechanisms that maintain site autonomy whilst also inter-
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facing with a global authentication and authorisation system. As discussed in Section 5.5.1 VOMS
provides this global VO management in the prototype. VOMS groups participants and provides
authentication and authorisation mechanisms in a federated environment.
When considering the individual services that make up DRIVE there are additional security
concerns. Many DRIVE services rely on plug-in components to provide flexibility and extensi-
bility, for example the plug-in auction protocol mechanism supplied by the Auction Manager.
The responsibility for ensuring services and their plug-ins do not compromise security is left to
resource provider administrators. Every DRIVE service has been implemented with a flexible
security model allowing administrators the option of configuring security levels such as service,
method, and/or resource level security. The core DRIVE services each have differing default
security configurations depending on their functionality, some services implement service level
security allowing only particular entities to access the service, for example the Reservation Service
is configured by default to only allow requests from local resource providers (Bidding Agents or
Execution Services). Other services rely on method level security allowing entities access to some
methods and not others, for example the Auction Manager restricts access to auction management
methods whereas any entity (in the VO) can attempt to start an auction. Other DRIVE services
rely on resource level security ensuring only certain entities can access particular resources, for
example creator only security limits access to only the resource creator and is used so that only
authorised entities can access reservations and auction state.
The DRIVE prototype makes use of secure channels and signed messages to ensure commu-
nication originates from the identified entity and is not altered. The secure auction protocols
implemented have proprietary security mechanisms included in the protocol design such as gar-
bling of circuits to obfuscate bid data. Care must be taken when creating or porting new protocols
to ensure the DRIVE architecture does not compromise the validity of the protocol.
5.7 High Utilisation Strategies
The widespread adoption of commercial providers has re-motivated the use of economically
aware allocation protocols to efficiently allocate resources in distributed environments. Economic
allocation protocols, and in particular auction protocols have been widely studied in a distributed
context with varying results. While auction protocols provide an ideal low communication mech-
anism for determining the market price for a good and producing optimal allocation they have
some limitations in a high performance scenario due to their inherent latency. For this reason the
worst case performance in an auction scenario is one composed of frequent short duration jobs.
There has been little study of strategies which can be employed in economic environments to max-
imise occupancy and therefore utilisation. In the design and implementation of DRIVE several
strategies have been developed that can be used to increase utilisation. In particular, strategies
regarding bidding time, overbooking resources, computing second-chance substitute providers,
and using flexible reservations have been implemented and evaluated.
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5.7.1 Overbidding and Overbooking
The two phase contract creation mechanism used in DRIVE creates the opportunity for providers
to implement unique negotiation and reservation policies. There is potential for considerable la-
tency between initial negotiation and eventual contract establishment, this latency greatly impacts
utilisation if resources are reserved while waiting for the result of the negotiation. In particular,
an allocation generally has a single winner, and multiple, m, losers. While the winner gains the
eventual contract, there is no such compensation for the m losers of the allocation process, and
any resources r put aside during the allocation will decrease the net utilisation of the system
by mr. From a providers perspective there is an opportunity to increase occupancy and there-
fore utilisation by participating in negotiations that could exceed capacity in the knowledge that
it is unlikely they will win all allocations. Knowledge of existing negotiation can also be used
in subsequent valuations, thus incorporating the possibility of incurring penalties for violating
agreements. This process of entering negotiations beyond capacity, is termed overbidding and is
most appropriate in an auction or tendering scenario.
Overbooking extends this concept to contract creation, allowing providers to create contracts
that exceed available capacity in the knowledge some jobs may not use the resources “booked”.
The risk associated with overbooking is greater than overbidding as the penalties imposed for
violating hardened contracts are generally much greater. However overbooking has been shown
to provide substantial utilisation and profit advantages [200, 225] due to “no shows” (consumers
not using the requested resources) and overestimated task duration.
While overbooking may seem risky it is a common technique used in yield management and
can be seen in many commercial domains, most notably air travel [226, 227] and bandwidth reser-
vation [228]. Most airlines routinely overbook aircraft in an attempt to maximise occupancy and
therefore revenue by ensuring they have the maximum number of passengers on a flight. With-
out overbooking full flights often depart with 15% of seats empty [226]. Overbooking policies are
carefully created and are generally based on historical data. Airlines acknowledge the possibility
of an unusulaly large proportion of customers showing up, and include clauses to “bump” pas-
sengers to later flights and specify compensation to be paid [229]. Techniques used in bandwidth
reservation have strong correlation to the type of scenario seen in distributed resource allocation.
Typically network traffic is inconsistent and bursty by nature, as such consumers do not use all
of their allocated bandwidth all the time. Telecommunications companies utilise this knowledge
when selling bandwidth by overbooking in an attempt to increase revenue, this technique ensures
maximum utilisation of the finite network resources deployed [228].
Overbooking and overbidding attempt to balance the revenue lost due to unused capacity and
the penalties imposed by breaking contracts with consumers. Essentially creating a maximisation
equation from which providers can determine the optimal amount of overbooking. However,
the cost of non financial penalties such as unspecified damage to a providers reputation is diffi-
cult to calculate. Due to the widespread adoption of overbooking techniques there is substantial
economic theory underpinning provider strategy [230, 231].
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While overbooking has been previously suggested for Grid scheduling [232], few solutions
and/or implementations have been presented. In [200] an overbooking scenario is simulated to
compensate for no-shows and over estimated task duration. In [233] a probabilistic backfilling
technique is used, where probabilistic models are applied to user estimated task durations, back-
filling occurs if this value is less than a given threshold. Similarly, in [225] backfilling is combined
with overbooking, where overbooking decisions are based on SLA risk assessment generated
from job execution time distributions.
In DRIVE, the Reservation Service allows the provider to control the amount of resources
committed to particular tasks, thus allowing specific overbooking policies to be defined and im-
plemented. These policies are left to providers as there is no ideal approach, rather policies need
to be carefully defined based on unique provider-specific historical data. One way of defining
appropriate overbidding and overbooking limits is to use probability analysis to calculate the ex-
pected rate of winning auctions, no shows, and task underutilisation. These probabilities can then
be used to create revenue maximising equations for providers. The remainder of this section con-
siders approaches to defining an overbooking function based on expected no shows. The same
approach can be taken to determine overbooking limits based on expected underutilisation and
overbidding limits based on the probability of winning an auction.
Overbooking Limit
The simplest approach to define an overbooking limit (O), is to calculate the ratio of expected no
shows to available capacity as described in Equation 5.7. For example with a no show probability





While this approach is simple to implement it is overly simplistic and does not accurately
model no shows. In airline overbooking it is common to model passenger no shows with a bino-
mial distribution [234]. Binomial distributions can be used to determine the number of successes
in a given sample. The same model can be applied to overbooking resources in a Grid environ-
ment. Given a sufficiently large number of jobs, a job can be treated as a passenger in the airline
model. For example if the no show probability of a job is denoted p, then the probability of their







The cumulative probability is therefore given by:
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The cumulative probability model can be applied to create an overbooking policy relating to
the chance of there being a certain number of no shows. For example, a provider can specify that
there is at least a probability 0.8 of there being less than x no shows, this information can be used
to overbook a resource by x jobs with 80% certainty that there will be sufficient capacity.
Pr(X ≤ x) ≥ 0.8 (5.10)
These equations implicitly assume homogeneous jobs and a limit based on the number of
jobs hosted rather than a particular attribute capacity (CPU, memory), this is possible assuming
a provider hosts a large number of jobs. In the case of a small scale provider in which few jobs
are hosted the different requirements of each job must be considered. To represent this situation a
measure of job requirements must be incorporated in the model. The difficulty is it is impossible
to determine which of the jobs will be a no show (it could be a small job or it could be a big
job) and any number of properties could be represented: CPUs, memory or disk. To model the
difference between jobs a class like model could be used, again this is analogous to classes in
airlines. Different classes of jobs may exhibit different no show properties and can therefore be
used to create a more accurate model.
These models can be used to approximate the probability of no shows and therefore calcu-
late projected utilisation, however this only considers one side of the overbooking strategy. In an
economic environment, overbooking could be conducted relative to projected profit (including
potential penalties) rather than projected utilisation as profit is presumably the most important
maximisation target for a commercial provider. For example, it makes sense to overbook re-
sources up until the point where profit is maximised. To do this the probability of incurring a
penalty, and the value of the penalty must be considered. Similar models can be developed to
determine the probability of incurring penalties which can then be combined with a profit max-
imising equation. Cumulative underutilisation values can also be included in an overbooking
model. Likewise the probability functions outlined for overbooking, apply in the overbidding
situation too. For brevity they will not be repeated.
Overbooking Revenue
In an overbidding and overbooking scenario revenue for the provider must include any penalties
enforced for reneging on a tentative agreement or breaking a hardened contract. Revenue is
defined as the total price paid for all jobs hosted minus the total penalties enforced. Equation 5.11
defines total provider revenue, where the revenue for each hosted task i ∈ (1, n) is denoted R, the
penalty for breaking a tentative agreement or contract is denoted P for m agreement rejections
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5.7.2 Second Chance Substitute Providers
In distributed environments resource state can change rapidly, limiting available capacity and
therefore invalidating outstanding bids. If a winning provider can no longer meet their obliga-
tions, it wastes resources to repeat the auction process when there is sufficient capacity available
from non winning providers. In some protocols, losing bidders can be given a second chance to win
the auction, by re-computing the auction without the defaulting bidder. This optimisation will in-
crease efficiency at the expense of some protocol security, for example more bid information may
be released in a secure protocol.
Allowing second chance providers can be used to reduce the allocation failures generated from
overbooking, therefore increasing both occupancy and utilisation of the system. One negative
aspect of this approach is the potential for increased consumer cost, as they will now pay the
price of a more expensive bidder. The net increase in cost (overhead) is given by the difference
between the two bids (Equation 5.12). This additional cost can be offset through compensation
imposed on the violating party. The additional cost to the consumer is given by the difference
between the two bids offset by any penalties Pi, i ∈ (1..n) enforced (Equation 5.13).
Roverhead = Bsubstitute −Boriginal (5.12)




In DRIVE second chance providers are optional and must be enabled by the task submitter
and supported by the auction protocol. Consumers and providers are made aware of the pro-
tocol semantics in the protocol description and may choose not to participate. Auction policies
determine if protocols allow computation of substitute providers. Policies may also dictate the
number of substitutes which may be queried to reduce violating protocol properties. In Chap-
ter 6 it is shown on average only 1 to 2 second chance providers are consulted when allocating a
heavy synthetic workload with substantial auction latency. This type of information can be used
to develop heuristics defining the maximum depth of substitutes permitted and also be used to
reason about the security and privacy preserving properties of the protocol.
Second chance substitute providers are charged their bid price (or the new second price in
a second price auction) rather than the defaulting price for two reasons, first this is their true
valuation of the goods and therefore they are prepared to provide the service for this price. Sec-
ondly if the Auction Manager were to offer the goods for the defaulting price there is additional
communication (and associated protocol) required to negotiate the new allocation. Paying their
bid price requires no additional functionality added to the protocol and penalties can be used to
compensate the consumer for the increase in price.
Rejecting a contract is equivalent to withdrawing a bid after the conclusion of the auction. Bid
withdrawal is not often supported by auction protocols for a number of reasons, for example in
open outcry auctions bid withdrawal can be used to artificially inflate the sale price. In sealed
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bid protocols withdrawal requires re-computation of the auction which may reveal additional in-
formation, such as the second price. While revealing the second price may seem trivial it could
invalidate the winners valuation of the goods due to the winners curse. In secure auction proto-
cols, withdrawal and re-computation can be complex and may release sensitive information if the
protocol needs to decode multiple bids in order to determine which bidder to remove. Bid with-
drawal in combinatorial auctions is even more difficult as finding an alternative solution without
disturbing other winners may be impossible [235]. For these reasons secure combinatorial auc-
tion protocols and open outcry protocols are unlikely to permit re-computation of an auction.
However, sealed bid non-combinatorial protocols can (most often) support such actions.
5.7.3 Flexible Advanced Reservations
Advanced reservations are commonly used to provide consumers with QoS guarantees and facil-
itate client based scheduling based on inter-dependencies (for example in workflows). However
the advantages from a providers perspective are often neglected. Advanced reservations allow
job scheduling in advance, which facilitates resource reservation (with a binding contract) with-
out requiring real time scheduling. The flexible reservation model used in DRIVE creates an
opportunity for providers to implement advanced scheduling techniques to optimise system util-
isation [178]. Techniques such as backfilling, greedy algorithms, and heuristics can all be used to
optimise provider scheduling due to the relaxed deadline requirements.
5.7.4 Just-In-Time Bidding
All auction protocols have inherent latency in the allocation process. During this period resource
state may change thereby invalidating a providers valuation (or bid). In general, there are three
ways to minimise the effect of latency:
1. Reduce the duration of the auction. The problem with this approach is that there is minimal
time for providers to discover the auction and to compute their bids.
2. Bid as late as possible. This has the main advantage that providers can compute their bids
with the most up to date resource state therefore requiring resources to be reserved for a
shorter time. The primary problem with this approach is time sensitivity, the auction can be
missed if the bid is too late or experiences unexpected network delays.
3. Allow bid withdrawal or retraction. While this provides an easy way for parties to invali-
date bids, it is not always supported and may result in penalties being imposed. In addition
this approach is time sensitive, as retraction must occur before the auction closes.
In some environments, for example open outcry protocols used in online auctions, Just-In-
Time (JIT) bidding is common and has additional strategic advantages for combating shrill bid-
ding and incremental bidding. For sealed bid auctions, JIT bidding traditionally has been seen
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to have no advantages. However, as shown in Chapter 6, significant utilisation advantages can
be gained in sealed bid auctions due to the reduced auction latency and therefore more accurate
capacity prediction.
Bid retraction and withdrawal can also be used to mitigate the effects of inaccurate capacity
predictions due to latency. Bid retraction occurs during the submission period, whereas bid with-
drawal occurs after the submission period has finished. Bid withdrawal in DRIVE is essentially
the same as reneging on a tentative agreement and has the same advantages and disadvantages
as discussed in Section 5.7.2.
In open outcry auctions it is typically not within the rules to retract a bid in part because
bidders values may be based on observed bids and also because retraction (and withdrawal)
could lead to cheating (artificially inflating prices). In sealed bid protocols it is sometimes possible
to retract bids as it often does not effect the protocol. In secure auction protocols, bid retraction
has the same limitations as bid withdrawal, while it may be possible to retract a bid it can be a
computational expensive process and may release additional information. For example, in the
case of threshold schemes several entities would collectively need to retract the bid, which may
violate security properties of the protocol. Hidden information can also be revealed as entities
may need to decode all bids in order to determine which bid to retract.
Bid withdrawal and retraction are often supported in simultaneous auctions in which indi-
vidual goods have synergistic value (combinatorial) [236]. In these auctions without withdrawal
bidders cannot bid aggressively as they may win subsets of required goods which reduces their
synergistic value. An example of such an auction is the Federal Communication Commission
spectrum auction, where each bidder simultaneously submits sealed bids for each license they
are interested in. Bidders are given the option of retracting bids if they win multiple auctions.
JIT bidding provides the most generic approach to minimising latency requiring no alteration
of auction management or protocols. Bid retraction and withdrawal are only supported in a
subset of potential protocols and their use may be restricted due to complexity or security con-
siderations. JIT bidding is easily implemented by providers without requiring knowledge of the
given protocol rules. Bidding policies can also be applied to maximise returns based on bidding
times.
5.7.5 Summary
Economic allocation and particularly auctions have been stereotyped as a low performance al-
location solution due to the overheads and latency in the allocation process. This section has
presented several strategies that can be employed in a distributed computational economy to in-
crease occupancy and optimise utilisation. The utilisation techniques presented have not been
collectively examined from the view of improving auction performance in any prior work. In
addition to auctions, these strategies may be applicable in other forms of economic and non-
economic resource allocation. Chapter 6 examines the effectiveness of these proposed approaches
under differing auction workload scenarios.
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Chapter 6
DRIVE Evaluation
Due to the scope of DRIVE there are a number of areas that warrant experimental validation. The
following chapter presents experiments focused on both the individual components of DRIVE
and the architecture as a whole. Section 6.2 describes experiments designed to evaluate various
DRIVE components, services, and mechanisms. A brief analysis of the supported auction proto-
col implementations is covered in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 presents the effect of bidding policies
on task distribution. Section 6.5 outlines the analysis of a production Grid workload and the cre-
ation of several synthetic workloads used to test the performance of DRIVE in different scenarios.
Section 6.6 quantifies the increased occupancy and utilisation obtained from using the high utili-
sation strategies proposed in Chapter 5. The economic implications of these strategies combined
with various bidding and penalty functions are then presented in Section 6.7. Section 6.8 mea-
sures the throughput of DRIVE before Section 6.9 presents the overhead of hosting core DRIVE
services.
6.1 Experimental Testbed
All the experiments presented in this chapter are conducted on a virtualised testbed using a com-
bination of two subsets of machines. Each subset is composed of 5 machines with the following
specifications:
• Subset A: Core 2 Duo 3.0 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, Windows Vista
• Subset B: Pentium 4 3.2GHz, 1 GB of RAM, Fedora Core 5
Individual experiments utilise between 1 and 10 dedicated machines from this testbed. The
protocol experiments described in Section 6.3 are conducted entirely on Subset B as these exper-
iments were performed before Subset A was acquired. The DRIVE component and task distri-
bution experiments presented in Section 6.2 and 6.4 respectively utilise machines from Subset A.
The remaining experiments (high utilisation, economic implications, throughput and overhead)
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all use a combination of Subset A and Subset B. In these experiments a single Auction Manager,
Contract Manager and MDS are run on separate hosts from Subset A in a container with 1 GB of
memory allocated. The virtualised providers (Bidding Agents) are allocated 256 MB of memory
to each hosting container and are evenly distributed over the remaining machines from both Sub-
set A and B. When both subsets are used concurrently Subset B is used to host virtualised bidders
only. Jobs are submitted from a client broker application outside the testbed using a machine with
































Figure 6.1: Experiment testbed configured for 20 virtualised bidders participating in an auction.
The client broker is implemented as a multi threaded Java application with capabilities to
automate experiments by simulating experimental workloads. Experimental workloads can be
generated through characteristic functions or based on pre-defined DRIVE trace files. The multi
threaded architecture is used to create JSDL job descriptions, start auctions, and establish con-
tracts following the specific workload without blocking on requests. The workload defines the
interarrival time and individual job requirements which are used by the broker to submit hetero-
geneous jobs at the specified time. The client broker is able to poll and/or receive WS-notifications
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from the Auction Manager and Contract Manager. In most experiments job requirements are
encoded in a JSDL document along with a string describing additional experiment specific in-
formation (bidding strategy, bidding policies, reservations) this allows centralised configuration
of bidding behaviour for individual experiments (or jobs). The auction request defines optional
Contract Manager(s) and Publishing Service(s) to be used along with auction end conditions (du-
ration or maximum number of bidders).
Performance measurements are either measured client side or service side depending on the
requirements of the experiment. Client side measurements quantifying auction and contract per-
formance are logged by the broker for every job in a workload. In addition workload summary
files are created describing each job, auction result, contract result (including original winner and
substitute winners), and performance measurements for a single workload. Each service also has
performance measurement and logging functionality to record the time taken to perform various
actions. In addition Bidding Agents log real time monitoring information to files describing pric-
ing, bids, contracts, and system utilisation. This information is used to analyse results from the
perspective of each individual provider.
Each of the DRIVE services is configurable with respect to thread pool sizes, service addresses
(MDS registration and queries, publishing services), logging options, monitor timeouts, resource
lifetimes, and protocol or valuation plug-ins. The Bidding Agent can be configured to use stat-
ically defined bidding policies and valuation functions (for example in the Grid bidding policy
experiments) or can be configured dynamically through the job description (for example in the
high utilisation experiments). The advertised metadata can also be configured statically depend-
ing on the experiment. Registered metadata is used to simulate different auction scenarios, for
example it is used to determine if bidders are directly advertised jobs or if they must discover
auctions through Publishing Services.
The resource usage of each DRIVE service is measured using a customised monitor in the Win-
dows Performance and Reliability Monitor. The experiments are set up such that each individual
service runs on a dedicated host to ensure accurate measurements.
6.2 Component Evaluation
In the implementation of the DRIVE architecture the performance of discovery, contract creation,
and reservation mechanisms have been analysed independently to confirm design decisions. This
section summarises experiments on these components independent of the complete DRIVE archi-
tecture.
6.2.1 Discovery Performance
DRIVE utilises MDS to store and query registered metadata describing the capabilities of providers.
There are three general queries used in DRIVE; simple metadata queries, text comparison based
queries, and inequality based queries. Simple metadata queries place no select conditions and
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return all registered DRIVE metadata allowing filtering to be conducted on the client side. Com-
parison queries are used to find text based data in the registered metadata and inequalities are
used to filter numeric data according to user defined limits.
The cost of registering metadata is simply the cost of creating a WSRF resource which is con-
stant (approximately 3ms in this testbed). Propagation of information around the VO is per-
formed out of band by the Index Service and as such is not considered in this analysis. A compre-
hensive MDS performance study is presented by Schopf et al. [237].
Figure 6.2(a) shows the time taken to retrieve an increasing number of DRIVE metadata entries
with 512MB, 756MB and 1024MB of memory allocated to the MDS container. In this experiment
every registered entry is returned and the number of registered entries is steadily increased. The
graph shows a linear relationship between retrieval time and number of entries returned up un-
til a point of saturation based on the amount of memory allocated to the container. The linear
relationship is approximately 1200 registered entries can be returned per second. The results
show over 2000 individual providers can be registered and discovered within 2 seconds using a
relatively small scale single MDS service (1GB RAM). This time is insignificant when compared
to latency seen in distributed environments, typical auction duration, and the cost of executing
(secure) auction protocols. The saturation point motivates the need for a distributed discovery
infrastructure in order to scale above thousands of registered providers.
Figure 6.2(b) shows a comparison of the three different query types used in DRIVE discovery.
This experiment looks at the time to query an increasing number of registered entires for a single
MDS Index Service running with 1GB of memory allocated to the container. The results show
there is no significant difference between the three querying approaches. On overall average, text
comparison is approximately 2% slower than the simple query retrieving all entries, inequality
queries are less than 1% slower than the simple query.
The final experiment looks at the time taken to query an increasing percentage of the total reg-
istered entries. In this experiment the Index Service is allocated 1GB of memory and an inequality
query is used to control the number of results returned. Four different registration groups (500,
1000, 1500, 2000) are used to determine the effect of the number of registered entries on retrieval
time. Each group defines the total number of entries registered. Figure 6.2(c) shows the time
taken to query an increasing number of entries from each group, incremented by 100 entries at a
time. The relationship is close to linear for each series with only a small difference in time taken
between retrieving no results and retrieving all of the registered entries. The gradient of each
series is 0.16, 0.24, 0.27, and 0.23 ms per entry retrieved for registration groups 500, 1000, 1500,
and 2000 respectively. For each series the difference between no results and all entries returned
ranges between 20-30% of the total query time for all registered entries. This can be explained by
the observation that the most significant cost is processing registered entries.
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Figure 6.2: Metadata retrieval time for increasing number of registered entries, different query
types, and different number of results returned.
6.2.2 Contract Performance
This experiment examines the total time taken to reach final agreement when bidders reject ini-
tial agreements and substitute providers have to be computed. A single fake bidder is used to
simulate a scenario in which bidders randomly reject initial agreements at a specified rate. The
Contract Manager attempts to confirm the agreement with the bidder repeatedly until the bidder
accepts the agreement. Figure 6.3 shows the time taken to reach final agreement at different rejec-
tion rates using both synchronous and asynchronous invocation with WS-notifications. The time
is measured from when the job is submitted until the final contract is created and the consumer
is notified, this time is the average time calculated over 100 auctions. The graph shows the base
time with a 0% rejection rate is approximately 2s, as the rejection percentage increases there is an
exponential increase in time taken to reach final agreement. These results can be interpreted as
a rule of thumb – if the rejection rate is below 60% contracts on average are substituted within
200% of the base creation time. It should also be noted there is little increase in overhead between
synchronous and asynchronous invocation.
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Figure 6.3: Time taken to confirm agreements with increasing rejection rate.
6.2.3 Reservation Performance
The major way in which DRIVE components interact with the Reservation Service is querying for
future reservations to determine availability. Figure 6.4 shows the time taken to search forward
through the reservation schedule for all reservations over an increasing period of time. The ex-
periment is set up as a worst case example with the schedule pre-loaded with 960 1 minute reser-
vations evenly spread over the day. The graph shows the query time increases linearly with the
period of time searched and is obviously proportional to the number of reservations retrieved.
The time taken to return close to 1000 reservations is less than 50 milliseconds. In comparison
with the cost of valuing resources, submitting a bid and consulting the individual reservations
with respect to local policies this time is insignificant. These results show the time for retrieving
reservations is very fast for a reasonable number of registered reservations.
6.3 Protocol Evaluation
The DRIVE prototype includes three distributed auction protocol implementations: a sealed-bid
first-price auction protocol, a sealed-bid second-price auction protocol and a secure, verifiable
Garbled Circuit protocol. The performance of the first-price and second-price protocols are es-
sentially the same for single good auctions as the difference between the protocols is only how
the winning price is determined, the means of soliciting bids and determining the winner are the
same. For this reason the two sealed-bid protocols are considered collectively in this analysis.
The following experiments look at how the number of bidders and goods effects auction time
and resource creation overhead for each protocol implemented in the DRIVE architecture. These
experiments are not designed to provide comprehensive analysis of the auction protocols, rather























Figure 6.4: Time to search and retrieve an increasing number of reservations from the Reservation
Service.
they present a high level comparison of the implemented protocols and show that they perform
similarly to the same protocols deployed independently from DRIVE. Complete analysis of these
protocols in a RMI scenario is presented in [238].
The following experiments are performed on Testbed B, auction times are recorded service
side from when the Auction Manager receives a job request until the winner is determined. Auc-
tions are concluded when all bids are received rather than using explicit end times. Overhead is
defined as the time taken to setup auction infrastructure such as Auction Components, WSRF re-
sources storing auction state and any protocol specific computation that can be performed before
the auction commences such as the circuit creation and garbling in the Garbled Circuit proto-
col. Communication between the broker and auction services is not included in the auction or
overhead time. The Garbled Circuit protocol uses 10 bit price representation.
6.3.1 Number of Bidders
Auction protocol scalability is influenced by the number of bidders effectively supported. The
time taken to solicit bids and determine a winner in both the sealed bid (Figure 6.5(a)) and Gar-
bled Circuit (Figure 6.5(b)) protocols is shown to be linear. The overhead of a sealed bid auction
is constant as there is only a single WSRF resource created and no preliminary computation is re-
quired. The Garbled Circuit protocol on the other hand has significant overhead which increases
linearly with the number of bidders, this is due to the extra cost of instantiating an Auction Com-
ponent and circuit creation/encryption used to provide trust and privacy. Comparison between
Figure 6.5(a) and Figure 6.5(b) shows there is substantial computational cost in terms of auction
time and overhead when using complex trustworthy protocols, the sealed bid auction takes 5 sec-
onds to determine a winner with 50 bidders whereas the Garbled Circuit protocol takes almost
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30 seconds with only 10 bidders. As mentioned previously, complex trustworthy protocols are
likely to be used in high value auctions where fewer bidders would be expected and participants


































Figure 6.5: Number of Bidders vs Auction Time and Overhead for a Sealed Bid Auction and a
Garbled Circuit Auction with a single good.
6.3.2 Number of Goods
One of the limitations of combinatorial auctions is the time taken to process auctions with a num-
ber of goods. Figure 6.6 shows the time taken to compute the winner (and the associated over-
head) of the Garbled Circuit protocol when increasing the number of combinatorial goods. The
graph is shown on a logarithmic scale. As expected, the time taken and overhead is exponential
with the increase in the number of goods, this is due to the exponential increase in circuit size














Figure 6.6: Number of Goods vs Auction Time and Overhead for Garbled Circuits.
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6.4 Task Distribution
This set of experiments aims to provide a general verification of the DRIVE architecture and also
demonstrate the effect of bidding policy on task distribution. To visualise task distribution 25
providers are configured in a Grid layout (each host is identified by its xy coordinate), 100 tasks
are submitted to this Grid and the resulting number of tasks allocated to each host is presented.
A single Auction Manager is used to conduct allocation and all providers must submit a bid
for every task. Each task uses 1% of CPU time for the duration of the experiment meaning it
is possible for all 100 tasks to be allocated to a single host. The delay between submitting each
task is random and ranges between 0 and 15 seconds. Auction duration is 10 seconds, which
means that most of the time a task will be submitted before the previous task has been allocated.
Randomness in the following experiments is due to the order in which bids are recieved and the
auction latency, that is the period of time between when providers bid and the auction concludes.
Tied bids are resolved in a First Come First Served (FCFS) basis.
In the following experiments tasks are submitted using a simple comma separated descrip-
tion language designed for these experiments. This language defines the type of task, the CPU
utilisation required, and the duration of the task. For example a job which uses 100% CPU for 60
seconds is denoted:
DRIVEGRID, 100, 60
This simple language serves to identify the crucial aspects of the task whilst reducing the con-
struction and processing time of the description and resulting contract. The matrices presented
in each test show, for each provider at grid position xy, the average number of tasks allocated to
that provider (nxy) and the standard error (σn) that defines a 95% confidence interval1. All tests
have been run over 50 times to ensure accurate destribution and reduce the standard error. A
sealed bid second price auction protocol is used to determine the allocation and providers have
a bid space between 1 and 100. Resource provider bidding policy and therefore bid valuation is
denoted β.
6.4.1 Random Bidding Policy
The first experiment uses a random bidding policy to form a baseline against which the later
experiments can be evaluated. In this experiment each provider randomly determines a price for
hosting a task irrespective of its current load (β = random). The resulting distribution matrix is
presented in Table 6.1 and the resulting allocation is shown graphically in Figure 6.7.
As expected the number of tasks allocated to each provider is close to 4 (100 tasks allocated
over 25 providers) and each point overlaps with all of the other coordinates when taking the
standard error into consideration. The largest difference is 0.48 (3.75 to 4.23) which is roughly
twice the average standard error (0.261). All points include the expected value 4.0 within their
respective error margins. These results show there is little statistical significance between the
1A 95% confidence interval by the Central Limit Theorem is σz = 1.96 s√n
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β = random
nxy ± σn =

4.04± 0.25 4.23± 0.27 4.15± 0.25 4.09± 0.23 3.83± 0.26
3.94± 0.29 4.15± 0.24 4.23± 0.30 3.81± 0.30 3.79± 0.29
3.89± 0.25 3.81± 0.28 3.92± 0.22 4.19± 0.26 4.08± 0.25
3.87± 0.29 4.23± 0.27 3.75± 0.25 4.23± 0.26 3.81± 0.29
4.11± 0.26 3.77± 0.20 3.94± 0.26 4.08± 0.24 3.88± 0.29













































Figure 6.7: Average number of tasks allocated to each provider when using a random bidding
policy.
means. This is expected as with a significantly large sample a random bidding policy should tend
to 4. Figure 6.7 shows no major peaks or troughs reinforcing the even distribution of tasks over
the group of providers.
6.4.2 Uniform Bidding Policy
This experiment aims to produce even task distribution over the pool of providers by using a
uniform bidding model. Each provider determines the cost of hosting a task based on its cur-
rent load, the bidding policy β is simply the current utilisation of the provider (β = u), where
the current utilisation is equal to the number of tasks hosted on the provider as each task uses
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1% of provider capacity. The bidding policy is based on utilisation so that bidding behaviour
changes over time, a bidding policy independent of utilisation would result in the same bidders
winning every auction. The results shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.8 show similar distribution to
the random bidding policy as expected. The average standard error of 0.152 is smaller than ran-
dom allocation while the largest difference in allocation between providers is 0.25 (3.84 to 4.09)
showing that the uniform bidding model provides a more even distribution than the random
benchmark model for the given number of tests. If the delay between taks was increased beyond
auction latency each provider would have exactly the same number of tasks as any other because
each provider would then be bidding its true utilisation at the time of auction completion.
β = u
nxy ± σn =

3.98± 0.15 4.00± 0.14 4.00± 0.15 4.09± 0.17 3.95± 0.15
4.07± 0.14 4.04± 0.11 3.95± 0.15 3.87± 0.16 3.89± 0.16
4.09± 0.14 4.02± 0.14 4.07± 0.17 3.87± 0.15 4.07± 0.12
3.87± 0.17 4.04± 0.13 3.91± 0.15 4.02± 0.17 4.05± 0.15
4.09± 0.18 3.84± 0.14 4.09± 0.15 3.95± 0.19 4.05± 0.17













































Figure 6.8: Average number of tasks allocated to each provider when using a uniform bidding
policy.
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6.4.3 Weighted Bidding Policy
In this experiment the bidding policy is weighted towards one corner of the grid, specifically bids
are calculated as twice the sum of the providers grid position plus the current utilisation of the
provider (β = 2(x + y) + u). This experiment is designed to show the effect of bidding policy on
task distribution by applying an unequal weighting to each providers bid. Table 6.3 and Figure 6.9
show that most tasks are allocated to the providers with low grid positions as they have the least
cost and therefore submit bids with the smallest value. The table also shows little difference in the
means of the diagonals (for example [0,2][1,1][2,0]) because providers at these positions compute
the same bid value. The average standard error of 0.148 is very similar to the constant model
indicating little variance between experiments. The slightly larger confidence intervals for the
providers at positions [0,4], [1,3], [2,2], [3,1], [4,0] is due to the number of tasks submitted in each
test. In order to allocate tasks to these providers there must have been almost 50 tasks already
allocated to the other positions leaving fewer tasks to be allocated over the remaining 19 providers
with similar bids, this results in a large deviation between each run of the experiment due to the
smaller sample size.
β = 2(x+ y) + u
nxy ± σn =

11.54± 0.08 9.82± 0.11 7.49± 0.11 5.25± 0.15 3.51± 0.20
9.47± 0.11 7.42± 0.10 5.40± 0.17 3.63± 0.21 1.86± 0.26
7.77± 0.14 5.91± 0.17 3.39± 0.20 1.65± 0.40 0.00± 0.00
5.25± 0.11 3.65± 0.18 1.61± 0.32 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00
3.68± 0.19 1.60± 0.49 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00

Table 6.3: Average number of tasks allocated to each provider when using a weighted bidding
policy.
6.4.4 Weighted Bidding Profile II
To further illustrate the effect of bidding profile on task distribution the final experiment demon-
strates an increased weighting towards the centre of the grid. Here the bidding policy is based on
the Euclidean distance from the centre (β = 5
√
(x− 2)2 + (y − 2)2 +u), therefore those providers
closer to grid position (2,2) produce the smallest bids. The results shown in Table 6.4 and Fig-
ure 6.10 clearly show a preference for the centre of the grid with the provider (2,2) hosting on
average 12.8 tasks. There are no tasks allocated to the providers in the corners as their bid val-
uations with no load is almost 14, which will never be a winning bid when only 100 tasks are
submitted. In order for these providers to win an auction the other 19 providers must compute a
value equal to or larger than 14 which requires at least 122 tasks previously allocated. The average
standard error for the entire Grid is 0.153, which reflects the small variance between experiments.













































(x− 2)2 + (y − 2)2 + u
nxy ± σn =

0.00± 0.00 2.45± 0.22 3.11± 0.21 2.42± 0.26 0.00± 0.00
2.24± 0.24 6.02± 0.12 8.25± 0.12 5.95± 0.12 2.22± 0.24
3.04± 0.17 8.09± 0.13 12.80± 0.09 8.29± 0.15 3.05± 0.20
2.27± 0.23 6.07± 0.12 8.00± 0.14 5.76± 0.12 2.44± 0.22
0.00± 0.00 2.27± 0.26 2.95± 0.20 2.13± 0.24 0.00± 0.00

Table 6.4: Average number of tasks allocated to each provider when using a Euclidean distance
weighted model.
6.4.5 Bidding Policy Summary
These results demonstrate that the DRIVE meta-scheduler, and in particular the allocation mech-
anisms, are acting as desired. It is clear from the results presented that the advertising mecha-
nisms, auction mechanisms, and bidding policies all function correctly as the distribution follows
the expected pattern. These experiments have shown that the bid function is reflected in the task
distribution. The random and constant bidding profiles produced near equal numbers of tasks al-
located to each provider. The weighted models show task preference to the providers with lower
cost weightings and therefore lower bids. If the delay between tasks was increased beyond the
auction duration then the results would be less variable and would only differ due to the order in













































Realistic Grid and/or Cloud workloads are required to analyse the effectiveness of resource allo-
cation in DRIVE and also to study the various high performance strategies identified in Chapter 5.
To simulate different resource provider loads three fine grained synthetic workloads and a batch
workload have been derived from trace data obtained from a European production Grid. This
section outlines various attributes of the original trace and the techniques used to create synthetic
workloads aimed at evaluating the DRIVE allocation mechanisms.
6.5.1 Workload Characteristics
The synthetic workloads used in the following experiments are derived from workload traces
generated by AuverGrid2, a production Grid located in the Auvergne region of France. Auver-
Grid is part of the EGEE project and uses LCG (Large hadron collider Computing Grid) middle-
ware on its 475 computational nodes organised into 5 clusters (with 112, 84, 186, 38, 55 nodes
respectively). The major users of AuverGrid are from medical, bioinformatics and high energy
2http://www.auvergrid.fr/
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physics. This trace was chosen as it was the most complete trace available in the Grid Workloads
Archive [239]. While AuverGrid is a relatively small scale Grid the model obtained from the
workload can be scaled up to be used in the analysis of DRIVE.
The full workload trace contains 404176 sequential jobs submitted over a 1 year period from
January 2006 through to January 2007. To analyse this workload all incomplete jobs have been
removed from the trace, resulting in a processed trace containing 304,992 jobs. Incomplete jobs
are defined as jobs with missing information and jobs that did not run (run time of 0). There
is no information in the trace regarding resubmission of jobs. The characteristics of the original
and processed trace workloads are summarised in Table 6.5. In this table system utilisation is
defined as the ratio between available CPU time and CPU time consumed, where the CPU time
consumed is calculated as the sum of the consumed CPU time of each job. Job arrival rate defines
the number of jobs arriving over a fixed period of time, in this case hourly. Interarrival time is the
delay between individual jobs. Run time is the length of time a job is running. CPU utilisation is
defined as the ratio of run time to CPU time for a single job.
Original Processed
Maximum Average Maximum Average
Overall System Utilisation (%) 100 57.48 100 58.60
Job Arrival Rate (jobs/hour) 823 48.31 540 34.8
Job Interarrival Time (s) 196042 78.02 1960423 103.41
Job Run Time (s) 345707 21661.27 345707 27230.56
Job CPU Utilisation (%) 100 56.14 100 61.79
Table 6.5: Summary of original and processed workload characteristics.
The workload characteristics show that more than half the system capacity is consumed on
average for the duration of each trace with peaks up to 100%. The small difference in average
utilisation indicates the usage of the jobs removed in the processed trace have minimal compu-
tational requirements as expected. Jobs are generally long running with an average of 7.5 hours
(27230s) per job in the processed trace, they are also mostly CPU bound with average CPU time
consumed equating to more than half the length of time the job runs. The difference between
average utilisation in each trace is due to the number of incomplete jobs removed which have 0%
CPU usage. The average arrival rate is substantially lower than the maximum arrival rate which
indicates a highly bursty nature. This is true of both the original trace (823 maximum, 48.31 aver-
age) and the processed trace (540 maximum, 34.8 average). Figure 6.11 shows a frequency graph
of arrival rate for the original and processed trace. This graph shows that generally the arrival rate
is below 100 jobs per hour. The processed trace has a higher peak as the removed incomplete jobs
reduces the number of total jobs and therefore the number of jobs per hour. Figure 6.12 presents
comparison of arrival rate for each of the two traces over time. In both traces the arrival rate is
generally low with only a few periods of rapid arrival. The difference in maximum arrival rate
3The large maximum interarrival rate is probably due to an outage as 196042 equates to 54 hours between jobs. Ex-
amining the trace any jobs that arrive at the beginning of this time have a wait time of approximately the same length,
indicating that the system may have failed or been down for maintenance and recovered those jobs when restarted.
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during peak times between the two traces indicates that a lot of these jobs are incomplete, this
is confirmed by examining the trace data as many of the jobs on the busiest days do not receive
compute time due lack of capacity. The figure also highlights periods of inactivity in both traces
(day 0 for 53 hours, day 112 for 13 hours, and day 200 for 54 hours), these periods may be due
to system outage or maintenance. The outage on day 0 could potentially be due to setting up the

















Processed Trace (Excludes Incomplete Jobs)
Original Trace (Includes Incomplete Jobs)
Figure 6.11: Arrival rate frequency for both the original and processed traces.
6.5.2 Characteristic Scatter Plots
Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16,and 6.17 show scatter plots of CPU Utilisation, CPU Time, Memory
Usage, and Run Time compared against one another. Each graph is based on the same 32,000
point random sample from the processed trace which excludes incomplete jobs.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the relationship between CPU and memory usage by jobs. These
graphs show there is an even spread and little tendency for jobs to be either computationally or
memory intensive. Figure 6.13 appears to show that jobs with high memory usage consume little
processor time, however Figure 6.14 shows that this does not mean that these jobs consume a
small amount of processor, rather that the run time (and therefore CPU time) is short, this is also
confirmed in Figure 6.15. It is interesting to note in all three of these graphs memory usage is
low and there also appears to be definite memory bounds. These horizontal lines (m1, m2, m3)
correspond to approximately 320, 600, and 768 MB. It is unclear if these bounds are due to the job
type, job specifications or the physical hosts on which the job runs. To further clarify these limits
Figure 6.18 shows the frequency of memory usage for the entire processed trace, again there are
clear peaks at the these same values with an additional peak at approximately 50 MB that is less
clear in the scatter plots.





















































(b) Job arrival rate (jobs/hour) for the processed trace (excludes incomplete jobs).
Figure 6.12: Arrival Rate (jobs/hour) for the original and processed traces.




















































Figure 6.14: CPU Utilisation vs Memory Usage.
In terms of CPU usage Figure 6.16 shows that the CPU time used by a job is generally equal
to the job run time, this is confirmed in Figure 6.17 with most jobs approaching 100% CPU usage,
interestingly the variation in CPU utilisation is only evident in short running jobs which may
indicate errors initialising job, accountancy errors (rounding), or a lot of very small tasks being
submitted to the Grid.
Another interesting aspect of these graphs is the apparent limit on job run time. In each of
the graphs comparing job run time (Figures 6.15, 6.16,and 6.17), there is a clear line after which













































Job Run Time (s)
t2
t1
Figure 6.16: Run Time vs CPU Time.
very few jobs are still running. This limit (t1) is approximately 259,000 seconds (or 72 hours), as it
cannot be seen in Figure 6.13 this limit is most likely placed on overall run time. Figure 6.15 shows
a second limit (t2) at approximately 173,000 seconds (or 48 hours), this limit may be associated
more closely with CPU time as it is clearly evident in Figures 6.13 and 6.16. Figure 6.17 also
shows CPU utilisation drop off at (t1) proportional to the run time (this is because CPU utilisation
is the ratio of CPU time to run time). These limits may be imposed by the system, scheduler, or
application to ensure jobs do not run forever consuming resources. It is also possible these limits




























Figure 6.17: Run Time vs CPU Utilisation.
may be characteristic of common applications, however due to the discrete values (2 days and
3 days) it is unlikely. These two limits can also clearly be seen in the Job Duration Probability
















Figure 6.18: Memory usage frequency for the processed trace. The range of this graph includes
jobs that use between 1MB-1000MB.
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6.5.3 Probability Distribution Functions
Probability Density Functions (PDF) can also be used to characterise and model various aspects
of the workload. PDFs describe the relative likelihood a random variableX occurs within a given
space x. This section presents PDFs of the three workload characteristics used in the synthetic
DRIVE workloads (Interarrival Time, Job Duration, and CPU utilisation).
Interarrival time
Figure 6.19 shows PDFs describing job interarrival time for different probability and interarrival
time ranges. The AuverGrid workload trace has a granularity of one second, therefore any jobs
that arrive within one second are considered as arriving at the same time (interarrival time of
0). The probability of jobs arriving with no delay in this workload is 0.17 and the cumulative
probability that jobs will arrive with an interarival time less than 10 seconds is 0.44. Figure 6.19(a)
shows the interarrival PDF for the probability range [0,0.0001], the range is reduced as the large
peak at 0 seconds dominates the entire graph on the full probability range [0,0.17]. This graph
highlights the fact that the majority of jobs arrive within a short interval. Due to this observation
Figure 6.19(b) further decreases the range of interest looking only at the interarrival times of jobs
in the range [0,1000] seconds and probability [0,0.05]. This range includes 98.5% of all jobs with
only 4692 (of 304,992) jobs having a larger interarrival time. This graph also shows an interesting
pattern of interarrival times. The distribution appears to decay exponentially, however there are
obvious peaks (t1,t2,t3,t4) every 60 seconds (60, 120, 180, 240). These peaks may occur due to
particular scheduling metrics employed by schedulers or applications, for example schedulers
periodically submitting tasks every minute. They could also be an artefact of Grid data gathering
such as periodic performance monitoring jobs.
Due to these peaks it is impossible to model interarrival time with a single distribution. How-
ever both the general trend of interarrival, and the peaks could be modelled by separate distri-
butions. An exponential distribution is a suitable model as it is a continuous distribution that is
commonly used to describe the delay between events in a homogeneous poisson process (jobs).
Grid jobs are normally modelled with a geometric distribution (such as a poisson distribution)
as events are discrete and non-negative, rather than continuous over an infinite range. Jobs are
also considered poisson distributed [240] as arrivals occur independently of one another and the
number of arrivals in a given interval generally follow a poisson distribution. As interarrival
rate is defined as the delay between Grid jobs (events in a poisson process) it is appropriate to
model both interarrival time and the peaks observed every minute with individual exponential
distributions.
Duration
Figure 6.20 shows PDFs for job duration. The graphs presented use constrained probability ranges
as short duration jobs dominate the PDF with a full probability scale [0, 0.07]. In this trace the







































(b) Interarrival Time PDF for interarrival time [0,1000] and probability [0,0.05].
Figure 6.19: Probability Density Functions for Job Interarrival Time.
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probability that job duration is less than 10 seconds is 0.065, less than 100 seconds is 0.28 and less
than 1000 seconds is 0.41. Recall the average job duration is 27230 seconds (Table 6.5), however
there is a 0.65 probability that a job will run for less time, indicating a large spread above the mean.
95% of all jobs in the trace run for less than 100,000 seconds. Figure 6.20(a) shows the job duration
PDF for the probability range [0,0.001]. This highlights the fact that most jobs are short running,
as smaller durations have the highest probability. Two clear peaks can be seen at approximately
173000 (d1) and 256000 (d2) seconds which corresponds to 48 and 72 hours respectively, this is in-
dicative of a run time or CPU time limit placed on a running job, reaffirming what was discussed
in Section 6.5.2 (Characteristic Scatter Plots). Log transformations are often applied to data to re-
duce the effect of outliers and flatten data sets. Figure 6.20(b) shows the job duration PDF having
applied a log transformation to the data. This graph shows two clear groupings, therefore job
duration could be modelled with mixed bimodal log-normal distributions with means approxi-
mately 1.8 and 4.8. The overlapping section of the two log-normal distributions would therefore
account for the third cluster at approximately 3.4.
CPU Utilisation
PDFs for CPU utilisation are shown in Figure 6.21. Figure 6.21(a) shows that most jobs in this
workload use close to 100% capacity, although there is a grouping towards 0 and also a small
peak at 50%, these features are discussed later in this section. The probability of a job using 99%
or more CPU is 0.27, indicating more than a quarter of all jobs consume the entire processing
resources of a host. Figure 6.21(b) shows the same CPU utilisation PDF over the probability range
[0,0.025], this highlights the grouping close to 0 and the observed peak at 50%. The peak at 50% is
an accounting artifact of small jobs as run time and CPU time are rounded to the nearest second,
72% of these jobs (classified as 50% CPU Utilisation) run for only 2 seconds and use 1 second of
CPU. This same rationale applies to the small peaks at (25%,33%,67% and 75%) as they represent
common fractions. CPU utilisation is a ratio (CPU Time/Run Time), which places a limit on
the range of values [0,100]. Therefore CPU utilisation cannot be modelled with a continuous
distribution. A Bathtub curve is a more appropriate model to apply to this data. Bathtub curves
are used in reliability modelling to describe the life time of a population of products. They are
also commonly used to model human mortality, where the probability of both infant mortality
and old age mortality are high whereas the period in between exhibits relatively low mortality.
Cumulative Distribution Functions
The analysis of the AuverGrid workload presented on the GWA4 suggests interarrival and job
duration can be fitted with common distributions (Normal, Weibull, Gamma). These common
distributions proposed are continuous and range from (−∞,∞), however, the PDFs presented in
Section 6.5.3 (Probability Distribution Functions) clearly show that interarrival rate and job dura-
tion cannot be modelled with a single continuous distribution. A continuous positive distribution
4http://www.gwa.ewi.tudelft.nl/pmwiki/reports/gwa-t-4/trace\_analysis\_report.html


































(b) Log Job Duration PDF.
Figure 6.20: Probability Density Functions for Job Duration.


































(b) CPU Utilisation for probability range [0,0.025] .
Figure 6.21: Probability Density Functions for CPU Utilisation.
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Parameter Reference Distribution KS Test d KS p-value
InterArrival
Normal 0.085 < 0.0001
Gamma 0.130 < 0.0001
Weibull 0.145 < 0.0001
Duration
Normal 0.159 < 0.0001
Gamma 0.164 < 0.0001
Weibull 0.227 < 0.0001
Table 6.6: Summary of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results.
is more appropriate for interarrival time and a geometric (discrete) positive distribution is more
appropriate for job duration. To further emphasise this point the Cumulative Distribution Func-
tions (CDFs) for these characteristics have been fitted with common distributions in Figure 6.22
following the approach presented on the GWA. The reference distributions have been fitted using
the Moments estimation method. Following the approach taken on the GWA a log transformation
has also been applied to the data to minimise the effect of outliers.
CDFs describe the probability distribution of a particular variable obtained by calculating the
cumulative frequency. A CDF shows the probability that the variableX takes on a value less than
or equal to x, that is, the proportion of the population whose value is less than x. The CDF of X
is given by Equation 6.1.
x 7→ ΦX(x) = P (X ≤ x) (6.1)
A graphical approach provides a simple way to determine the best fit, however is difficult to
infer that the data follows a particular distribution. Goodness-of-fit tests are often used as a quan-
titative measure of how well a reference distribution models the sample data. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test is one such test designed to compare a sample distribution to a reference distribu-
tion using a minimum distance estimation method. The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(Table 6.6) show the distance (d) that the sample differs from the fitted distribution and the proba-
bility (p-value) that the rejection of the hypothesis (that the data fits the given distribution) would
be wrong. Generally a p-value less than 0.5 is used to determine if the hypothesis is rejected, a
p-value greater than 0.5 indicates the hypothesis is not-rejected (however it does not infer accep-
tance). The p-values for this trace are very low due to the large size of the sample. While the
samples appear closely modelled by the fitted reference distributions in Figure 6.22, the results of
the KS test conclude that the hypotheses (that the sample follows any one of the proposed distri-
butions) should be rejected due to large distances and very small p-values. This finding supports
the conclusions made when studying the PDFs that neither job duration or interarrival time can
be modelled with a single continuous distribution.









































Figure 6.22: Cumulative Distribution Functions of interarrival rate and job duration with fitted
distributions.
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6.5.4 Workload Summary
The workload analysis presented describes typical job characteristics on a small to medium scale
Grid. In this trace arrival rate was shown to be bursty with peaks substantially more than av-
erage arrival time for both the original and processed traces. AuverGrid jobs are typically long
running and computationally intensive. Analysis of PDFs showed that interarrival rate, job du-
ration, and CPU utilisation could be be approximated by exponential, bimodal log-normal, and
bathtub distributions respectively. Various memory and duration bounds were also identified in
this analysis.
There is little information in the literature regarding analysis of real Grid or Cloud workload
traces, most analysis is based on models, simulations, traces from non-production grids, or traces
of parallel workloads. Real Grid workloads typically exhibit properties such as Pseudo-periodicity,
long range dependencies and bag-of-tasks like behaviour [241, 242]. Pseudo-periodicity and long
range dependency models can be applied to job arrival rate using stochastic point processes.
Periodicity is common in arrival rates as indicated by peaks in arrival graphs corresponding to
seasons (weekends, nights) and can be modelled with various techniques. Long range dependent
characteristics are also seen in arrival rates and can be modelled using a Multifractal Wavelet
Model (MWM) [243, 240]. Similarly Markov Modulated Poisson Processes (MMPP) can be ap-
plied to model short to medium term arrival rates [240], however parameter estimation is diffi-
cult. As workload analysis is not a focus of this thesis we do not explore these attributes in detail.
Comprehensive Grid workload analysis is presented in [239, 242, 244], early analysis of Cloud
workloads is also beginning to be published [245].
Using the entire AuverGrid workload as a basis for DRIVE experimentation is infeasible due to
the duration (1 year) and cumulative utilisation (475 processors). To reduce the size, smaller traces
can be generated by random sampling of the full trace to produce synthetic traces. Alternatively
shorter activity periods could be chosen from the trace, but due to the low arrival long duration
jobs only low performance is required from the allocation mechanisms. Synthetic workloads
can be created by increasing the arrival rate and decreasing the job duration to create a high
performance simulation.
6.5.5 Synthetic Workloads
The AuverGrid workload is characteristic of a long duration batch model, in which jobs arrive
infrequently and are on average long running. There are two ways to use this data: first a sam-
ple can be taken over a fixed period of time to simulate a workload characterised by long slow
batch processing, or secondly a synthetic high performance workload can be generated to reflect
modern fine grained workloads5 by increasing the throughput while maintaining the general
workload model. Fine grained usage models can be used to represent modern (interactive) usage
5At the time this analysis was conducted fine grained workloads had not been published, however since this time, sim-
ilar short duration workloads have been published and analysed, for example http://dev.globus.org/wiki/File:
Falkon-logs-history.jpg – last accessed March 2011. These modern workloads support the synthetic workloads
constructed for this thesis.
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of distributed systems as seen in workflows and smaller scale adhoc personal use. These two
interpretations of the data can be used to generate workloads at either end of the perceived use
case spectrum.
The results presented in section 6.6 focus on fine grained high frequency synthetic traces as
they present a worst case auction scenario (high frequency short duration jobs). Section 6.6.10
generalises these same experiments for batch submission using a sample period obtained from the
original trace. This section describes the generation of high performance fine grained synthetic
workload models and a long duration batch workload model.
Fine Grained High Performance Synthetic Workloads
To create high performance synthetic traces, the time based attributes of the original trace have
been reduced by a factor of 1000 (that is a second of real time is 1 millisecond of simulated time).
By reducing each parameter equally, relativity between parameters is maintained and therefore
the distribution is not effected. This also has the effect of producing high frequency short dura-
tion jobs, which is the worst case situation for auction performance. The performance analysis
presented in the following section looks specifically at the allocation performance without con-
sidering the duration of the jobs. However, this reduction in time-based characteristics effects the
ratio of interarrival time to auction latency which exaggerates the effect of auction latency. In the
reduced format the auction period is a much greater percentage of the entire task than in the orig-
inal workload, this will result in providers bidding on more auctions within the period of a single
auction than would be the case in the original batch model. In a production environment latency
and processing time would be far greater than what is seen in these experiments, however this
will not completely account for the increased ratio in the simulation. These synthetic workloads
present a more fine grained, rather than long term batch model as shorter jobs are submitted more
frequently.
Table 6.7 presents a summary of the three different synthetic workloads developed for this
analysis. The synthetic workloads: low utilisation, medium utilisation, and high utilisation con-
tain 2111, 4677, and 11014 jobs respectively, with each workload spread over almost 9 hours. The
average job run time for each model is approximately 59 seconds with average job CPU utilisation
of 93-94%. The workloads aim to represent increasing overal utilisation and are based on the util-
isation limit of the testbed (in these experiments 20 providers are configured in the testbed). The
low utilisation model has a peak of 86.55% overall utilisation which can be completely hosted in
the testbed. The medium model slightly exceeds the capacity of the testbed with various points
above the available capacity of 100%. The high utilisation model greatly exceeds the available
capacity of the testbed with most values well above 100%. In each workload the average job CPU
utilisation is higher than the original trace as failed and short running jobs (less than the mini-
mum monitoring granularity of 5 seconds) have been removed. Short running jobs tend to have
much lower CPU utilisation as was shown in Section 6.5.2. The arrival rate of tasks also increases
with each workload as the number of jobs increases over the same period of time. The maximum


















Low 2111 234 357 58181 93.02 86.55
Medium 4677 519 814 59128 93.67 178.20
High 11014 1223 1892 59579 93.62 424.40
Table 6.7: Experiment Workload Characteristics.
arrival rate of the medium workload matches the maximum arrival rate of the original trace. The
arrival rate for the high utilisation workload greatly exceeds the arrival rate of the original trace,
with a maximum arrival rate more than double the peak arrival rate seen in the original trace.
























Figure 6.23: Average number of jobs arriving per hour for the high performance synthetic work-
loads.
Figure 6.24 shows an Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the total combined utilisation of
each of the synthetic workloads as jobs are submitted. In this graph 100% corresponds to the maxi-
mum capacity available on the testbed. Figure 6.25 shows the total system utilisation represented
by each of the three traces over the experimental duration, these graphs show ideal utilisation
which does not include any latency in allocation or maximum provider capacity limitations.
































Figure 6.24: Total system utilisation of the three synthetic workloads shown using an Exponential
Moving Average (EMA) with 0.99 smoothing factor. The dashed line indicates the total system
capacity of the testbed.
Traditional Batch Workload
The batch workload is generated from a two day sample of the complete AuverGrid trace. The
two days chosen include the busiest day (number of jobs) in the trace. A summary of the work-
load characteristics are presented in Table 6.8. The total number of jobs over the two day sample
is slightly less than the high utilisation synthetic workload (over a period of 9 hours). The ar-
rival rate is similar to the low synthetic workload with 211 jobs per hour submitted on average.
Arrival rate over the duration of the trace is shown in Figure 6.26(a). Job duration is on average
over 1 hour, and jobs use approximately 80% of a single processor. Due to the nature of the trace
this workload represents much greater system requirements as AuverGrid has 475 machines, the
two day workload peaks at 32709% utilisation which is equvialent to 327 machines completely
utilised. Reducing the sample size such that this workload can be hosted on the 20 machine
testbed is impossible as the resulting number of jobs would be minimal (approximatly 600 jobs
over 48 hours). Instead experiments using the batch workload utilise an increased testbed capac-
ity by simulating “larger” providers. In these experiments a single provider has the equvialent
of 15 processors. Maximum system capacity is therefore 30000%. The batch workload and the
capacity of the testbed is shown in Figure 6.26(b).


















































































Figure 6.25: Total system utilisation for the high performance synthetic workloads showing the
maximum capacity of the testbed.


















Batch 10153 211.52 527 5152.73 82.40 32709























































(b) Cumulative utilisation over time for the two day
workload sample.
Figure 6.26: Two day batch workload sample.
Summary
These synthetic workloads provide a means of simulating Grid usage ranging from a traditional
batch model through to a more modern fine grained model. Each of the traces is derived from
production Grid data to ensure validity when analysing DRIVE. The fine grained traces typify
modern adhoc Grid usage, each workload maintains the important characteristics of the original
trace by providing similar or greater maximum throughput whilst maintaining the duration of
jobs relative to arrival time and one another. The fine grained workloads also model an inter-
active system with high frequency short duration jobs which presents a worst case scenario for
auction based allocation. The batch workload on the other hand is characterised by infrequent job
submission and long duration computationally intensive jobs which represents more favourable
conditions for auction based allocation.
6.6 High Utilisation Strategies
Section 5.7 proposed several high performance strategies which may be used to increase occu-
pancy and utilisation in auction based allocation. The strategies presented in this section are
evaluated with respect to the number of auctions completed, contracts created and overall sys-
tem utilisation. The strategies each define the criteria by which providers choose to bid, they
are denoted: Overbidding (O), Second chance substitutes (S), and advanced Reservations (R). In
addition a Guaranteed (G) strategy is also implemented against which to compare the high util-
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Bid Decision Auction Actions Contract Actions
G Potential utilisation bid/don’t bid accept
O Current utilisation bid/don’t bid accept/reject
S + O Current utilisation bid/don’t bid accept/substitute/reject
R + O Projected utilisation bid (res)/don’t bid accept (res)/reject
R + S + O Projected utilisation bid (res)/don’t bid accept (res)/substitute/reject
Table 6.9: Strategy summary for each experiment (res indicates reservation windows are taken
into account).
isation strategies. The different experiments presented examine the effect of different strategy
combinations on allocation.
In the following experiments a sealed bid second price protocol is used to allocate tasks, each
provider implements a random bidding policy irrespective of job requirements or current capac-
ity, the bid range is 1 to 100. Contracts are accepted only if their is sufficient capacity regardless of
what was bid. Table 6.9 summarises the experiments presented in this section, each experiment
differs based on the bid decision process and what actions can be taken at the auction and contract
stages. In the Guaranteed strategy providers bid based on potential utilisation (if all outstanding
bids win their respective auctions). Providers will only bid if potential utilisation is less than
their capacity. Contracts are never rejected as providers never bid beyond capacity. For the Over-
bidding strategy providers bid based on current utilisation (irrespective of outstanding bids), as
providers can bid beyond capacity they may choose to accept or reject contracts depending on
current capacity, if a contract is rejected the task is never reallocated. In the Substitute strategy
providers bid based on current utilisation, however winning providers can be substituted at the
contract stage if they do not have sufficient capacity. In the Reservation strategy, providers bid
based on projected utilisation allowing for the ability to schedule tasks according to the defined
reservation window, likewise contracts can be accepted based on the reservation window defined
by the task.
Figures 6.27(a), 6.27(b) and 6.27(c) show an Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of total sys-
tem utilisation for each of the experiments on the low, medium and high workloads respectively.
These figures are used to compare the strategies against one another throughout this section, in-
dividual system utilisation for each strategy and workload is also presented in the respective
section.
6.6.1 Guaranteed Strategy
In the baseline configuration providers implement a guaranteed strategy where every bid by a
provider is a guarantee that there will be sufficient capacity. In this strategy providers include
contracts and any potential future contracts (bids) when calculating their potential utilisation.
The provider will only bid if the potential utilisation is less than maximum capacity. This is
clearly a naive bidding strategy and is only included to evaluate the proposed high utilisation
strategies.
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(c) High Workload.
Figure 6.27: Total system utilisation for each workload and each strategy shown using an Expo-
nential Moving Average with 0.99 smoothing factor.
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Figure 6.28 shows the resulting total utilisation over the group of providers for each of the
three workloads. It is evident in each of the graphs that the overall utilisation is extremely low,
well below the available capacity of the testbed. Average utilisation is 6.35%, 10.5% and 15.72%,
and the maximum utilisation is 29.65%, 43.65%, and 53.80% for each of the low, medium and high
workload respectively. In all three workloads the rejection rate is substantial with only 34.41%,
26.75%, and 16.96% of tasks allocated for each workload respectively. As expected these rejections
occur during auctioning and no contracts are rejected, as no provider should ever bid outside its
means.
These results highlight the issue with bidding only on auctions a provider can guarantee to
satisfy. A large number of tasks are rejected even though there is sufficient available overall
capacity. The reason for this is the number of concurrent auctions taking place and the latency
between submitting a bid and the auction concluding. In this testbed there is a 120
th chance of
winning an auction (when all providers bid) so for the duration of the auction all providers have
reserved their resources with only a probability of 0.05 of actually winning. The advantage of a
guaranteed approach is no auctions are won without available capacity, ensuring no contracts are
ever rejected. Additionally the burden on the allocation infrastructure is reduced as no attempts
are made to establish contracts which cannot be honoured.
In this strategy the key factor to consider is the ratio of auction latency to interarrival time.
If the auction latency was reduced or the frequency of tasks being submitted was reduced, the
number of tasks allocated and total utilisation would improve as bidders have a more absolute
view of utilisation when bidding on subsequent auctions.
The low allocation rate of the Guaranteed strategy motivates the need for providers to bid
beyond capacity. Overbidding can be used to increase system utilisation in the knowledge that
only one of the bidders will effectively win an auction.
6.6.2 Overbidding Strategy
As discussed in Section 5.7.1 the potential benefits of bidding beyond provider capacity can result
in increased utilisation and profit, assuming the penalties for breaking contracts are sufficiently
small. Using an overbidding strategy providers compute their utilisation considering only es-
tablished contracts and therefore choose to bid irrespective of any outstanding bids. Figure 6.29
shows the increased overall utilisation for each workload when overbidding. The substantial
improvement over the guaranteed approach can be seen in Figure 6.27 for each workload con-
sidered. In the high workload maximum system utilisation approaches the maximum testbed ca-
pacity at points. Average utilisation (15.03%, 27.13%, 39.99%) and allocation rate (84.54%, 67.13%,
42.39%) for all three workloads is more than double that of the guaranteed strategy highlighting
the value of overbidding. Although this represents a significant improvement in performance
there is still substantial underutilisation of the system when viewed across all providers.
In each workload very few auctions fail (for example only 42/11014 in the high workload) as
providers only reach maximum capacity for a short period of time. The major limitation of over-






































































Figure 6.28: Total system utilisation using a guaranteed strategy.
bidding is the number of auctions completed that are then unable to be converted into contracts,
this approaches 60% of all tasks in the high workload, 33% in the medium workload, and 15%
in the low workload. In the high workload if penalities were approximately equal to rewards
then the system would operate at a loss as the number of contracts rejected exceeds the number
of contracts confirmed. However, as these penalities are assumed to be low, there is potential
for increased profit due to the increased occupancy generated by overbidding. This experiment
represents a naive overbidding strategy in which there is no limit on the degree of overbidding.
Providers could implement limited overbidding policies based on previously observed win rate
to optimise the liklihood of being able to satisfy their bids. The number of contracts unable to be
established when overbidding effects system performance as the auction and contract negotiaton
processes are wasted, this can be considered pure overhead. One way to optimise this process is
to reuse the existing auction rather than re-executing the whole auction process, as is evaluated
in the next section.
6.6.3 Second Chance Substitutes and Overbidding
In the event of a rejected contract, a losing bidder can be offered a second chance to seamlessly
satisfy the auction. Allowing second chance substitutes reduces the contract failures caused by
overbooking resources and therefore increases utilisation of the system. The limitation when
using second chance providers is the potential for consumer price increases as the new provider






































































Figure 6.29: Total system utilisation using an overbidding strategy.
S + O R + S + O




Table 6.10: Average number of substitute providers considered.
is no longer the lowest bid, however this increase can be offset by the penalties imposed on the
original provider for breaking the tentative agreement. Figure 6.30 shows the resulting utilisation
when using second chance providers. Average utilisation is shown to be improved from the
overbooking strategy by up to 26% (low - 17%, med - 26%, high - 20%) and task allocation is
increased to 99.94%, 85.27%, and 51.17% for the low, medium, and high workloads respectively.
These results show a large improvement from the previous strategies. Interestingly the average
depth of substitute providers consulted is less than 3 for each workload (Table 6.10) indicating
that there is sufficient reserve capacity in the system. This information could be used to define
policies regarding the maximum number of substitute providers able to be consulted.






































































Figure 6.30: Total system utilisation using second chance substitutes.
6.6.4 Reservations and Overbooking
Reservations are widely used in large scale distributed and parallel systems as a means of coor-
dinating resource usage. They have have also been shown to increase performance and provide
flexibility [178]. In the AuverGrid workload trace there is no explicit execution windows defined,
so in order to evaluate this strategy and analyse the effect on allocation and utilisation we de-
fine an execution window for each task as 50% of the task duration. This provides a reasonable
approximation of a reservation window allowing providers room to schedule tasks (sensitivity
analysis is shown in Section 6.6.9). In this experiment providers implement a simple First Come
First Served (FCFS) scheduling policy. There are better techniques for scheduling reservations,
such as backfilling [178], however, FCFS is sufficient to provide comparability for these experi-
ments.
Each provider again uses an overbidding strategy in this experiment due to the considerable
utilisation improvements seen over guaranteed bidding. Each task is submitted with a flexible
reservation window, defining start time, end time and duration. The end time has been extended
by 50% of the duration.
Figure 6.31 shows the system utilisation for each workload using flexible reservations. As the
density of the workload increases the improvement gained by using reservations is greater than
that of computing substitutes (Figure 6.27). For the low and medium workloads the allocation rate
(90.32% and 78.34%) is less than that of using substitutes, however in the dense high workload the






































































Figure 6.31: Total system utilisation using flexible advanced reservations.
improvement exceeds the gains made using substitutes peaking at 55.75% of all tasks allocated.
The same pattern is seen in average utilisation as it is generally proportional to the number of
tasks allocated. The improvement is clearly evident in the EMA graphs presented in Figure 6.27,
for the low and medium workload both the substititue and reservation strategies are similar,
however in the high workload the system utilisation using reservations is substantially improved.
6.6.5 Reservations, Second Chance Substitutes, and Overbidding
The final configuration combines the use of reservations with the ability to compute substitute
providers and overbook resources. As expected this combination gives the best results for each
of the workloads, with 100% of the low workload tasks allocated, 98.38% of the medium work-
load allocated and 65.54% of the high workload allocated. In the low and medium workload no
auctions fail as providers are not fully utilised for long periods of time, on average only 75.67 con-
tracts are rejected in the medium workload due to short periods of time when providers are fully
utilised. Due to the nature of the high workload which consistently exceeds the capacity of the
test bed, 65% of tasks allocated represents very high degree of workload allocation, close to the
maximum obtainable allocation. This is also reflected in the average system utilisation of 68%,
which given the constraints of the workload represents high overall utilisation. Figure 6.32(c)
highlights the near capacity utilisation of the system, with a tendency for system utilisation to
be fully used for long periods of time. In each workload the combination of all three strategies






































































Figure 6.32: Total system utilisation using reservations, substitutes, and overbidding strategies.
results in the highest number of allocated tasks and the highest system utilisation which validates
the use of the proposed high utilisation strategies.
6.6.6 Provider Allocation
The previous experiments focused on global allocation and total system utilisation without con-
sidering the benefits obtained by individual providers. As providers are assumed to be self inter-
ested and competitive there is no incentive to implement or utilise high performance strategies
without individual gain. The number of tasks allocated to each host for a single run of each ex-
periment is shown in Figure 6.33, the hosts have been arbitrarily numbered 1-20 to visualise the
data. These graphs clearly demonstrate the advantage to individual providers of implementing
each of the high utilisation strategies. In both the medium and high workloads the advantages
between each strategy is seen for every provider. Due to the small number of jobs submitted in
the low workload the difference between strategies is less clear. As expected the tasks are evenly
distributed across the providers in each workload due to the random bidding policies used. The
high workload shows the most even distribution due to the increased sample size.
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(c) High Workload.
Figure 6.33: Allocation distribution for each strategy showing the number of tasks hosted by each
provider. The points are joined to highlight the allocation difference between strategies.
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6.6.7 High Utilisation Strategy Summary
Table 6.11 summarises the performance of the proposed high utilisation strategies when applied
to each of the synthetic workloads. In particular the table outlines the number of auctions com-
pleted, contracts created, and overall system utilisation. Each of the strategies has been shown to
increase occupancy and utilisation in the DRIVE testbed deployment.
The baseline guaranteed strategy provides a reference from which to evaluate the other ap-
proaches with maximum allocation of 34.41%, 26.45%, and 16.96% for each of the workloads. The
poor allocation rate is also reflected in the low average system utilisation. Overbidding provides
the single greatest increase in allocation and utilisation, however the increased contract rejection
rate may be viewed as pure overhead due to the wasted negotiation process. Contract rejection
when overbidding is 15.46%, 32.87% and 57.22% of all tasks for each workload. The use of second
chance substitute providers greatly increased the overall allocation rate by up to 27% (medium
workload) therefore reducing allocation overhead.
The additional flexibility obtained when using reservations was shown to be advantageous,
especially in the most dense high workload. In fact, in the high workload the increased alloca-
tion rate obtained through reservations (31%) outperformed that of the substitute strategy (20%).
Finally the use of all four strategies simultaneously was shown to provide the highest allocation
rate (100%, 98.38%, 65.54%) and system utilisation (17.72%, 39.34%, 68.91%) over the testbed. This
equates to substantial allocation improvement over a guaranteed approach of 190.64%, 267.81%
and 286.44% for each of the workloads considered. The results presented in this section have
demonstrated the value of employing such strategies for both consumers and providers. The
economic implications of these strategies are discussed in Section 6.7
6.6.8 Just-In-Time Bidding
In each of the previous experiments (except guaranteed bidding) the number of contracts rejected
by providers is significant. This occurs as provider state changes between bidding and auction
completion such that required resources are unavailable. This section examines the effect of auc-
tion latency on allocation before presenting the performance improvements gained by JIT bidding
for each of the high utilisation strategies.
Auction Latency
A series of symmetric workloads are used to examine the effect of auction latency on allocation
rate. In each experiment the workload is allocated over a 10 host virtualised testbed. Table 6.12
details the workload characteristics. Each workload has increasing individual job resource re-
quirements and therefore increasing maximum system utilisation. The total system utilisation for
each workload is shown in Figure 6.34(a). In each workload, tasks are submitted every 5 sec-
onds with a duration of 2 minutes each. Individual task utilisation ranges from 20% of a single
providers capacity allowing 5 tasks to be hosted simultaneously on a single provider, through to
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Auctions Contracts Avg Sys Max Sys
Tasks Failed Complete Rejected Substitutes Allocated Util % Util %
Low
G 2111 1384.67 726.33 0 N/A 726.33 (34.41%) 6.35 29.65
O 2111 0 2111 326.33 N/A 1784.67 (84.54%) 15.03 61.90
S + O 2111 0 2111 1.33 375.67 2109.67 (99.94%) 17.71 86.55
R + O 2111 0 2111 204.33 N/A 1906.67 (90.32%) 16.18 66.80
R + S + O 2111 0 2111 0 225.33 2111 (100%) 17.72 86.55
Medium
G 4677 3426 1251 0 N/A 1251 (26.75%) 10.50 43.65
O 4677 0 4677 1537.33 N/A 3139.67 (67.13%) 27.13 82.25
S + O 4677 14 4663 675 1489 3988 (85.27%) 34.28 97.90
R + O 4677 0 4677 1013 N/A 3664 (78.34%) 32.26 92.90
R + S + O 4677 0 4677 75.67 1146.67 4601.33 (98.38%) 39.43 99.05
High
G 11014 9146 1868 0 N/A 1868 (16.96%) 15.72 53.80
O 11014 42 10972 6303 N/A 4669 (42.39%) 39.99 98.35
S + O 11014 325.33 10688.67 5052.67 2463.33 5636 (51.17%) 48.09 99.00
R + O 11014 30.33 10983.67 4843 N/A 6140.67 (55.75%) 56.67 99.00
R + S + O 11014 419.67 10594.33 3375.67 3091 7218.67 (65.54%) 68.91 99.05
Table 6.11: Summary of auction rate, contract rate, allocation rate and system utilisation for each
high utilisation strategy.
Workload Job Size Maximum System





Table 6.12: Synthetic workload characteristics for auction latency.
50% which allows only 2 tasks to be hosted on a single provider simultaneously. When using 20%
tasks all tasks can be hosted using only 50% of total cumulative provider capacity, increasing task
utilisation increases the total system capcity used by the workload beyond the total capacity of
the testbed.
Figure 6.34(b) shows the number of contracts rejected when each workload is submitted using
an increasing auction duration. The graph also includes the auction failure rate for workload W4
as this workload exceeds provider capacity and therefore some auctions must fail. As expected
when the auction duration (latency) is less than the period in which tasks are submitted no con-
tracts are rejected for any of the workloads. Nearly a quarter of the auctions fail in workload 4
because the providers do not have sufficient capacity. For each of the workloads the rejection per-
centage increases with the increase in auction duration highlighting the effect of auction latency.
The number of auction failures exhibited in workload W4 decrease due to underutilisation of the
system.
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(b) Contract (and Auction) rejection rate for each of the synthetic latency workloads.
Figure 6.34: System utilisation of the synthetic latency workloads and the rejection rate when
applied to each strategy.
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Time Before S + O R + S + O
Auction Close Average Depth Average Depth
Medium
30 seconds 2.29 2.04
10 seconds 1.81 1.69
3 seconds 1.68 1.49
0.5 seconds 1.13 1.23
High
30 seconds 2.55 2.76
10 seconds 1.98 2.16
3 seconds 1.77 1.74
0.5 seconds 1.19 1.29
Table 6.13: Average number of second chance substitute providers considered as JIT bidding gets
closer to auction close.
JIT Bidding
In general there are two techniques to mitigate the effect of latency; reduce the auction period or
bid closer to the end of the auction. JIT bidding refers to withholding ones bid until as late as
possible to ensure close to absolute capacity knowledge. This section investigates the effect of JIT
bidding on the various high utilisation strategies outlined in Section 6.6.
Figure 6.35(a) and Figure 6.35(b) show the increased allocation when bidding closer to the
close of the auction for the medium and high utilisation workloads respectively. For both work-
loads the number of tasks allocated increases by approximately 10% for each strategy up until
a point of saturation - at which time bids are not received before the auction closes. The two
strategies employing second chance substitutes in both workloads do not exhibit as much of an
improvement, that is, the auction will not fail as long as alternative substitutes are available. Ta-
ble 6.13 shows the average number of substitutes considered for each strategy as bidding time
gets closer to auction close. Although the utilisation improvements are smaller for the second
chance strategies, the number of substitutes considered decreases significantly as bidding occurs
closer to the auction close. This is beneficial as it reduces the overhead required to compute sec-
ond chance providers.
6.6.9 Reservation Window Sensitivity Analysis
The results shown in this section (Section 6.6) use an artificial flexible reservation window de-
fined as 50% of the job duration. Figure 6.36 presents a sensitivity analysis that shows the effect
of altering this articifial window as a percentage of job duration for each of the workloads and
reservation strategies. The low workload with reservations and second chance substitutes (R + S
+ O) is not included as there are on average only 1.3 rejections without any reservation window.
As expected the rejection rate decreases with an increase in reservation window. For all com-
binations the greatest decrease occurs between not having reservations and a 10% reservation
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(b) JIT Bidding for each strategy on the high workload.
Figure 6.35: JIT Bidding for each strategy on the medium and high workloads.
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window, this is indicitive of the short duration jobs and the finely packed schedules the providers
are operating with. Even a minimal increase in job reservation window gives the flexibility to
greatly increase allocation. The strategies with both reservations and substitutes decrease more
gradually than those with only reservations, this is probably due to the fact that the reservation
and substitute series are closer to maximum utilisation and therefore have fewer oportunities to
improve occupancy. The high workload strategies have the lowest allocation rate due to the den-
sity of the workload. As the degree of time flexibility increases, it is expected that all algorithms
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Figure 6.36: Total number of jobs allocated for an increasing reservation window (as a percentage
of individual job duration).
6.6.10 Batch Workload
The experiments presented in Sections 6.6.1 – 6.6.9 are based on high performance synthetic work-
load traces derived from the original AuverGrid trace. These traces represent a fine grained model
designed to simulate worst case auction conditions and have been scaled such that they can be
hosted in a small scale virtualised testbed. To complete the evaluation of the proposed strategies,
this section examines the benefits of each strategy under a traditional batch model characterised
by infrequent long duration jobs. This model represents favourable auction conditions as the ratio
of auction latency to interarrival time is large. Due to the requirements of the trace the providers
in the testbed are configured with increased individual capacity, 20 providers each have 15 times
the capacity of the previous testbed. This increased capacity has a significant effect on rejection
rate as providers can win multiple concurrent auctions without rejecting agreements, only when
providers are heavily utilised will the same rejection occur.
Each of the high utilisation strategies has been repeated on the two day batch workload using
three different auction durations (2 minutes, 5 minutes, and 10 minutes). A summary of the results
of these experiments is presented in Table 6.14. The total system utilisation for each strategy and
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workload is shown in Figure 6.37. These results show that even under conditions favourable to
auctions the allocation rate is greatly increased when employing overbidding. The guaranteed
baseline strategy results in allocation rates of 68%, 59% and 47%. Using an overbidding strategy
these allocation rates are all increased beyond 95%.
The difference between the other strategies (O, S + O, R + O, R + S + O) is less dramatic
for a number of reasons, including: increased provider capacity, utilisation characteristics of the
workload, and decreased auction latency. The increased provider capacity significantly alters the
allocation model from that used in the fine grained experiments. In this model each provider
effectively has 15 times the capacity, this results in masking the limitations of overbidding as
providers can win multiple simultaneous auctions without rejecting any agreements. The max-
imum system requirements of the workload only marginally exceed the capacity of the testbed
resulting in a very high achievable allocation rate. The allocation rates for each strategy are there-
fore similar to the low utilisation fine grained workload previously examined. For each auction
duration considered the difference between strategies becomes clear as the workload approaches
testbed capacity (Figure 6.37), when providers are underutilised (first 24 hours) little difference
can be seen as few contracts are rejected, however at 30 hours, differences begin to appear for each
duration. Finally the auction duration combined with the low arrival rate of the workload results
in providers bidding on few auctions without absolute knowledge. On average, approximately
35 auctions are conducted over the maximum 10 minute duration, 17 auctions over the 5 minute
duration, and only 7 auctions over the 2 minute duration.
As was the case in the fine grained experiments using a combination of reservations, second
chance substitutes and overbidding results in the highest allocation rate and system utilisation
for each of the auction durations. The allocation rate for all strategies decreases as auction latency
increases (as was shown Section 6.6.8), this is due to providers bidding with limited knowledge.
The experiments allowing second chance substitutes (S + O and R + S + O) are less sensitive to the
increase in auction duration as allocation rates only differ by up to 0.41% (S + O) and 0.07% (R +
S + O), in contrast the overbidding (O) and reservation (R + O) strategies differ by approximately
2% over the durations examined. For each auction duration the overbidding (O) and reservation
(R + O) strategies also exhibit approximately 2%–4% lower allocation rates than their substitute
equivalents (S + O and R + S + O). Of the strategies considered the use of reservations has the least
impact on allocation rate, this is primarily due to the sparse workload used. Section 6.6.4 showed
reservations to be most valuable on dense workloads such as the high utilisation workload, the
low utilisation workload (which is similar to the batch workload) exhibited little improvement
using reservation strategies.
6.6.11 Summary
Economic allocation has been traditionally stereotyped as a low utilisation solution due to the
overheads and latency in the allocation process. This section has validated the proposed eco-
nomic strategies that can be employed in a distributed computational economy to increase oc-
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(c) 10 minute auction duration (not done).
Figure 6.37: Cumulative system utilisation for each auction duration using the two day batch
workload.
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Auctions Contracts Avg Sys Max Sys
Tasks Failed Complete Rejected Substitutes Allocated Util % Util %
2min
G 10153 3246 6907 0 N/A 6907 (68.03%) 53.21 74.64
O 10153 2 10151 265 N/A 9886 (97.37%) 70.33 97.35
S + O 10153 47 10106 39 303 10067 (99.15%) 71.30 97.85
R + O 10153 0 10153 227 N/A 9926 (97.76%) 69.28 95.42
R + S + O 10153 19 10134 17 251 10117 (99.65%) 71.48 97.76
5min
G 10153 4111 6042 0 N/A 6042 (59.51%) 42.25 63.93
O 10153 7 10146 347 N/A 9799 (96.51%) 69.61 96.39
S + O 10153 40 10113 77 430 10036 (98.85%) 71.09 98.33
R + O 10153 0 10153 298 N/A 9855 (97.06%) 68.89 94.23
R + S + O 10153 13 10140 14 347 10126 (99.73%) 71.25 97.43
10min
G 10153 5311 4842 0 N/A 4842 (47.69%) 30.80 51.30
O 10153 0 10153 505 N/A 9684 (95.03%) 68.91 95.69
S + O 10153 17 10136 111 775 10025 (98.74%) 69.18 93.47
R + O 10153 0 10153 424 N/A 9729 (95.82%) 68.48 94.49
R + S + O 10153 1 10152 31 488 10121 (99.68%) 70.19 97.88
Table 6.14: Summary of auction rate, contract rate, allocation rate and system utilisation for each
high utilisation strategy using the batch workload model.
cupancy and therefore system utilisation. Each of the strategies proposed (overbidding, second
chance providers, reservations, and JIT bidding) were shown to improve the allocation rate and
overall system utilisation of the testbed using both synthetic fine grained workload models and a
traditional long duration batch model.
Each of the strategies can be implemented by different parties in the system, for example
overbidding and JIT bidding are implemented by providers while second chance providers are
determined by the protocols (and participating entities). From a providers perspective the im-
provement gained from overbooking is substantial and when combined with appropriate bid-
ding policies could be used to greatly increase revenue. JIT bidding can also be implemented
by providers to minimise the effects of latency and permit pricing decisions based on more up
to date market data therefore increasing profit and minimising risk. The use of reservations and
second chance providers are dependent on the task requirements and the auction protocol used,
they are therefore not controlled by providers or consumers. Participants could choose to “opt
out” of allocations that use second chance providers, however as providers can obtain higher al-
location rates and consumers are more likely to have jobs allocated it is both parties best interest
to participate. From a consumers perspective these strategies can be used to increase the rate of
resource allocation and potentially reduce the cost of resource usage. The economic implications
of these strategies are examined in the next section.
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6.7 Economic Performance
The analysis presented in the previous section focused on the allocation performance of DRIVE
without considering the economic principles on which DRIVE is built. The goal of providers in a
competitive economic system is to maximise their revenue. In DRIVE providers can implement
any user defined pricing function or bidding policy to value requests and compute a bid. Several
pricing and penalty functions have been implemented in the DRIVE prototype to evaluate their
impact on allocation and revenue. This section examines different pricing and penalty functions
applied to the high utilisation strategies defined in Section 6.6.
The following experiments are conducted on the complete virtualised testbed (Subset A and
B). A sealed bid second price auction protocol is used to allocate jobs. In each experiment providers
bid using non uniform pricing and penalty models. Bids are based on the requirements of a job
(in units). The pricing function is used to determine a unit price between 0 and 20. Due to this
decreased bid space (previous experiments used a 100 value bid space) tied bids are more likely.
For this reason tied bids are resolved randomly so that provider latency does not impact auction
results. The auction period used is 30 seconds and the reservation window is again set at 50% of
job duration.
6.7.1 Pricing Functions
The pricing functions implemented for these experiments are: Random, Constant, Available Ca-
pacity, Win/Loss Ratio, and Time based. These functions were chosen to explore the use of a
range of local information without the use of published market information. All bid prices are
determined based on a combination of current conditions and previous bidder experience. In the
following equations Punit is the price per unit and B denotes the bid range (B ∈ (0, Bmax)) given
by the maximum allowable bid value (for these experiments Bmax = 20). Job units are defined as
the product of CPU utilisation and duration (Junits = Jutilisation × Jduration).
• Random: the unit price is determined irrespective of any other factors. Random acts as a
baseline configuration from which the other pricing functions can be compared. The price
per unit is given by the equation:
Punit = Random(0, Bmax)
• Constant (10 & 20): the unit price is constant for every request and is given by the equation:
Punit = c, c ∈ (0, Bmax)
• Available Capacity: the unit price is calculated based on projected provider capacity. The
unit price is given by the following equation, where Uprovider is the current utilisation of the
provider, Ujob is the utilisation of the requested job, and Cprovider is the total capacity of the
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provider.
Punit = dUprovider + Ujob
Cprovider
×Bmaxe
Using a bid space of 20, the unit price decreases every 5% of unused provider capacity. For
example if the projected utilisation is 94% of provider capacity the unit price is 19, if the
projected utilisation is 12% of provider capacity the unit price is 3.
• Win/Loss Ratio (20:1 & 10:1): the unit price is based on the previous win/loss ratio seen
by the provider. In the first configuration a win is the equivalent of 20 losses (based on
the assumption a provider will win 1 of 20 auctions as there are 20 providers). The second
configuration uses a ratio of 1:10, that is 1 win is equivalent to 10 losses. The unit price is
determined using the following formula, where R is the specified ratio, W is the number of
wins, and L is the number of losses. The price is scaled to the the bid range and also offset
to the middle of the bid range.





• Time Based (30 & 5): the unit price is based on the time since the provider last won an auc-
tion. In the first configuration the unit price decrements every 30 seconds, in the second
configuration it decrements every 5 seconds. The unit price is given by the following equa-
tion, where Tlastwin is the time since the last auction win and Tperiod is the specified time
period.






Overbidding has been shown to increase occupancy and utilisation, however the major limita-
tion of bidding beyond capacity is an increased defaulter rate. The use of substitute providers
was shown to minimise the impact of resource state change between bidding and winner deter-
mination. However, this leads to an increased overall average net price to consumers as a result
of differing provider valuations. DRIVE uses the notion of negative incentives (or penalties) to
offset price increases when agreements are not honoured within the system. As described in
Section 4.5.2 there are a range of penalty types suitable for encouraging compliance in DRIVE.
This section focuses only on financial penalties as quantifying non functional penalties (such as
reputation damage) is out of scope. In DRIVE, policies regarding penalties may be issued at the
VO level, by consumers, or collectively by providers. In all cases the penalty function is defined
before negotiation.
The range of permissible penalties differs depending on the strategy used. When overbidding,
financial penalties may be constant, based on the task “size”, or the value determined in the
original negotiation. The use of substitute providers adds an additional parameter to consider,
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that is the difference between the original winning price and the reserve substitute price. This
knowledge can be used to define penalties that truly reflect the impact on consumers.
The DRIVE prototype includes two different types of penalties invoked for every broken con-
tract: constant and dynamic penalties. Constant penalties are fixed penalties that are statically
defined irrespective of any other factors. Dynamic penalties are based on a non-static variable to
reflect the value of a job. Two classes of dynamic penalties have been implemented to model the
impact of a breach, these classes are termed α and β penalties. α penalties are defined based on
the relative size of the job or the established price. β penalties attempt to model the increased cost
incurred by the consumer using a ratio of the original and substitute prices to determine a penalty
that reflects the effect of the breach. Specifically the different penalty functions implemented are:
• Constant: a constant penalty defined statically irrespective of the job requirements or bid
price. Constant penalties are given by the equation:
Pdefaulter = c, c ∈ R≥0
• Job Units: an α penalty based on the requirements of the job in units. This penalty is given
by the following equation, where Junits is the number of units in a job, and c is a constant
penalty per unit.
Pdefaulter = Junits × c
• Win Price: an α penalty based on the winning bid price, given by the following equation
where Pricewin is the price to be paid by the winning bidder and φ is the penalty impact
factor. The penalty impact factor describes the fraction of the win price imposed in a penalty
(for the following experiments the full win price is used (φ = 1)):
Pdefaulter = Pricewin × φ, φ ∈ [0, 1]
• Substitute Price: an α penalty based on the substitute price, given by the following equation
where Pricesubstitute is the price paid by the substitute winning bidder and φ is the penalty
impact factor:
Pdefaulter = Pricesubstitute × φ, φ ∈ [0, 1]
• Bid Difference: a β penalty defined as the difference between the original win price and the
substitute price.
Pdefaulter = Pricesubstitute − Pricewin
• Bid Difference/Depth (1): a β penalty that determines the impact of an individual provider
defaulting on a contract. The impact is calculated as the difference between original win
price and substitute price divided by the number of substitute providers considered. In
the first configuration only a single penalty is applied to the original winning provider,
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• Bid Difference/Depth (2): the second configuration imposes a fraction of the difference
penalty on each defaulting provider. This has the effect of spreading the penalty amongst all
winners (and substitute providers) that cannot honour the agreement. The penalty is given
by the equation:
∀i ∈ D : Pi = Pricesubstitute − Pricewin
Depthsubstitute
In general there is a tradeoff between fairness and complexity of penalty functions. For exam-
ple while a constant penalty is easy to enforce and requires no computation it is not fair in terms
of which defaulters pay the penalty and does not reflect the size or value of the job (both small
and large jobs are penalised the same amount). The second bid difference depth penalty is ar-
guably the fairest penalty as it calculates the value of the breach and spreads the penalty over all
defaulting providers. However, the implementation of this penalty is complex as the difference
in price is calculated and and then a penalty is applied to each defaulting provider. Due to this
complexity and the number of potential defaulters this function could take considerable time. To
resolve this limitation the penalty function could be optimised to reflect VO policies, for example
limits may be placed on the maximum time to impose all penalties so that providers are aware of
penalties immediately. In addition a maximum defaulter depth could be used to penalise only the
initial defaulters. A simple weighted decay function could also be implemented such that initial
defaulters are penalised more harshly than substitute defaulters.
6.7.3 Allocation
Figure 6.38 shows the allocation rate for each pricing function and utilisation strategy. Penalty
functions are not included in these results as currently penalties are not considered by bidders
prior to bidding and therefore do not effect allocation. As expected the allocation rate is similar
for each pricing function due to the fact pricing is designed to only influence the price paid. Each
function is designed to produce lower bids when resources are underutilised and higher bids
when resources are overutilised. The guaranteed (G) strategy results in near identical utilisation
across all pricing functions, this is because every bid is a guarantee and therefore the bid value
is inconsequential. As providers do not bid beyond capacity the resulting contract can always
be honoured. The substitute methods (S + O and R + S + O) also produce near equal allocation
independent of the pricing function used, this is because substitute methods are not bid sensitive
– assuming there is sufficient available capacity, rejected contracts can be substituted by a different
provider at an increased cost.
The more risk averse pricing functions time and win/loss, produce lower allocation for the
non substitute strategies (O and R + O). This is primarily due to the way in which providers com-
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pute bids and the fact that substitutes are not used. Providers compute bids based on previous
events, therefore a providers bid cannot increase until they win a new auction. As a result, from
the time a bidder becomes the lowest bidder until they win another auction their bid will remain
the lowest. During this time if multiple auctions are held there will be considerable failure. This
clearly applies to the time based pricing function, it also applies to the win/loss strategy assuming
providers continue to bid (and lose) at the same rate as other providers in the system. Available
capacity pricing leads to slightly lower allocation rates when using reservations on both work-
loads, this is due to an implementation oversight as the calculation of utilisation does not include
any queued reservations. Therefore the bid price is reflective of currently running tasks only, in
the situation where a larger task is queued the bid price will be artificially low. The constant pric-
ing functions produce the same allocation rate as the other functions due to the random order in
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Figure 6.38: Number of tasks allocated for each of the pricing functions and strategies considered.
6.7.4 Revenue
This section examines the revenue generated for each combination of high utilisation strategy,
pricing function, and penalty function on the medium and high workload. Results are not shown
for the low workload as it has few rejections and therefore few penalties are enforced. The penalty
functions are denoted: Constant 100 (C100), Constant 200 (C200), Job Units (JU), Win Price (WP),
Half Win Price (1/2WP), Substitute Price (SP), Half Substitute Price (1/2SP), Bid Difference (BD),
Bid Difference/Depth 1 (BDD1) and Bid Difference/Depth 2 (BDD2). In addition No penalty
(NP) is included to examine the total revenue generated when no penalties are enforced. Only
constant and α penalties are shown for the Guaranteed (G), Overbidding (O), and Reservation
(R + O) strategies because β penalties cannot be applied as no substitute providers are used.
Additional α and β penalties related to substitute providers are shown for the Substitute (S +
O) and Reservation/Substitute (R + S + O) strategies. The following graphs show total revenue
generated across all providers when different penalties are applied. Positive revenue indicates a
profit to the provider, whereas negative revenue indicates a loss.
When supporting second chance substitute providers there are two different types of penal-
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ties that can be enforced: some contracts are rejected and are unable to be satisfied by a substitute
provider, while others can be allocated to a substitute provider at an increased cost to the con-
sumer. The experiments that do not utilise substitutes (G, O and R + O) study an array of penalty
functions focused on the first category (no substitutes). The experiments that utilise substitutes (S
+ O and R + S + O) are designed to examine the second case (using substitute providers).
• In these experiments no penalty is applied if contracts are rejected without the ability to
substitute the winner, this provides the ability to accurately compare the different penalty
functions.
When examining the revenue generated it should be noted that in reality additional penal-
ties would also be applied however these would be constant across all penalty functions. In the
medium workload between 1% and 23% of contracts fail, in the high workload between 35% and
60% of contracts fail, this failure rate equates to considerable additional penalties.
Figure 6.39 shows the revenue generated for each combination of pricing and penalty function
when using the reservation and substitute strategy (R + S + O) on the medium and high work-
load. For visualisation the graphs are ordered by increasing total average revenue generated from
each penalty function and pricing functions are joined even though the points are unrelated. The
horizontal axis is ordered by increasing complexity of pricing function. The only difference in
penalty order between the two graphs is the bid difference (BD, BDD2) penalties have a greater
effect on revenue than constant 100 (C100) in the high workload. This difference is due to the
increased number of substitutes used in the more dense workload. The total revenue generated
in the high workload is approximately double the revenue generated in the medium workload,
this is due to the increased number of jobs allocated and the allocation aware pricing functions.
It is evident that the different pricing functions generate vastly different total revenue, for ex-
ample the random pricing function generates very low system revenue whereas the utilisation
based pricing function generates close to maximum revenue. The penalty functions also vary in
their sensitivity to different pricing functions, for example in both workloads the Time (5) pric-
ing function has higher revenue using win price penalties rather than substitute price penalties,
whereas the other pricing functions do not vary much between win price and substitute price
penalties. To examine the effects of the different combinations the following sections present slices
of these graphs (by pricing function) for each high utilisation strategy. The guaranteed strategy
is included in this analysis for completeness. As bids are guaranteed, no contracts should ever be
rejected and therefore no penalties will be enforced. This results in the same revenue for all of the
penalty functions examined using the guaranteed strategy.
Random Pricing Function
Provider revenue for the random pricing function is shown in Figure 6.40. Of the pricing functions
considered random generates the least total revenue due to the range of expected bid values. Each
provider generates a bid value (1 – 20), assuming all 20 providers bid randomly then the winning
provider should win with a low bid value. The use of reservations has an interesting effect on





































Figure 6.39: Total system revenue using a random pricing function and the R + S + O strategies.
total system revenue without penalties (NP) in the medium workload, here the strategies using
reservations generate less revenue than those that do not use reservations (for example compare
S + O to R + S + O and O to R + O). This decreased revenue is because providers have more
flexibility in scheduling jobs, therefore when providers win auctions they balance workload rather
than rejecting the contract and using a substitute provider at an increased cost. This is not the
case in the high workload as the significantly higher allocation rate using reservations leads to
greater revenue generation. The medium workload operates at a profit for each penalty strategy
considered, whereas the high workload exhibits loss in the overbidding strategy and little profit
in the reservation strategy. However it is important to note in the substitute strategies, providers
operate at a profit as penalties are only enforced when substitutes can be found. If penalties were
enforced for contract failures the substitute strategies may also operate at a loss as 5000 and 3329
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(b) High Workload.
Figure 6.40: Total system revenue using a random pricing function.
For the non substitute strategies (O and R + O) the penalties have similar effects for both
workloads. The job unit (JU) based penalties incur the least decrease in revenue, this implies
the bid price is generally greater than 1 per unit as one would expect. The difference between
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revenue and the constant penalties (C200 and C100) is exactly double as expected. In the medium
workload using the overbidding strategy the constant (C200) penalty is very similar to the win
price (and constant C100 is similar to half win price), this indicates that the average price of failed
jobs is approximately 200. In the high workload using an overbidding strategy the win price and
constant (C200) penalties make the overall revenue negative, this is due to the low allocation rate.
The average win price in the high workload is also larger than the medium workload as revenue
with win price penalties is much lower than C200.
The constant and α penalties applied to substitute strategies (S + O and R + S + O) exhibit
similar characteristics as seen in the non-substitute strategies. The substitute price (SP) penalty
presents the largest decrease in provider revenue. This shows there is a large difference between
the substitute and original win price. Recall the substitute price is not necessarily the second
highest bid it could be any providers bid as the Auction Manager iteratively determines the next
highest bidder. The bid difference (BD) penalty in each case is similar to both the initial win price
(WP) and also half substitute price (1/2SP) for both substitute strategies, this indicates the in-
crease in price due to substitutes is roughly equivalent to the initial job price. Perhaps the fairest
penalty is the measure of how much an individual defaulting provider impacts the price paid
(BDD2), essentially this penalty spreads the difference over each defaulting party. The first con-
figuration (BDD1) only imposes this penalty on the original defaulter which is why the revenue
generated is greater than the BD penalty. The relatively small difference between BDD1 and BD
reinforces the finding that average backup depth for the medium and high workload is between 2
and 3 (Section 6.6.3). The second configuration (BDD2) imposes a fraction of the penalty on each
defaulting party, as expected this results in the same total revenue over all providers as imposing
the entire difference on a single provider (BD).
Constant Pricing Function
The constant pricing functions provide reference revenue values. Constant (20) provides an up-
per bound on the potential revenue generated, whereas constant (10) provides a mid point. Fig-
ure 6.41 shows the revenue generated when each penalty is applied to the constant pricing func-
tions. As expected constant (20) generates the highest revenue of the pricing functions examined
and constant (10) generates exactly half as much revenue for each strategy. These strategies high-
light the advantage of price fixing as all providers agree to bid the same price, therefore there
is little competition amongst providers and system profit can be maximised. However, in non
competitive environments there is nothing to reinforce this collusion.
Win price (WP) penalties on the non substitute strategies represents the largest penalty in both
workloads as bid prices are relatively high. In fact on the high workload using an overbidding
strategy WP penalties results in a net loss for providers as more contracts are rejected than hon-
oured. Using reservations the allocation rate increases above 50% which in turn leads to a profit.
In the substitute strategies win price (WP) and substitute price (SP) penalties produce identical
revenue as providers implement a price fixing scheme and therefore all bids are identical. This is
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(d) High Workload - Constant 20.
Figure 6.41: Total system revenue using a constant pricing function.
also reflected in the difference penalties (BD, BDD1, BDD2) as all three functions produce optimal
revenue due to the fact there is no difference between bids and therefore no penalty is imposed.
Available Capacity Pricing Function
Figure 6.42 shows the revenue generated for the available capacity pricing function. The revenue
is near maximum (similar to Constant 20) for each strategy indicating most providers bid high
due to little available capacity. This lack of capacity is not due to high system utilisation, rather
it shows that most jobs use close to 100% capacity, this is evidenced by the average job size of
93.67% (Section 6.5.5). Again the win price (WP) penalties operate at a loss for overbidding and
reservations on the high workload. The high average job size means that few jobs can be hosted
simultaneously by a provider which results in providers producing the same bid for most jobs.
This similarity in bid price results in no difference between win price and substitute price which
results in near maximum revenue for the difference penalties (BD, BDD1, BDD2). These simi-
larities are more clearly shown in Figure 6.43, here the total value of all penalties is shown as a
percentage of total system revenue. The win price and substitute penalties are substantially more
than any of the other penalaties.
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(b) High Workload.
Figure 6.43: Total penalty value as a percentage of total system revenue using an available capac-
ity pricing function.
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(d) High Workload - 10:1.
Figure 6.44: Total system revenue using a win/loss ratio pricing function.
Win/Loss Ratio Pricing Function
The total system revenue using different win/loss ratios is shown in Figure 6.44. The differences
between high utilisation strategies is evident in both workloads as the win ratio is dependent on
the particular strategy used. A ratio of 20:1 produces maximum revenue for the two substitute
strategies on both workloads which is indicative of the ratio being too high. The ratio assumes
that providers win 1 in 20 bids, however this is not the case when using substitutes as multiple
providers can win a single auction. In addition providers do not bid (and lose) when they are fully
utilised. Win/Loss Ratio (10:1) produces lower revenue for the substitute strategies indicating
providers win closer to 1 in 10 auctions using these strategies. However, in the non substitute
strategies this policy produces very low revenue as providers win far fewer than 1 in 10 auctions.
The penalties enforced exhibit similar characteristics to the previous strategies indicating each
winning provider bids a similar value. Win price (WP) penalties have the greatest effect on rev-
enue for the medium workload using non-substitute strategies. In the high workload constant
penalties result in a loss due to the poor allocation rate. Win price and substitute price (SP) penal-
ties are almost identical due to a lack of difference between provider bids. This is also reflected in
the near maximum revenue when using difference penalties (BD, BDD1, BDD2).
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Time based Pricing Function
Figure 6.45 shows the total system revenue using time based pricing functions. The low revenue
for the non substitute strategies is partly due to the low allocation rate and therefore the increased
time between winning auctions, however it is also indicative of low bid values due to long delays
between auction wins. Like the win ratio function the revenue generated is dependent on the
strategy used. High revenue indicates auctions are won more frequently than the specified time
interval and conversely low revenue indicates auctions are won less frequently. The medium
workload submits approximately 519 jobs per hour, or almost 10 jobs per minute. Assuming
a provider wins 1 out of every 20 auctions they should win an auction approximately every 2
minutes. Therefore with a time period of 30 seconds the unit price most of the time will be greater
than 16 (especially in the substitute methods). The second time period of 5 seconds results in
a unit price closer to 0 over this same period and represents a more sensitive model. This is
confirmed in Figure 6.45 as the revenue using 30 second periods greatly exceeds that of the 5
second strategy for both workloads.
Due to the low allocation rate the non-substitute strategies operate at a loss for most of the
penalty functions. With a 30 second time period, invoking win price (WP) penalties generates the
same revenue as invoking constant C200 penalties. In the 5 second period the WP penalties do
not result in such a loss as bid values are lower due to the shorter time between bids. The large
bid space in the 5 second period is highlighted by the difference between win price and substi-
tute price penalties, this difference is also reflected in the decreased revenue for bid difference
penalties. This spread indicates providers use the full range of bid values as desired.
6.7.5 Summary
This section has examined the effect of different pricing and penalty functions on task allocation
and system revenue using the proposed high utilisation strategies. Allocation rate was shown to
be constant across most of the implemented pricing function, however the non-substitute strate-
gies (O and O + R) exhibit drastically reduced allocation when providers bids are related to pre-
vious auction results. Total system revenue was shown to be heavily influenced by the pricing
function and utilisation strategy used. The use of substitute providers for example effects revenue
due to the number of providers winning and substituting auctions. Therefore the revenue gener-
ated is not entirely dependent on the allocation rate achieved by each strategy. The experiments
conducted in this section use the same pricing functions for each provider to evaluate their effects
on revenue, however in a real world scenario one would expect providers to implement different
policies which may be favourable under particular constraints.
The random pricing function was shown to produce very low revenue due to the likelihood
of at least one bidder bidding low. Constant pricing is essentially a price fixing model in which
providers collude to raise prices, however in a competitive environment it may be advantageous
for a provider to break the agreement as their is no means of enforcing collusion. Available capac-
ity pricing is able to represent risk to providers, however as most jobs use almost 100% capacity
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(d) High Workload - 5 seconds.
Figure 6.45: Total system revenue using a time based pricing function.
this function generates almost maximum revenue. This function would be most suitable when
using large scale providers that can simulataionusly host multiple “average” jobs. Win loss and
time based pricing were shown to be the most sensitive to the different strategies. The time based
function is particularly inflexible due to the static declaration of a time period. To utilise such
strategies in a real system a dynamic approach must be taken to allow the function to be tuned to
current conditions.
The proposed penalty models provide a sample of possible metrics that could be considered
in DRIVE. The constant and α penalties provide a simplistic way to encourage compliance, the
advantage of these penalties is they are easy to implement and require very little data. β penal-
ties are able to capture and distribute the effect of contract rejection over all defaulting parties,
however they are only applicable when win price and substitute price are known, additionally
for BDD2 all defaulting providers must be known. In the high workload many of the penalties
imposed would make the system operate at a loss (if contract failures were also penalised). To
avoid suffering loss penalty functions must be reduced or providers must incorporate knowledge
of penalty functions when determining bid values.
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6.8 Throughput
Throughput provides a measure of the maximum number of jobs that can be allocated within a
period of time. Unlike centralised and queue based meta-schedulers, DRIVE relies on complex
multi-partite negotiation protocols to establish the best match between jobs and providers. This
increased protocol complexity and communication between parties is advantageous in untrusted
environments, however it also reduces throughout. In an attempt to reduce communication and
therefore increase auction performance the DRIVE architecture uses Publishing Services to dis-
tribute auction advertisements. This section analyzes the potential throughput improvements
that can be obtained using distributed reverse discovery mechanisms rather than direct advertis-
ing.
In the following experiment throughput is calculated based on the total time taken to allocate
5000 jobs. The time is measured client side and includes the time to submit each job, conduct
an auction, negotiate the resulting contract with the winning provider, and return the contract to
the client. To simulate a realistic scenario a sealed bid second price auction protocol is used, the
Auction Manager is allocated 1GB of RAM, and bidders are hosted in the full virtualised testbed.
Auctions conclude when every bidder has bid on the auction. To examine the throughput using
reverse discovery, bidders are configured to poll the publishing service(s) periodically. The jobs
submitted do not use any provider resources so bidders can theoretically host every job, therefore
there will be no auction failures. Bidders implement a random bidding policy irrespective of job
requirements or available capacity.
Figure 6.46 shows the throughput (jobs per minute) for an increasing number of bidders when
using targeted advertisements and reverse discovery. The throughput when directly advertising
decreases exponentially with the number of bidders whereas the decrease in throughput using
Publishing Services decreases linearly at a much more gradual rate. The advantage of publishing
auctions and therefore almost halving Auction Manager communication is evident (advertise-
ments are no longer sent to every potential bidder). Using a single Publishing Service with 50
bidders the throughput is triple that of direct advertising. Considering the complexity of the pro-
tocol and the relatively small scale Auction Manager used, a minimum 75 auctions per minute
when advertising to 50 bidders represents reasonable throughput. Advertising overlaps with the
publishing performance when the number of bidders is small as the communication is roughly the
same and the burden on the Auction Manager is minimal. In a non LAN based deployment the
time to communicate between Auction Manager and bidders would be increased and therefore
throughput may be more balanced. Due to the distributed DRIVE architecture multiple Auction
Managers can also operate simultaneously to increase overall system performance.
6.9 DRIVE Overhead
The final aspect of this evaluation focuses on the overhead of hosting DRIVE services. The DRIVE
architecture is based upon a co-op model in which VO members are expected to contribute obliga-





























Figure 6.46: DRIVE total throughput using direct advertising and publishing. The throughput is
inclusive of auction and contract creation.
tion services to provide core meta-scheduling functionality. To determine the requirements of the
core DRIVE services each has been individually monitored under two workloads to determine
the CPU, Memory and Input/Output (I/O) usage of the service. Only the core services required
to conduct auctions and create contracts are considered in this analysis, the Auction Component
is not considered as its functionality is dependent on the implemented protocol, the Publishing
Service has not been included as it is not a necessary service to conduct an auction.
The following experiments are based on a virtualised testbed deployment, each of the services
analysed is hosted on a dedicated host so as to minimise competition for resources. 20 bidders
have been deployed to simulate the requirements of a realistic auction scenario and the bidders
all implement a random bidding policy. Auctions have a duration of 30 seconds. The substitute
and overbidding (S + O) strategy is used to model a realistic usage scenario. Two workloads have
been developed to test increasing stress on each of the services. Workload A (Figure 6.47) submits
a group of jobs simultaneously, ranging from 5 to 50 jobs. Workload B (Figure 6.48) spreads
submission over a period of 30 seconds submitting the same number of jobs (5 to 50). To analyse
the performance of using substitute providers the job requirements expressed in these workloads
consume the entire capacity of the testbed.
CPU Usage
Figure 6.49 and Figure 6.50 show the CPU usage of each service for Workload A and B respec-
tively. The CPU usage for Workload A exhibits sharper higher peaks whereas Workload B is
flatter and wider due to the sparse job submission model. In both graphs as the number of jobs
submitted increases the CPU usage of all services is both higher and wider. Both graphs high-
light the order of events between services: as jobs are submitted the CPU usage of the Auction



































Figure 6.48: Workload B.
Manager peaks, which in turn generates work for MDS (to discover bidders) and the Bidding
Agent (computing a bid), after the auction period of 30 seconds has elapsed the Auction Manager
computes a winner and the Contract Manager CPU creates a contract. As the Contract Manager
is operating there is an additional peak in the Auction Manager due to result retrieval and the
computation of substitute providers. The heavy workload on the Auction Manager and Contract
Manager makes them both good candidates for distribution.
The Auction Manager uses the most CPU of the services examined, approaching 100% in
Workload A. Figure 6.49 shows the utilisation for each auction group increases steadily up until
6 minutes where the peaks remain constant but get wider, this is possibly due to a limit placed
on the Auction Manager (for example the number of auction or container threads). Creating and
advertising the auctions along with soliciting of bids consumes most CPU, winner determiniation
and substitute computation in this case are small due to the fact a simple protocol is used and few
bidders participate in the auction.
Contract Manager utilisation appears to be more spread in both Workload A and B, this may
be due to asynchronous contract creation. In these experiments the broker initiates contract cre-
ation when it receives a notification from the Auction Manager that the auction has completed,
if no broker threads are free then contract creation is queued. The spread seen in Figure 6.49 is
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Figure 6.49: CPU Usage for workload A.




















Figure 6.50: CPU Usage for workload B.
exaggerated due to the computation of substitute providers as all auctions are run concurrently,
this results in all providers bidding on all 50 auctions when in reality they can only host a single
task each. In this case the Contract Manager iteratively attempts to confirm contracts with all
potential substitute providers for each job. The total usage is small due to blocking – waiting for
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substitute computation and bidder confirmation. Figure 6.50 shows a similar maximum peak but
the time for which the Contract Manager is running is shorter as fewer bidders bid on auctions
that cannot be hosted.
MDS usage for both workloads is minimal, as it is only used to query for 20 registered bidders.
Figure 6.50 shows the effect of batching requests as the peaks do not increase substantially even
though the number of auctions increases from 5 to 50. Both graphs exhibit increased MDS CPU
usage between 8 and 9 minutes, this is due to bidder registration as the bidders in the system are
configured to periodically register metadata every 10 minutes.
The Bidding Agent computation is shown to be minimal for both workloads with a maxi-
mum of 23.4% and 17.2% for workload A and B respectively. In both workloads the breadth
of usage increases as the number of auctions increases, this is due both to bid computation and
contract confirmation (with increased substitutes). In this experiment the bidders are configured
to use random single good bidding policies irrespective of the current load, which explains the
small CPU usage when calculating a bid. Using complex valuation functions and bidding policies
would obviously increase this usage.
Memory Usage
The memory usage of each service shown in Figures 6.51 and 6.52 is similar for both workloads,
indicating memory increase is related to the number of jobs represented rather than the number
of simultaneous jobs. Neither MDS or the Bidding Agent go much beyond their initial allocation
with maximum memory usage of approximately 50 MB. This is expected as the Bidding Agent
stores no state directly and MDS only stores metadata for 20 registered bidders.
Both the Auction Manager and Contract Manager show increased memory usage with the
number of jobs submitted. Memory usage peaks slightly higher in Workload A (125 MB, 85 MB)
than Workload B (102 MB, 72 MB). The increase in memory usage is due to the auction and con-
tract state stored by each service. Due to the limited duration of this experiment memory usage
does not decrease as resources are not removed within this time frame. DRIVE includes user con-
figurable Resource lifetimes [246] for auction and contract resources, however by default they are
both set to one hour which is well beyond this sample range.
I/O Usage
The final aspect monitored is the I/O usage of each service. I/O includes all data transferred
between the service and any other device. The measured I/O is the total bytes read and written
per second. All service logging and monitoring has been disabled so core I/O usage can be
measured. Figure 6.53 and Figure 6.54 show the I/O usage of each service for Workload A and
B. IO usage generally models the CPU usage for each service, this is due to the fact that most
functionality in the services involves communicating with other services to trigger computation.
The same peak in MDS I/O usage for both workloads is evident between 8 and 9 minutes due to





















































Figure 6.52: Memory Usage for Workload B.
periodic refreshments. The reason for the earlier peaks is unknown however as it corresponds to
the first auctions hosted in both workloads, this may be due to indexing or caching.
6.10 Performance comparison with existing technology
Direct performance comparison between DRIVE and existing meta-schedulers is difficult as fo-
cuses and goals differ between projects. Chapter 2 summarised the criteria used to evaluate simi-
lar meta-schedulers. Many meta-schedulers take an application perspective to evaluation through
execution of a specific application and comparison to non-scheduled or simplified approaches.
Others take an economic approach to validation by monitoring profit and budget constraints as
this is the focus of their research, however this differs from the pricing and penalty focus in this
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Figure 6.53: I/O Usage for Workload A.




















Figure 6.54: I/O Usage for Workload B.
thesis. Another common approach is through the use of simulation environments like GridSim
or PlanetSim, however these approaches look at specific attributes like delay and deadlines. Most
experiments used to evaluate meta-schedulers are in some way contrived and often results are
based on the policies used for scheduling, valuation and bidding.
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One metric that is common to all meta-schedulers however, is throughput. While throughput
is not a major focus of DRIVE it can be used to compare the overhead of the economic protocols
used. GridWay is one of the most commonly deployed performance based Grid meta-schedulers.
When configured in a LAN based testbed with 4 providers and a dedicated GridWay server ap-
proximately 2,500 jobs can be submitted per minute [247]. In comparison DRIVE can process ap-
proximately 300 jobs per minute with 5 providers using a sealed bid second price auction. While
this may seem like a drastic difference GridWay uses a centralised allocation structure in which
the scheduler sends jobs to hosts based on simple metrics. DRIVE on the other hand conducts
fully distributed auctions and creates complete WS-Agreement based SLAs.
Chapter 7
gRAVI
gRAVI (Grid Remote Application Virtualisation Interface)[113, 248, 249] has been developed in
collaboration with members of the Computation Institute, University of Chicago and Argonne
National Laboratory. The gRAVI toolkit aims to simplify Grid and Web service creation, deploy-
ment, and use in a service oriented environment. The toolkit was initially developed to help
realise Service Oriented Science (SOS) [112], however gRAVI is much more generic as it provides
the ability to wrap arbitrary applications as services and deploy them over a wide range of en-
vironments. For this thesis, gRAVI has been extended such that it is the first service wrapping
toolkit able to create economically enabled services that can be traded in a DRIVE market. This
chapter presents the gRAVI toolkit and describes the integrated DRIVE extensions. The chapter
is partially derived from [248].
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a design paradigm designed to encapsulate application
functionality behind a well defined self describing service interface, thus abstracting the under-
lying implementation and technology from users. Service oriented approaches are widely used
in distributed environments to abstract physical location and provide parallel execution paths.
SOA is particularly valuable in the scientific domain as experimentation can be modularised into
small tasks and orchestrated into workflows that model the experimentation process. This service
based approach to science, termed SOS, refers to the enablement of scientific research by using
distributed networks of interoperating services [112].
Grid and Cloud infrastructures are typically large and complex making exploitation notori-
ously difficult for users and developers alike. There are substantial barriers for entry as devel-
opers need to understand the underlying technologies to create, develop, deploy, and utilise ser-
vices. Service development typically requires manual writing of service code, configuration files,
description files, and deployment scripts for each supported environment and container. Devel-
opers must also explicitly manage features such as security, data staging, distributed resource
scheduling, allocation protocols, persistence, notifications, and WS addressing. The task of ser-
vice creation is even more difficult when considering utility models or economic markets such
as those created by DRIVE. To participate in a market the service must adhere to the protocols
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used and implement the required functionality (discovery, advertising, allocation, contracts, and
usage). The creation of service oriented infrastructures is not trivial and many users do not have
the technical expertise to implement service based applications without large scale investment.
DRIVE is designed to create dynamic service markets, however few applications are web en-
abled and those that are, are not economically enabled. The difficulty creating services presents a
substantial barrier preventing exploitation of DRIVE markets by application providers. To over-
come this limitation gRAVI has been extended to automatically generate services with integrated
DRIVE capabilities, therefore supporting transparent participation in DRIVE markets. The DRIVE
architecture presented in Chapter 4 implicitly assumed separation between traded services and
representative DRIVE components as it is unrealistic to assume service providers will alter ex-
isting implementations. However this separation is not necessary, in fact integration of DRIVE
mechanisms within services has several advantages, for example, it provides tight coupling be-
tween the valuation process and service state, reduces security implications as DRIVE compo-
nents must access service information, provides a single point of contact, and can simplify man-
agement. The use of a DRIVE-enabled service wrapping toolkit can drastically reduce the barriers
for entry into a DRIVE market, allowing users the ability to rapidly expose a non web-enabled
application as a tradable service.
While there are multiple examples of existing Web service wrapping toolkits available none
of them meet the specific requirements of DRIVE. Briefly the requirements of a base wrapping
toolkit for creating DRIVE-enabled services are:
• Open, standardised, and extensible such that DRIVE extensions can be added to the toolkit
• GUI-oriented to ease use for non-technical users
• Creates WSRF compliant services that meet the requirements of the DRIVE Agent (for ex-
ample similar interfaces, stateful resources, persistence, WS-notifications, and GSI security)
and can be transparently integrated with other DRIVE services
• Creates standardised, customisable, self contained services so that users can alter service
implementations and move or deploy to non-proprietary environments
• Creates services that are not bound to a single data staging infrastructure or scheduling
model
• Supports a wide range of invocation options, deployment environments, and service con-
tainers
The gRAVI toolkit has been developed to satisfy all of these requirements and therefore it pro-
vides a suitable base from which to integrate DRIVE functionality. Figure 7.1 shows a high level
view of the capabilities of gRAVI. gRAVI provides a GUI-oriented means of rapidly Web enabling
existing applications, including service creation, modification and deployment. Using gRAVI any
arbitrary application, executable, or script can be wrapped and exposed through a WSRF execu-
tion interface. Unlike other wrapping toolkits gRAVI produces independent Web/Grid services
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that do not require any particular Grid infrastructure or specialised hosting environment. Any
gRAVI generated service can be traded in a DRIVE market, scheduled on Grid resources using
GRAM, used as a component in a workflow, or deployed to Cloud infrastructure without requir-
ing users to write any code. In addition gRAVI can be used to create strongly typed services from
worklfow definitions. All gRAVI services include GSI security, state notifications, persistence, an

















Figure 7.1: gRAVI provides a GUI based mechanism in Introduce to create fully functional WSRF
services. The generated service includes all source code, schemas, descriptors, properties, and
Web service related files required in the resulting Grid Archive File (GAR). gRAVI also supports
deployment to a range of environments including Cloud environments, Workflows, Grid sched-
ulers, and DRIVE markets
To complete this overview of gRAVI two example gRAVI-based infrastructures are presented
in bioinformatics and high energy physics respectively. These examples show workflow com-
position using gRAVI generated services orchestrated using the Taverna workbench [250] and
highlight the improved time to deployment using the techniques outlined in this chapter.
7.1 Related Tools
The concept of exposing legacy applications as Web services is not a new idea, there are many
examples of service wrapping toolkits and development environments which facilitate rapid
service development. Even within the Grid world the idea has been previously explored, the
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Java COG kit [75] provided a primitive way to create services using service map files, however
this technique is not flexible and lacks scheduling, data management, and security mechanisms.
SoapLab [251] uses a set of generic Web services to access applications on remote machines. It uses
Apache Axis to create Java based services and CORBA for discovering and starting applications.
SoapLab has no support for Grid resources nor any security mechanisms.
Grid Execution Management for Legacy Code Architecture (GEMLCA) [252] provides an en-
vironment to expose applications as services. A GEMLCA service translates execution requests
and uses Grid scheduling services to execute the application on remote hosts. Applications are
described in Legacy Code Interface Description Files (LCID) which can be created using a simple
portlet. Unlike gRAVI these services are not independent and cannot be moved easily, execu-
tion relies on applications being installed and available on compute nodes and Grid scheduling
services are required to execute the application. Another approach to wrapping applications is
through the use of dedicated hosting environments such as the Application Hosting Environment
(AHE) [253, 254, 255]. AHE is a Perl based hosting environment which exposes unmodified appli-
cations as WSRF services on heterogeneous resources in a Grid. This approach differs from gRAVI
in that it relies on proprietary middleware deployed to resources in order to deploy applications
which therefore limits the mobility of applications. This approach is beneficial within adminis-
trative domains as AHE can be deployed locally to add additional transparency to computational
resources.
Opal [140, 256] is an application wrapping toolkit designed to wrap scientific applications
as Web services without requiring any code from users. Opal offers scheduling to distributed
resources, GSI based security, persistence and data management. Opal2 [257] is a complete re-
write of the Opal toolkit which offers various improvements from the first version. In particular
it supports third party transfer through HTTP, persistence through a lightweight object/relational
service, additional job manager support (GRAM, DRMAA, CSF), and can be deployed inside a
virtual machine or as a Rocks rolls for cluster deployment. The task of creating Opal services
is limited to writing application configuration files which define the application binary location,
arguments, and associated metadata. In order to deploy the service the developer manually alters
the default WSDD to point to the appropriate configuration file and gives the service a unique
name. Every Opal service uses the same WSDL file as the interface is static and only one method
is exposed. This invocation method consists of an XML string defining the arguments with which
to invoke the application and any input files (Base64). Each invocation instance receives a job
ID that can be used to query status and retrieve outputs. There are several major differences
between Opal and gRAVI; gRAVI services are created entirely through a GUI based approach, all
gRAVI services support WSRF and use standardised resources to represent invocation and data
staging, these resources are used to maintain state, provide persistence and support notifications
in simple and standardised ways. gRAVI supports a wide range of third party transfer options
and does not require external services or databases to maintain state. Opal also does not provide
any customised API, command line invocation tools, or GUI based user interface.
The Generic Service Toolkit (GST) [141, 258] takes a different approach to creating Web ser-
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vice interfaces for legacy applications. GST is a complete infrastructure that includes a service
container, discovery mechanism, workflow composer, and a front-end portal. Within the toolkit
there is a Generic Factory Service (GFac) that is able to create service interfaces to legacy appli-
cations. In GFac a single Web service acts as a request conductor by mapping invocations to the
appropriate application module. XML Service Utility Library (XSUL) SOAP libraries are used to
provide Web service support. The XSUL message processor performs the mapping from SOAP
invocation to a generic handling class, this generic class consults a user defined service map file
and invokes the appropriate binary application. Like gRAVI, GFac provides three ways for users
to access GFac services; it has an integrated Portlet interface, a shell script to invoke services
via the command line, and also a Java API to invoke services programmatically. GFac supports
Grid-based systems using Globus GRAM. Security mechanisms are based on GSI with an addi-
tional proprietary authorisation system called XPOLA. GFac also supports notifications through a
messenger that complies with WS-notification specifications. Unlike gRAVI there is considerable
infrastructure required to support GFac services and the generated services are not standard Web
services able to be deployed on any container. Due to the non standardised nature of the services,
discovery must be performed through the proprietary GST discovery mechanisms. Reliance on
XSUL libraries makes widespread interoperability difficult as many organisations prefer to use
commodity toolkits such as Apache Axis.
Although there has been much research into market oriented Grids and utility models used in
Cloud providers there is no literature relating to integration of economic protocols within services
or service wrappers. The DRIVE extensions to gRAVI are unique in that they generate a service
with the ability to participate in a DRIVE market without requiring additional code from users.
This simplifies the time to deployment required to expose applications in an arbitrary service
market therefore reducing the barriers for entry into an economic service-based Grid or Cloud
environment.
7.2 Introduce
gRAVI is implemented as a plug-in extension to Introduce [259], leveraging the GUI to guide
users through service creation and exploiting the base service creation processes. Introduce is an
open source toolkit designed to support development and deployment of strongly typed, secure
Grid services.
Introduce exposes a GUI through which developers can create a skeleton WSRF service; in-
cluding features such as GSI security, metadata registration and WSRF resource properties. Hav-
ing created a service in Introduce the job of the developer is reduced to implementing the desired
functionality in the Java skeleton. Introduce can then be used to deploy the service to a number
of commonly used Grid service containers (Globus Toolkit, Apache Tomcat, or JBoss) and allow
users to specify index services with which to register.
Introduce follows a three step model of service development:
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• Creation: Developers describe attributes of the service, such as the name and namespace. A
base service is created from which the developer can implement the desired functionality.
• Modification: Developers add, remove, and modify service contexts, service methods, re-
source properties, and security configurations.
• Deployment: Any Introduce service can be deployed to a range of supported service con-
tainers using the Introduce GUI.
Introduce maintains invocation state through stateful services following the WSRF-ResourceProperties
(WSRF-RP) specification. Services implement the factory pattern using a Service Context as a
backend service to a primary service. Each context has a single resource type relating to a specific
invocation state. When the primary service is invoked it performs an action, creates an instance
of the appropriate resource, and returns an Endpoint Reference (EPR) to the client. Using the
EPR, subsequent access transparently references the appropriate resource through the respective
Service Context. Introduce supports a number of resource framework options such as resource
lifetime, persistence and notifications each adhering to the respective WS specification. Introduce
creates secure Grid services using GSI to provide both service level and method level security. Se-
cure communication channels can be used and Introduce ensures both client and service have the
appropriate functionality to use the channel. Services can use community credentials inherited
from the container, delegated credentials from other services, or client credentials using certifi-
cates/keys or Grid proxies depending on specific requirements.
The Introduce framework is highly extensible and is designed with a flexible extension plug-in
model in which third party developers can create powerful extensions to the framework. Service
extensions allow customisation of the service creation and modification steps providing increased
control over the development process. Within a service extension new creation and modification
GUIs can also be added and custom code can be executed at various stages of the development,
modification, and deployment process.
Introduce was chosen as the basis for gRAVI for a number of reasons. In particular Introduce:
• is the most fully functional WSRF development tool available,
• is under active development and is easily extensible,
• provides a GUI based interface which suits non-technical users,
• supports many of the key concepts required in the vision of tradable services such as fine
grained GSI security mechanisms, stateful services, persistence, and notifications,
• has a clearly defined model of creation, modification, and deployment which presents users




gRAVI (Grid Remote Application Virtualisation Interface) allows users to wrap binary applica-
tions as secure (tradable) WSRF compliant Web/Grid services without requiring the developer
to write any implementation code, description files, or deployment scripts. The resulting ser-
vice is encapsulated in a standard Grid Archive (GAR) file which is able to be deployed to any
WSRF container without any requirement for gRAVI or Grid infrastructure. gRAVI extends the
Introduce creation and modification steps adding new code creation processes and specific gRAVI
configuration windows within the Introduce GUI, this removes the need for users to run scripts
or create/modify any files.
gRAVI services can be automatically economically enabled such that any service can partic-
ipate in a DRIVE market. The required DRIVE interfaces are generated such that the resulting
service supports arbitrary economic protocols and bidding functions using the DRIVE protocol
and bidding, plug-in interfaces. All gRAVI services offer blocking and non-blocking methods of
invocation as well as the option of submitting workload to Grid schedulers via GRAM. Mecha-
nisms are also included to deploy the service to a range of containers, Cloud infrastructure, or
imported directly into a workflow. Each gRAVI service has methods to stage data using GridFTP,
caGrid Transfer, base 64 encoded binary data, or HTTP. Additionally each service exposes inter-
faces to monitor and manage a running application.
Following the Introduce model, gRAVI services implement the factory pattern to create and
manage resources. This separation is illustrated in Figure 7.2. The primary service is used to stage
data and invoke the application, storing only metadata relating to the service. The secondary
context service manages access to the pool of stateful resources and provides monitoring func-
tionality. When the primary service is called the application is started and a resource is created
to represent the invocation, subsequent monitoring and control of the application is conducted
through the context service. The context service has methods to monitor the process through ex-
plicit polling or WS notifications, retrieve standard output, standard error, and files created by
the application, kill the running process, and destroy the resource.
7.3.1 Service Creation using gRAVI
When creating a new gRAVI service the developer is guided through a series of customisation
windows allowing specification of generic properties such as the service name, target names-
paces, service location, and any required Introduce extensions for example caGrid Transfer. This
initial configuration is shown in Figure 7.3. A skeleton for the service is created and the gRAVI
modifications take place. The developer must then select the application they wish to wrap in
the gRAVI specification window (Figure 7.4). There are a number of other options that can be
specified at this point including application metadata, Grid scheduling support, packaging the
executable in the service archive, and creating a web interface. Grid scheduling is supported by
creating GRAM jobs in the gRAVI service and submitting them to a user defined GRAM service

















Figure 7.2: Structure of a gRAVI service. The primary service is used to start the application and
stage data, it has a single resource which stores service metadata. The context service manages
invocation resources exposing management, monitoring, and result retrieval interfaces.
using the GRAMJob API. Packaging the application in the deployment archive is desirable in
some scenarios so that the remote machine does not need to have the application pre-installed
in order to run the service. However care must be taken to ensure the remote environment is
suitable for application execution. If the web interface is selected an AJAX based web application
is created, along with the altered deployment scripts required to deploy both the Web application
and the gRAVI Web service. The creation process also has additional options allowing users to
specify metadata describing the application, input parameters and general application use.
Having specified all requirements gRAVI produces a GAR file that can be deployed to any
one of the supported containers. If specified the GAR file includes the application binary which
is extracted to the service location when deployed and an associated Web Archive (WAR) file
containing the web interface. All Web service artefacts such as deployment scripts, descriptors,
WSDL, WSDD are created automatically.
7.3.2 DRIVE Extensions
While economic resource allocation has long been proposed as an efficient means of allocating
resources, very few production environments have adopted economic principles. One of the ma-
jor reasons for this limited adoption of economic allocation in distributed systems is the lack of
economically enabled services and the difficulties creating such services.
gRAVI includes a set of DRIVE extensions that enable the creation of an economically aware
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Figure 7.3: gRAVI initial service configuration.
Figure 7.4: gRAVI service construction.
DRIVE-enabled service. These extensions allow the service to participate in a DRIVE market
by implementing the required methods for service registration, economic negotiation, contract
creation/management, and execution. DRIVE specific parameters can be configured using the
associated properties file without modifying any service code. Each service includes registration
metadata that can be configured by the user and periodically updated to represent the current
capacity of the service. This metadata conforms to the prototype DRIVE resource profile schema
and allows the service to be discovered and considered in the allocation process. The generated
service implements a bidding interface that facilitates bid generation and submission following
the auction protocols defined in the DRIVE prototype. The bidding process uses plug-in user
defined DRIVE bidding policies and valuation functions to create a bid for a specific request.
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The complete DRIVE contract interface is included to confirm or reject contracts resulting from
winning an economic negotiation. Finally the generated gRAVI service also includes a DRIVE
execution interface to start the application when required. This interface is designed to ensure
only allocated users can access the service and like the DRIVE Execution Service (Section 5.3.5)
requires presentation of the contract to invoke the application.
The generated gRAVI service essentially includes a DRIVE Bidding Agent. Each generated
service includes the DRIVE Bidding Agent plug-in interfaces for economic protocols, bidding
policies, and valuation functions (Section 5.3.1). Users can therefore use existing plug-ins or im-
plement their own in a Java jar file. The location of plug-ins are specified in the gRAVI service
properties file and the appropriate class is dynamically loaded at run time in the same way as the
Bidding Agent. The valuation function is responsible for parsing the task description, validating
that it conforms to the provider requirements/schema (in the prototype implementation this is
JSDL), checking capacity, and computing a bid. The plug-in bidding protocol is used to convert a
string representation of a bid into the protocol specific language, these plug-ins are developed by
protocol developers and shared amongst participants in the same way as they are in the DRIVE
prototype.
The current DRIVE extensions to gRAVI act as a proof of concept verifying the feasibility of
creating DRIVE-enabled services. However, various improvements are required to fully incor-
porate DRIVE functionality in gRAVI services. In particular, economic participation is currently
limited to push advertisements from the Auction Manager and the service does not support ad-
vanced reservations or domain specific capacity monitoring. Further extension is required to
include reverse discovery and integration with the DRIVE reservation service to schedule ad-
vanced reservations. Capacity monitoring is currently based on system utilisation, however in
many service-based domains this is not a good measure of capacity. Therefore a generic capacity
monitoring interface must be created and incorporated such that users can define metrics used to
indicate capacity in different domains.
7.3.3 gRAVI Service Features
Persistence and Notifications
One major advantage when using WSRF Web services is the ease with which developers can pro-
vide notifications and persistence. All gRAVI services are created with customised code to allow
users to register for (and receive) state change notifications. This functionality is particularly use-
ful when using asynchronous invocation or Grid scheduling as the application can be started and
the consumer is able to receive notifications of state changes asynchronously. In distributed envi-
ronments persistence of particular information is also important in the event of failure. All gRAVI
services persist information relating to the invocation, including input/output files and the state
of the application. While gRAVI does not explicitly maintain application state if the machine fails,
it will keep information which may be used to determine where the application stopped. Unlike
other wrapping toolkits persistence is implemented using standard WSRF resource persistence
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and therefore avoids the need for cumbersome administration dependent infrastructure such as
databases.
Data Staging
Typically scientific applications have requirements for large data staging capabilities. Scientific
communities also commonly have existing data transfer infrastructure available to move large
amounts of data. gRAVI is designed both to quickly create services that facilitate small scale
transfer for individual users while also providing the ability to leverage existing infrastructure
for large scale transfers as is often seen in scientific collaborations.
gRAVI supports data transfer of base 64 encoded binary objects without any requirement for
specialised infrastructure. These transfers are suitable for small scale movement (less than 10MB)
as the overhead when wrapping binary objects in SOAP is substantial and does not scale. For
larger data movement HTTP, GridFTP, and caGrid Transfer are supported. The use of GridFTP
is a deployment property in which available GridFTP services are specified to the gRAVI service.
caGrid transfer can be included in any gRAVI service as an extension in Introduce, this staging
uses a Servlet to perform data transfer parallel to the gRAVI service.
Security
gRAVI makes use of GSI based security leveraging the existing support in Introduce. The Intro-
duce security infrastructure supports authentication and authorisation through Grid credentials
and can be customised for each service. Authorisation can be granted at the service or method
level depending on requirements. Currently access to GRAM and GridFTP in gRAVI services
requires the use of community credentials at the container level.
Deployment
Each gRAVI service is a completely independent entity that can be moved and deployed on any
supported Web service container. Each service has deployment configurations and scripts that
are used to deploy the service to these containers, alternatively the introduce GUI can be used to
guide the user through the deployment process. If a web interface is selected it is also deployed
automatically to a separate Servlet container when the gRAVI service is deployed.
When deploying the service the user may use the Introduce GUI (or configuration files) to
alter service names and specify registration parameters. The standard Globus MDS Index Ser-
vice is supported for registration. Introduce based deployment supports user defined periodic
refreshments if required. Application metadata specified in the gRAVI service creation process
along with DRIVE resource profiles are also registered with MDS in order to allow clients (or
DRIVE services) to discover services. gRAVI specific properties can be customised by altering
the gRAVI properties file. The properties file includes application properties, DRIVE properties,
GRAM servers, GridFTP servers and credentials to be used on the Grid. Another unique deploy-
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ment option in gRAVI is the ability to deploy services to the Cloud this is discussed further in
section 7.3.5.
Invocation
gRAVI offers a number of mechanisms to invoke services; each service includes a Java Client API
specific to the service, a customisable web interface, and a generated command line interface. The
Java API is customised for the service and includes example use of the major functionality of the
service. The customisable web interface is AJAX based and can be easily modified with limited
web development knowledge as all the AJAX handling is abstracted in a generic JSP class and the
look and feel of the page can be altered using CSS/HTML. With each of the invocation methods
users can stage input data using any of the supported methods, start the application in blocking,
non-blocking, and Grid scheduling modes, pass appropriate input parameters, monitor the status
of the application including stdin and stdout, retrieve output files, kill the running application,
and destroy the resource.
Each gRAVI service is a standalone Web service and as such it can be discovered and used
by third party applications and workflow engines. In order to transparently exploit the WSRF re-
sources used in gRAVI services the external client application must support WSRF WS-Addressing.
The Taverna workbench has been extended such that it can transparently utilise gRAVI services.
When a gRAVI service is invoked it creates a unique resource to maintain state about the invo-
cation, clients identify the particular instance using the unique key of the resource, this key is
encapsulated in a reference object making access to the resource transparent. If the client applica-
tion does not support WS-addressing the gRAVI service methods can be altered to include explicit
resource addressing information in the invocation as is shown in [113].
7.3.4 Scientific Workflows using gRAVI
A major focus of the design of gRAVI has been the vision of using services in scientific workflows
and ultimately, realising Service Oriented Science. Scientific workflows enable scientists to col-
lect and analyse data in a web-scale manner, rather than doing it in a laboratory. The adoption
of scientific workflows enables scientists to publish work alongside the data and experimental
procedures used to obtain their results. Scientists can even publish the workflows which describe
their research procedure as orchestrated services, further facilitating scientific collaboration, ex-
tension and verification. An example of this vision is the caGrid project that currently holds over
100 services related to cancer research and uses both Taverna and BPEL [260] to orchestrate ser-
vices. Another example is the MyExperiment platform in which scientists publish workflows that
perform and share various bioinformatics experiments.
There are two factors that hamper the adoption of workflow technology in SOS. The first is
that, many legacy applications are not web enabled; the second, workflows which represent sci-
entific exploration procedures are not easily shared because each workflow has its own format
and depends on specific execution mechanisms. gRAVI provides a solution to overcome both of
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these limitations. First, gRAVI wraps individual applications as services which are consumable
by workflows; secondly, gRAVI can also be used to wrap workflows as a service so that scien-
tists can easily reuse the workflow without having the execution engine installed in their own
environment.
Exposing workflows as services provides a simple way to share (or trade) workflows with oth-
ers and also leverage computational resources by executing the workflow remotely. Workflows
are often created and shared with others to verify or build upon existing research and may be
used independently or possibly as sub-workflows in larger scientific workflows. While gRAVI
can be used to wrap workflow execution scripts directly there is a vast amount of information
contained in workflow definition files that can be used to further customise the service. Typically
the workflow definition contains information on each processor and data flow. The informa-
tion regarding input and outputs can be extracted and used to create strongly typed interfaces to
workflow services. Strongly typed services are favourable as they can be easily added to other
workflows without requiring extra data flow parsing between processors.
gRAVI-t (gRAVI for Taverna) is an extension to gRAVI that parses Taverna workflow defini-
tions and creates fully functional strongly typed WSRF services. The executeWorkflow method
signature is constructed using the input port names and data structures, the output ports each
map to a gRAVI service resource variable which is able to be retrieved using an individual method
(there is one output method per output port). When the service is invoked the input parameters
are collated and the workflow is executed using the Taverna API. All output files are collected
in the gRAVI working directory. The output files map to a single output port and are read and
returned to the consumer using the appropriate output retrieval method. This approach provides
a simple way for users to take a Taverna workflow and expose (or sell) it to the wider community
as a fully functional and independent Web service.
7.3.5 gRAVI Services in the Cloud
Cloud environments provide a scalable platform in which resources can be dynamically provi-
sioned to meet requirements. By deploying applications in a Cloud, an application provider can
avoid infrastructural costs associated with running a datacenter and offload problems such as
scalability, availability, and fault tolerance to the Cloud provider. Like Grid platforms the task of
creating and deploying services to the Cloud is difficult. gRAVI goes some way to simplifying
these problems by creating command line deployment scripts for deploying services to Science
Clouds. Science Clouds provide an open Cloud environment for sharing computing cycles in
scientific communities, one example is Nimbus.
gRAVI services include a collection of Ant scripts that contextualise an existing Nimbus VM
image and deploy the gRAVI service. Contextualisation of VMs requires importing a collection
of libraries to configure the container on the image before deploying the service. The tools are
dependent on utilising an SSH identity key to access the instance. By default during VM creation
the Nimbus client sends the users default public SSH Key to the Nimbus service, the service in
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turn inserts this key into the root users authorised keys therefore enabling remote access to the
running VM instance.
Client operations are executed by using standard gRAVI invocation tools, secure interaction
with the deployed services requires use of valid local credentials. These tools provide a proof of
concept mechanism for deploying gRAVI services to a Cloud.
7.4 Example Applications
gRAVI has been used in a number of example applications in a variety of scientific fields. Two
such examples of differing use are presented in this section: first a workflow composed of gRAVI
services geared toward finding functionality of sequences in the human genome; and secondly
the gRAVI-based processing stages used in a tomography system for high energy physics.
gRAVI was used to wrap several independent applications used in the transposon bioinfor-
matics project discussed in Chapter 3. The services were then combined to form a Taverna work-
flow modelling the process. The workflow is based on a multi-step comparative analysis per-
formed between a genome inserted with mutant libraries and the original genome. The sites of
random insertions can be sequenced to determine gene function. In this workflow sequences
are iteratively compared against known databases in order to compare sequences. The process
of wrapping the separate applications and orchestrating a workflow was shown to work with
minimal developer intervention. The resulting workflow replaced the script based approach pre-
viously used and added modularity, scalability, and a GUI based perspective of the system. This
workflow highlights the integration of gRAVI services and Taverna as a proof of concept. Further
information about this workflow and the process of wrapping the applications using gRAVI is
described in [113]
Tomography at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) uses x-rays fired over a range of angles
to create projections through a sample. The projections are analysed to determine how the x-
rays are absorbed through the sample. This data is processed and collated in a 3 dimensional
density map called a reconstruction which is further analysed. The application produces large
sets of data – typically the sample includes 1440 images which is reconstructed into a 3D image
of approximately 35 GB. There is also a large computation burden incurred to create a single
reconstruction on the order of hundreds of CPU hours. The process of creating reconstructions
has been implemented in a Service Oriented manner at the APS using gRAVI. gRAVI was used
to wrap many components of the workflow, specifically the parallel reconstruction stage which
makes use of GRAM scheduling, the standalone cross-correlation code, data rescaling and other
stand alone applications. Originally some services were developed without the use of gRAVI, the
comparison between the two approaches show that time to deployment for one simple service
without using gRAVI was over 1 month, the deployment time was much improved when using
gRAVI with less than 2 days for a service with data transfer, security, status notifications, and
GRAM scheduling [261]. This example highlights the successful use of gRAVI in a more complex
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environment involving large scale data movement using GridFTP, scheduling to existing clusters
using GRAM, and GSI security for authentication and authorisation.
7.5 Summary
The task of developing Service based architectures is inherently complex due to the nature of the
underlying infrastructure. Developers are expected to master a range of technologies, languages,
and tools in order to create, deploy, and trade a service in a Grid environment. With the addition
of WSRF, security configurations, Grid scheduling, economic protocols, data staging, web based
user interfaces, and other requirements such as persistence and notifications the time to deploy-
ment for relatively complex services is immense. gRAVI provides a way to greatly reduce the cost
of creating such services by simplifying the development and deployment process. Using gRAVI,
creation and deployment is conducted automatically without requiring the developer to manu-
ally write any code, scripts, or files as all configuration can be done through a GUI. The DRIVE
extensions to gRAVI can be used to overcome the difficulties creating and trading applications in
an open market. gRAVI provides the ability to automatically generate elastic, metered DRIVE-
enabled services, thereby reducing the task of developers to customising simple DRIVE plug-ins.
This approach makes the DRIVE infrastructure available to a wide range of users without requir-
ing in depth knowledge of services, DRIVE infrastructure, or the protocols used in the market. To
our knowledge this is the first such example of a wrapping toolkit capable of producing econom-
ically enabled services.
Unlike similar wrapping toolkits gRAVI produces a completely independent service that is
able to be deployed on any compatible container making use of standard Grid registration, dis-
covery, and security mechanisms. Existing data movement infrastructures such as GridFTP and
caGrid transfer can also be exploited to optimise large scale data movement. By leveraging Intro-
duce, gRAVI is able to create these services following a GUI-based approach. In order to create
widespread adoption of SOS and service based economies, tools such as gRAVI are required to
simplify the task of development for users. Using gRAVI a user can rapidly expose an application,
data set, or workflow as a service and share or trade the service with others either independently
or orchestrated into a workflow. gRAVI has been used successfully in a number of projects and
has been shown to drastically reduce deployment time for service oriented infrastructures.
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Chapter 8
Social Cloud Computing
The concept of a Social Cloud was developed in collaboration with members of the Distributed
Collaborative Computing Group at the University of Cardiff. The Social Cloud architecture and
implementation are based on the DRIVE prototype presented in Chapter 5. Due to the different
focus of the service-based Social Cloud it has been included as a separate chapter. The following
chapter is partially derived from [262].
DRIVE is designed to create open service markets in which users trade access to arbitrary
services in any domain. To demonstrate this flexibility a unique Social Cloud computing en-
vironment has been developed utilising DRIVE to create an open market in which users trade
Cloud services amongst friends in a Social network. This chapter defines a Social Cloud - a Cloud
computing environment which allows dynamic resource sharing between members of a Social
Network (friends). A prototype Social Storage Cloud has been implemented as a proof of concept
using DRIVE to create an open storage market. The initial DRIVE prototype has been altered and
extended to represent Cloud requests rather than Grid jobs. Specifically the description/term
language is based on EJSDL (rather than JSDL) with extensions for Cloud QoS parameters (Avail-
ability, Error rate). The Bidding Agent has been altered so that it interacts with a generic Storage
service to determine capacity and pricing. A new resource profile has been developed to represent
typical Cloud service capabilities for registration and discovery. Facebook credentials are used for
authorisation and VO management rather than the CA/VOMS approach taken in the DRIVE pro-
totype. Finally the co-op nature of DRIVE is not used in this deployment, rather DRIVE services
are deployed on dedicated infrastructure to serve the entire community.
8.1 Introduction
Social networking has become an everyday part of many peoples lives as evidenced by huge
individual user communities. Some Social network communities even exceed the population of
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large countries, for example Facebook has over 500 million active users1. Social networks provide
a platform to facilitate communication and sharing between users, therefore modelling real world
relationships. Social networking has also extended beyond communication between friends, for
instance, there are a multitude of integrated applications and some organisations even utilise
a users Facebook credentials for authentication rather than requiring their own credentials (for
example the Calgary Airport authority in Canada uses Facebook Connect2 to grant access to their
WiFi network).
The structure of a Social network is essentially a dynamic virtual organisation with inherent
trust relationships between friends. The trust established can be used as a foundation to share
resources (information, hardware, services) in the context of a Cloud. This architecture is termed
a Social Cloud. Cloud environments are typically focused on providing low level abstractions of
computation or storage. Computation and Storage Clouds are complementary and act as building
blocks from which high level service Clouds and mash-ups can be created. Storage Clouds are
particularly valuable as they offer a way to extend the capabilities of storage-limited devices such
as phones, provide access to data from anywhere, and can be used to backup data. As such this
chapter focuses on the creation of a proof of concept Social Storage Cloud that facilitates dynamic
storage trading between Facebook friends.
A Social Cloud is a scalable computing model in which virtualised resources contributed by
users are dynamically provisioned amongst a group of friends. Compensation for use is optional
as users may wish to share resources without payment, and rather utilise a reciprocal credit (or
barter) based model [263]. In both cases guarantees are offered through customised SLAs. In a
sense, this model is similar to a Volunteer computing approach, in that friends share resources
for little to no gain. However, unlike Volunteer models there is inherent accountability through
existing friend relationships. There are a number of advantages gained by leveraging Social net-
working platforms, in particular access to huge user communities, exploitation of existing user
management functionality, and reliance on pre-established trust formed through existing user re-
lationships. This chapter outlines our vision of, and experiences with, creating a prototype Social
Storage Cloud using DRIVE to facilitate an open service market.
8.2 Background
The concept of a Social Cloud pulls together multiple threads of current distributed comput-
ing research. Social networking and Cloud computing concepts form the basis for this research,
however concepts from Volunteer computing, economic resource allocation, and Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) are also used. Cloud computing has grown rapidly due to the publicity sur-
rounding large scale providers. In addition, there are a multitude of commercial Cloud providers





There are many instances of Social network and Cloud computing integration. However, these
projects either use a Cloud platform to host an entire Social network or utilise Cloud services to
create scalable applications within the Social network. For example, Facebook users can build
scalable Cloud based applications hosted by Amazon Web Services [264]. There is no prior lit-
erature related to creating a Cloud infrastructure leveraging Social networking as a means of
dynamic user management, authentication, and user experience.
Automated Service Provisioning ENvironment (ASPEN) [265] takes an enterprise approach to
integrating Web 2.0, Social networking and Cloud Computing by exposing applications hosted by
Cloud providers to user communities in Facebook. The focus of ASPEN is exposing applications
and sharing data within an enterprise through an intuitive and integrated environment. Clusters
are used to provide a scalable Cloud infrastructure for their demonstrator application. Applica-
tion participation is by invitation only, as it is aimed at individual enterprises. There are similar
efforts in the Grid community to leverage Social networking concepts, communities, and mech-
anisms. For example PolarGrid [266] extracts Social data using the OpenSocial [267] interface
and relies on OpenID [268] for identification. Different Social networking functions (friendship,
groups, information sharing) are then incorporated in an application specific portal.
An alternative approach involves building a Social network around a specific application do-
main such as MyExperiment 3 for biologists and nanoHub 4 for the nanoscience community. My-
Experiment provides a virtual research environment where collaborators can share research and
execute scientific workflows remotely. Similarly nanoHub allows users to share data as well as
transparently execute applications on distributed resource providers such as TeraGrid and OSG.
These platforms are focused on the communities they serve and lack the sizable user bases of
Social networking platforms, however they highlight the type of collaborative scientific scenarios
possible in such networks.
The concept of sharing resources in a Social Cloud is similar to a Volunteer computing model.
Volunteer computing is a distributed computing model in which users donate computing re-
sources to a specific (academic) project. The first volunteer project was the Great Internet Mersenne
Prime Search5 in 1996, however the term gained much exposure through the SETI@Home [269]
and Folding@home [270] projects in the late 90’s. These projects showed the enormous computing
power available through collaborative systems. One of the most relevant Volunteer computing
efforts is Storage@Home [271] which is used to back up and share huge data sets arising from sci-
entific research. The focus of Volunteer computing has since shifted towards generic middleware
designed to provide a distributed infrastructure independent of the type of computation, for ex-
ample the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [35]. Most Volunteer
platforms do not define SLAs, typically users are anonymous and are not accountable for their
actions (they are rewarded with different incentives however). In a Social Cloud context this does
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of open sharing is a credit based system in which users earn credits by contributing resources and
then spend these credits when using other resources. This type of policy is used in systems such
as PlanetLab [272].
8.3 Application Scenarios
Social Clouds provide a base platform from which various applications and scenarios can be re-
alised. In particular Social Clouds may be especially valuable to the scientific community for
sharing not only information but also resources (computation, storage) in VOs. Increasingly sci-
entific collaborations are turning to social networking concepts to share information and resources
within user communities for example MyExperiment and nanoHub. However, these approaches
are limited as administrators need to create and manage proprietary social infrastructures and
users require credentials for each network they participate in. The same functionality can be re-
alised using a Social Cloud deployed in an existing Social network. Social Computational Clouds
can be used to share large scale resources, execute workflows, or perform experiments in such
communities. Social Storage clouds can be used to store/share data and information (for exam-
ple academic papers, scientific workflows, datasets, and analysis). Social Software Clouds extend
the concept of Service Oriented Science, by sharing access to particular scientific applications
within a community for collaboration, extension, or verification of research. A Social Cloud ap-
proach is advantageous as there is no requirement for dedicated infrastructure or management,
few barriers for entry for scientific communities, and users can leverage existing Social network
credentials.
Without extension Social Storage Clouds provide a tangible use for users, allowing them to
share, store, back-up, or replicate data and access it anywhere. Transparency could be increased
by accessing storage through a traditional operating system by mapping the storage Cloud as a
network drive. One obvious use for Social Storage is storing and sharing photos. Online photo
storage is increasingly popular due to the size of photos, requirements to share with with friends,
and cameras/phones with internet connectivity. While most Social networks already store pho-
tos, the burden for hosting them could be moved from the network to the distributed network of
users to increase scalability and reduce infrastructural requirements. Essentially creating a dis-
tributed Flickr-like6 Cloud service based upon a Social Storage Cloud. The security implications
of such an infrastructure are limited as photos are commonly shared with friends.
8.4 Architecture
A Social Cloud provides a way for users to trade virtualised resources amongst one another util-
ising the relationships represented in the Social network as a basis for trust. The architecture pre-
sented in this section is implemented as a Facebook application as Facebook is the most widely
6http://www.flickr.com
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used Social network and has a comprehensive application development environment and API. A
similar architecture could be realised using other Social networks or OpenSocial.
At a high level a Social Cloud offers transparent access to a generic type of service provided
by users. The Cloud must also allow users to select the services with which they are willing to
interact. This decision may be made for any number of reasons, for example price, capacity, loca-
tion, latency, or relationship with the user. In a Social Cloud, services can be mapped to particular
users through Facebook identification, this allows for definition of unique policies regarding the
interactions between users. For example, a user could limit trading with close friends only, users
in the same country/network/group, all friends, or even friends of friends.
A credit-based system is used to encourage contribution to the system, so users must con-
tribute resources in order to be able to use resources. This virtualised currency creates a closed
economy which requires book balancing to ensure validity. A specialised banking component
manages the transfer of credits between users whilst also storing information relating to current
reservations. Contracts are established to represent agreed upon service levels and multiple mar-
ket mechanisms may be used concurrently in such a model. A high level architecture of a Social














Service Interaction (as consumer)
Figure 8.1: Social Cloud Architecture. Users register Cloud services and friends are then able to
provision and use these resources through the Social Cloud Facebook application. Allocation is
conducted by the underlying DRIVE-based market infrastructure(s).
8.4.1 Facebook Applications
Facebook provides a comprehensive application development environment. The Facebook API
uses a REST-like interface and is therefore accessible in multiple programming languages. The
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API includes methods to get a range of data from the Facebook server such as friends, events,
groups, application users, profile information, and photos. Facebook Markup Language (FBML)
enables the creation of applications that integrate completely with the Facebook “look and feel”.
Integration points include the profile page, an application canvas, or in feeds. FBML is a sub-
set of HTML with proprietary extensions (for example fb:user – given a user ID will display the
user name and provide a link to their profile). Facebook JavaScript (FBJS) is Facebook’s version
of JavaScript – rather than sandboxing JavaScript, FBJS is parsed when a page is loaded. The
parsing process ensures a virtual scope for every application by prepending the application ID
to any JavaScript identifiers. Using these techniques developers can create integrated Facebook
applications with access to diverse Social network information.
Facebook applications are hosted independently not within the Facebook environment. A
Facebook canvas URL is created for user access, this URL maps to a user defined callback URL
which is hosted independently. The process of rendering an application page is shown in Fig-
ure 8.2. When a page is requested by the user through the Facebook Canvas URL (http://www.
apps.facebook.com/socialcloud/) the Facebook server forwards the request to the defined
callback URL. The application then creates a page based on the request and returns it to Facebook.
At this point the page is parsed and Facebook specific content is added according to the FBML
page instructions. The final page is then returned to the user. This routing structure presents an
important design consideration in a Social Cloud context as access to the Cloud services would be
expensive if routed through both the Facebook server and the callback application server in order
to get data from the actual Cloud service. An AJAX model can be used to reduce this overhead
by using FBJS to request data asynchronously from the specified service in a transparent manner
without routing through the application server.
8.4.2 Virtualised Resources
Cloud computing relies on exposing virtualised resources as a service in a metered and elastic
manner. In a Social Cloud context this service could represent any resource that users may wish to
share, ranging from low level computation or storage services through to high level application
services or service mashups such as photo storage. There are two generic requirements of this
service: firstly, the interface needs to provide a mechanism to create a stateful instance for a
reservation. In the Social Cloud model an agreement is passed to the service which is parsed and
instantiates the required state. Secondly, in order to be discovered the service needs to advertise
capacity so that it can be included in the market. Following the mechanisms used in DRIVE,
advertised capacity is XML based metadata which is periodically refreshed and stored in Globus
MDS.
8.4.3 Banking
A credit-based system has been implemented to reward users for contributing resources and




Figure 8.2: Facebook application hosting environment. The Social Cloud web application gener-
ates page content which is parsed by Facebook to create the page delivered to the user.
tual currency and facilitate transfer. The banking service registers every member of the cloud
and stores their credit balance and all agreements they are participating (or have participated)
in. Credits are exchanged between users when an agreement is made, prior to the service being
used. To bootstrap participation in the Social Cloud, users are given an initial number of credits
when joining the Cloud. While suitable for testing of the prototype Social Cloud, this initial credit
policy is susceptible to inflation (adding users with initial credits devalues currency) and cheating
(if fake users are created and the initial credits are transferred).
Currently there is no mapping between the credits users may purchase via Facebook and the
credits used in the Social Cloud. A production version of a Social Cloud could use Facebook cred-
its, however as Facebook credits are not presently convertible, there may be insufficient reward
for storage providers. The use of a real currency on the other hand, would not as easily inte-
grate into Facebook, but would provide better incentives. In any case, either option resolves the
problem of cheating (as noted above), and obviates the need to regulate a closed economy [101].
8.4.4 Registration
Registration within a Social Cloud follows the same model as DRIVE registration – users first reg-
ister themselves and then specify the Cloud services they are willing to trade. Figure 8.3 shows
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the registration process. This process assumes a user has already registered and authenticated
with the Social network. The user registers with the banking service and registers associated ser-
vices with MDS. Due to the fact users are pre-authenticated through Facebook, user instances can
be transparently created in the banking service using the users Facebook ID. Having registered
with the banking service, the user is presented with an MDS EndPoint Reference (EPR) and Cloud
ID which they use to configure their service for registration (and refreshment) of resource capac-
ity and pricing information. DRIVE market services utilise the MDS XQuery interface to discover
suitable services based on user IDs and real time capacity.
Social Cloud Bank








Figure 8.3: Registration in a Social Cloud.
8.4.5 Service Marketplaces
Social Cloud service usage and user credits may be exchanged within a DRIVE marketplace. The
Social Cloud architecture includes two concurrent economic models used for trading: Posted
Price and Auctions. Posted Price markets are the predominant model used by current Cloud
providers. This model allows users to select a service (or service level) from a list of static of-
fers. In a dynamic system like a Social Cloud this requires manual configuration to establish
market prices and obtain supply and demand equilibrium. More dynamic mechanisms such as
Auctions are able to quickly determine a market price based on local policies and valuation func-
tions, however they are more computationally expensive. Both market mechanisms provide ways
to create a contract between users which can then be used to instantiate the service provision and
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transfer credits between participants. DRIVE is used to facilitate the open market and create WS-
Agreement based contracts as a result of a trade.
Posted Price
In a posted price model providers advertise offers relating to particular service levels for a prede-
fined price or following a linear pricing function, consumers are then able to fine tune specific pa-
rameters to create a SLA. Creating such a market requires coordination between a number of the
Social Cloud components to; discover Cloud services, create agreements, and transfer credits. Fig-
ure 8.4 shows the flow of events for a posted price trade in a Social Cloud. When a user requests
posted price offers the Cloud application uses the user ID (from the session) to check the user is
registered in the bank and they have sufficient credits available. A list of all the users friends is
generated using the Facebook API, this list is used to compose a query to discover friends’ Cloud
services from MDS. The result of which populates the offer list that describes availability and
pricing information. When the user selects a Cloud service, the Social Cloud application creates
a contract which it sends to the Cloud Service. Assuming both parties accept the agreement it is
then passed to the Bank to transfer credits between users.
Auctions
In an auction-based market trades are established through a competitive bidding process between
users or services. Figure 8.5 details the auction process using common DRIVE services. A list of
friends is discovered by the Social Cloud application and passed to a DRIVE Auction Manager
to create and run the auction. The Auction Manager uses the list of friends to discover a group
of suitable Cloud services based on capacity and relationships; these are termed the bidders in
the auction. Each provider uses a DRIVE Agent to act on its behalf to value resource requests,
determine a bid based on locally defined policies, and follow the auction protocol. The Auction
Manager determines the auction winner and uses the Contract Manager to create an agreement
between the auction initiator and the winning bidder. As in the posted price mechanism, the
agreement is sent to the specified service for instantiation and the bank for credit transfer.
8.4.6 Risk
Although there is a level of trust between participants in a Social network, this trust may not be
sufficient in some situations. Take for example a storage service, where consumers are risking
loss, compromise, or corruption of files while providers are risking their own environment by
hosting unknown files. Within the Cloud context users may want to take into consideration this
lack of control over the corresponding users actions and attempt to minimise risk. In a storage sce-
nario providers can alleviate risk through service design and sandboxing, on the other hand con-
sumers can avoid compromising file content through encryption and reduce the impact of file loss
through replication. This raises the possibility of automatically managing such approaches, and
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Figure 8.4: Posted Price marketplace in a Social Cloud.
offering premium differentiated services such as replication. For example Storage@home [271]
includes a level of redundancy to minimise the risk of loss.
8.5 Implementation
To explore the Social Cloud concept a prototype Social Storage Cloud has been implemented
as a Facebook application. In this prototype users are able to access storage provided by their
friends using a virtual credit system to trade storage in a DRIVE market. A service based ap-
proach has been taken to creating the Social Storage Cloud as the infrastructure must be scalable,
distributed and decentralised. All components are implemented as WSRF services and run on
Globus WS-core and Tomcat 6. The Facebook application is a Java based web application built
from a collection of JSP pages.














Figure 8.5: Auction marketplace in a Social Cloud. This diagram excludes the actions taken to
find the users’ ID, retrieve the users’ friends, instantiate the Cloud service, and transfer Credits
these actions are shown in Fig 8.4.
dependently and are designed to work simultaneously. In a posted price market users select
storage from a list of friends’ services. The service list includes information regarding pricing,
maximum storage, available storage, and the user hosting the service. Fine grained details such
as availability and reservation duration are then defined by the consumer and a contract is created
between the two users. In the auction market, consumers outline specific storage requirements
and pass this description to the Social Cloud infrastructure which in turn uses DRIVE to host
an auction. Providers bid to host the storage. When the auction completes a contract is created
between the consumer and the winning provider. Contracts from both markets are redeemed
through the appropriate storage service which creates a storage instance. In these markets users
are made aware of the friend with which they are trading, this is a design decision to provide
accountability between friends. In traditional Cloud environments users are unaware of the loca-
tion of their provision, the prototype Social Cloud could provide this transparency by removing
user information from posted price listings, auction requests, and storage access.
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8.5.1 Storage as a Service
This Social Storage Cloud relies on a generic Storage service which provides an interface for users
to access virtualised storage. This service exposes a set of file manipulation operations to users
and maps their actions to operations on the local file system. gRAVI was used to create a base
storage service, the base service has been enhanced by adding additional storage constraints and
manipulation operations. Users create storage by passing an agreement to the storage service,
this creates a mapping between a user ID, agreement ID, and the storage instance used for subse-
quent access. Instances are identified by the user ID and agreement ID allowing individual users
to have multiple storage instances in the same storage service. The storage service creates a rep-
resentative resource and an associated working directory for each instance. The resource keeps
track of service levels as outlined in the agreement such as the data storage limit. Additionally
the service has interfaces to list storage contents, retrieve the amount of storage used/available,
upload, download, and delete files. By default the service is configured to use base64 encoded
data to transfer files as this can be easily integrated with the Social Cloud Facebook application.
Each storage service relies on a Web application to deliver content to the Facebook application
without routing data through the Social Cloud application. To do this the storage service has
a collection of JSP pages that perform a specific action and deliver a response in the form of
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) – these actions are Create, Upload, Download, Delete, and
List. This approach allows dynamic AJAX invocation of storage operations without requiring a
callback or page reload of the Social Cloud Application. Figure 8.6 shows the storage page of the
Facebook application, this page is passed a storage service EPR, agreement ID, and user ID in
the Get request. A call is made to the specific storage service and a list of files currently stored
is displayed. The figure also shows a file preview in a Facebook dialog, previews are supported
for image and text based data and are achieved by creating a dynamic instance of the file linked
through a preview JSP page hosted by the storage server.
8.5.2 Banking Service
The banking service manages user and agreement information. The service itself is composed of
two associated context services each representing different instance data. The first context ser-
vice records user resources while the second stores hardened agreements (contracts). The user
resource stores the user’s Facebook ID, current credits, agreement IDs the user has participated
in, and auction references (EPR/ID). The agreement resource simply contains any agreements
created in the system. These are used to get provision information as well as acting as a receipt.
Figure 8.7 shows a summary page generated by querying the banking service, this page displays
current and historical agreements with other users. It includes both storage provided and con-
sumed, and information corresponding to each reservation.
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Figure 8.6: Accessing remote storage. Showing a preview of a stored image.
8.5.3 Registration
Facebook manages dynamic user groups in much the same way as VOMS manages VO member-
ship in the DRIVE prototype. User registration in the Social Cloud relies on Facebook credentials
and assumes users are existing members of the Social network. All interactions are through the
Social Cloud application and therefore all users are pre-authenticated using their Facebook cre-
dentials. To access the Social Cloud, users must also be registered with the banking service, this
is done transparently when users first access the Social Cloud application. Service registration
occurs offline as users must configure their storage service to periodically update metadata de-
scribing capacity. The metadata schema used is presented in Listing 8.1. Registration metadata
describes the total amount of storage, storage remaining, and pricing information based on a base
price per unit of storage. The address of the service and the base JSP URL are also specified so
that the Social Cloud application can access the Storage service using AJAX.
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8.5.4 Posted Price Marketplace
In a posted price marketplace a user can select any advertised service and define specific require-
ments (storage amount, duration, availability, and penalties) of the provision. Figure 8.8 shows
the posted price marketplace page in the Social Cloud application. The service list is obtained by
querying MDS for appropriate offers (depending on friends IDs). Registered provider metadata
describes available capacity and pricing functions which is offered to users through the market-
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place. When the user selects a service and chooses required service levels, a SLA is created using
DRIVE. To do this the specific requirements are encoded into an EJSDL [72] (JSDL with economic
extensions) document describing the storage request. The EJSDL document is included as the
Service Description Term of the agreement and individual requirements are split into guarantee
terms, pricing information is mapped to the respective Business Value Lists. An example Social
Cloud agreement is presented in Appendix A. For the Social Cloud EJSDL has been extended
to include two additional Cloud specific QoS terms: Availability and Error Rate, which are de-
fined as JSDL ranges and are used to describe and monitor the availability of the storage service.
Having created an agreement it is passed to the appropriate storage service to create a storage
instance. The storage service determines if it will accept the agreement based on local policy and
current resource capacity. Having created the storage the agreement is then passed to the banking
service to exchange credits and store a copy as a receipt. If either the banking service or storage
service decline the agreement both entities will remove the reservation.
Figure 8.8: Posted Price marketplace.
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8.5.5 Dynamic Marketplace
The prototype Social Storage Cloud uses DRIVE to provide a complete open market using arbi-
trary auction protocols. Any of the protocols included in the DRIVE prototype implementation
can be used, however, by default the Social Cloud is configured to use a Vickrey protocol due to
the existing trust relationships within the Social network. Figure 8.9 shows the dynamic auction
marketplace, which lists all currently running auctions. New auctions can be started by specifying
required service levels, which are used as the basis for valuation and bid computation. When the
auction completes an agreement is created between the user and the winning provider, the EJSDL
term language describes the requirements of the provision. The state of the auction/agreement
and the final price paid is displayed on the list of current auctions.
The Auction Manager is responsible for creating the auction, soliciting bids, and determining
a winner. Individual Bidding Agents act on behalf of the user to compute valuations according
to local policy and valuation functions. The prototype DRIVE Bidding Agent has been modified
to interact with the Storage Service to determine real time storage capacity (as a fraction of total
storage) and compute valuations based on this information, simple linear pricing schemes are
used to determine bid prices. The DRIVE Contract Manager is used to create a WS-Agreement
based contract between the user and auction winner including the extended EJSDL term language
to represent requirements of Cloud provisions.
8.6 Evaluation
This section outlines measurements obtained from a deployed Social Storage Cloud focusing on
the economic marketplaces used and the Facebook application load time. For the following ex-
periments is is assumed an average Facebook user has 130 friends7. DRIVE services are deployed
on a single trusted server from subset A (3.0 GHz Core 2 Duo machines, 4GB RAM, Windows
Vista). The Facebook application and therefore the page load experiments are hosted on a sin-
gle machine outside of the experimental testbed (2.2 GHz Dual Core processor, 2 GB memory,
Windows Vista).
8.6.1 Posted Price Allocation
Posted price trading requires several steps: identification of storage requirements, generation of
a contract, instantiation of a storage service, and registering the transaction with the banking
service. The time taken to perform these operations is constant and generally small compared to
the time taken to locate applicable storage offers, which is dependent on the registration service
and the number of registered entries. The prototype uses MDS to register and discover XML-
based metadata describing the real time capabilities of a storage service. Figure 8.10 shows the
time taken to query MDS for an increasing number of registered entries. The time includes the cost
7http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
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Figure 8.9: Auction marketplace.
of converting the XML result into a Java Object. Although both the metadata and the topology
differ from the DRIVE Evaluation presented in Chapter 6 the results are very similar. With 1GB of
memory over 2000 entries can be retrieved in less than 2 seconds. Therefore, MDS can be run even
on a low specification server yet still support a small Social Cloud and its posted price market.
In a Social Cloud environment policies dictate the services with which a user is willing to in-
teract (for example friends, friends of friends). Such policies can be implemented by querying for
registered services matching particular user IDs (for instance all friends’ IDs). Figure 8.11 reflects
this situation by loading an increasing number of services in MDS and querying for a subset of
registered services (representing friend’s services). The query result ranges between 20 and 200
services, while the number of registered services is increased from 200 to 2000. The container is
running with 1GB of memory. The time taken to retrieve entries is proportional to the number of
registered services and also the number of services returned in the query. Assuming on average
130 friends per user, and the fact not all of these friends would be involved in a Social Cloud, this
performance is acceptable – selecting 100 of 2000 registered entries takes approximately 2s.
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Figure 8.11: Time taken to select a subset of the registered service metadata from MDS with in-
creasing number of total registrations.
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8.6.2 Auction Allocation
The auction mechanism relies on a collection of Web services representing the parties involved
in the marketplace. The prototype uses a single Auction Manager to conduct the auction and
a single Contract Manager to create contracts as a result of the auction. Each storage service
is represented by a Bidding Agent which consults local policies to determine a price based on
pre-defined metrics. The major point of stress in this system is the Auction Manager as it is
responsible for creating an auction, advertising the auction to suitable bidders, soliciting bids,
and determining the result of the auction. Contract creation is much simpler as it only involves
creation of a WS-Agreement and one call to the winning bidder to verify the agreement (substitute
providers are not used in this deployment).
As described in Chapter 6 the performance of the Auction Manager is dependent on the num-
ber of concurrent auctions and the number of bids being placed in each auction. Figure 8.12 shows
the system throughput with an increasing number of bidders in each auction. The number of auc-
tions per minute is calculated based on the time taken for 500 auctions to complete, this time is
measured on the client side. The time starts when the client submits the first task (of 500) through
to the creation of the final agreement. Bidders are hosted in a virtualised environment on Subset
A (containing 5 machines with 3.0 GHz Core 2 Duo machines, 4GB RAM, Windows Vista). The
results match the throughput presented in Chapter 6, the slight difference is due to the different
deployment environment and the bidder interactions with the storage service. Figure 8.12 repre-
sents the worst case situation when all auctions are started immediately; auctions close as soon
as all bidders have bid. In a typical scenario auctions are created with a predefined deadline and
users expect some latency between submission and agreement creation. Additionally in a storage
context one would expect relatively long term stable reservations which implies users would not
conduct auctions frequently. These results show that even with 50 bidders a small scale Auction
Manager can complete 65 auctions per minute which, under our assumptions, would be capable
of supporting a large scale Social Storage cloud. This number could easily be increased by adding
additional Auction Managers to the system, which would be run independently on dedicated
hosts.
8.6.3 Application Page Load Time
The Social Cloud Facebook application is made up of several different web pages, each page
makes multiple Web service requests to generate page content. To measure the cost of this infras-
tructure the average page loading times can be compared between the Social Cloud pages and
simple control HTML pages without Social Cloud Web service calls. The Facebook application is
deployed to Tomcat 6 running on a single server (Windows Vista, 2.2 GHz Dual Core processor,
2 GB memory) located in New Zealand, dynamic DNS is used to map the application URL to
the server. Each request is submitted from a separate machine (with the same specifications) also
located locally and page load time is measured using Mozilla Firebug.8
8http://www.getfirebug.com/



























Figure 8.12: Auction throughput. Number of auctions completed per minute for an increasing
number of bidders.
Figure 8.13 shows the time taken to load various pages in the application. Each page queries
the appropriate Social Cloud services and renders a page displaying the results. Two additional
control pages (Control JSP/HTML and simple JSP/FBML) are included to compare load times
with the Social Cloud application pages. The bars show the time taken to load the main page
content and the additional overhead of other requests for Facebook related content. The main
request includes the application page content as well as Facebook content such as the navigation
bar, header, and advertising. All results are measured using caching so as to replicate normal user
experience
Figure 8.13 shows there is considerable time taken to load a simple page in a Facebook applica-
tion hosted in this environment. Over 3 seconds are required to load a “hello world” HTML/JSP
page containing only a few lines of code that display one line if the user is logged in (a single
session variable check). The Simple FBML page is designed to analyse the cost of FBML parsing,
in this page a single line of FBML is rendered if the user is logged in. This page is only slightly
slower than the plain HTML page due to the additional Facebook parsing. The large delay be-
tween request and rendering is due to the cost of routing requests through the Facebook server,
and latency between the client, Facebook server, and application server.
The time taken to load the Social Cloud pages is approximately 1 second more than the plain
HTML pages due to the extra time taken to make Web Service requests for information. Posted
Price (PP) listing and Storage Summary are the least expensive operations as they only make a
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single Web service call to retrieve a list of registered providers and a list of used storage services
respectively. The Posted Price (PP) creation page takes over 4 seconds on average to load, due
to the time taken to create an agreement, register it with the banking service, and then create the
storage instance. The pages that list and create auctions take the longest time (over 5 seconds) as
they involve multiple interactions with Social Cloud services. The auction marketplace pages are
















Figure 8.13: Page load time for various Social Cloud pages showing both the main page Get and
also the overhead of additional requests.
The significant page load time in the initial prototype greatly effects user experience. How-
ever, most of this overhead is due to the routing and parsing process required to generate a Face-
book page in this environment. The obvious solution to this problem is to reduce the frequency of
page loading and make asynchronous direct calls for content using AJAX. Figure 8.14 shows the
loading times for each of the main pages when converted to AJAX calls. The initial page load is
also shown as it has increased from the previous results due to the additional time taken to parse
and load FBJS. This graph shows that the time taken to perform operations is greatly improved,
for example listing the posted price offerings takes approximately 1 second using AJAX whereas
previously it took 4 seconds to load a new page without AJAX. Various actions have been in-
cluded in a single page to amortise the initial loading overhead, however further improvement
could be gained by using a single page and AJAX calls to render every action.



















Figure 8.14: Page load time for pages in the Social Cloud Facebook Application showing the initial
page load and the time taken to update the page using AJAX.
8.7 Summary
This chapter has defined the concept of a Social Cloud and presented the design and implemen-
tation of a functional prototype Social Storage Cloud. This development highlights the versatility
of the DRIVE architecture, by using DRIVE as a basis for service trading in a Social Cloud in-
frastructure. A Social Cloud is an amalgamation of Cloud Computing, Volunteer Computing and
Social networking. The prototype Social Storage Cloud allows Facebook users the opportunity to
discover and trade storage services contributed by their friends, taking advantage of pre-existing
trust relationships. In order to discourage free loading a credit-based approach has been adopted.
Here, users can gain credits through services offered, as opposed to purchasing more credits.
Users may trade with a specific member of their Social network using a posted price market, or
trade storage dynamically through open auction based markets.
The DRIVE infrastructure provides a scalable base from which to construct an open market,
providing protocol flexibility and mechanisms to create tailored Cloud specific contracts. The
DRIVE-based market in the prototype Social Cloud was quickly and easily implemented using the
existing DRIVE prototype. Various alterations and extensions have been made to tailor the DRIVE
prototype to a Cloud service model highlighting the versatility and flexibility of the DRIVE ar-
chitecture. In particular tasks are represented as service requests using an extended EJSDL term
language to represent Cloud specific requirements, Bidding Agents have been extended to obtain
capacity and pricing information from the storage service, a new resource profile is used to adver-
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tise capacity, and Facebook is used to provide dynamic VO management including authentication
and authorisation of users.
It was shown empirically that the marketplaces used for trading and/or reciprocation of ser-
vices could be hosted using small scale resources, based upon the observation that individual
social networks are small in size (averaging 130 individuals). In addition, it was shown that even
under load, the system can perform multiple concurrent auctions that would satisfy the require-
ments for a moderately sized Social network. Increasing the scale to millions of users would
however require dedicated scalable infrastructure for these components. Analysis of page load-
ing times highlighted the considerable overhead of the hosting environment. However the use of
AJAX was shown to greatly improve loading times making the application more usable.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This thesis has proposed a scalable meta-scheduling architecture for allocating resources in a fed-
erated environment. DRIVE is a co-op economic meta-scheduler in which VO members con-
tribute services that collectively perform the tasks required for decentralised federated resource
allocation. The contributed services are in effect membership “dues” required to participate in
the VO. DRIVE is well suited to federating Grid and Cloud infrastructures as it is not bound to a
single task domain, is distributed and scalable, does not require large scale infrastructure invest-
ment, is autonomous and self managing, and is also extensible through plug-in interfaces and
user defined policies. The DRIVE architecture was designed to meet six clear goals, these goals
are restated here from section 4.1 and are referred to directly in Section 9.1.
1. Provider and task independent
2. Support efficient flexible allocation mechanisms
(a) Efficient allocation mechanisms
(b) Protocol independent
3. Secure
(a) General VO security
(b) Fine grained security
(c) Secure privacy preserving allocation
4. Scalable
(a) Scalable architecture
(b) Autonomous and self managing
(c) Minimal infrastructure
5. Provide a strong contract management framework
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6. Open, interoperable, and standardised
The DRIVE architecture achieves all of these stated goals. This chapter reviews these goals,
highlights the contributions made in this thesis, and presents potential research directions.
9.1 Review
DRIVE is designed to create a competitive open market in which VO members can trade access
to arbitrary services using a variety of different allocation protocols. Any service type can be
offered in a DRIVE market, ranging from raw resources through to high level applications. A
service oriented model has been adopted as most Grid and Cloud providers expose resources
though service based interfaces. The DRIVE prototype has been deployed and evaluated in both
Grid and Cloud domains to demonstrate the versatility of the architecture. This thesis has also
defined the concept of Software as a Tradable Service (SaaTS) which refers to trading software in
a service oriented market such that providers can charge consumers for service use. To aid this
process gRAVI has been extended to automatically create DRIVE-enabled services from binary
applications and scripts.
9.1.1 DRIVE
DRIVE is designed to be used in a number of scenarios ranging from small scale local Grids
through to large scale federated environments. To achieve this goal DRIVE is independent of
provider class (1) and allocation protocol (2b). Provider independence refers to the separation
between DRIVE and a particular task model or class of provider. This is vital in a federated envi-
ronment as different providers with different task models can participate in a single market. To
provide this independence, DRIVE places no requirement on the task definition language used
which allows users to describe a task in any domain specific representation. The allocation pro-
cedure is independent of this description and the resulting contract is formed using the domain
specific language as the term language. Although task execution is outside the scope of this the-
sis, DRIVE is designed to interact with a range of execution environments and architectures. The
DRIVE Reservation Service transcends a single domain as it has been designed to represent task
independent reservations.
DRIVE relies on economic markets to provide efficient flexible allocation mechanisms (2) and
support the allocation principles used by commercial providers (1). Economic protocols provide
effective decentralised allocation in distributed systems (2a). However, due to the range of sce-
narios considered in the development of DRIVE (Chapter 3) a single allocation protocol is not
sufficient to meet every users needs. For example secure protocols are necessitated in a global
untrusted environment, however within a trusted environment more efficient protocols are more
suitable. To facilitate protocol independence (2b) DRIVE includes a plug-in architecture that al-
lows arbitrary protocols to be dynamically loaded and used. In addition DRIVE defines an Auc-
tion Component service which can be instantiated as any protocol specific entity to provide the
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ability to dynamically implement distributed protocols. Communication between plug-in com-
ponents uses a generic message passing interface to overcome the limitations of typed web service
interfaces.
Security is a difficult task in multi-domain (administration and ownership) distributed sys-
tems as users and providers are inherently distrustful. DRIVE is based on a VO model designed
to represent the dynamic and distributed nature of federated environments. The VO member-
ship service acts to authenticate and authorise users, providers, and DRIVE components (3a).
Providers join the VO to trade services and users join in order to negotiate and consume services.
As DRIVE has been designed to be deployed in a co-op model security implications are ampli-
fied. To overcome these difficulties all DRIVE services are defined according to a deployment
trust model which describes their respective requirements. In addition each service supports
fine grained security policies and communication between entities can be secured using SSL/TLS
(3b). To provide trustworthy allocation in untrusted environments DRIVE is designed to support
secure, privacy preserving allocation protocols (3c).
Scalability is a concern for all distributed architectures, this is especially the case in DRIVE
due to the potential for large scale global federations. The basis for scalability in the DRIVE archi-
tecture is the decentralised distributed mechanisms used for discovery and allocation (4a), and
the co-op deployment model (4c). The hint based discovery architecture is designed to reduce the
number of allocation participants and also reduce the burden on the Allocation Manager. The de-
centralised allocation and contract architectures are composed of multiple identical services such
that no single service is required to perform any of these actions. In addition, the DRIVE architec-
ture is designed to be deployed in a co-op model therefore distributing the burden of allocation
over participating providers and greatly reducing the infrastructural investment required (4c). As
systems become large the increase in requirements for human management is often neglected, to
limit this issue DRIVE has been designed with an explicit policy framework to reduce the level of
management required (4b). For example, DRIVE Agents abstract the complexities of negotiation
and allow complex administration through user defined policies.
Like real world economies, DRIVE establishes contracts at the conclusion of an allocation (5).
Contracts specify the requirements and obligations of both the provider and the consumer. An
incentive model is used to encourage compliance with the terms of the contract. Contracts are rep-
resented using WS-agreement as it is standardised, task-independent, and extensible (7). DRIVE
uses a proprietary progressive contract negotiation protocol designed to encourage participation
and minimise the effect of negotiation latency. Contract negotiation is a two-phased process
featuring a tentative agreement reached through economic negotiation which reflects soft-state
resource requirements. Prior to redemption this agreement must be converted into a binding
contract by a Contract Manager.
Finally the DRIVE architecture has been designed to be completely open and integrate with
standards and commonly used Grid services, mechanisms and protocols (7). For example DRIVE
leverages MDS for service and provider discovery, and WS-Agreement to represent SLAs. The
DRIVE prototype also uses standardised task representation through JSDL, and VO management
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using VOMS. The entire architecture is modular and can therefore be extended or altered to utilise
different components.
9.1.2 DRIVE Prototype
The proof of concept DRIVE prototype includes functional implementations of all the core DRIVE
services. The prototype is job based and aims to simulate a federated Grid scenario in which a
range of providers are represented in an open market. Three reverse auction protocols (including
a secure, trustworthy protocol) have been implemented to validate the plug-in allocation architec-
ture. Each protocol allows users to submit resource requirements in the form of an auction request
which is used to create a competitive auction. Providers then bid to satisfy these requirements. At
the conclusion of the auction the winner is presented with a contract defining their obligations.
JSDL is used to define the requirements of a job and therefore it is also used as the term language
in the WS-agreement based contract. Globus GRAM provides the execution interface, however
it has been wrapped with a specialised DRIVE Execution Service so that DRIVE protocols can
be enforced. The prototype includes functional implementations of three separate policy suites
used to verify the XACML policy architecture. VOMS is used to manage dynamic VO member-
ship providing extended Grid credentials to authenticate users. The prototype demonstrates the
feasibility of the DRIVE architecture and is the basis for performance evaluation of DRIVE.
To demonstrate the versatility of the DRIVE architecture the initial prototype has been ex-
tended to create a dynamic storage market for the prototype Social Cloud. Not only does this
prototype serve to highlight the ease with which DRIVE can create open service markets in differ-
ent environments, it is also a novel contribution in its own right. A Social Cloud is a scalable com-
puting model in which virtualised resources contributed by friends are dynamically provisioned
within a Social network. This model has value in a number of domains not least of which is estab-
lishing dynamic scientific communities. The DRIVE prototype was shown to be easily adapted to
a Cloud domain, using different task representation (EJSDL), VO management (Facebook), and
execution environment (storage service). It was also shown empirically that the marketplaces
used for trading services could be hosted using small scale resources, based upon the observation
that individual social networks are small in size.
9.1.3 Evaluation
The evaluation presented in Chapter 6 not only verifies the operation of the DRIVE meta-scheduler
as a whole but also quantifies key performance metrics and examines the benefits of the proposed
high utilisation strategies. These high utilisation strategies were implemented to overcome the the
perceived limitations of economic resource allocation and in particular auction based allocation.
The strategies are a major focus of the evaluation and have been shown to increase occupancy,
utilisation, and profit using three synthetic fine grained workloads and a long duration batch
model derived from a production Grid trace. DRIVE was shown to provide high throughput
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economic allocation considering the small scale resources on which the prototype was deployed
and the complexity of the protocols used. Using publishing services DRIVE can achieve over 200
auctions (and completed contracts) per minute with 50 concurrent bidders. The co-op model was
also shown to be plausible due to the reasonable resource requirements of each of the DRIVE
services examined.
9.1.4 gRAVI
To participate in an open service market users must first create economically aware services that
adhere to defined economic protocols and offer elastic metered capacity. To simplify this task
gRAVI has been extended to address the significant difficulties creating services and interacting
with economic markets. Using gRAVI developers can create a fully functional DRIVE-enabled
service which can be completely customised using the DRIVE valuation and bidding protocol
plug-in interfaces. This approach makes DRIVE accessible to a wide range of users without re-
quiring knowledge of Grid technology, DRIVE infrastructure, or the economic protocols used in
the DRIVE market. To our knowledge this is the first example of a wrapping toolkit capable of
producing economically enabled services
9.2 Contributions
This thesis has made several research contributions in the fields of federated distributed comput-
ing, meta-scheduling, economic resource allocation, web service wrapping toolkits, and Cloud
computing. The following contributions are restated here from Chapter 1. Specifically this thesis:
1. Presents the design and prototype implementation of DRIVE – a distributed economic meta-
scheduler designed to facilitate large scale resource trading in federated distributed envi-
ronments. DRIVE is unique for a number of reasons:
• DRIVE is a co-op architecture in which core components of the meta-scheduler are
hosted on (potentially untrusted) participating providers. Trust is established through
secure economic protocols.
• DRIVE is allocation protocol independent to provide the option of simultaneously us-
ing both (efficient) insecure and secure protocols in different scenarios. Independence
is provided by a generic protocol plug-in interface exposed by DRIVE market services.
In addition a generic Allocation Component has been designed that can be instantiated
as any protocol dependent entity.
• DRIVE is domain and provider independent. This separation makes DRIVE a suitable
platform from which to create a federated Grid and Cloud environment while also
facilitating arbitrary service markets. Task independence is achieved by supporting
arbitrary term languages for task submission, allocation, reservations and contracts.
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• DRIVE uses a unique two phase SLA negotiation mechanism to encourage negotiation
participation and reduce the impact of latency in distributed economies. Soft tenta-
tive agreements are created as the result of a negotiation, upon redemption tentative
agreements are hardened into binding contracts containing SLAs.
• A hint based reverse discovery mechanism is used to reduce the burden on allocation
entities. Providers receive direct advertisements for suitable negotiations, they also
have the option of discovering published negotiations through Publishing Services.
• The DRIVE architecture includes a task-independent flexible advanced reservation
model therefore providing consumers with flexibility when describing task require-
ments and interdependencies. This model has been shown to be advantageous to
providers due to the ability to schedule tasks.
• DRIVE components are extensible through user defined policies and plug-in interfaces.
For example the DRIVE Agent dynamically loads risk policies and valuation functions
at runtime to value requests.
• DRIVE is based on a dynamic VO model to represent consumers, providers, and DRIVE
services distributed over multiple administrative domains with proprietary security
configurations.
2. Analyses the performance of the DRIVE prototype in the context of auction based allocation.
To conduct this analysis several synthetic workloads have been developed to model situa-
tions where economic allocation typically performs poorly. A variety of experiments are
presented focused on bidding policies, auction throughput, DRIVE service overhead, and
economic (profit/penalty) analysis. The results verify the implementation and also serve to
quantify the salient performance measurements of DRIVE.
3. Identifies and quantifies the performance benefits of four High Utilisation strategies which
can be used to overcome some of the perceived limitations of economic mechanisms. The
four strategies studied are overbidding and overbooking, second chance substitute providers,
flexible advanced reservations, and just-in-time bidding. These strategies can be employed
both through allocation protocols and by participants to increase resource occupancy and
therefore optimise overall utilisation. They are shown to improve the performance of eco-
nomic (auction) protocols in the allocation of resources in a high performance computing
environment using DRIVE.
4. Presents the design and implementation of gRAVI – an economically enabled Grid and Web
service wrapping toolkit. gRAVI is capable of rapidly web enabling legacy applications such
that they can be transparently integrated in a DRIVE-based service market. The generated
WSRF services are independent from a particular hosting platform and support GSI security,
Grid scheduling, state notifications, persistence and data staging. All service code, scripts
and definition files are created automatically without any developer input. gRAVI is able
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to deploy services directly to the open science cloud Nimbus, while also being able to parse
workflow definition files to create strongly typed services. To our knowledge this is the only
example of a service wrapping toolkit capable of creating economically enabled services
5. Defines a Social Cloud – a Cloud computing infrastructure utilising virtualised resources
contributed by members of a Social network. Additionally the design and implementa-
tion of a proof of concept Social Storage Cloud based on DRIVE is presented which high-
lights the versatility of the DRIVE architecture. The prototype Social Cloud is implemented
as a Facebook application which allows “friends” to trade storage with one another in an
open DRIVE market. Performance measurements for the deployed posted-price and auc-
tion based marketplaces are shown to exceed the requirements of a small Social Cloud. This
is the first example of a Cloud computing environment that leverages the trust relationships
established in a Social network.
9.3 Future Work
Due to the size and scope of DRIVE there are many potential areas for extension and further
research.
9.3.1 Reputation
In real world economies consumers purchase products or services based on many factors, one of
the primary factors being brand awareness or reputation. Reputation can be established in a num-
ber of ways for example through previous interactions, word of mouth, or even implied through
third party relationships. DRIVE too can benefit from such knowledge, for example reputation
can be used to estimate the likelihood of an entity meeting their obligations (risk assessment).
In addition, in a global utility scenario reputation can be used to augment trust, for example an
entity can infer a level of trust in another entity based on its perceived reputation.
From a DRIVE perspective, a reputation framework is required such that entities can record
previous experiences (both positive and negative) with other entities (consumers, providers, DRIVE
services) such that this information can be used in the future to consider reputation and infer trust.
Within a VO it would also be valuable to aggregate reputation information between participants,
to establish “brand awareness” amongst entities which have not previously interacted. Secure
protocols and mechanisms are required to store, aggregate and share this information in the con-
text of a DRIVE VO.
Such a reputation architecture could transcend DRIVE into other online domains. For example
currently individuals are mapped to multiple online identities in a number of different domains
(email, social networks, online auctions, banks, Cloud providers), each of which may have an
associated reputation measure (for example trader feedback in eBay and trademe). The online
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reputation of an individual or entity could therefore be aggregated from any of these online iden-
tities essentially creating a global reputation measure.
9.3.2 SLA Monitoring and Enforcement
DRIVE includes a complete SLA architecture and implementation using WS-Agreement to rep-
resent the requirements and obligations of participants. While the DRIVE architecture defines
financial incentives it does not include mechanisms to monitor or enforce agreements. The Con-
tract Manager stores individual guarantee terms as resource properties allowing future applica-
tion of the WS-Agreement state model to each monitorable term. Using this model each property
can be used to reflect the current state of the term (honoured, breached). However a monitoring
layer is required to determine if terms have been satisfied.
A simple monitoring layer could be established using a self monitoring philosophy in which
participants themselves determine if terms have been met. However, in a commercial environ-
ment there is incentive to lie for financial gain, therefore necessitating trusted monitoring tech-
niques. The mechanisms by which provisions are monitored is also dependent on the task do-
main. For example in a service environment, users may wish to ensure the task is completed by
the stated time, however in a Cloud scenario, users may wish to ensure the VM allocated has the
advertised capacity. The monitoring layer must therefore be application aware as SLA terms are
generally application specific. Perhaps the best approach to this problem is to deploy trusted do-
main specific monitors within the provider environment (VM, Grid service) this way the monitor
can periodically notify if contract terms are honoured. To complete this architecture a best effort
Contract Manager is no longer suitable as the task of Contract Monitoring is potentially sensitive
and could be subverted. In this case the Contract Manager requires either trusted core deploy-
ment, or it could utilise secure protocols (similar to secure verifiable auctions) to ensure results
are valid.
Enforcement of SLAs is an even more difficult task due to a lack of control over distributed het-
erogeneous resources. It is impossible to force compliance as this would require complete control
through integration at the resource level, in addition it is unreasonable to expect that providers
will not fail (network outage, power failure). However, enforcing the rewards and penalties spec-
ified in the agreement is more achievable. This requires integration with a currency provider
(bank) or a trusted third party to store a “bond” and then allocate it after contract completion.
Finally, one aspect of SLAs that is not often considered is the legal implications. Typically SLAs
are vaguely defined which raises questions about the legal validity. For example the Amazon EC2
terms and conditions state that they do not accept liability for:
“any unanticipated or unscheduled downtime or unavailability of any portion or all of the Services for
any reason, including as a result of power outages, system failures or other interruptions” 1
As yet these terms have not been tested in court to determine their legal validity. In addition as
many providers span international borders the legal implications may be even more ambiguous.
1http://www.aws.amazon.com/agreement/
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9.3.3 Protocol Repository
DRIVE is designed to support runtime protocol selection and configuration using a plug-in ar-
chitecture and predefined DRIVE protocol interfaces. The limitation with the current approach is
that all protocol libraries must be distributed and specified to DRIVE services prior to allocation.
As the size of a DRIVE VO increases it is difficult to ensure all parties have access to every possible
protocol and that the libraries are compatible (versions). A better approach is to use a dynamic
protocol repository which allows protocol developers to submit and share protocols through an
online mechanism. DRIVE services can then discover and use economic protocols when required.
Additionally, the DRIVE prototype currently supports three protocols, to explore the full capabil-
ities of DRIVE a suite of protocols must be developed to reflect the difference scenarios in which
DRIVE can be used.
9.3.4 Global Utility Environment
DRIVE provides a step towards creating a global utility environment by facilitating an open mar-
ket in which any type of consumer or provider can participate. However, provider middleware
differs and therefore jobs must be configured for a particular hosting environment. Due to the
complexity and cost of porting implementations between hosting environments this will lead to
restrictions on participants in the market. To create a truly global computing environment com-
mon standards and protocols are required to abstract heterogeneity, this may be accomplished
through a middleware layer or common interface. Already there is some “standardised” de-
velopment taking place for example Eucalyptus and Nimbus have implemented Amazon EC2
interfaces so that any EC2 image can run on any one of these providers. In the Grid world Globus
has taken a generic middleware approach using GRAM to abstract provider heterogeneity. Either
one of these approaches could be used to overcome heterogeneity in a global computing utility.
9.3.5 High Utilisation Strategies
This thesis proposed and evaluated several high utilisation strategies with respect to a single class
of economic allocation. However, strategies such as overbooking, second chance substitution,
flexible advanced reservations and Just-In-Time bidding are just as applicable in other domains.
For example in any protocol consumer no shows and underestimated resource requirements are
likely to be common, overbooking in such a scenario could be used in a similar fashion to in-
crease occupancy at the expense of potential penalties. Second chance substitute providers can be
used in any scenario effected by latency which is the case for most distributed allocation proto-
cols. Finally JIT bidding could be generalised by leaving allocation decisions to the last possible
moment to ensure accurate capacity prediction. There is potential to explore more general use
of these techniques as a means of increasing occupancy, utilisation and allocation performance in
different economic and non-economic domains.
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9.3.6 Economic Analysis
DRIVE provides a platform on which different economic protocols and functions can be exam-
ined. The pricing and penalty functions presented in this thesis aimed to study their effect on
allocation and revenue. The pricing functions defined are based on provider data only, these
could be extended to incorporate market conditions obtained by analysing previous allocations
from Publishing Services. For example strategies such as ZIP and Q-Bidding could be applied. It
would also be valuable to compare strategies against one another when deployed concurrenlty
in the same market. Likewise penalty functions could be examined in greater detail to analyse
their effect on different aspects of the system. In particular pricing functions must become penalty
aware in order to consider possible penalties in valuation. These different aspects could poten-
tially be implemented and evaluated in an economic Grid or Cloud simulation toolkit such as
GridSim/CloudSim [84]
9.3.7 gRAVI
gRAVI has been successfully used in a number of domains, however there are various improve-
ments that could be made to extend its capabilities. The DRIVE-extensions include most Bidding
Agent functionality such as bidding, valuation, contract creation, and advertising. However, there
is no support for reverse discovery, reservation management, or generic capacity monitoring. Bid-
ding Agent mechanisms for reverse discovery and reservation support could be integrated such
that services are enabled to discover auctions from publishing services and store/schedule reser-
vations using the DRIVE Reservation Service. Currently capacity monitoring is based on system
utilisation like the DRIVE prototype, however in many service-based domains this is not a good
measure of capacity. A generic capacity monitoring interface is required so users can define met-
rics used to measure capacity in different domains. A plug-in interface could be used so that
developers can customise data gathering and aggregation to determine capacity.
gRAVI currently produces generic invocation interfaces in which arguments and files are
transferred as character data, in a number of domains (for example workflows) it is desirable to
offer strongly typed interfaces. Introduce includes the notion of data type repositories, it would
be beneficial for gRAVI to leverage these repositories in a way that maps defined data types to
application input parameters. The Introduce GUI could be used to select and match application
parameters to existing service data types. In the area of data staging gRAVI relies heavily on ex-
ternal mechanisms to move medium to large files. It is desirable for generated services to support
SOAP attachments as a more scalable way of moving large data sets without the use of external
infrastructure. In order to do this, attachment support is required from the Globus Web service
container. For Grid scheduling and GridFTP transfer gRAVI relies on community credentials
which are not suitable in some scenarios as administrators require accountability of user actions.
A better solution would be to support delegation of credentials in a similar manner to that used
in GRAM.
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9.3.8 Social Cloud
The Social Cloud presents a unique Cloud environment with a number of different areas of poten-
tial research. One of the biggest problems with the Social Cloud prototype is the susceptibility to
inflation and cheating, new trading policies and mechanisms are required to combat these prob-
lems. In addition these problems could be alleviated by integrating the Social Cloud with Face-
book credits, this therefore ties the virtual currency used to a real currency. Using Facebook credits
providers would be rewarded with real currency for contributing resources to the system. There
is also potential to use different types of economies, for example a reciprocation economy [263]
which is analogous to car pooling is well suited to sharing resources in a Social Cloud. In such
a model peers decide who to donate resources to based on local history, for instance previous
interactions with peers.
The Social Cloud architecture presented is generic in that it could represent any type of Cloud
service, to verify this assumption the prototype could be generalised so that different service types
can be represented in a complex marketplace. This may include a fashioned yellow pages service
or ontology in order to capture “similar” utility services. These services may also be provided
outside the Social Cloud, for example Amazon S3 storage could be included in the open storage
market thus creating a federated Social Cloud architecture. Perhaps the most valuable use for a
Social Cloud is in the growing scientific communities. To demonstrate this value a scientific Social
Cloud could be created in which collaborators can share research and resources (for example a
workflow engine) between friends (in scientific communities).
9.3.9 Additional Directions
In addition to the future work presented in the previous sections there are a number of other
avenues for future research around DRIVE. Briefly these potential directions include:
• Combinatorial JSDL representation: JSDL has limited support for combinatorial represen-
tation through ranges. A full study of JSDL is required to determine if it is capable of repre-
senting adequate combinatorial requirements. In addition mappings need to be developed
to convert JSDL to common combinatorial representations.
• High utilisation extensions: The proposed high utilisation strategies have been shown to
be advantageous in an auction scenario. Further research is required to determine appropri-
ate policies to optimise their use in production environments. For example overbidding and
overbooking ratios need to be defined based on observed behaviour and second chance sub-
stitute limits need to be defined for individual protocols so as not to violate protocol secu-
rity. Policies regarding selective contract rejection could also be used to maximise provider
profit.
• Function-based Resource Profiles: The proof of concept resource profiles describing provider
capacity define discrete property values. Continuous mathematical functions can be used
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to more accurately describe capacity with respect to time. Expressing capacity with func-
tions has been proposed in SLA negotiation [224], in this work SLA terms are represented as
multidimensional functions (or systems of functions) rather than constant values or variable
ranges. This approach may only be applicable in non-commercial environments as capacity
prediction may be commercially sensitive to commercial providers.
• Reducing trusted core: Finally a major focus of our future work is reducing the trusted core
services so that the infrastructural service requirements are a minimal subset of the overall
services. For example secure distributed protocols could potentially be used for contract
creation, management, and enforcement. These functions could therefore be executed on
untrusted VO members. It might also be possible to similarly distribute an encrypted VOMS
architecture
Appendix A
Appendix A: DRIVE Contract
Listing A.1 presents a WS-Agreement based contract generated by DRIVE in the Social Cloud
prototype. An extended EJSDL is used as the term language. The extended EJSDL language
includes availability and error rate to model Cloud specific requirements.


































































































































































































































































Appendix B: Bidding Policy
Listing B.1 shows an example DRIVE policy used to determine risk based on a reputation value.
The policy compares the given reputation value with a predefined value (10) to determine if the
reputation is high risk.





This policy determines if the given reputation value is perceived
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Appendix C
Appendix C: DRIVE Schemas
This appendix presents schema definitions and code segments relating to the DRIVE prototype
implementation. The listings are referred to directly in Chapter 5.
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issuer : /O=Grid/OU=DRIVE/OU=simpleCA/Globus Simple CA
identity : /O=Grid/OU=DRIVE/OU=simpleCA/Globus Simple CA
type : unknown
strength : 512 bits
path : /tmp/x509up_u509
timeleft : 11:59:55
=== VO DRIVE extension information ===
VO : DRIVE
subject : /O=Grid/OU=DRIVE/OU=simpleCA/OU=dsrg.mcs.vuw.ac.nz/CN=Kyle
issuer : /O=Grid/OU=DRIVE/OU=simpleCA/Globus Simple CA
attribute : /DRIVEVO/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL
timeleft : 11:59:55
























Listing C.7: DRIVE Provider XPath Query. This query will retrieve all DRIVE metadata objects
with computation greater than 10 and categorised as memory intensive and supporting the Gar-
bled Circuits (GC) auction protocol.
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